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ABSTRACT 

Throughout the nineteenth century, the prayers, addresses, memorials, legal 

briefs, testimony and delegations of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa exemplified 

Edward Said's insight that "nations themselves are narrations." Their legal 

struggle for land and sovereignty derived from "the power to narrate" their own 

side of the story. This tribal case study confirms that the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa are a powerfiil people with a compelling history. An adherence to the 

Native viewpoint is required to re-examine the formulation and implementation of 

nineteenth century federal Indian policy. This more inclusive approach can help 

everyone gain a broader perspective on the history of European 

American/American Indian relations. 
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Introduction 

'''"Only looking back there is a pattern. There is a story to it 
the way there is a story to all, never visible while it is happening."^ 

- Louise Erdrich 

By considering the nineteenth century experiences of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

as a case study, we can better understand how tribal relations with the United States ran 

counter to federal Indian policy's professed adherence to equity and justice. Responding 

to the U.S. government's extra-legal taking of nine million acres of vinceded Indian land 

without any compensation in 1884, member and solicitor of the Turtle Mountain Band of 

Chippewa Indians of North Dakota, John B. Bottineau asked "whether these Indians have 

some constitutional rights in this great Republic, which a court of justice is bound to 

respect as well as the President of the United States." His inquiry lies at the heart of their 

legal struggle. It also provides a valuable insight into the harmful nature of nineteenth 

century federal Indian policy for Native Americans. 

Although promising government protection in exchange for vast areas of Indian 

territory, nebulous federal guardianship spurred, rather than forestalled, European 

American settlement. Conveniently acknowledging the unlawful nature of events on the 

ground while still touting the "civilizing' scrupulousness of the "rule of law," the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs conceded in 1879 that the federal government's 

"guardianship" over the lands of its Indian "wards" produced another policy failure: 

There is hardly a reservation within the limits of the United States 
which has not been subject to [European American] encroachments. 
They resort to all kinds of devices and schemes to obtain a foothold 
on Indian soil, and offer ready and varied excuses for their continued 
unlawfiil occupancy.^ 
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The commissioner's observation accurately represented the situation of the Turtle 

Mountain people in North Dakota from 1863 to 1905. 

Despite the persistent calls from American Indian history or policy scholars for an 

"increase in the diversity of voices heard," no published book or article provides a 

comprehensive narrative (e.g. anthropological, ethnohistorical, or political) about the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa.'* The only published book-length study focused primarily on 

this group is James H. Howard's excellent ethnological study on the Plains-Ojibwa with 

special reference to the Turtle Mountain Band. A couple of tribal history booklets, 

authored by a former tribal chairman and the state of North Dakota, along with an 

account by a tribal historian and some related but usually unattributed information on 

various Chippewa/Ojibwa/Metis web sites, are available.^ Hence, there are no major 

schools of interpretation about the political history or legal struggles of this small North 

Dakota tribe. 

The history of the band, while not unknown, has been minimized. One can search the 

indices of almost every book on American Indian history, policy or culture from the past 

thirty five years and skip from the Tulalip or Tunica to the Tuscarora unless lists of 

reservations or federally recognized tribes are included. Even ubiquitous index entries for 

Chippewa or Ojibwa omit references to the Turtle Mountain band, unless they deal with 

contemporary institutions like casinos or tribal colleges. The reasons for their scholarly 

marginalization probably parallels their historical obscurity: relatively small in size; 

remote geographically; ethnogenesis in a transnational borderland; their unique evolution 

as a "composite band" of full-blood Chippewa (along with Ottawa and Cree) in the 
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minority, and mixed-blood Metchif (Metis) in the majority; and having been a peaceful 

people avoiding any attention-grabbing wars with the U.S.^ 

In 1987 Gregory L. Camp wrote an unpublished Ph.D. dissertation on the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa extending from 1797-1935. Camp also wrote three related published 

journal articles. Two focused on the origins of the Pembina Chippewa as a trading post 

band and their evolution during the nineteenth century. The other article dealt with the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa experience with allotment in the late nineteenth century. The 

latter article does have some Indian policy focus. Another unpublished Ph.D. dissertation 

was written by tribal member David Delorme in 1955. It was a socio-economic study of 

this group in the 1950s, and coincided with the proposed federal Indian policy of 

termination and relocation. Most of the dissertation was the socio-economic study, while 

some of it dealt with the Turtle Mountain Chippewa response to termination. Delorme 

and Howard each published brief overview tribal history articles from their larger works 

in the 1950s. The best published article that combines history and policy (but only from 

1882-1905) was written by Stanley Murray in 1984. Overview ethnohistory articles were 

written by John Hesketh in 1923, James Howard in 1958, and Harold Hickerson in 1970. 

The major consensus is that the Turtle Mountain Chippewa suffered greatly as a result of 

federal Indian policies that did not protect them or their land from European American 

encroachment in the late nineteenth century. There are no discemable schools of 

historical interpretation among the above works. Based on this brief literature review, a 

detailed narrative based on a wider and deeper utilization of primary sources is needed. I 

think the extensive documentary evidence (most of which was not used in the works cited 
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above) and the minimal secondary literature requires a monograph that: 1) bridges the 

gaps between Indian law/policy scholarship and ethnopolitical history; and 2) re

examines critically the implementation of various nineteenth century federal Indian 

policies in the light of one tribe's struggle for territorial sovereignty, self-government, 

and justice.^ 

While being forced to cede millions of acres of land in return for an inadequate 

reservation, they never received a suitable tract of land for a reservation as promised. 

Following decades of contention and indecision, a local superintendent noted in 1906 

that, "this failure was due largely to the rapid absorption of available lands by the 

rush of white settlers."^ The band protested to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 

that: 

no attempt has been made to keep settlers from occupying our 
lands. The Turtle Mountain Indians regard these mountains as 
their own and express a strong desire to have a reservation 
definitely located for them in that region, before white settlers 
shall further encroach upon them.'® 

This testimony demonstrated that despite their adverse circumstances, the peoples of 

Turtle Mountain were not just pawns or victims of U.S. politics. Their Native witness is 

crucial in illuminating the vagaries of nineteenth century federal policy. The various 

representatives of the band discerned accurately the motivations and actual practices of 

those European Americans who shaped, articulated and handled Indian affairs. 

The subject of this investigation focuses on the historical contexts and political 

expressions of Turtle Mountain Chippewa self-governance, paying attention particularly 

to their relationship with the federal government of the United States throughout the 
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nineteenth century. Such an inquiry reveals how the band sought to shape and negotiate 

their own existence within the confines of European American political hegemony, 

economic stratification, and racial exclusion. The analytical emphasis is on this band's 

abilities to act on their own behalf, and resist inimical external forces. In terms of power 

relations and economic adaptation, they creatively and selectively attempted to maximize 

their physical, cultural and political survival amidst the broader imposition of European 

American infringement. 

By using Harold Lasswell's classic definition of politics - "who gets what, when, and 

how" - we can better understand the political context of how the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa contested Indian policy formulation and implementation.'* They affirmed their 

claims to the utmost of their considerable political abilities. Such a legacy discerned from 

their prayers, addresses, memorials, letters, legal briefs, and delegations exemplified 

Edward Said's important insight that "nations themselves are narrations." A large part 

of the effective exercise of the Turtle Mountain band's diminished sovereignty derived 

fi-om the power to narrate their side of the story. They asserted "a common history, 

language, culture, traditions, political consciousness, laws, governmental structures, 

spirituality, ancestry and homeland." This enabled them to exercise powers and 

responsibilities flowing from these elements in maintaining their rights of self-

determination in an effective manner.'^ They also contested vigorously the disingenuous 

coimterclaims of various federal, state, territorial, and local officials and private profiteers 

who coveted their territory. 
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The inclusion of a specific American Indian people's perspective responds to Richard 

White's call for more historians to look at "the historical construction of Indian 

nations."*'* As articulated by Lumbee legal scholar Robert A. Williams, Jr., the main 

reason for the consistent failing of federal Indian policy and its lack of reflection or 

accountability derived from the fact that "the Indian voice was either not heard, not 

heeded, or falsely reported."'^ It is not enough to simply acknowledge the disastrous 

effects of this policy on Indian peoples. Scholars must delve deeper into the history of 

tribal-federal dialogue to understand the basis of a policy touted consistently by its 

advocates as being "benevolent." To do this, the motivations, factors, and reasons behind 

federal policy can be better understood by analyzing them within the framework of some 

recent outlooks on United States history. The orientation of this study aligns with Daniel 

K. Richter's insight that "if we shift our perspective to try to view the past in a way that 

faces east from Indian coimtry, history takes on a very different appearance."'^ While 

most monographs focus on a more specific time period, this study analyzes a cormected 

series of transformative eras throughout the nineteenth century. Since the development of 

Indian policy mirrored many historical processes, one of the most insightful ways to 

analyze and interpret the dynamic interplay between federal-tribal relations is to focus on 

one Native community's experiences over an extended period of time. 

The legal struggles of the Turtle Mountain community for their land and sovereignty 

as seen from their standpoint, provides valuable insights into the dysfunctional nature of 

nineteenth century federal Indian policy. This tribal case study recounts comprehensively, 

and analyzes critically, the political relationship between the Turtle Mountain band of 
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Chippewa Indians and the United States. By taking a "history from the bottom-up" 

approach, combined with a focus on tribal self-representation, the analysis herein 

emphasizes the abilities of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa to make their own way in the 

world. This monograph draws not only on primary historical sources and government 

documents, but also on anthropology, archaeology, oral tradition, and an extensive study 

of American Indian history, law, and policy sources. The goal of this dissertation is to 

make the compelling story of one tribe's political relationship with the United States 

accessible to a wider audience. 

The Turtle Mountain Chippewa comprise the only predominantly Metis community in 

North America to secure legally a reservation in the United States or a reserve in Canada. 

Such a singular achievement should have been explored comprehensively long before 

now. They proved eminently capable of thinking and acting for themselves during a 

series of difficult transformative eras. How many nineteenth century Indian tribes had a 

member as their attorney, litigating and lobbying actively on their behalf for forty years 

(1871-1911)?'^ They developed creatively economic and political strategies to sustain 

their sovereignty and contest any external threats. Through peaceful and diplomatic 

1 S 
means, the band fought to maintain the core elements of their unique peoplehood. 

Another fascinating discovery concerns the rare issuance of "half-breed" scrip (i.e., a 

coupon that could be redeemed for land or cash) in the U.S. Some North American Indian 

history scholarship has studied how this worked in Canada, or has explored the few 

instances where some Metis received specific U.S. treaty allotments. Yet the existence of 

"half-breed" scrip provisions in U.S. Indian treaties has been overlooked by the vast 
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majority of American historians working on Indian affairs. In the wider historical context 

of applications of "mixed-bloods" for land or scrip under treaties with various bands of 

Chippewas in Wisconsin and Minnesota, the Pembina and Turtle Mountain experience 

with "half-breed" scrip constitutes one of the most important findings and contributions 

of this undertaking. I hope it may stimulate other research in this field.'® 

The political history of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's relations with the United 

States government at least calls into question some existing assumptions about federal 

Indian law and policy. As federal Indian law doctrines and policy era models have 

become reified into static removal, reservation, assimilation and allotment epochs, the 

genre of scholarship known as "the history of Indian-White relations" has followed suit. 

Studies of tribal relations with the federal government became shoehomed into top-down, 

discrete policy period paradigms. A tremendous amount of invaluable research resulted 

from these efforts. Yet Patricia Limerick observed accurately that they "overplay[ed] the 

significance of federal policy" by creating an "illusion of a purposeful sequence of 

events," rather than reflect the "swirl" of an "unsettling" and "persistent muddle."^' An 

expanded account of federal-tribal relations from a distinctive tribal and regional point of 

view is needed to amend this situation. 

This can only be accomplished by paying "careful attention to the actual facts of a 

particular controversy."^^ The experiences of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa should be 

incorporated into what Vine Deloria Jr. categorized accurately as the "very complicated, 

very diverse body of data" which refutes "the massive amount of literature which 

pretends that a few popular concepts can be used to explain" federal Indian law and 
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policy.To increase our understanding of  the varied experiences of  a  diverse array of  

Native American communities, an "Indian-centered history" needs to do more than 

highlight the intentional actions of Indigenous peoples as historical actors in their own 

right?'* The focus on "Indian agency" represented a refreshing leap forward. Yet as a key 

element within any analysis of tribal-federal relations, "agency" can become vitiated if 

constrained within existing top-down federal Indian policy paradigms. 

Critiquing the federal Indian policy era model only provides the beginning for a new 

understanding of tribal-federal relations. In the simplest of terms, "policy is what the 

government says and does about  perceived problems" l ike the "Indian problem.The 

perception of the "Indian problem" was framed by various county, territorial and state 

interest groups and officials in conjunction with the federal Indian bureaucracy and 

Congress. To get inside the formulation and deployment of federal Indian policy, this 

history posits an alternative archetype of a "grab-bag" for federal policy, and how it 

relates to the scholarly literature about a comparable model of organizational theory.^^ In 

the process of researching the historical experiences of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

with the U.S. government throughout the nineteenth century, both the metaphor and the 

model applied all too accurately. 

The testimony of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa indicates that they confronted the 

handling of federal Indian affairs as capricious expediencies rather than coherent policies. 

Their lawyer J.B. Bottineau complained that "they have been subjected to ... half a dozen 

or more policies or regimes, under different administrations and agents, each having a 

97 
policy or regime of his own." He concluded that "the authorities of the government 
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have really done nothing for these Indians" while "endeavoring to remove them from 

their home on Turtle Mountain."^® As a result, they rejected all of the government's 

proposals "lest the abandonment of the country claimed by them might be looked upon as 

a willing relinquishment of their title."^^ If the grab-bag pattern conforms to how the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa perceived federal Indian policy, perhaps it can better explain 

the experiences of other tribes as well. The Department of the Interior and the B.I.A. used 

the means that came to hand, and then sought the best rationale for the action taken. Since 

this paradigm of organizational theory stands at the anarchic end of a continuum from the 

rational choice assumptions of the standard federal Indian policy era model, the grab-bag 

model helps explain the persistent failures of federal Indian policy. 

The pre-selection of policy tools (removal, reservation, allotment) constituted a 

"3 1 
"collections of choices looking for problems" that skewed the problems accordingly. 

Policy formulations directed towards Native Americans moved from solutions to 

problems, rather than the reverse. Therefore the deployment of the asserted solutions 

from the policy grab-bag to the "Indian problem" of the day always missed the mark. 

Without any meaningful evaluative feedback loop, the federal Indian affairs echelon 

continued to cycle and recycle through its policy grab-bag until they declared the 

problem solved, regardless of the actual outcome or the detrimental impact on Native 

communities.^^ 

The result of this analysis indicts the core continuities of Indian policy, and criticizes 

some of the less than critical scholarship. Yet it takes heed of Francis Paul Prucha's 

warning to fellow federal policy scholars to avoid creating "an imaginary past" that he 
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labels as "heritage/myth" that "purports to build Indian self-esteem." Nevertheless, how 

long can scholars remain satisfied with the genocidal, benevolent or inadvertent 

interpretations of federal Indian law and policy? There must be more to the "challenge of 

Indian history" than avoiding moralizing, anachronism, and cultural relativism by 

adhering to historical specificity. In the realm of tribal-federal relations, it is imperative 

to determine not just what happened, but the policy behind it. The comprehensive scope 

of this work attempts to avoid the ahistorical reductionism of an Indian versus non-Indian 

dichotomy. As noted by Peter Nabokov, "any accounts of Indian-white relations deserves 

multiple representations."^'* This methodology fits within the context of Philip J. 

Deloria's stipulation that the best American Indian scholarship must be a "thoroughly 

cross-cultural history" that looks at "Indians and non-Indians in a changing world." 

Such a bilateral approach raises serious historical questions that have been unattended to 

previously. 

The band's fortitude against marginality, injustice, and the reduction of their 

homeland explored in this study extends the contributions of published condensed works 

• • " X F X  I , 

focused mainly on recounting events rather than inquiring into their causes. This 

examination has dual aspirations and contributions. First, by examining a wider array of 

sources it shows American Indians and Metis as actors in the assertion and defense of 

their inherent rights to land and sovereignty. It remains vital to expound upon how they 

defined themselves and their goals, rather than rely on the federal government's doctrinal 

and ethnocentric preconceptions. J.B. Bottineau confirmed this observation's 

applicability to his people. He reiterated that "they are as well qualified today to judge for 
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themselves as to what may be needed for their best interest as any other class of 

people."^^ Such a premise leads to a second offering. A case history can challenge old 

assumptions, and offer new observations about nineteenth century tribal-federal relations 

by utilizing insights gained from an extensive inquiry into the actualities of federal Indian 

policy. 

Such an analysis is also concerned with the general research questions of how and 

why nineteenth century federal Indian policy failed to achieve any of its "benevolent" 

goals, but resulted in the further dispossession, dislocation and marginalization of Native 

peoples. This is a fundamentally important research question with both historical and 

contemporary significance, because if everyone agrees on the failures of Indian policy, 

then it becomes more incumbent upon scholars to discern how and why the policy was 

formulated and implemented. Although a well intended policy might go awry, can an 

incoherent array of quick fixes ever achieve success? Was Indian administration part of a 

systemic national policy framework, or just an aberration? In spite of all the benevolent 

rhetoric about securing Indian title and conferring the benefits of civilization, the primary 

goal of nineteenth century federal Indian policy coincided with the national goal of 

furthering European American settlement and bringing the remaining peripheral areas of 

the West into the national economy of the United States. To have been effective, federal 

administrators would have had to engage Native peoples directly in its formulations and 

implementations. Yet it did not in any consequential way. Little or no concern was given 

to the interests of the Indians themselves. 
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My analysis reveals that it was not the political intervention of the European American 

market economy itself that disrupted the Turtle Mountain Chippewa community. Their 

"ethnogenesis" around 1800 as a distinct Plains-Ojibwa people intermarried heavily with 

French Canadian fur traders evolved from their origins as a fur trading post band at 

Pembina, North Dakota, in the Red River Valley of the North. By 1810 they had 

extended further west as wintering bands of hivernants in the Pembina and Turtle 

mountains. As hunters, trappers, provisioners, guides, interpreters, and transporters they 

lived and worked within an entrepreneurial milieu that valued their labor and skills, hi 

this pre-commercial farming and pre-industrial era, they adapted sufficiently to many 

economic changes, and participated actively in a proto-capitalist market economy until 

the demise of the buffalo and the subsequent buffalo-bone commerce in the 1880s.^^ 

It was not their inability to understand market economics or compete in an 

increasingly European American world that led to dependency, dispossession, and 

dislocation. The Turtle Mountain Chippewa and Metchif adapted successfully to an 

external market economy in a variety of ways until the intrusion of the railroads and the 

decimation of the buffalo ended Native control of resources and the means of production. 

Yet in the end, demographic disparity, and aggressive European American settler 

encroachment countenanced by federal policy makers overran the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa and their attendant resources. Fraudulent Executive Orders, commissions, and 

agreements whittled down the ten million acre Turtle Mountain Chippewa domain to a 

two township allotted reservation, leaving most of the band landless and scattered across 
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the public domain of the northern Plains, while the "worthy" European Americans would 

champion their self-made economic independence in America's heartland.'"' 

Analyzing the Turtle Mountain Chippewa requires us to discard the assumption that 

the course of American Indian-European American relations was pre-ordained, 

unalterable or inevitable. Scholars cannot just accept the rationalizations of the federal 

Indian apparatus at face value, but must delve into the paradoxes and contradictions 

between Indian policy rhetoric, formulation, and implementation. Despite the benevolent 

discourse from the proponents of Indian policy, the actual intent of its manifestations 

resulted in the marginalization of tribal communities as a result of land and resource 

appropriation, rather than bolstering self-sufficiency or assimilation into the dominant 

society. This tribal case study endeavors to speak to historian Richard White's concern 

that "the history of Indian-white relations has not usually produced complex stories."'*' 

A more inclusive approach and nuanced analysis is required to better interpret and 

evaluate the convoluted causes and pernicious effects of federal Indian policy on one 

Native commimity "insisting on their rights" and adherence to "equity and justice."'*^ 

After a half-century (1851-1905) of legal wrangling with U.S. officials, incursions by 

neighboring whites, and harassment by local authorities, the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

relented under duress to an "obnoxious agreement" imposed by the federal govenmient. 

They continued to reiterate that "there is ample evidence showing the merits of the claim 

of the Turtle Mountain Indians, and the great wrongs and injustice in their treatment by 

this Government."'*^ The generation of a substantial body of official government records 

affirmed their case, and documented their struggle against cultural annihilation, economic 
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devastation and lack of justice. Modem tribal chairman Richard LaFromboise 

summarized this perspective eloquently: 

The story of the Turtle Mountain People is a record of endurance, of 
survival, of adaptation, and creativity in the face of overwhelming 
obstacles. It is a record of enormous contributions to this country - to 
its art and culture, its strength and spirit, its sense of history, and its 
sense of purpose.'^'* 

The Turtle Moxmtain Chippewa persevered to preserve their self-governing autonomy 

and land tenure. These two basic components lay at the heart of their long legal struggle 

with the federal goverrmient. They gave notice of their desire to stay exclusively on 

reserved tribal lands, and demanded protection from unwanted intruders, along with fair 

compensation for the land taken from them. The band's representatives believed that by 

adhering to peaceful relations and the rule of law, their sovereign legal status and land 

title would be upheld by the United States. Yet their modest needs conflicted directly 

with the expansionist desires of European American settlement. The principled and 

persistent effort of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa should be a shining example for all 

Indian tribes to follow in their quest to maintain and expand tribal rights. Their 

compelling story cries out for an extensive analysis. It may only be a slight exaggeration 

to agree with attorney Bottineau when he concluded that "there is no tribe of our 

American Indians that has ever been so ill-treated as these Turtle Mountain Indians. It is 

but justice to acquaint the facts to the American people.""*^ 

' Louise Erdrich, Tracks (New York: Harper & Row, 1988), 34-35. Ms. Erdrich is an enrolled member of 
the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. She is a descendant of sub-chief Kaishpau Gomeau. Many of her fictional 
works reflect the harsh historical realities endured through a survivor's humor and tenacity by various band 
members near or on the Turtle Mountain reservation in North Dakota. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE ORIGINS OF THE PEMBINA AND TURTLE MOUNTAIN CHIPPEWA, 
PRE-1795-1824 

""Before the Boundaries Were Set"^ 

One premise of this dissertation asserts that access to, and control over land and its 

resources has always been the major issue of contention between American Indians and 

European Americans.^ Whether land was obtained by purchase or conquest from Indians, 

it was not free. Land occupied center stage in this historical contest, because as stated by 

historian Wilcomb Washburn, "the greatest legal gap between the two cultures has been 

-3 
the respective attitudes toward that commodity." Culturally and legally contested 

concepts of land, and its purported uses and ownership, are germane to any analysis of 

federal Indian policy and Native political resistance. As Stephen Cornell perceived, 

"dispossession was not merely an aspect of frontier history." For American Indians "it 

was the fundamental event on which much of the American future turned."'^ U.S. national 

development depended on Indian displacement. 

This observation sets the stage for addressing several vital questions underpinning any 

American Indian people's history of tribal-federal relations. Who are the Turtle Mountain 

band of Pembina Chippewa? Where did they come from? What territory did they regard 

as their homeland? How and when did they coalesce as an identifiable ancestral group 

with a discernible tribal organization holding "Aboriginal title" to the lands they 



possessed? Moreover, why did their cultural identity, political organization, and 

territorial claims create such a conundrum for federal Indian policy makers? 

Indian peoples had definite ideas about the extent and derivation of their 

commonwealth. Many European American colonizers justified their expropriation of 

Indian lands by reverting to an often repeated ahistorical and misleading assertion. They 

posited that the historic ties of Native peoples to their lands could not provide the basis 

for any sustainable legal title because they did not believe in or practice recognizable 

European American forms of land ovmership. This half-truth proved to be a dangerous 

rationalization. Native Americans had conceptions of land, resources and ownership that 

differed from European concepts. As noted in 1633 by Roger Williams, one of the few 

residents of colonial New England who attempted to bridge the cultural gap between 

European Americans and American Indians, "the Natives are very exact and punctual in 

the bounds of their lands."^ Yet very few Americans were as fair-minded or scrupulous as 

Williams. 

From the Johnson v. Mcintosh Supreme Court decision in 1823, to the "ten- cent 

treaty" reviled by the Turtle Mountain Chippewa since 1892, a long line of U.S. officials 

denigrated the different cultural practices or ideas of Indigenous peoples to concoct 

elaborate legal justifications for claiming superior rights to their lands. Federal Indian 

policy embraced various invented legalisms to impair Indian land ownership and tribal 

sovereignty, so the "empire of liberty" envisioned by Thomas Jefferson and other 

founders could expand at a rapid pace with minimal human and financial cost to the U.S. 

When this situation began to confront the Turtle Mountain Chippewa in the mid-
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nineteenth century, they framed the sum and substance of their legal rebuttal in terms of 

the "damages and wrongs perpetrated upon our people under the guise of law."^ 

The Turtle Mountain band of the Pembina Chippewa considered their lands and 

resources as a sacred endowment from the "Master of Life [who] placed us here, and 

gave [this land] to us for an inheritance."^ The deaths of warriors, the burial of ancestors, 

and the use of certain portions of land for specific purposes, such as ceremonial rites, 

augmented its sacredness. In addition, the "ancient bloody feud" with the Dakota led the 

Chippewa to consider their lands as "blood earned country." "The Ojibway exclaims with 

truth when asked by the grasping 'Long Knife' to sell his country that it is strewed with 

the bones of his fathers, and enriched with their blood."^ Such enmity proved that they 

had some inherent notion of "adverse possession," by birthright or conquest. Within the 

Turtle Moxmtain band's tribal territory the use of many areas or resources were controlled 

loosely, but not exclusively, by kinship groups, acting as stewards rather than exclusive 

owners. As part of their seasonal subsistence pattern, a variety of extended family groups 

used vast non-residential territories for hunting. They saw their land and its attendant 

resources as part of a larger interdependent utilitarian/ceremonial relationship, to be used 

in culturally-sanctioned ways that fulfilled their subsistence and spiritual needs, based on 

sacred obligations of stewardship. The power or propriety implicit in concepts of 

property was always relative, myriad, contentious, and contingent. The question 

remained, what extent of unceded territory did the Turtle Mountain band of the Pembina 

Chippewa Indians claim to own and have original rights in, based upon continuous 

occupation by them and their ancestors for many generations? 
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In the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 the United States pledged to discharge the 

"utmost good faith" in relation to American Indians. "Their land and property shall never 

be taken from them without their consent."^ In contrast to the Ordinance's promised 

"laws founded injustice and humanity," a spokesman responded that, "we submit that 

there is ample evidence showing the merits of the claim of the Turtle Mountain Indians, 

and the great wrongs and injustice in their treatment by this Government."'® While the 

issues of sovereignty and land have always been paramount to Indian tribes and the 

federal government. Native commimities like the Turtle Mountain Chippewa did not 

aspire to any European American form of a sovereign state. The common and crucial 

benchmarks for nation-state or tribal sovereignty comprised exclusive control over a 

defined territory, by an identifiable and autonomous group of people, exercising some 

controlling authority.'' Yet the Turtle Mountain Chippewa also sought some degree of 

sovereignty and freedom firom the impositions of European American law and 

governance. Accordingly, the legal dispute at the heart of this study emanated from the 

battles for political efficacy between the U.S. and the Turtle Moimtain band, over what 

would become northeastern and north-central North Dakota. 

From approximately 1680 to 1780 the migrations and territories of the Anishinabeg, 

Ojibwa or Chippewa arched across the eastern woodlands of the Great Lakes region from 

southern Ontario, Canada in the East, to northwestern Minnesota in the West. After 1780 

some of these people extended further across the prairies of the Great Plains through 

northern North Dakota and southern Manitoba, as far West as central Saskatchewan and 

northern Montana in the United States (see FIGURE 1).'^ The term Plains-Ojibwa 
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became the overarching anthropological designation for the Chippewa bands who moved 

away from the Great Lakes, and devised an opportune cultural adaptation to the 

1 
environmental conditions on the northern Great Plains (see FIGURE 2). Bands formed 

around localized, autonomous, extended-family kinship groups. They usually became 

identified by the geographic place name associated with their primary residence (e.g., 

Pembina, or Turtle Mountain), or with the name of a distinguished leader (e.g.. Little 

Shell). 

These eighteenth century Ojibwa movements coincided with and related to the British 

crovra's pretensions of nominal sovereignty over the thinly populated aboriginal regions 

of northern North America. Britain's territorial claims derived from its assertion of a 

"doctrine of discovery," such as Henry Hudson's claim to have "discovered" Hudson's 

Bay. In 1670 King Charles II of England claimed dominion over the vast drainage system 

of Hudson's Bay. This vaguely defined expanse extended as far south as the headwaters 

of the Red River of the North (see FIGURE 3).'"* It included the Pembina River that 

flowed from the eastern portion of Turtle Mountain, and the northward flowing Souris 

River flanking the western part of the Turtle Mountains. The king granted an exclusive 

charter for the monopoly of trade and governance to the private stock Hudson's Bay 

Company (hereafter referred to as the HBC). Its domain became known as Rupert's 

Land, in honor of the monarch's cousin Prince Rupert, the first governor. This territorial 

entity existed until 1867, when the British government forced the HBC to sell its interests 

(while retaining valuable posts and properties) and turn over governance to the newly 

constituted Dominion of Canada.'^ 
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An English colony like Rupert's Land represented a hypothetical claim of sovereignty 

by royal charter over a territory and all of its indigenous inhabitants. Theoretically, 

property rights in land were subsumed under the concept of British sovereignty, and the 

commercial imperatives of British colonialism in North America. However, the existence 

of even sparse Indian peoples subverted any French or British pretensions about 

constraining Native autonomy or territorial rights. The westward expansion of the inland 

fur trading empires of the French Mississippi Valley from lower Canada, and the English 

Hudson's Bay from upper Canada, contributed significantly to the movement of 

Chippewa bands. More than any other European nation, the Ojibwa "learned to love the 

French." Aside from the bonds created by extensive intermarriage, this strong affinity 

stemmed from the Chippewa discernment that the French understood and respected their 

"totemic clans," "governmental polity," and "religious rites and ceremonies," 

unlike the later British or Americans.'^ 

The French connection resulted also in the early acquisition of gxms and ammunition 

through the fur trade, which gave them a technological advantage over tribal rivals 

further west. This initial step in an overarching evolutionary pattern, stemmed from their 

activities as trappers and hunters with French traders and voyageurs. Their association 

left a legacy of "unbounded" French influence. In addition to the French language and 

Roman Catholic religion, numerous and large families of half-blood children provided 

the most obvious benefaction.'^ As a consequence they became trading middlemen with 

other Indian groups. In the subsequent phase, they established themselves as permanent 
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residents, adapting their cultural ways and subsistence modes to new environmental 

conditions west of the Great Lakes, and towards the Great Plains. 

During the initial phase of their western migration, "the Prairie region was, at first, a 

1 R  ,  . . .  
strange and unfamiliar environment to these Woodland people." Their migration beyond 

the "water roads" and river valleys out onto the prairie resulted in a rapid cultural shift. 

They transformed themselves from being an Eastern Woodlands people (e.g., living in 

bark covered wigwams, gathering wild rice, growing com, traveling by canoes, and 

tapping maple trees for sugar) to adopting many characteristics of the Great Plains 

cultures (e.g., living in tipis, riding horses, hunting buffalo, and engaging in the Sun 

Dance ceremony), while retaining lake fishing, deer, elk, and moose hunting, fiir 

trapping, and some of their older burial customs and religious society (Midaewaewin) 

practices. They represented an "unparalleled example of mixed culture," aware of and 

relishing "the best of two worlds." The best contemporary personal observation of this 

phenomenon came from the artist and chronicler George Catlin. Concerning the unique 

clothing and hairstyle captured in his portrait of Sha-co-pay, Catlin stated that this Plains-

Ojibwa chief was "part of, but distinct from the Chippeways."'^ 

From his location near the mouth of the Yellowstone River, Catlin noted that 

approximately 6,000 Cree, Assiniboine, and "Ojibbeways" "occupied a vast extent of 

country" to the northeast as far as Lake Winnipeg (i.e., the Red River Settlements). These 

tribes "lived as neighbors on terms of friendship." Turtle Mountain in North Dakota 

comprised the center of this "vast extent of country." It had long been a main intertribal 

trading, resource and refuge center of accommodation and conflict for many northern 
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Plains peoples, such as the Dakota, Plains Cree, and the Assiniboine. This area of natural 

beauty made lush by above-average rainfall, covered with a variety of trees, and 

containing hundreds of small lakes, may have reminded the Plains-Ojibwa of their 

ancestral eastern woodlands around the Great Lakes. Perhaps more importantly, it 

certainly would have met their interrelated subsistence and spiritual needs in the northern 

Great Plains.^® In terms of subsistence, it not only provided food, water, timber, shelter, 

small game and furs, but the hills served as an excellent jumping off point for buffalo 

hunting out on the Plains and refuge for wintering herds. 

Their close ties with the fur trade facilitated this cultural shift. They established 

diplomatic and trade relations with the British after the major disruption of the French 

and Indian (Seven Years) War and Pontiac's rebellion in 1763. In North America, the 

British Possessions supplanted New France. Although official Ojibwa relations with the 

French king and his representatives ended, a Chippewa chief reminded a British official 

that, "although you have conquered the French, you have not conquered us. We are not 

your slaves ...." From then on the Cree, Assiniboine and Ojibwa traded principally with 

the British. The intrepid and respected Alexander Henry the Elder became the first British 

• • • 91 • 
trader with whom the Ojibwa resided. This new relationship enabled the Ojibwa to 

acquire horses from their Cree and Assiniboin allies, in exchange for the steady supply of 

guns, knives, and axes they procured through the fur trade. They battled triumphantly 

against rival Plains Indian groups (most notably the Dakota, also the Arikara, Hidatsa and 

Mandan) and began forging a new homeland for themselves and their descendants by the 

1790s in what would become northeastern and north-central North Dakota. 
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The acquisition of horses constituted the most significant factor in the cultural shift of 

the Plains-Ojibwa from a Woodlands to a Plains orientation. Evidence for the 

convergent evolution of the Plains-Ojibwa amidst accord and contestation, with specific 

territorial preeminence shifting gradually to the Chippewa, appears in both the historical 

record and the oral traditions of contemporary Turtle Movmtain Chippewa families. 

"Thus, a formidable body of the [Ojibway] tribe had gradually congregated on this 

remote northwest frontier." Joined by some Ottawas, they "flourished" under an alliance 

with the Assiniboin and Cree relations at Red River, Pembina and Turtle Mountain, 

against the Dakota. Elder, spiritual leader, and former tribal chairman Francis Cree 

confirmed that, "way back there the Chippewa, Crees, and Stone Sioux lived together in 

the Turtle Mountains." "I'm in three parts; I'm Cree, Chippewa, and Assiniboin Sioux."^'' 

Parallel to, and sometimes converging with, these tribal migrations, wars and 

cultural/ecological adaptations, westward moving European colonizers came into 

increasing conflict with each other. Despite significant French challenges to British 

sovereignty and monopoly of the northern fur trade, until New France lost the French and 

Indian (Seven Years) War and their inland empire in 1763, the HBC sustained its 

exclusive dominion over governance and commerce until 1783. Significant challenges 

arose in that year. The thirteen Atlantic coast colonies won their independence from 

Britain after six years of war in the American Revolution. While the peace Treaty of Paris 

in 1783 did not impinge directly on Canada or Rupert's Land, the United States won all 

the British empire south of the Great Lakes, north of Florida, and east of the Mississippi 

River. This new nation-state represented a still weak, yet potentially aggressive and 
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expansionist, country whose national self-interests seemed destined to diverge from those 

of its neighbor to the north. 

Even before winning its independence from Britain in 1783, or ratifying the 

Constitution in 1789, the former American British colonies that became the United States 

continued, rather than jettisoned, the Indian policies of Britain. From the outset, acquiring 

and reselling Indian lands became a potential source of federal funds. The original, and 

short-lived, governing principles of the Articles of Confederation (1781-1788) established 

the important legal process for institutionalizing "the mode of disposing of Lands in the 

Western Territory." The guidelines of the Land Ordinance of1785 instituted the methods 

for administering the ceded Indian lands that would comprise the nation's public domain. 

The "public domain" of the United States comprised those lands open to sale or other 

disposition under general land laws, including those lands to which "Indian title" has 

been extinguished. The "use" right of "Indian title" had to be extinguished legally and 

purchased through a treaty. Then the conveyed lands had to be surveyed prior to any sale 

or settlement of public land or private property. Aside from its aforementioned "utmost 

good faith" clause, the Northwest Ordinance of1787 concerned itself primarily with the 

descent and conveyance of property, along with the inviolable nature of property rights 

and private contracts. It also outlined the procedures for incorporating new territories into 

the federal republic, as an interim step to becoming new states on an "equal footing" with 

the existing states. These expansionist goals precluded equitable and just federal-tribal 

relations. The aggressive taking of Indian lands became normalized and legalized.^^ 
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The first part of this process involved making treaties with Indian peoples as sovereign 

nations. In theory the course of treaty-making formed a govemment-to-govemment legal 

relationship between the U.S. and various Indian nations. The actual text in these treaties, 

taken from the Articles of Confederation, asserted U.S. control and undermined Indian 

autonomy. Article IX of the 1785 Treaty of Hopewell with the Cherokee nation 

exemplified this conundrum: 

For the benefit and comfort of the Indians, and for the prevention of 
injuries or oppressions on the part of the citizens or Indians, the United 
States in Congress assembled shall have the sole and exclusive right of 
regulating the trade with the Indians, and managing all their affairs in 
such manner as they think proper .... (emphasis added) 

This stipulation did not just apply to one Indian tribe in a single treaty. The following 

year it became enshrined in the Ordinance for Regulation of Indian Affairs enacted by 

Congress. This "sole and exclusive right" of the U.S. Congress to manage "all" the 

affairs of an Indian tribe without their consent became known as the doctrine of plenary 

authority. Such limitations challenged the basic concept of Indian sovereignty. In reality, 

tribal sovereignty deteriorated into various levels of diminished sovereignty, with the 

degree of diminution determined by the resistance of Native people against the 

impositions of the U.S. government. 

Neither plenary power nor diminished sovereignty had any clear constitutional basis. 

Despite the major diplomatic, trade, and military roles Native Americans played in the 

European imperial struggles in North America that produced the United States, the 

federal Constitution remained almost mute about legal relations with American Indians. It 

referred to Indians only once explicitly. Article I, Section 8 (the Commerce Clause), 
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stated that "The Congress shall have Powder: ... To regulate Commerce with foreign 

Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian Tribes." Unlike the Articles of 

Confederation, this section did not give Congress the plenary power to manage Indian 

affairs. In fact no part of the Constitution granted Congress that power, although the 

Supreme Court sometimes ruled otherwise, most notably in Johnson v. Mcintosh in 1823 

(see Chapter 2). 

The Commerce Clause only permitted Congress to regulate interstate commerce, and 

the federal government's or its own citizens' commercial relations with tribes. While the 

Constitution excluded Indians from the federal republic, the Naturalization Act of 1790 

limited citizenship to a "free white person." Native Americans did not become citizens 

(with some exceptions) until 1924. Tribes were neither foreign nations nor states. This 

rendered the original legal status of American Indian polities as "extra-constitutional." 

Such exclusion presented a problem when the U.S. decided to follow Britain's practice of 

negotiating treaties with Indian tribes. A treaty represented a compact between two or 

more sovereign nations. Article VI, Paragraph 2 (the Treaty or Supremacy Clause) 

declared that "all Treaties ... shall be the supreme law of the Land." This meant that in the 

legal hierarchy treaties were on a par with international law. They trumped theoretically 

any federal, state, or local statute which attempted to abrogate a treaty. This is why 

Native communities like the Turtle Mountain Chippewa have asserted consistently to this 

day that their legal status and inherent rights have been recognized as the highest law of 

the land through their treaty relationship with United States. 
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One of the crucial benchmarks for the recognition of a sovereign nation-state or tribe 

entailed exclusive control over a defined territory by a recognized authority. As a result 

of winning independence from Britain, the U.S. declared that such a victory over Britain 

imbued it with a superior sovereignty over all the region's Native peoples, and title to all 

their lands, without their consent. The first executive officer responsible for federal 

Indian policy, Secretary of War Henry Knox, noted that the "Indians ... entertained a 

different opinion." Such claims to the great expanse of territory fi-om the Appalachian 

Mountains to the Mississippi River, inhabited by numerous tribes, met significant Native 

American resistance over the next fifty years. Nevertheless, George Washington assumed 

that the "gradual extension of our settlements" would prevail over "a liberal system of 

justice ... for the various Indian tribes within the limits of the United States," and turn the 

pretensions of sovereignty into a reality of European American demographic 

dominance. 

These originating political exigencies would not begin to manifest themselves in the 

Turtle Mountain region for another thirty years. A more immediate hazard faced by the 

HBC after 1783 involved the banding together of various independent ftir trade rivals 

under the aegis of the Northwest Fur Company (hereafter referred to as the NWC). Based 

in Montreal, and owned and operated by Scots and French Canadian entrepreneurs, it 

challenged the HBC's fur trade monopoly in innovative ways. Although it required many 

portages, the NWC's main trade route linked Montreal to the Great Plains and beyond via 

the St. Lawrence River and the Great Lakes, especially at the western extent of Lake 

Superior. This route was shorter, and therefore potentially more profitable, than the 
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HBC's reliance on its Hudson's Bay outlet. The less hierarchical structure, and more 

reliance on the initiative of its gens libre (freemen) traders, as opposed to the engages 

(servants) employed by the HBC, represented significant NWC organizational 

iimovations. The NWC utilized the old French inland empire approach and thrust their 

traders deeper into Indian country. They located their posts at or near Native villages, or 

at the junctures of major waterways. This compelled the HBC to do the same. For almost 

four decades these two organizations engaged in a ruthless rivalry over the fiir trade of 

the Northwest. Although the HBC tried to disparage NWC opposition as disloyalty to its 

British charter, the "bitter antagonism" of the NWC "extended no further than a staunch 

'70 
and persistent opposition to the chartered monopoly" of the HBC. 

The Plains-Ojibwa first came in contact with these British rivals, as the highly 

lucrative and competitive fur trade expanded westward in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries. This convergence occurred within the territory then known as "Red 

River Chippewa Indian country." The fur-rich region with its numerous navigable 

waterways draining into the Red River of the North created expanded possibilities for 

transit and trade. By 1795 these conditions had attracted Chippewa Indians, Metis, 

European Canadians and European Americans to establish themselves in the area. 

Centered at the small trading hub of Pembina linking northern Minnesota and North 

Dakota, major trade routes extended north 60 miles to the convergence of the Assiniboin 

and Red rivers at Winnipeg, southeast to St. Paul, and westward along the Pembina River 

through the Pembina Mountains to the Turtle Mountains 100 miles away. The sources of 

the Pembina River originated on the northern and northeastern slopes of Turtle Mountain 
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to the west, while the north-south range of hills know as the Pembina Mountains formed 

the western boundary of the Red River Valley of the North, and the eastern edge of the 

drift prairie which stretched west to the Missouri Plateau (see FIGURE 4). These two 

adjacent ecological zones matched perfectly the subsistence and cultural needs of the 

Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa. They devised a unique blend of Eastern 

Woodlands and Great Plains lifeways, "standing one foot on the deep eastern forests, and 

•3 1 
the other on the broad western prairies." 

The Chippewa band at the heart of this study coalesced around the small trading post 

village of Pembina in the 1790s. From 1795 to 1800 the NWC began establishing a series 

of semi-permanent trading posts to exploit the untapped prairie fur trade in a region 

imderutilized by the HBC. They ranged westward from Pembina to the Pembina 

Mountains, Devil's Lake, the Turtle Mountains, and the Souris River loop. The viability 

of these outposts depended on Chippewa and Cree hunters, trappers, and defenders 

against the Dakota and Lakota bands. NWC traders and trappers like Peter Grant, Charles 

Jean Baptiste Chaboillez, Alexander Henry, David Thompson, and John Taimer based 

themselves in this  region.  They competed successful ly against  the r ival  HBC and XY fur 

trading companies, and traveled all over northern North Dakota, including the Turtle 

Mountains, to expand their business.^^ 

The Pembina-based fur trade provided the impetus for the formation and development 

of more cohesive and settled Plains-Ojibwa bands. This association of the Chippewa with 

the fiir trading posts at Pembina deviated from the regular pattern of convergence. 

Usually an NWC fur trader established a station at or near an Indian village. In this case 
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the fur trading posts preceded Chippewa settlement. Between 1801 and 1808 a permanent 

Plains-Ojibwa band formed around NWC fur trader Alexander Henry's concern. This 

• • • 

band became the nucleus of the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa. 

Pinpointing one specific settled location for these Plains-Ojibwa should not be 

overemphasized. To do so would be historically and anthropologically inaccurate. 

Pembina served as a Red River haven amidst familiar surroundings and old allies. It also 

provided a staging ground for their cultural transformation as they began securing an 

extensive and sufficiently diverse resource-rich domain across northern North Dakota. 

Gradually they positioned themselves in a clockwise ring of semi-permanent villages 

accessible to nearby "buffalo grounds" at: Pembina; Grand Forks; Stump Lake; Devil's 

Lake (Minnewaukan); Dog Den; Knife River; Des Lacs River; Souris River; Turtle 

Mountain (Rolette County); and St. Joseph in the "Hair Hills" or Pembina Mountains (see 

FIGURE 5).^^* Considered carefully and rationally within a system of seasonal 

migrations focused on semi-annual buffalo hunts, such choices appear calculated to 

maximize survival and belie any notion of Ojibwa band Jfragmentation as haphazard or 

ill-conceived nomadism. 

Chaboillez and his successor, Henry, both dealt primarily with the local Pembina 

Chippewa who acknowledged Old Wild Rice {Manomin 'e) as their most prominent 

leader. According to tribal historian Charlie White-Weasel, "the Old Wild Rice 

descendants intermarried with the mixed-blood and [NWC] white trade group, 

contributing to the eventual mixed blood majority in the Pembina [and Turtle Mountain] 

band memberships." J.B. Bottineau's grandfather, Charles Joseph Bottineau, worked 
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from 1803-1808 as a voyageur for Alexander Henry the Younger at Pembina. He married 

Margaret Songab (or Songup), a full blood Chippewa of the Ahdik Reindeer clan of the 

Pembina and Turtle Mountain bands. Tanner, who had great affection for the Ottawa 

mother who adopted him, and her maternal relations, married a Chippewa woman. Henry 

also married a Chippewa woman, while Thompson married a Scots-Irish/Cree Metis 

woman. All such intimate relations conformed with the combined indigenous and 

European marriage rite known as the "custom of the country," or "a la facon du pays.'''' 

While the frontier as "battleground" has dominated American popular consciousness, we 

should not lose of sight of it as a "marrying ground" of "cultural merging." Sexual 

relations often formed part of the nexus for establishing trade and acquiring power for 

Native American tribes. 

Intermarriage bolstered the population of Native groups, and fostered alliances 

with new and potentially powerful external allies. Indian women acted customarily as the 

main trade intermediaries for their male kin and family. The success of a fiir trader's 

operation often relied on marrying an influential Indian leader's daughter, and relying on 

her social and economic skills.^^ For example, another principal chief of the Pembina 

band circa 1800, known as Cottonwood, older brother of Little Shell I, became Alexander 

Henry's father-in-law. This "country marriage" gave Henry potential access to the 

elaborate Pembina Chippewa reciprocal kinship network essential to his fiir trading 

business, while Cottonwood's immediate and extended relations secured a steady supply 

of goods and gifts from his son-in-law. After Cottonwood's death. Little Shell I took his 



place in accordance with the Chippewa custom of hereditary chieftanships transmitted 

•70 
patrilineally. 

What little that we know of Little Shell I (or Little Clam, Ais-ainse), he became the 

most prominent leader of the nascent Pembina Chippewa. He personified their physical 

migration to, and cultural shift in, the Red River region by residing at Devil's Lake 

{Minnewaukan, or Spirit Lake) and trading at Pembina. In accordance with the Ojibwa 

totemic patrilineal clan system. Little Shell I belonged to the clan of his father.^® This 

mode of kinship reckoning, considered to be a gift fi-om the Creator, provided the basis 

for Ojibwa social order and political organization. The prominent Crane Clan "claim[ed] 

... the chieftanship over the other clans of the Ojibway. Being a member of this highly 

regarded tribal lineage imbued him to become concurrently a chief, an acknowledged 

orator of the tribe, and a shaman or priest/medicine man. The applicability of the name 

Little Shell probably originated in a dream of his father. It was also associated with an 

emblem of the Midaewaewin religion. Ascendancy to Ojibwa leadership roles did not 

derive exclusively from heredity. Little Shell ascended to his chieftanship through a 

combination of prized Chippewa cultural characteristics. As a notable warrior, hunter, 

and shaman, others would have recognized that he had a significant amount of "good 

medicine," or spiritual power. Such attributes meant that he had enough power to protect 

his people, and expansive foresight "to lead the way." In Ojibwa culture, authority vested 

in individuals still had to be conferred by a consensus of the band's members. Traders 

and tribesmen acknowledged his personal attributes of generosity, bravery, and 
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diplomacy. As a result, Little Shell became known as the most prominent "British Ojibwa 

chief of Red River. 

His example indicates that the political organization of pre-reservation Indian 

communities like the Turtle Mountain Chippewa caimot be conveyed by European 

American concepts of administrative government, statehood, or nationhood. Because 

these culturally constructed notions did not conform to Native governing practices, 

federal policy makers often dismissed the claims of tribal government as inconsequential, 

trivial, or superficial. Native American political organization handled the public affairs of 

their society. It provided for the coordination of behavior to achieve the goals of survival, 

order, and stability, and it assumed a variety of forms. "Like other people the Indian 

needs at least a germ of political identity, some government organization of his own. 

Exclude him from this, and he has little else to live for.""^' Despite the inherent disparity 

in the tribal-federal goverrmient-to-govemment relationship, a case study focused on the 

legal battles of an Indian community with the United States must consider Native law and 

political organization. In the case of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa, assumptions that 

only the U.S. had genuine law and government remain unsupported by the historical 

evidence. 

The Plains-Ojibwa comprised several egalitarian, decentralized, autonomous, and 

localized bands. Each constituted a political and territorial unit. Several factors inherent 

in such a structure worked against formalized political federation. The modest size of 

band, lack of hierarchy, and relative equity precluded the need for representation or 

stringent social control mechanisms. The Chippewa also placed a high cultural value on 
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group and individual autonomy. Kinship provided the major counter force to any divisive 

tendencies. 

As illustrated above, kinship linked to a totemic clan system provided the principal 

means of social and political organization.'^^ The Turtle Mountain band consisted of small 

extended-family kin groups. Low population density (a few hundred) suited a subsistence 

economy of hunting and foraging based upon seasonal migrations. These shifts in 

subsistence and locus reduced potential strains on any one resource or area provided 

maximum flexibility, individual responsibility, and mobility to gain or maintain an 

adaptive advantage. This form of political organization suited the metamorphosis of the 

Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa into a Plains-Ojibwa culture. 

They subsisted primarily as seasonal hunters who lived off of the great herds of 

buffalo across northern North Dakota and Montana, and southern Manitoba and 

Saskatchewan. The band united itself around various conmion-interest "societies" that 

served to integrate the entire group for subsistence, military, ceremonial, social or 

political purposes.''^ The political organization of the Plains-Ojibwa derived from this 

structure of social relationships. It enabled leadership to be diffuse. In addition to the 

principal chief, the band had sub-chiefs, or ooigimaas, who acted as leaders of their own 

family-based sub-groups. Different types of chiefs - clan, civil, diplomatic, war, and 

ceremonial - exercised distinct types of authority under various delineated 

circumstances.'*'* Band governance and law rested upon kinship relations, social customs, 

and cultural values. While this uncontrived assemblage lacked the coercive authority of a 
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European-derived nation-state government with well-defined functions and powers, the 

head chief and his council still served the basic purpose of government. 

Anthropologist Maurice G. Smith concluded from his study that "the council was the 

most important political institution among the Plains tribes."^^ It comprised prominent 

elders and warriors. In the case of the Turtle Mountain band, the head chief (Little Shell) 

also served as the leading member of the council. They coordinated the use of resources, 

defined relationships among members of society, established authority to impose 

sanctions, and regulated behavior by deterring the violation of social norms. It should be 

noted that the political system of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa, like their cultural 

norms, was derived fi-om Indian and Metis structures. Documentary evidence referring to 

Little Shell III noted that the chief referred to the tribal council as a ''Loge Soldat" or 

soldiers lodge. This body, "according to their laws, customs, and traditions, is the coimcil 

or legislative body of said Turtle Moimtain Indians, and the only representative and 

authority with whom business may be transacted.""^^ Historian Verne Dusenberry 

claimed that this arrangement was "strictly democratic," since "both the chief and the 

members of the soldier society were elected by the people themselves.""*' 

Two key interrelated factors worked towards formalized political organization. 

Warfare, which was endemic, especially with the Dakota, and seasonal migratory 

subsistence patterns, both created the need for effective governance. The semi-annual 

communal buffalo hunts had to be highly organized to maximize the 

accumulation of this most vital resource, and minimize its substantial inherent dangers. It 

functioned like a hierarchical military enterprise. The head chief and 
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sub-chiefs of the council elected a hunt chief This leader had unprecedented authority for 

the duration of the hunt.'*^ The council also organized an okitcita, or "strong-hearted 

men" police society from the most prominent warriors and scouts. They lived in a 

separate okitcita tipi, had their own songs, dances, apparel, and identifying emblems. 

Their duties exempted them from labor and blood vengeance obligations because they 

had the authority to kill anyone who disobeyed their orders three times."*^ 

These soldier societies organized the trip, the people, and the hunt. Moving as a group 

over vast expanses of prairie, they maintained a sharp lookout for buffalo and enemies. 

Their duties also included finding campsites, making camp, organizing a defense 

perimeter, breaking camp, and maintaining overall order and discipline. Any 

unsanctioned straying away from the group, or individual hunting endeavors had the 

potential to jeopardize the entire band. In a culture that valued personal autonomy highly, 

it is notable that the okitcita had the power to compel obedience and pimish offenders. A 

first offense resulted in shaming, ostracism, or the destruction of personal property (e.g., 

a saddle and bridle, or a bow). A second transgression brought about corporal punishment 

(e.g., flogging) or banishment. If a third infraction occurred, it meant execution. 

While trying to make a case for the absence of Indigenous law, a Commissioner of 

Indian Affairs asserted that "the first condition of civilization is protection of life and 

property through the administration of law."^'' If we take his word for it, then the 

measures noted above fulfilled the basic functions of law and governance. They 

preserved the hunt in particular, and the social order in general, by deterring conduct 

inimical to well-being and survival.^' The Pembina and Turtle Mountain bands, along 
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with their interrelated and corresponding Metis coteries, organized themselves politically 

around the basic tenets of Aboriginal law and governance. Specific rules prescribed 

proper behavior in their commtinities. Definable approaches to dispute resolution existed. 

They resulted in "observable regularities in everyday behavior" as noted by many 

contemporary informaints. 

As alluded to above, the dangers posed by the Dakotas constituted the most persistent 

CO 
factor which necessitated a "regular system of government polity" by the Chippewas. 

The coalescence of the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa and their Metis kin 

occurred during a time of heightened conflict with the Yankton Dakota over lands west of 

the Mississippi and in the Red River valley. From 1801 to 1804 pitched battles took place 

at Cross Lake, Long Prairie, and Pembina. At the latter place, at large party of Dakota 

attacked the Red River Ojibway. During the bloody melee a Dakota warrior killed and 

scalped Little Shell's favorite son, and stripped him of his honorary British medal. 

Despite being outnumbered, "the Ojibways were so exasperated at the loss of their young 

chief that they fought with unusual fierceness and hardihood." Outraged over the fate of 

his son. Little Shell charged into the ranks of the Dakota, killed the attacker, then cut his 

head off. He held it aloft for everyone to behold, and "yelled his war-whoop." The 

awestruck Dakota made no move against him. His conspicuous bravery inspired the 

members of his band. Under Little Shell's leadership, they preserved their encampment 

and drove off the Dakota attackers. As a result of this victory and others, the Chippewa 

drove the Dakota out of Minnesota and west of the Red River valley. In alliance with the 

Cree and Assiniboin tribes, they now had greater freedom to trap beaver and chase the 
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buffalo in this abundant region. Thus a number of formidable Ojibway bands, including 

the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa in the westward vanguard, "gradually 

congregated on this remote northwest frontier." 

It should be remembered that this Native borderland remained superficially part of 

British North America even after the American Revolution. References to British Indians, 

with British chiefs wearing British medals, amidst British traders always dismayed U.S. 

officials. They perceived the prospects for western expansion in the region encumbered 

by the southern extent of Rupert's Land projecting down the Red River Valley of the 

North (see FIGURE 3). They worried also about potential British or Spanish territorial 

aspirations beyond its Mississippi River boundary. About the same time as Little Shell's 

Pembina Chippewa band originated, external events converged to alter circumstances in 

the region forever. Yellow fever and the success of a slave rebellion in Haiti thwarted 

Napoleon's dreams for a revived North American French empire centered in the 

Caribbean and supplied from New Orleans as the strategic gateway of the Mississippi 

River. He decided to sell quickly the vast French domain west of the Mississippi to the 

U.S. to help finance France's greater territorial ambitions in Europe. 

Although President Thomas Jefferson thought he had a good chance to secure the vital 

port of New Orleans from France for a good price, the news from the U.S. negotiators 

that France wanted sell all of Louisiana stunned him. For fifteen million dollars the size 

of the United States almost doubled in 1803. The dreams of the ardent expansionist who 

envisioned the U.S. as an "empire of liberty," overcame his constitutional qualms about 

whether the President of the United States could authorize such an arrangement. The 



Louisiana Purchase secured trans-Appalachian commerce on the Mississippi within the 

U.S., ended any future French aspirations in North America, made the British and 

Spanish possessions even more peripheral, and opened the trans-Mississippi West for 

Jefferson's agrarian republic. 

Three prominent North American natural landmarks bounded Louisiana Territory: the 

Mississippi River in the East; the Gulf of Mexico to the South; and the Rocky Mountains 

in the West. Given the paucity of first-hand geographic knowledge, and the vagaries of 

mapmaking, the Louisiana Purchase never defined precisely the northern border of this 

immense area, other than imprecise references to an area drained by the Missouri River. 

Not surprisingly, in all such transactions, the European or European-settler nation-states 

claimed suzerainty without consulting the Native peoples who lived in and controlled 

various parts of the region. 

The Aboriginal territory of the Turtle Mountain band of the Pembina Chippewa 

remained independent from Louisiana, although the French may have claimed a tenuous 

de jure sovereignty beyond their rightful bounds. The royally sanctioned Hudson's Bay 

Company, with its legally significant, if very vague, British charter for Rupert's Land, 

still prevailed over the region in terms of European sovereignty. Because the aboriginal 

territory of the Pembina and Turtle Mountain bands of Chippewa Indians encompassed 

approximately the northeastern quadrant of what became North Dakota, it resided east 

and north of the Missouri River drainage, beyond the northern extent of the Louisiana 

Purchase. It stayed within the southwestern edge of Rupert's Land, including the portion 
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of North Dakota drained by the Red River Valley of the North in the east, the Sheyenne 

River in the south, and the Souris River in the West (see FIGURE 6).^^ 

President Jefferson launched a series of exploratory expeditions into and beyond this 

new domain of the U.S. From 1804 to 1806 Lewis and Clark sought the Northwest 

Passage continental waterway to the Pacific Ocean. They traveled along the Missouri 

River south and west of the Turtle Mountain band's territory and the British Possessions. 

Zebulon Pike's failed 1805-1806 search for the source of the Mississippi in northern 

Minnesota became noteworthy for only one reason. "The visit of this officer [was] an 

event of considerable importance to the Ojibways of the Upper Mississippi, as they date 

their first intercourse with the 'Long Knives,' or citizens of the United States." The main 

messages of these heavily armed U.S. expeditions passed among all the Indian 

communities, and their associated French-Canadian traders, in the region. The U.S. 

proclaimed its sovereignty, tried to interpose diplomatic relations to deter enmity and 

alliances between various tribes, and attempted to woo trade and any residual loyalty 

away fi-om the British.^^ Such external impositions increased the internal tensions within 

the Indian communities of the region. 

Around 1808, Indigenous communities of the Old Northwest relayed messages of 

nativistic religious revival coming from, or parallel with, the revelations of Tecumseh's 

brother Tenskwatawa, known as the Shawnee Prophet." Between the close of the 

American Revolution and the end of the War of 1812, a fundamental shift began to occur 

in the balance of power between various Native peoples and European Americans 

pushing into the trans-Appalachian West. Many Indian peoples (e.g., Seneca, Shawnee, 
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Cherokee, Creek) exhibited various forms of "spirited resistance" against these intrusions 

and federal Indian policy. As the U.S. expanded westw^ard, Indian territorial, political, 

and cultural integrity declined. 

One significant and widespread Indian response to this tenuous situation adhered to 

different forms of religious nativism. Threatened increasingly by the outside influences 

from European American encroachment. Indigenous prophets envisioned a return to an 

idealized former w^ay of life. In 1808, an Ojibwa messenger brought news revealing the 

wishes of the Great Spirit or Creator (Kitchi Manitou or Kizhi Manido). The chiefs of the 

Red River region assembled at the trading house in Pembina. Little Shell, as a chief and a 

Midae priest, took it upon himself to interrogate the messenger, and assisted in conveying 

the pronouncement to the assemblage. The maxims forbade intertribal warfare, lying, 

stealing, drunkenness, and partaking of non-Native foods or drink. These axioms 

harmonized wdth the codes of ethical conduct prescribed by the "great rules of life" of the 

Ojihwa Midaewaewin (from mino (good) daewaewin (hearted)) religion.^^ Since they 

seemed easier to observe than the imprecations of the Shawnee prophet, "their influence 

was manifest for two or three years in the more orderly conduct, and somewhat amended 

condition of the Indians."^® These prophetic revitalization movements offered hope, and 

attempted to restore some sense of power and self-sufficiency to demoralized Indian 

peoples. 

Not all Native peoples in the region heard or heeded such pronouncements. Endeavors 

to gain strength and cultivate resistance via multi-tribal alliances could not be sustained. 

European American infringement intensified intertribal aggression due to increased 
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competition for fewer reso\irces. After the gathering broke up, Little Shell invited many 

of the attendees (including Tanner, who, fortunately for him, declined and went hunting 

instead) to return with him to his home on Graham's Island at Devil's (Spirit) Lake.^'^ 

"Ten men together with great numbers of women, accepted his invitation and went with 

him." Unfortunately, the next day at their encampment, a band of Dakota cut off the 

whole party and killed them all, except one young man who escaped to report the attack. 

The bodies of the men, women, and children were strewn around the campground, with 

"the stout body of Little Shell stuck full of arrows." Tanner, who did not give out 

compliments lightly, noted that Little Shell I was "the last of the considerable men of his 

age." The noted warrior and sub-chief Black Duck succeeded Little Shell I as head chief 

of the Turtle Mountain band until Little Shell II came of age. Black Duck's village was at 

Stump Lake, just southeast of Devil's Lake. This noted warrior's territory extended 

southwest to the entry of Goose River into the Red River. He had "distinguished himself 

for bravery" in an 1805 battle with the Yankton Dakota led by Wa-nah-ta over this vital 

confluence of waterways.^' 

The Plains-Ojibwa battles with the Dakota bands would continue for another half-

century. A more transformative process occurred during this time that had a much longer 

lasting effect. This profound development tipped the region's balance of power in favor 

of the Chippewa and their Metis relations. The major legacy of the close relationship 

between the Red River fur traders and the Red River Indians proved to be a unique 

cultural amalgamation that transformed the Turtle Mountain band forever. Due to the 

inter-marriage of mostly Chippewa, plus some Cree and Ottawa women, with mainly 
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French Canadian, and some Scots and English, NWC traders (e.g., Charles Joseph 

Bottineau) and trappers, by 1805 a new and unique Metis/Metchif cultural (and 

• A"? 
ultimately national) identity emerged in the Red River borderland. The "true 

descendants" of the Turtle Mountain band consisted primarily of "individuals of mixed 

Chippewa blood" and "the Pembinas and other mixed bloods and their descendants" who 

resided primarily west of Pembina, along the Pembina River, and at Turtle Mountain. The 

Ojibwa referred to the mixed-blood children of European men and Chippewa and Cree 

women as "half-bumt-wood" males or females. "They call the half-breeds so, because 

they are half-dark, half-white, like a half-burnt piece of wood." The French dubbed them 

bois brule, or "scorched wood." Many of the surnames of Chaboillez's and Henry's 

voyageurs (e.g.. Grant, Delorme, Belgarde, Dejarlais, Dubois, Larocque, etc.) have been 

on the various Turtle Mountain Chippewa tribal rolls since their inception, and remain 

prominent families associated with the tribe. Contemporary tribal member and family 

historian, Ruth Irene Belgarde verified that, "it is such a thrill to trace an ancestor from 

France, to Quebec, to Winnipeg, to Pembina, and to the Turtle Mountains." This sense of 

deriving a unique identity from a peerless history matched that of the Chippewa 

worldview. "The Ojibways [were] traditionally well possessed of the most important 

events which have happened to them as a tribe." 

The Turtle Mountain Chippewa became the only predominantly Metis/Metchif Indian 

band to secure a reservation in the United States, or a reserve in Canada. As Mrs. 

Belgarde pointed out, "Our people are so unique."^^ This singular and bittersweet 

attainment against a variety of cultural, legal and bureaucratic obstacles was a significant 
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accomplishment that has often been misunderstood. Degrees of blood quantum inherent 

in terms like "ftill-blood," "mixed-blood," or "half-breed" (the latter term being very 

prevalent in the historical literature) did not indicate who was, or was not, an Indian or 

non-Indian, or a tribal member. From the Native perspective, "an Indian is someone who 

has Indian relatives."^^ As a Plains-Ojibwa band, many Turtle Mountain people referred 

to themselves as Bungi, meaning "a little bit." In terms of Native culture, language, 

geography and affinity, they constructed a unique intermediary identity and territoriality 

derived fi-om "little bits" of the Great Lakes Ojibwa and the Great Plains Cree. Mrs. 

Belgarde recounted her Turtle Mountain childhood "memories of many grandmas, 

grandpas, uncles, aunts, and cousins. "Only in later years did I realize that they were not 

all my near blood relatives. However, that didn't make them any less loved by us."^^ 

In addition to extensive intermarriage, the practice of adopting other Indians and non-

Indians contributed to the admixture of non-blood relations. By 1800 the Pembina 

Chippewa contained an Ottawa segment. "A resourceful matriarch" known as Netnokwa 

led this contingent. She and her Chippewa husband adopted a white boy named John 

Tanner (nicknamed the falcon). He had been captured in Kentucky by an Ojibwa raiding 

party in 1790, to replace a deceased son. In 1792 his captor sold him to Netnokwa!'^ A 

few years later Tanner and his new family moved to the Red River region near Lake 

Winnipeg to join his step-father's Chippewa relations. This instance demonstrated that 

the Indian community decided who it considered one of its own regardless of their 

biological origins. The aptness of this criteria derived from the emphasis on self-identity 

as it related to family, kinship and community. These factors had more relevance to the 
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actual process of identity formation than federal government blood quantum formulations 

for tribal enrollment, or other bureaucratically imposed notions about Indians. 

Blood quantum did not matter to the predominantly intermingled Turtle Mountain 

band. Self-identification, kinship and being part of an Indian community trumped blood 

admixture. The common experiences of buffalo hunts and Dakota attacks related by the 

oral traditions of many Metchif and Chippewa families living in the Turtle Mountain 

region created a common and proud heritage that often transcended ethnic boundaries. 

Mrs. Belgarde exclaimed that, "I am a descendant of those early buffalo hunters, and am 

proud of each and every one of them."^' Within a single family, some identified as 

Chippewa Indians, others identified as Metchif, and others attempted to "pass" into 

Canadian or U.S. society as French Canadian or "white." Yet distinct cultural differences 

in terms of language, religion, and social customs existed between those tribal members 

who identify themselves as primarily Chippewa or Metchif^® 

The best evidence for the very lengthy and relatively amicable blending of the two 

cultures at Turtle Mountain not only comes from family oral traditions, but from 

linguistic studies of their unique M/c/zz/language. Almost all the scholarship about 

American Indians agrees that language is the major component of cultural identity, 

because language structure, style and content reveals the cultural core of a commimity. 

According to linguistics scholar John C. Crawford, "there are indications that 

linguistically as well as socially the Metis constituency and the M/c/z//language have 

been dominant and increasing influences on the reservation for a considerable period."^' 

Michif is a unique language. Its development can only be explained as the result of 
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prolonged intercultural Cree-Ojibwa and French contact. Such syncretism is evidence of 

a sustained multi-lingual community, because "people who speak the same language also 

hold most of their culture in common." For instance. Turtle Mountain resident Andrew 

DeCoteau Sr. spoke Chippewa, French, Cree, Sioux, and English fluently. Through this 

proficiency, they "constructed a common, mutually comprehensible world" of 

accommodation and common meaning." "Transculturation" through intermarriage, 

community-building, and the blending of indigenous Cree-Ojibwa and French elements 

evolved into a new people known as the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. Their unique Michif 

(French-Cree) language is still spoken by a few elders, although as on every reservation 

7-3 
or reserve, English predominates today. 

Unfortunately, the U.S. Indian bvireaucracy could not comprehend or categorize such 

nuanced cultural realities. They devised their own gradations. The term Chippewa 

became the sanctioned label given to various Indian tribes and their Metchif members, by 

both the U.S. and Canadian governments. It should be noted that while the U.S. and 

Canada applied the legal term Chippewa in the same way to many federally recognized 

tribes, bands, or sub-groups of Indians, the opposite happened with the Metis. In the U.S., 

the Metis did not meet the criteria of an Indigenous "identifiable group" according to the 

census bureau, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, or the courts. They therefore had no legal 

rights to land based upon "Aboriginal title." In Canada, the Metis did not become 

recognized constitutionally as a unique and identifiable ethnic group until 1982. Even 

then they did not obtain the same legal standing as "status" Indians, because they had 

never been allowed to enter into treaties with the Canadian government, or negotiate for 
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any group land claims settlements. They had to be content with occasional concessions of 

land grant scrip.^"* The general conundrum over the legal status of the Metis/Metchif in 

both the U.S. and Canada complicated the specific outcomes regarding the land, 

sovereignty and membership claims of the Turtle Moimtain Chippewa. 

To forestall the influence of a separate and demographically dominant Metis 

population in the Red River region, with nascent political aspirations and legitimate land 

claims, and bolster its conraiercial monopoly against growing competition with the 

NWC, a leading stockholder of the Hudson's Bay Company, the Earl of Selkirk, planted 

an agricultural colony of displaced Scots, Swiss and Irish named Assiniboia in the Red 

River valley in 1812. Although the HBC always asserted its self-appointed superior 

sovereignty over the region's Native peoples, British legal precedent established by the 

royal Proclamation of 1763 obliged Lord Selkirk to at least indulge in the formality of an 

Indian treaty. For a modest annual gift (not a quit-rent) of one hundred pounds of 

tobacco each to the resident Chippewa (Saulteaux) and Cree bands, the Treaty of Selkirk 

(1817) extinguished their "Indian title" and secured a large and lucrative section of the 

North American heartland for almost nothing. Selkirk's view of the treaty terms differed 

from the Native intent. The leading hereditary chief of the Saulteaux, Peguis, complained 

to British authorities many years later that neither he nor his people had been asked for 

permission, or compensated financially, by the "Silver Chief." Peguis only signed the 

treaty "for the sake of peace," while expecting "to be paid well for my tribes' lands." 

Selkirk also neglected to obtain the consent of the "half-breeds," who formed nearly half 

of the settlement. NWC factor William McGillivray noted their growing sense of 
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distinction and entitlement. He wrote that the Metis "look upon themselves members of 

an independent tribe of natives, entitled to property in the soil... The colony's 

intrusion into the Red River settlements only increased tensions with the resident 

inhabitants. 

In theory, the colony would cut the heavy cost of importing food for HBC fur trading 

posts and brigades by producing local foodstuffs, provide a refuge for retired traders or 

ex-engages and their families, and counter the political aspirations of the Metis. It failed 

initially from 1812 to 1821 on all counts. Not surprisingly, the French Metis resented the 

Scots and Swiss Selkirk settlers, and the advent of an agricultural colony that would drive 

away the buffalo and the smaller fiir-bearing mammals, thus impairing their hunting and 

trapping lifeways and subsistence, while swallowing up the land, including their tenuous 

property claims. Armed clashes occurred, most notably the "so-called" Seven Oaks 

"massacre" in 1816, where Cuthbert Grant (some of whose descendants became enrolled 

members of the Turtle Mountain band) and a party of NWC Metis encountered a similar 

sized HBC party led by Governor Semple. They exchanged rash words and threats, which 

escalated suddenly into gimfire and hand-to-hand combat. The governor and three 

1f t  •  
quarters of his retinue "were shot dowm and tomahawked." Uneasmess subsided only 

when the British government sent a military guard to protect the Selkirk colony from the 

Metis, and after the Earl's death in 1819, intervened to bring about a merger of the two 

companies in 1821 under the aegis of renewed HBC governance. 

The rather precise HBC grant of Assiniboia to Lord Selkirk took advantage of the 

poorly delimited northern boundary of the Louisiana Purchase. It also encouraged British 
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fur traders to expand their long-standing alliances with the Plains-Ojibwa bands in the 

region. Based on perceived insults to the nation's honor and economic distress from 

Britain's maritime policies, U.S. political leaders viewed such present British intrusions 

and past injustices since 1783 as threats to America's national development. The strong 

desire for territorial growth and westward expansion, combined with mounting anti-

British resentment stemming from maritime disputes, finally led to the outbreak of the 

"Second War of Independence," better known as the War of 1812. 

The U.S. wanted to punish the British in Canada, the Spanish in Florida, and their 

allied Indians in the Northwest Territories and the Mississippi Valley. Although militarily 

inconclusive in terms of territory won or lost (except for West Florida), the War of 1812 

had far reaching consequences. It virtually ended countervailing British influence 

throughout the Great Lakes region, by compelling the abandonment of British forts and 

fur exchanges, and replacing them with U.S. military and trading posts. These 

establishments provided a preliminary stepping stone for increased U.S. westward 

expansion in the Northwest at an accelerated pace. 

The war had disastrous consequences for the Native Americans, especially for the 

pan-tribal confederacies in the Great Lakes region allied with the British. First, the 

preservation of their fur trade dominance could not be sustained under the expansionist 

designs of the U.S. Fear of the continuing influence of British traders on Indians within 

the United States, plus a desire to keep the profits of the peltry business in American 

hands, resulted in an 1816 act of Congress excluding non-citizens from the trade. This 

overturned the "free passage" right agreement in the Jay Treaty of 1794. Article 3 
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permitted Indians from either side to move freely back and forth across the international 

boundary. Second, large-scale family-unit communities, based upon harvesting crops, 

grazing livestock, and cutting down forests, required lots of land, and left little or no 

room for Indians or fur trapping. During the negotiations over the peace Treaty of Ghent, 

the British tried to retain most of the Northwest by reverting to the Greenville Treaty line 

of 1795 as a permanent boundary, and forbidding the purchase of Indian lands by either 

country. However, resurgent U.S. nationalism fueled by the war refused to consider any 

77 proposals that could limit territorial its expansion. The weakened and scattered tribes 

could no longer resist militarily the ever increasing encroachment of European American 

settlements into their tribal lands. Federal Indian policy continued its practices of 

coercion and paternalism that proved equally fatal to the welfare of Indian peoples. What 

tribes remained intact became diminishing islands amidst a tide of European American 

towns stretching to the Mississippi River. 

The post-War of 1812 era represented a significant epoch in American history. Most 

aspects of Indian and non-Indian life in the United States underwent major demographic, 

domicile, economic, and political changes. Although the conflict ended the "middle 

ground" in the Great Lakes region, according to Richard White, it actually provided the 

impetus for a new "middle ground" centered in the Red River watershed of the North, 

and fiirther West. This situation drew more Chippewas, Metis, European Canadians and 

European Americans to the Pembina area. Nonetheless, the frequency of major Spring 

floods retarded Pembina's development. Its strategic location meant that it would never 

be abandoned entirely, but most of the early trading posts, some Chippewa extended-
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families, and the growing Metis population moved thirty miles west along the river to 

7R 
higher ground at St. Joseph in the Pembina Mountains (see FIGURE 3). Connected by 

the lower fur trade posts of Wiimipeg (at the confluence of the Assiniboine and Red 

rivers), and at the upper fur trade posts at Pembina (at the convergence of the Pembina 

and Red rivers), these river junctions melded the fate of Assiniboia and the fur trade of 

the Hudson Bay territories of Canada, with the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

on the northern Plains of the U.S. 

By 1815 Little Shell II (Weesh-e-damo) had matured enough to assume his mantle as a 

hereditary chief of the Pembina band. Two major considerations besides the floods 

influenced him, and a significant number of the band's members, to migrate further West. 

First, because of his father's fate, and the prior death of a brother during another Dakota 

raid at Pembina, they decided to move away from Black Duck's village and the Devil's 

Lake/Goose River area to a safer refuge in the Pembina and Turtle Mountains. Despite 

this precaution mortal danger followed them. In December 1815, only three of thirty-six 

Chippewa warriors survived a Dakota assault. This implacable inter-tribal rivalry and 

warfare between the Chippewa and the Dakota fueled the further fragmentation and 

westward migration of small family or sub-groups of Chippewa.'^ Second, by 1815, the 

declining beaver and muskrat fur trade in the Red River basin, and the lure of more 

westerly buffalo herds, induced Little Shell 11's sturdy band to begin wintering, trapping, 

and hunting, as far as one hundred miles to the west in the bountiful Turtle Mountains of 

north-central North Dakota. By 1818, they upgraded from "wintering in the bush" to a 

dwelling settlement to be near the buffalo. In this bountiful place "they'd eat buffalo all 
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winter," despite the sub-zero temperatures and heavy snowfalls. With their Red River 

carts the "half-breed traders generally followed with goods and ammunition, buying their 

furs, buffalo hides, dried meats, and penmiican." This hybrid culture of Indian and 

European commingled ancestry "were talkin' mixed Cree, Chippewa, and French ..., and 

that's what they were, and that's Metchif." A unique community was bom. 

Their beneficent adopted homeland of elevated terrain straddled the later international 

border between North Dakota and Manitoba. Geographically, located at the heart of 

North America, Plains Ojibwa oral tradition explained its origins and significance as in 

their account of a great flood. After the deluge, the rounded shell of the Great Turtle 

(called Mekinok) remained as the only solid entity above water. It provided the 

foundation for the new world. "Mekinok became Turtle Island, the center of the world 

and the birthplace" of the Ojibwa people. As the land formed, Mekinok became covered 

with earth, and known as "Mekinok Wujiw (the mound of earth that is a turtle)," or Turtle 

Moimtain.^' Later government cartographers, like the French emigre Joseph Nicollet, 

who produced the first detailed and accurate map with place-names of the region between 

the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, noted the aptness of Native Americans to accurately 

name places after "the form an object resembles." It seems that the Chippewa deciphered 

the unmistakable turtle-shape of this upland, with its head in the west and tail in the east, 

and always refer to the area in the singular as Turtle Mountain.®^ 

Approaching these well wooded and watered rolling hills from the south and 

southwest after crossing the Souris (Mouse) River, Alexander Henry noted the 

"astonishing quantity of water," and that the "buffalo continued to appear in every 
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direction around us." From the vantage point of the wide semi-arid sea of grasslands 

below, Henry referred to the Turtle Mountains as a "low blue cloud." A closer 

inspection revealed irregular hills rounded by receding glaciers, rising up 400-800 feet 

above the prairie below. They stretched over an area twenty miles North and South, and 

forty miles East to West. Early observers, like the geographer David Thompson, found 

this unique terrain, which he labeled on his 1798 map as "Turtle Hill," interspersed with 

hundreds of lakes (the larger ones with fishing), ponds, springs, marshes, and swamps. 

The terra firma was densely covered with hazelnut, pin cherry and chokecherry bushes, 

amidst woodlands of small aspen, poplar, elm, ash, pine and birch. The highlands and 

wetlands abounded with abundant wildlife like rabbits, grouse, prairie chickens, ducks, 

gophers, deer, moose and bears. The Chippewa who traded with Alexander Henry at 

Pembina and hunted with John Tanner gathered the birch bark for their canoes, the ash 

wood for their bows, and Juneberry and chokecherry wood for their arrow shafts from the 

Turtle Mountains.^'* These foothills provided abundant sources of food and shelter, and 

Oc 
yielded a variety of pelts from beavers, muskrats and raccoons. Amidst "the traders' 

and trappers' paradise between the Red River country, the Turtle Moimtains, and the 

Souris River, the Turtle Mountain country was the choice fur spot." These circumstances 

settled Turtle Mountain as the headquarters for the Plains-Ojibwa in the Northwest. 

Thus, between 1800 to 1818, the Turtle Mountain band had not only transformed 

themselves into a Plains-Ojibwa culture, but they also formed the nucleus for the 

"composite band" made up of full-blood Pembina Chippewa and mixed-blood Metchif 

who emerged from the hybrid fur trading society in the Red River region. Their totemic 
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clan and kinship systems enabled them to retain close relations with their kin in the 

Pembina band, and incorporate Metis-Chippewa descendants and members of other tribes 

(Ottawa, Cree) into the band through assigned clan designations.^^ The genesis of the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa illustrated that Indian cultures and identity are dynamic, and 

characterized by intentional action and change. The changing circumstances that brought 

the Turtle Mountain band into being demonstrated the syncretic nature of their cultural 

adaptation and identity. Their experience indicates a fluid relationship between cultural 

attributes and identity, corresponding with specific periods, events and places. To survive 

within an increasing and more powerful European Canadian influence, the Turtle 

Mountain band's Chippewa culture and identity had to be redefined and "re-membered" 

with their Metchif relations.^^ Like many other Indian peoples, they adapted to new 

circumstances and melded their cultural identity to survive. By 1818, they exhibited all 

the political attributes of an "identifiable group" of autonomous Native and Metchif 

people, with "possessory occupation" of, and controlling authority over, a defined 

territory.^^ 

At the same time, the United States pressed its claims to the same territory. As a 

follow-up to the Treaty of Ghent, the U.S. and Britain agreed upon the land cession of the 

Convention of 1818 (see FIGURE 6). This international agreement {not the Louisiana 

Purchase of 1803, as asserted by some) established U.S. jurisdiction over the upper part 

of the Red River Valley of the North (which formed the eastern border of North Dakota, 

the western border of Minnesota, and flowed north into Manitoba Canada). It also created 

a new northern boundary line along the forty-ninth parallel: "the said Parallel... shall 
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form the Northern Boundary of the ... United States ... from the Lake of the Woods 

[Minnesota] to the Stony [Rocky] Mountains."^" It is crucial to understand that from 

neither the Louisiana Purchase nor the Convention of 1818, did the U.S. acquire 

sovereignty over, or territory from, the Indigenous inhabitants. In terms of the latter 

transaction with Britain, the U.S. only secured a "claim" of "jurisdiction" over "Territory, 

Places, and Possessions." It did not acquire ownership of territory or preclude "Indian 

title." It attained the exclusive right (i.e., it superceded any prior claims by France, Spain 

or Britain) to acquire legal title by negotiating land cessions from the Native peoples of 

the region, including the Turtle Mountain Chippewa.^^ 

As part of its separate and subdue policy in the Northwest Territory since 

the 1795 Treaty of Greenville, the U.S. began to assert ever greater jurisdiction over 

Chippewa tribes and bands. Prior to 1824, when the Indian Bureau became the branch of 

the War Department that administered Indian affairs within the federal government, the 

Secretary of War had primary responsibility for formulating and administering federal 

Indian policy. Secretary of War John C. Calhoun articulated the core of that in 1818 

when he stated: 

It is impossible ... that [Indians] should exist as independent communities, 
in the midst of a civilized society. They are not in fact an independent 
people nor ought they to be so considered. They ought to be brought 
within the pales of law and civilization. Our views of their interest, 
and not their own, ought to govern them.^^ 

These unilateral and ahistorical affirmations announced the future tenor of U.S. federal 

Indian policy. They also foreshadowed that any subsequent treaty councils initiated by 
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the federal government with representatives of "the great nation of the Chippewas," 

would attempt to place new restrictions upon their trade, territory, and autonomy. 

Two years before the policy of delimiting Indian tribes and their territories began in 

earnest with the 1825 Treaty of Prairie du Chien, the U.S. Supreme Court rendered a 

landmark decision that had momentous consequences for the future legal status of all 

Indian lands. Because so many conflicting claims over Indian land cessions and 

subsequent sales arose prior to 1823, the U.S. government had to settle this matter once 

and for all. Western expansion could not occur without valid land ownership, and these 

holdings could not be secured until the relinquishment of prior "Indian title." In English 

common law, a legal case needed a cause of action. In the Supreme Court case of 

Johnson v. Mcintosh the action was trespass.^'' The real issue of contention concerned the 

validity of each European American party's land title, and the nature of the Indian's 

aboriginal title. The principle of law before the Supreme Court and Chief Justice John 

Marshall considered whether the courts of the U.S. could recognize the title conveyed 

from an Indian tribe to a private individual as valid. Marshall ruled that the title obtained 

under the original private land purchase in 1773 was invalid. Only the U.S. could acquire 

legal title to Indian lands, not private citizens. 

To bolster his decision, Marshall reprised several hundred years of European and 

colonial North American history, and proclaimed the "doctrine of discovery" as the legal 

justification for his decision.^^ By impugning the "character and religion" of the Indians, 

he asserted that "conquest gives a title which the courts of the conqueror cannot deny."'^ 

Might-makes-right produced a fait accompli that became the non-justiciable foundation 
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for the U.S. federal Indian law hypothesis of "Indian title," based on the diminished 

Indian "use right" of occupancy. While their rights were not "entirely disregarded," they 

07 
were "necessarily impaired." This left all American Indians as tenants with 

QQ 
"diminished" use, possession and disposition rights to their land. Their impeded "Indian 

title" left them at the mercy of a U.S. government landlord who could assert its self-

proclaimed superior sovereignty to evict them whenever the circumstances of European 

American agricultural settlement or commercial enterprise dictated. 

To begin putting this principle into practice for the recently acquired Convention of 

1818 sector, the U.S. needed to determine the northern extent of its territory at the forty-

ninth parallel boundary with the British Possessions. In 1823, topographical engineer 

Major Stephen H. Long became the first official U.S. government sponsored explorer to 

traverse through the homeland of the Pembina Chippewa when he traveled down the Red 

River from the Minnesota River, through Pembina, and up to Lake Winnipeg in Canada. 

His exploratory mission illustrated how closely the federal government involved itself in 

the earliest prelude to European American settlement of the region. His tasks entailed 

probing for the practical considerations of navigable river transportation in the Red River 

basin. 

The main object remained locating the international boundary with the British 

Possessions at the forty-ninth parallel. The party made an almost precise determination, 

and "fixed an oak post on it, bearing on the north side the letters G.B., and on the south 

side U.S."^^ They found that the entire village of Pembina (with the exception of one log 

cabin) remained inside the U.S. Apparently this discovery pleased the local populace of 
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approximately "350 souls," two-thirds of whom Long designated as "half-breeds" (or 

''Bois brules,"" for "burnt wood, from their dark complexion," i.e.. Metis), because most 

of the buffalo would be on the American side of the line. The only dissatisfied parties 

turned out to be the HBC, who abandoned their trading post, some of the British Selkirk 

colonists who left with them, and the Catholic diocese, who abandoned the mission they 

had established in 1818. They all moved northward to the lower Red River settlements. 

Long, like many (but not all) U.S. officials, disparaged the Pembina Metis for not 

"possessing the qualifications for good settlers" because of their lack of farming, and 

preference for hunting and the fur trade. Relying on older "stages of civilization" schema, 

while engaging in a newly evolving ethnic stereotyping derived from notions of 

"scientific racism," he denigrated the mixing of "inferior" Native American with 

"superior" European American bloodlines, and concluded that only the fhigal and 

industrious Scots made good settlers. Wedded to an idealized American homogeneity 

while ignoring the reality of persistent post-contact metissage, he also maligned the Metis 

racially. He ascribed "heterogeneity" as the causal factor for their "very low rank in the 

scale of civilization,... but little superior to the Indians themselves.""^' 

This attitude reflected the advent of a new American and British racial ideology of 

Anglo-Saxonism. It exhibited itself through an increase of racial stereotyping associated 

with the violent and self-righteous expansionism of Manifest Destiny that came to 

fhiition during the 1840s. This dogma linked the destiny of the Anglo-Saxon "race" with 

U.S. continental expansion, and the extension of liberty and freedom to white northern 

European Protestant men. This fortuitous future might be undermined by miscegenation. 
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Racial amalgamation could corrupt American and British Anglo-Protestants, and 

therefore, deter their destiny. Yet, the devaluation of mixed-blood populations (Indians, 

Metis, mulattos, Creoles, Mexicans) along gendered, religious (anti-Catholic), and class 

lines, could also be deployed to render them as incapable of republican civic virtue, or 

unfit for self-governance. All of these factors justified taking their lands, and treating 

1 cvy 
them as social or political inferiors incapable of deciding what was best for themselves. 

Long's denigration of the Metis qualified as racial prejudice because it generalized 

and assigned negative values to imagined differences, "to the accuser's benefit and at his 

• • • 10"^ 
victim's expense, in order to justify the former's own privileges or aggression." Such 

racism became insidious when it upheld the power and aggression of U.S. national 

policies such as Indian Removal in the 1830s and the Mexican War in the 1840s. In 

Rupert's Land, the Protestant clergy's middle-class British values aggravated racial 

tensions along gender lines by denigrating Indian and mixed-blood women, their 

progeny, and interracial marriage. British mixed-blood, or "country bom" families, much 

more than the French Metis increasingly shunned their Indian origins, female relations, 

and Metis kin while assimilating themselves to Anglo cultural norms. This differentiation 

resulted in a much "more consciously stratified" fur-trade society. 

Like his Anglo-American predecessors in colonial New England, Long misunderstood 

and criticized Chippewa and Metis work and their political economy. His ethnocentric 

concepts of "civilization" only compounded his ignorance about "productivity." To view 

buffalo hunting as some kind of random leisure activity, rather than as a well-organized, 

quasi-military disciplined operation requiring dangerous, risky, and hard work to find, 
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kill, butcher, process, and cart away the fruits of their labor, demonstrated how little 

"exploring" he really did.'°^ Small-scale eastern U.S. farming was neither a practicable 

nor profitable endeavor on the northern Plains in the pre-industrial era. The Metis 

engaged in small-scale agricultural, as part of a balanced economy of hunting, gathering, 

fishing, and trading. They raised horses, cattle, oxen, sheep and swine, while growing 

hay, com, squash, pumpkins, beans, and potatoes.No viable markets or cost-effective 

transportation existed except for fiirs and limited merchandise. "While they could not sell 

the produce of their farms, they found it easy to sell the articles obtained in their 

hunts."'®^ Scarcity of credit, capital, equipment, and labor, plus harsh winters, short 

growing seasons, floods, and insect plagues precluded farming beyond small garden 

plots. The ultimate irony of Long's misconceptions was that the Scots Selkirk colonists 

failed miserably to establish an agricultiiral colony, not because of any predilection for 

industry or lack thereof, but for all the reasons mentioned above. If it had not been for the 

timely interventions of the "lowly" yet hospitable Metis, they would have starved, or 

been forced to abandon their colony sooner than they did. 

What a disdainful outsider like Long failed to comprehend, an insider like Alexander 

Ross or Father Belcourt understood. The priest accompanied a Metis buffalo hunt across 

the southern borderlands of Turtle Mountain Chippewa territory in 1845. The bottom line 

of their venture should have intrigued rational self-interested men like Long and other 

U.S. officials. It certainly impressed the man of the cloth. In less than two months, 55 

hunters among 309 people procured and processed 1,776 buffalo. At "the most moderate 

market prices," their net profit "remained 1,500 pounds sterling." Such an astounding 
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profit margin amounted to "more money than all the agricultural class obtained for their 

produce in the same year."'"^ This episode illustrated that the goal of the Chippewa and 

Metis political economy endeavored to obtain maximum abundance through the most 

efficient means. For the most part they succeeded until the depletion of the buffalo by 

European Americans in the 1870s. Yet Long's and other federal Indian policymaker's 

ethnocentrism precluded recognition that different modes of Indian or Metis economics 

sought similar ends. As noted by one of the keenest and biased resident observers in the 

1 no 
Red River settlements, Alexander Ross, "they cherish freedom as they cherish life." 

Their economic activities maximized their social goals of collective and individual 

liberty. 

Such freedom can only be organized around and sustained by political efficacy and 

territorial sovereignty. By focusing on their ethnogenesis and geographical expansion, 

this chapter established that between 1795 and 1825 the Pembina and Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa coalesced as an identifiable and organized group of American Indians meeting 

all the legal criteria for valid Aboriginal title to a defined territory. As an extended 

kinship group associated with a delimited extent of land, they contested for and occupied 

a hunting territory attributed to the impact of the changing economic realities of the fiir 

trade. Aboriginal title derived from the recognition of their usufhict rights by other 

regional tribes and possessory rights to this land prior to European American 

colonization. The Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa's attainment of territorial 

sovereignty occurred prior to the advent of U.S. acquisition from the Convention of 1818 

treaty with Britain. This change in European-derived sovereignty set the stage for a 
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contentious tribal-federal relationship throughout the remainder of the nineteenth century 

and beyond. A major source of this contention derived from the persistent U.S. assertion 

that "Indians must be brought gradually under our authority and laws" without according 

much validity to divergent Native interests and autonomy."® 

' Erdrich, Tracks, 32. 

^ -Stephen Cornell, The Return of the Native: American Indian Political Resurgence (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1988), 33. 

' Wilcomb Washburn, Red Man's Land, White Man's Law (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1971), 
143. 

Cornell, Return of the Native, 225 n7. 

' Edwin S. Gaustad, Liberty of Conscience: Roger Williams in America (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. 
Eerdsmans Publishing Company, 1991), 29. 

^Johnson v. Mcintosh, 21 U.S. (8 Wheat) 543 (1823); Tribal opponents to the imposed McCumber 
Agreement of October 22, 1892 denigrated its $1,000,000 in compensation for a land cession of 10,000,000 
acres as the "ten-cent treaty." Turtle Mountain M^tchif member and band attorney from 1878 to 1911, J.B. 
Bottineau, compiled a 178 page elucidation of the band's history and legal claims. See U.S. Congress. 
Senate. Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians: Papers Relative to an Agreement with the Turtle 
Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians in North Dakota. 56"' Congress, T' Session, June 6, 1900. Senate 
Document 444. Serial set 3878, 7. Hereafter referred to as Senate Doc. 444. 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the word indigenous is derived from the Late Latin 
construction of indigen-us or indigen-a, which means "bom in a country", "native" or "a native". The 
primary definition emphasizes someone (a person) or something (a plant or animal) that is bom, produced 
or belongs naturally to a region of land. The use of the adverb naturally in the definition implies an organic 
relationship between the person or thing and the land. Thus, the word indigenous is most often used in the 
context of "aboriginal inhabitants" or "natural products". 

Interestingly enough, the first cited use of the root word indigene is attributed to the late sixteenth century 
apologist for, and promoter of, English colonization, Richard Hakluyt (the geographer). In 1598, he wrote, 
"They were Indigene, or people bred upon that very soyle." The first known use of the word indigenous is 
ascribed to Sir T. Browne, who commented in 1646 that the black slaves in the American Spanish colonies 
"were all transported from Africa ... and are not indigenous or proper natives of America." Other usages of 
the word indigenous refer to species of native plants or animals (e.g. the indigenous sheep of the Highland 
glens), or ideas and art forms (e.g. indigenous theology or poetry). The best definition may come from the 
Ahnishinahbae-ojibway historian, Wubekeniew, We Have a Right to Exist (New York: Black Thistle Press, 
1995), 246 who says that indigenous means "those who have sprung from the land itself" Thomas 
Jefferson first used the phrase "empire of liberty" for his vision of the future development of the United 
States in a December 25, 1780 letter to fellow Virginia expansionist George Rogers Clark. See The Papers 
of Thomas Jefferson, ed. Julian P. Boyd (Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1950), Vol. IV, 237. The 
"guise of law" charge came from solicitor Bottineau in a letter to Chief Kanick and the Standing 
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Committee of the Tribe, September 15, 1910. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Record Group 75.19.121, Records 
of the Turtle Mountain Agency, ND. National Archives, Central Plains Region, Kansas City, Missouri, 4. 

' Red Lake orator Little Rock, in Journal of the Proceedings Connected with the Negotiation of a Treaty 
with the Red Lake and Pembina Bands of Chippewas - Concluded at the Old Crossing of Red Lake River 
on the Second of October, 1863. Treaty File. Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, National Archives, 
Washington, D.C., 1863, 11. Hereafter referred to as Old Crossing Treaty Journal. 

' William W. Warren, "Answers to Inquiries Regarding Chippewas." Minnesota Pioneer, December 5, 12, 
19, 26, 1849. Reprinted in Minnesota Archaeologist 13 (January 1947), 20; "Sioux and Chippewa Wars." 
Minnesota Chronicle & Register, June 3 and 10, 1850. Reprinted in Minnesota Archaeologist 12 (October 
1946), 95; "History of the Ojibways, Based Upon Traditions and Oral Statements." Collections of the 
Minnesota Historical Society 5 (1885), 127. 

The widespread Indian use of the term "Long Knife" referred specifically to U.S. soldiers with bayoneted 
rifles, but also generally to any U.S. representative, who was usually accompanied by soldiers in encounters 
with Indians. 

'The full text of this passage from the Northwest Ordinance, U.S. 1 Stat., 50 (1787), reads: "TTie utmost 
goodfaith shall always be observed toward the Indians; their land and property shall never be taken away 
from them without their consent; and their property, rights, and liberty shall never be invaded by 
Congress; but laws founded in justice and humanity shall from time to time be made for preventing wrongs 
to them, and for preserving peace and friendship with them." 

Brief 8. 

" The legal test for proving "Indian title" to land imposed bv the U.S. on American Indian peoples rested 
upon the Supreme Court decision in United States v. Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Company. 314 U.S. 339. 
345 ('1941). The Court ruled that the "occupancy necessary to establish aboriginal possession is a question 
of fact to be determined as any other question of fact." The historical events outlined in this chapter attempt 
to establish the facts supporting the "Aboriginal title" of the Tiutle Mountain Chippewa. See n. 68 below. 

Erminie Wheeler-Voegelin, and Harold Hickerson, Chippewa Indians I: The Red Lake and Pembina 
Chippewa (New York: Garland Publishing, 1974), 20. This "arc" included southern Ontario, Manitoba, and 
Saskatchewan in Canada, and northern Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Montana in 
the United States. 

Effective communication requires naming conventions, even as they change over time and remain 
contested. All the collective and community designations for the Aboriginal Indigenous peoples of this 
continent and their descendants have been derived culturally, and mirror controversies within specific 
historical contexts. 

Anishinabeg - Self-identification is more important than external labeling. The Ojibwa call themselves 
collectively Anishinaubaek/Aunishenaubaig (nish-NAH-bek), and singularly Anishinaubae/Aunishenaubay 
(nish-NAH-bay), meaning "we, the people," "the first" or "original people," "the human beings," "the good 
beings," or just "the people." There is no standard English spelling. (Anishinabe: 6 Studies of Modern 
Chippewa, edited by J. Anthony Paredes, Tallahassee: University Press of Florida, 1996; Charlie White-
Weasel) 

Algonquian/Algonkian/Algonquin - language grouping; Ojibway is classified as a Central Algonquian 
language since it is believed to have originated in northern Michigan. {Aboriginal Migrations: A History of 
Movements in Southern Manitoba, by Leo Pettipas. "The Proto Central Algonquian Kinship System," by 
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Charles F. Hockett.) Alexander Henry (the younger) stated that the English referred to the Ojibway as 
Algonquians, but he referred to them as Saulteurs (see below). 

Ojibwa/Ojibwe/Ojibway - term used in the historic record and the anthropological literature; term used by 
linguists to denote the Native language; legal term in employed by the Canadian government. Fur company 
geographer David Thompson recorded the use of the appellation Oochepoys in the journal of his 1798 
exploration. The famous white captive John Taimer referred to Ojibbeway in his 1830 autobiography. The 
earliest tribal historian, William Warren used the designation Ojibway in his 1851 history. 

A great deal of uncertainty and confusion remains over the derivation and original meaning of the word. A 
very plausible recent explanation by Theresa M. Schenck, that makes sense logically, and accords with 
some of the most significant primary source material and modem anthropological interpretations, posits 
that Ojibwa derived from the Algonquian word for crane. She noted that this derivation accords with the 
"animal-name designations" of other indigenous peoples in the Great Lakes region. [Schenck, p. 23] In 
addition, its foremost clan status (the crane, or "echo maker," clan being the source of tribal leaders) in the 
Ojibwa totemic system, as documented by tribal member William Warren, associated the "clear and far 
reaching cry of the crane ... with the acknowledged orators of the tribe." [Warren, p. 47] Hence the first 
part of the title of her book, taken from a War of 1812 speech by a Lac du Flambeau band headman, 
concluded that the word OJibwa meant the people called together by the "voice of the crane." [Schenck, p. 
23] 

Chippewa - legal term employed by the U.S. federal government. In addition, most of the historical record 
uses the identifier of Chippewa. The self-constituted community and federally recognized tribe at the core 
of this study is known as the "Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians," under Article 1 of their 
Constitution and Bylaws. Tribal historian Charlie White-Weasel provided the following explanation for the 
shift from Ojibway to Chippewa in the United States. "In the course of time, American officialdom 
dropped the "O," took the "chip" from the [1840s Slovenian Catholic missionary] Baraga dictionary [i.e., 
Otchiinve\. and then gave it a French twist from the French spelling O-ge-bois, giving the ending a 'wauh' 
sound. The American government then made Chippewa the officially correct pronunciation and spelling." 
p. 92 

Plains-Ojibwa/Bungi/Southwestern Ojibwe - interchangeable labels for those Ojibwa/Chippewa/Saw/reaux 
who fransformed themselves culturally into Plains Indians and settled in northwestern Mirmesota, the 
Pembina and Turtle Mountain regions of North Dakota, northeastern Montana, and southern Manitoba. In 
the 1830s, George Catlin referred to these people as "Ojibbeways," related to but distinct from the 
"Chippeways" south and west of Lake Superior. Canadian Anthropologist Alanson Skinner coined the first 
term in 1914, after conducting field worked at the Long Plain Reserve in 1913. See Footnote 10 below for 
more details. The term Bungi or Bungee was used by eighteenth-century Hudson's Bay traders, as noted by 
Alexander Henry. It means "a little bit," and may have indicated their mixed Woodland and Plains 
characteristics. The terms were also applied to their unique Cree-influenced dialect of Ojibway. Both 
expressions have been adopted by anthropologists A. Irving Hallowell and James H. Howard. Issac Stevens 
employed the term "Prairie Chippewa," which he probably picked up from the Minnesota Ojibwa, in his 
1854 report. Ethnohistorian Harold Hickerson employed the Ojibwe designation. 

Saulteurs/Saulteaux - The first European term applied to this indigenous people. Derived by the French 
name for the Anishinabe due to their "contact" location in the Great Lakes area of Upper Michigan near 
Sault Ste. Marie . Term employed by Montreal traders like Alexander Henry, for "his Indians," i.e., the 
Chippewa with whom he worked and traded in the Red River and Pembina regions. Today the term is both 
applied and self-applied (e.g., the actor Adam Beach) to tribal descendants in the Red River of the North, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada area. 

Metis!Metifs/MetchiflMechifJMetsijlMichif- The OED etymology for Metis-. 1) from the post-classical 
Latin misticius, also the root of the Spanish mestizo", 2) in Old French, Middle French as mestis or metice 
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meaning 'hybrid', 'of mixed blood, basebom;' 3) from the French metif for a person with parents of 
different races; mestif, metif, mestis. The North American version for a French metis person of mixed 
European and American Indian originated from around 1740. Mixed-blood women were often referred to 
as Metisse. For the origins and cultural components of the M6tis (pronounced may-tee), which while 
literally translated from French to English as mixed-breed or half-breed, refers to people of mixed French 
or French Canadian and Chippewa or Cree descent, from the fiir trade regions of the Great Lakes, Western 
Canada (Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta), and the North-Central Western U.S. (North Dakota and 
Montana), and the culturally ambivalent attitudes towards them held by Anglo-Canadians and Anglo-
Americans, see the following: Verne Dusenberry, "Waiting for a Day That Never Comes: The 
Dispossessed Metis of Montana," in Peterson and Brown's The New Peoples: Being and Becoming Metis in 
North America, 119-123. 

Lucy Murphy stated that "although they were not indigenous in the same sense that Indian peoples were, 
they were residents with a culture that was specific to the region, and strongly related to Indian culture," 
and "pre-dated U.S. [or Canadian] hegemony." See her article "Public Mothers: Native American and Metis 
Women as Creole Mediators in the Nineteenth Century Midwest." This study aligns with the significant 
(but not unanimous) anthropological, historical, and legal scholarship which denotes the M^tis as an 
Aboriginal people entitled to aboriginal land rights under U.S. and Canadian law. 

The Turtle Mountain Chippewa are multilingual (Cree, Ojibwa, French, and English). Some members 
speak a syncretic language of Cree and French called Michif. See John C, Crawford, "What is Michif?" in 
Peterson and Brown's The New Peoples: Being and Becoming Metis in North_America, 231-240; The 
Michif Dictionary: Turtle Mountain Chippewa Cree, edited by John C Crawford; and "Speaking Michif'm 
Four Metis Communities," The Canadian Journal of Native Studies III, I (1985):47-55. Peter Bakker 
performed an even more extensive study of Michif in his book, A Language of Our Own: The Genesis of 
Michif the Mixed Cree-French Language of the Canadian Metis. The identifier Metis, like the term Indian, 
inaccurately and ahistorically imposes a unitary category on a wide range of diverse peoples and cultures 
within each designation. 

As with many North American Indian communities that ended up within the legal dominion of the United 
States or Canada, there has been a great deal of conftision and controversy over the names attached to 
native peoples, and the diverse components of their cultural identity. Historical sources and contemporary 
interpretations often reflect this confusion. The Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians of North 
Dakota are one of the western bands of Plains Ojibwa (or Chippewa) Indians with a preponderance of 
Metchif (or Metis) mixed-blood relations residing in the United States and Canada. Contemporary Turtle 
Mountain tribal members refer to themselves as Chippewa, Metifs, Metsif Metchif [Monctts and Vrooman], 
or Mc/j//[White-Weasel], or Mechif [Camp]. Outside scholars like Dusenberry, Crawford, and Bakker 
only refer to Michif as a language, spoken by some Metis people. For the sake of consistency, and to avoid 
confusion, I used (unless denoted otherwise in a direct quote) Michif to refer to the language only, and 
Metchif to the Turtle Mountain people speaking it, since this latter term at least bears closer similarity with 
M6tis. 

OihQvMechif/Mechif/Metchif communities exist besides Turtle Mountain, in Montana and the western 
Canadian provinces. In this narrative, all other American or Canadian "half-breeds" or mixed-bloods not 
associated with the Turtle Mountain band are labeled M^tis. 

This work employs naming standards chosen from above with respect, and with a desire to enhance 
readability. 

The "true descendants" of the Turtle Mountain band consisted primarilv of "individuals of mixed 
Chippewa blood" and "the Pembinas and other mixed bloods and their descendants" Ci.e.. the Pembina 
Band of Chippewa Indians comprised the highest order coterie') who resided primarilv west of Pembina, 
along the Pembina River, and in the Pembina and Turtle Mountains. J.B. Bottineau's genealoev. from a 
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letter dated November 4. 1910:7-8. Bureau of Indian Affairs. Record Group 75. Records of the Turtle 
Mountain Aeencv. ND. National Archives. Central Plains Region. Kansas City. Missouri 

Pembina comes from the Metis take on the Chippewa/Cree word ni-pimina-na, which referred to the 
abundance of bush cranberry {viburnum trilobum) vegetation in northeastern North Dakota (i.e., Pembina, 
Pembina River, Pembina Mountains). Charlie White-Weasel claimed that because of the "the curvature of 
the [highbush cranberry] stem, looking somewhat like a bird's neck, is said to have given rise to the name 
"crane-berry," which was later changed to cranberry." 
Tanner, called the Pembina River nebeninnah-ne-sebee. It is not related to the Chippewa/Cree word 
pimihkan or pemmican. 

Three successive generations of principal chiefs named Little Shell became the hereditary chiefs of the 
Turtle Mountain band. See Nancv O. Lurie. "Little Shell Genealogy." ICC. Docket 113/ Petitioner's 
Exhibit 215. Thev remained leaders of the Pembina band, until it dwindled from the lack of a reservation 
and became absorbed primarily into the Turtle Mountain band, as well as coerced removal to the White 
Earth reservation in Minnesota during the 1870s. Some band members also sought refuge with the Red 
Lake Chippewa. Sometimes the Turtle Mountain group was referred to as the Little Shell Band. Such 
overlapping and imprecise designations did not become a contentious issue from outside or within the band 
until 1892 Csee Chapter T). Ultimately, the Indian Claims Commission designated them legally as the 
"American Pembina Chippewa group (full and mixed bloods), including the subgroups of the Turtle 
Mountain Band, the Pembina Band, and the Little Shell Bands." 

The chief designated as Little Shell I was the only Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa leader actually 
named Little Shell (Aisance or Aise-Anse"). "After the death of Little Shell I. the white man persisted in 
naming two lineal descendants according to the Caucasian surname system. In actuality. Little Shell II's 
name was Weesh-e-damo. See Warren. Oiibwav History. 47. Little Shell Ill's name was Avabe-wav-we-
tung . See White-Weasel. History. 336. 

In regards to the anthropological designations derived from the concept of "cultiu-al ecology." James H. 
Howard cautions that "culture areas" are generalizations that should not be adhered to rigidly because thev 
undervalue the array of diversity within each one. "Groups like the Plains-Oiibwa. because thev are 
culturally in between two classic culture areas, and share complexes of both, have been systematically 
ignored" or "misidentified." See Howard. Plains-Oiibwa. 5-6. In accordance with the anthropological 
schema of "culture areas." the natural environment (i.e.. the climate, and the types and abundance of plants 
and animals) configured subsistence (i.e.. the way you make a living, what you eat, what you wear, and 
what you live in. how vou get aroundl and subsistence shaped human culture (i.e.. social arrangements-
political organization, material culture, beliefs and behaviors). The culture and society of the Chippewa 
developed from the lands where they lived. The Plains-Oiibwa groups, like the Turtle Moimtain band, were 
positioned geographically to retain and adopt the cultural attributes of both the Eastern Woodlands and 
Great Plains regions. See Howard. Plains-Oiibwa. 8-9. It is one of the few maps that depict accurately the 
location of the Plains-Oiibwa (neither the Rovce nor the Prucha maps are correct in this regard). In an 1882 
report. Commissioner of Indian Affairs Hiram P. Price consulted maps of the U.S. published by H.S. 
Tanner from 1832 to 1839. "on which the Indians of the Western country are noted." He found "that the 
territory west of the Red River and north and northwest of Devil's Lake is given to the Chippewas." See 
House Report No. 1144. to accompany bill H.R. 1885. 

Plains-Ojibwa is a modem anthropologist label coined by Alanson Skinner, "The Cultural Position of the 
Plains-Ojibway." Anthropological Papers of the American Museum of Natural History, 16 (1914); 314-
318. It was adapted and expanded upon by anthropologist James H. Howard. Howard noted that the 
designation "is reflected in the native name which these people give to themselves, which is Nakawiniuk." 
The term means "those of another speech. It refers to the particular dialect of the Ojibway language which 
is spoken by the Plains-Ojibwa as distinguished from Ojibway proper." Howard's oral testimony before the 
Indian Claims Commission is at ICC, Docket 113, Transcript, September 18, 1962, 86. Also see Howard, 
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Plains-Ojibwa, 6. FIGURE 2 is from Leo Pettipas, Aboriginal Migrations: A History of Movements in 
Southern Manitoba. Winnipeg: Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, 1996, 162. 

FIGURE 3 is from the book leaf of Vera Kelsey, Red River Runs Northl New York: Harper & Brothers 
Publishers, 1951. 

Binnema, Ens, and MacLeod (eds.), From Rupert's Land to Canada. 

Warren, Ojibway History, 132-135. 

Ibid.. 195. Also see Cornelius Jaenen. "French Sovereignty and Native Nationhood during the French 
Regime" In J.R. Miller, ed.. Sweet Promises: A Reader On Indian-White Relations in Canada. 1991. 38. 

Howard, Plains-Ojibwa, 3. 

" Although the Plains-Ojibwa adopted the Sun Dance as their principal ceremony (which also often served 
as a Rain Dance), it never superseded the older Woodlands Midaewaewin practices completely. See 
Howard, Plains-Ojibwa, 107; Howard, "Sun Dance," 251-252; George Catlin, Letters and Notes on the 
North American Indians (New York: Penguin Paperback Edition, 1995; original edition 1832), "Letter-
No. 8 from the Mouth of the Yellowstone, Upper Missouri," 52-55. Howard's Plains-Ojibwa includes 
Catlin's painting of "The Six," Plate 2. 

The Plains Chippewa bands positioned themselves similarly as the eastern woodland Chippewa. They 
prospered as go-betweens in the trade between the French or British, and the tribes farther to the west. 
These Cree and Assiniboine comprised these more northern and western groups, both of whom desired 
better weapons in their wars with the Dakota. The Plains-Ojibwa obtained horses from their Cree and 
Assiniboine allies fiulher west by trading for them with the metal weapons and tools procured in the fur 
trade. The Cree and Assiniboine engaged in a similar pattern of horse acquisition via trade with the 
Blackfoot. This period of acquisition ranged occurred between 1732 and 1754. By the 1770s the Plains-
Cree and the Plains-Ojibway possessed herds of horses. Alexander Henry the elder's journal provided a 
1765 fur trade price list as follows: 
item # beaver skins 
gun = 20 
lb of powder = 2 
lb of shot, an 
axe or knife = 1 

Alexander Henry (the elder), Travels and Adventures in Canada and the Indian 
Territories. (Toronto: Vermont Tuttle Co. Inc., 1809, reprinted in 1969). 

These affordable prices indicate that metal weapons and tools were obtainable by 
Indians. So, by the middle of the eighteenth century horses and guns became plentiful on the northern 
Plains, and transformed the lifeways of the Native peoples when they became the primary means to hunt 
buffalo. John S. Milloy, The Plains Cree: Trade, Diplomacy and War, 1790 to 1870 (Winnipeg: University 
of Manitoba Press, 1988), 24. Because Howard did not indicate when or how the Plains-Ojibwa obtained 
horses, I have relied extensively on Milloy's research into the similar and often intertwined cultural 
evolution of the Plains-Cree. Milloy also made many specific references to the Plains-Ojibwa, or 
"Bungees" in his study. 

Skinner, The Cultural Position of the Plains-Ojibway, 318; Howard, The Plains-Ojibwa, 23; John 
Tanner, A Narrative of the Captivity and Adventures of John Tanner (Reprint of the G. & C. & H. Carvill 
1830 edition. New York; Penguin Books, 1994, 141; Catlin, Letters, 52-55. Hesketh, "History of the Turtle 
Mountain Chippewa," 85; Alexander Henry the Elder, Journal, 413; Dunseith Herald: The Pioneer Journal 
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of the Turtle Mountain Region, 6(35) March 6, 1890, 1, labeled Turtle Mountain as both "the Garden of the 
Northwest," and a "hunter's paradise." "Turtle Mountain oral history [also] tells us that Native elders and 
medicine people used natural landforms to mark the seasons. Literally hundreds of stone forms and mud 
mounds dot the landscape in and around Turtle Mountain, and even the hills themselves are incorporated 
into the patterns." httD://exhibits.turtlemountain.ore/mvthandhistorv/astronomv 

Alexander Henry the Elder, Journal, 44; Warren, Ojibway History, 218-219, 196. 

Howard, Plains-Ojibwa, 3, 45. 

Warren, Ojibway History, 356; Tanner, Narrative, 132-142. Map 4 is from 
Elwyn B. Robinson, History of North Dakota (University of Nebraska Press, 1966), 24. Kiowa writer N. 
Scott Momaday defined "oral tradition" as "that process by which the myths, legends, tales and lore of a 
people are formulated, communicated, and preserved in language by word of mouth, as opposed to 
writing." See "The Man Made of Words," 87. 

Interview with James McKenzie, North Dakota Quarterly 59(4) Fall 1991, 101. Mr. Cree is a descendant 
of Oshkiniwaence, who was a member of Little Shell Ill's council in the 1890s, according to Charlie 
White-Weasel, History, 274. 
Mutual coexistence in terms of reciprocal hunting rights among these three tribes was confirmed by 
Howard's ICC, Docket 113, Transcript, September 18, 1962, 72. 

As noted by historian Eric Hindraker, "the Northwest Ordinance undermined the presumption of Indian 
sovereignty, and at the same time granted implicit legitimacy to the expansionist impulses of the [European 
American] settler population." See Elusive Empires: Constructing Colonialism in the Ohio Valley, 1673-
1800 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 236. 

Kappler (ed.), Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties, Vol. 2, 8-11. 

Prucha, Documents of United States Indian Policy, August 7, 1786, 8. 

Ibid., Sscretaxy Henry Knox's Report on the Northwestern Indians'm 1789, 13; Washington's 
1783 letter to James Duane, 2. 

John MacLeod, "Diary of Chief Trader John MacLeod, Senior of Hudson's Bay Company, Red River 
Settlement, 1811." Collections of the State Historical Society of North Dakota, Vol. II 1908: 123, footnote 
1. Hereafter referred to as MacLeod Diary. 

Senate Doc. 444, 46. 

Alexander Henry and David Thompson, Elliot Coues ed. New Light on the Early History of the Greater 
Northwest: The Manuscript Journals of Alexander Henry and David Thompson, 1799-1814, New York: 
F.P. Harper, 1897, 81 footnote 3. Hereafter referred to as Coues, New Light. This Alexander Henry was the 
nephew of Alexander Henry the Elder, and is often referred to as Alexander Henry the Younger. He based 
his fttt trade business at Pembina from 1800-1808. Quote is from Warren, Ojibway History, 40. William 
Whipple Warren's (1825 - 1853) History of the Ojibway Nation is the best early nineteenth-century source 
on the Chippewa. As the son of a European American trader, Lyman Warren II, and the French-Ojibwa 
M^tis mother, Mary Cadotte, he gained significant first-hand knowledge from his Ojibwa relatives, while 
learning the fior trade business from his father, and being sent away to receive a formal education. Thus he 
functioned uniquely in the European American, American Indian, and M6tis worlds, and acted as a cultural 
broker between all three. 
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The North Dakota map (FIGURE 4) is from the book leaf of Robert P. Wilkins and Wynona H. Wilkins, 
North Dakota: A Bicentennial History. New York: W.W. Norton, 1977. 

Coues, New Light, 118-119,422-431; Tanner, Narrative, 120-123, 181; Senate Doc. 444, Exhibits IV -
VIII; J.B. Tyrell, ed. David Thompson's Narrative of His Explorations in Western America, 1784-1812 
(Toronto: The Champlain Society, 1916), 251. David Thompson's achievements deserve much more than 
this footnote. He was the greatest nineteenth-century surveyor and cartographer in North America. His 
explorations covered vast areas that later became part of Western Canada and the northwestern United 
States. The Blackfoot Indians, who were well known for thwarting or killing many a European American 
fiir trader (e.g., George Drouillard) in their region, called Thompson koo-koo-sint, or "You who Look at the 
Stars," due to the constant use of his sextant, which the Indians saw as possessed of special powers. In 
1796 he blazed a new route from York Factory to Lake Athabaska for the HBC. "After he joined the 
Northwest Company in 1797, Thompson surveyed (1797-98) the Mississippi's head waters, crossed (1807) 
the Rocky Mountains by the Howse Pass to the source of the Columbia, explored (1808-10) the present 
states of Washington, Idaho, and Montana, and became the first European American to travel (1811) the 
Columbia's entire length. All of these explorations and observations resulted in a map (1813-14) that 
became the basis for all subsequent maps of western Canada" into the twentieth century. Because of his 
remarkable achievements, historian J.B. Tyrell (who uncovered his field notes, journals, maps, and 
Narrative) called David Thompson "the greatest land geographer who ever lived." For more information 
see: http.V/www. davidthompsonthinss. com 

Howard, Plains-OJibwa, 20; Journals of Alexander Henry, 53-54; Senate Doc. 444, Exhibits IV - VII. 

^''figure 5 is from ICC, Docket 113/Petitioner's Exhibits 3, 58,112, 166, p. 104 "Collection of 
Interpretive Maps ... Prepared by Nancy O. Lurie." Lurie's map correlates to a more detailed the map 
provided in James Howard's ICC, Docket 113, Transcript, September 18, 1962. Howard verified these sites 
with documentary, ethnological, and archeological evidence. St. Joseph and the Pembina Mountains are on 
Howard's map but not Lurie's. Dog Den is marked as Anamoose, which means dog in Ojibway. 
Cottonwood Lake (not indicated on the map) was just beyond the western extent of the "buffalo grounds," 
north of the Knife and Missouri river juncture. Unfortunately, Howard's map did not reflect all of the 
particular cites he testified about. 

White-Weasel, History, 336; Journals of Alexander Henry (the Younger), 226; 
J.B. Bottineau, family genealogy, November 25, 1910. 

Sylvia Van Kirk, Many Tender Ties: Women in Fur Trade Society, 1670-1870 (Norman: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1983), 4. Jennifer S.H. Brown, Strangers in Blood: Fur Trade Company Families in 
Indian Country (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1980), 76. Gary B. Nash, "The Hidden History of 
Mestizo America," The American Journal of History, 1995, 947. As noted by Gary Nash in his 
observations about American frontiers as both "battlegrounds" and "marrying grounds," U.S. history has 
downplayed the pervasiveness of "race-mixing" for far too long. For the ubiquity of "m^tissage" in North 
America since the colonial contact era, see James Axtell, "The White Indians of Colonial America," 
William and Mary Quarterly, 37, January 1975, 55-88. 

John Tanner made significant contributions to the history of the Canadian Plains. Although usually dubbed 
as merely a "hunter." his extensive travels and writings provided ethnographic and linguistic information 
on the Saulteaux and Cree. as well as geographic knowledge of the Assiniboine and Red river watersheds. 
His M6tis progeny also played significant roles in Canadian prairie history. The Reverend James Tanner 
was the half-brother of Picheito. the powerful Sauiteaux-Cree chief of the Assiniboine. Red and Pembina 
river regions of Manitoba. 

" Gender constructions and relations provide crucial intersections within the broader context of power and 
resistance that encompasses inter-cultural accommodation and conflict. Van Kirk. Mam Tender Ties. 28. 

http://http.V/www
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73. "The norm for sexual relationships in fur-trade society was not casual, promiscuous encounters but the 
development of marital unions which gave rise to distinct family units .... The fur-trade society developed 
its own marriage rite, marriage 'a la facon du pavs.' which combined both Indian and European marriage 
customs. In this, the fur-trade society of Western Canada appears to have been exceptional . In the 
Canadian West, alliances with Indian women were the central social aspect of the fur traders progress 
across the country." 4. 

Senate Doc. 444, 5, where Cottonwood is referred to by his French name, Le Liard, by Henry; Warren 
briefly described the nature of Chippewa band leadership succession, Ojibway History, 316-319; Coues, 
New Light, 1\-Ti, 163, 169. 

Frances Densmore, "Chippewa Customs." Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 45 (Washington, 
D.C., 1929), 9. Warren, Ojibway History, 34-35; 
Sister M. Inez Hilger, "Some Customs of the Chippewa." North Dakota History, 26(3) Summer 1959: 125. 
Also see Howard, Plains-Ojibwa, 86 for an anthropological graph of the Plains-Ojibwa kinship system. 

Warren, Ojibway History, 47; Hemy in Senate Doc. 444, No, VII; Taimer, Narrative, 170; White-
Weasel, History, 91. On the particular qualities of Ojibwa leadership, see Basil Johnston, Ojibway Heritage 
(Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1976), 61-62. Also see Ruth Landes, Ojibwa Religion and the Midewiwin 
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1968), 42 on the Ojibwa connection between "power" and 
"medicine," 42; and The Ojibwa Woman (New York: W.W. Norton, 1938), 133-134 for political influence 
of shamans. The "crane" totem literally meant "Echo-maker," in reference to the "far reaching cry of the 
crane." See Theresa Schenck, "FAe Voice of the Crane Echoes Afar:" The Sociopolitical Organization of 
the Lake Superior Ojibwa, 1640-1855 (New York: Garland Publishing Inc., 1997), 49 for a pictograph 
illustrating the Ojibwa clan hierarchy. Schenck notes that "the animals represent the Ojibwe clans 
{dodaim)," led by the Crane, with the connecting lines between hearts and minds being "symbolic of the 
group's unity of purpose." Also see Tom Holm, "Indian Concepts of Authority and the Crisis in Tribal 
Governments," The Social Science Journal, 19(3) (July 1982): 60. The testimony on the origination of 
personal names from dreams comes from a Turtle Mountain Chippewa informant named Standing Chief, as 
told to Sister M. Inez Hilger in 1940. 

*^ARCIA 1887. 117. 

Warren, Ojibway History, 135. A. Irving Hallowell, The Ojibwa of Berens River, Manitoba, ed. Jennifer 
S. H. Brown (Fort Worth: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1992), 50-53. 

Howard, Plains-Ojibwa, 79-80. 

James G.E. Smith, Leadership among the Southwestern Ojibwa (Ottawa: National Museum of Canada, 
1973), 16. 

Maurice G. Smith, Political Organization of the Plains Indians, with Special Reference to the Council 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska, 1924), 73. 

*^BriefA2>. 

Verne Dusenberrv. "The Dispossed M^tis of Montana." In The New Peoples: Beine and Becoming Metis 
in North America. 122. 

Although they did not follow the Chippewa clan system, the M^tis organized themselves politically and 
for their hunts in a parallel fashion with Plains-Ojibwa bands. For details on the Red River M^tis hunts see 
Alexander Ross, Red River Settlement: Its Rise, Progress, and Present State; with Some Account of the 
Native Races and Its General History to the Present Day (London; Smith, Elder and Co., 1856), 248. 
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Skinner, "Political Organization," 485-487. A corresponding women's okitcitakwe also existed under the 
direction of a head woman warrior. Anthropologist Alanson Skinner noted the example of an okitcita 
woman from the Pembina band named Ka-gi-ge-mai-ya-o-sek. Within patrilineal Chippewa society, 
woman did not have equality with men. Yet such evidence confirms that woman exercised at least some 
share in the consensual management of tribal affairs. 

^"ARCIA 1873,4-5. 

Michael Coyle, "Traditional Indian Justice in Ontario: A Role for the Present." Osgoode Hall Law 
Journal 24(3) 1986: 606,627; A.C. Hamilton and C.M. Sinclair. "'Justice Systems' and Manitoba's 
Aboriginal People: An Historical Survey." In Gerald Friesen ed., The Canadian Prairies: A History 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984), 51 lists eight "rules of the hunt" citing Alexander Ross, Red 
River, 249-250. 

Hamilton and Sinclair, "Justice Systems," 74 footnote 2. The "contemporary informants" include John 
Tanner, William Warren, Alexander Ross, Alexander Begg, Father G.A. Belcourt, and Bishop A.A. Tach6. 

" Warren, Ojibway History, 316. 

Ibid., 354-356, for the general account and the quotes. The "push" and "pull" factors impinging on the 
Ojibwe and the Dakota, their clashes, and the creation of new communities like Turtle Mountain, North 
Dakota, are summarized by Anton Treuer, ed. Living Our Language: Ojibwe Tales & Oral Histories (St. 
Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 2001), 6. 

D.W. Menig, The Shaping of America: A Geographical Perspective on 500 Years of 
History, Volume 2, Continental America 1800-1867, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993, 37. 

Warren, Ojibway History, 349; James P. Ronda, Lewis and Clark among the Indians (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1984), 133. It should be noted, but in no way to denigrate Lewis and Clark's 
acclaimed achievements, that the first European American to cross North America (north of Mexico) was 
not Lewis or Clark, but the Scots-Canadian Alexander Mackenzie. He explored far more of the geography 
of western North America, with far fewer resources, in 1793, a decade before the journey of the Corps of 
Discovery. In fact, Thomas Jefferson purchased Mackenzie's published maps and journals, and Lewis and 
Clark took them on their expedition. See Derek Hayes, First Crossing: Alexander Mackenzie, His 
Expedition Across North America, and the Opening of the Continent (Seattle: Sasquatch Books, 2001). The 
experiences of Zebulon Pike stand in stark contrast to these great explorers. One of Pike's biographers, 
John Upton Terrell, summarized his fruitless 1805 expedition as follows: "From almost every standpoint, 
the expedition was a failure. He drove no British trader from the North. He won no Indian allies for the 
United States. In scientific fields, he accomplished nothing. He discovered nothing. The lakes he identified 
as the source of the Mississippi were not that at all," 48. 

In addition to Gregory E. Dowd's exemplary work, A Spirited Resistance: The North American Indian 

Struggle for Unity, 1745-1815, (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992), more information about 

Tenskwatawa can be found in R. David Edmunds's The Shawnee Prophet, (University of Nebraska Press, 

1983). For a historical analysis based on the discipline of comparative religion, consult Joel W. Martin's 

Sacred Revolt: The Muskogees' Struggle for a New World, (Boston: Beacon Press, 1991), which examined 

the Creek "Redstick" Rebellion of 1813-1814. The classic work on American Indian religious revitalization 
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movements, which utilized history, anthropology, and psychology, is Anthony F.C. Wallace's The Death 

and Rebirth of the Seneca, (New York; Vintage Books, 1969). 

Warren, Ojibway History, 67. Warren claimed that the "great rules of life" of the ''Me-da-we" "bear a 

strong likeness to the ten commandments." White-Weasel, History, 276. 

T anner, Narrative, 169-170. 

Howard, ICC, Docket 113, Transcript, September 18, 1962. Howard identified Graham's Island as the 

"seat" of Little Shell I, and the "site of a strong Plains-Ojibwa village," 70. See Howard, ICC, Docket 113, 

Map, site #5. 

Tanner, Narrative, 170-171; Sources vary as to the date of Little Shell I's demise. They range from 
1804-1810. The consensus for his date of death is 1808. Howard believed that sub-chief B lack Duck 
succeeded Little Shell I as head chief of the Turtle Mountain band until Little Shell II matured enough to 
become head chief, ICC, Docket 113, Transcript, September 18, 1962, 79. Black Duck's village at Stump 
Lake was just southeast of Devil's Lake, and is marked as site #4 on Howard's ICC map. According to 
Warren, Black Duck's fame as a warrior derived from an 1805 battle with the Yankton Dakota led by Wa-
nah-ta. It took place near where the Goose River entered the Red River. See Warren, Ojibway History, 364. 
It should be noted that the son of Little Shell I, hereafter referred to as Little Shell II, was named Weesh-e-
damo, not Aisance, or Little Shell. See Warren, Ojibway History, 47. Nevertheless, it seems that since 
Little Shell I was held in such high regard by band members, other Indians, and European Americans, when 
his son and grandson succeeded to the hereditary head chieftanship of the Turtle Mountain band, they 
assumed the name of Little Shell in his honor. The Txirtle Moimtain Chippewa were blessed with effective 
and continuous leadership from three generations of Little Shells from 1800 to 1900. 

Harold Hickerson, "The Genesis of a Trading Post Band: The Pembina Chippewa," Ethnohistory, 3 
(1956): 315-323 settled on that date, and Howard concurred: ICC, Docket 113, Transcript, September 18, 
1962,106. 

" Baraga's dictionary published in 1878 translated the male gendered Ojibwa word wissakodewinini 
(female = wissakodewikwe) as "half-bumt-wood-man," which became "half-breed man" in English. J.B. 
Bottineau's genealogy, from a letter dated November 4, 1910, 7-8. Charles Joseph Bottineau was J.B. 
Bottineau's grandfather. 

" Howard, ICC, Docket 113, Transcript, September 18, 1962: 136; Mrs. Belgarde in St. Ann's Centennial 
Committee. St. Ann's Centennial: 100 Years of Faith, 1885-1985; Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation. 
Belcourt, North Dakota (Rolla, ND: Star Printing, 1985), 236; Warren, Ojibway History, 91. 

St. Ann's Centennial, 236. 
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Tom Holm, "Politics Came First: A Reflection on Robert K. Thomas and Cherokee History," In A Good 
Cherokee, A Good Anthropologist: Papers in Honor of Robert K. Thomas, ed. Steve Pavlik (Los Angeles; 
University of California American Indian Studies Center, 1998), 42-45; Tom Holm, J. Diane Pearson and 
Ben Chavis, "Peoplehood: A Model for the Extension of 
Sovereignty in American Indian Studies." Wicazo Sa Review, 18(1) (Spring 2003), 11-16. 

The Turtle Mountain Chippewa exhibited the five major unifying forces comprising the American Indian 
identity of an "enduring people" or "peoplehood": 1) sense of a particular territory, place or land; 2) 
cultural heritage rooted in the past (i.e., a sacred history); 3) kinship; 4) common world view and system of 
values (reinforced through religious ceremonies and rituals); and 5) a distinct language. 

Also see, A. Irving Hallowell, "Northern Ojibwa Ecological Adaptation and Social Organization." In 
Contributions to Anthropology; Selected Papers of A. Irving Hallowell, ed. Raymond D. Fogelson. 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976; 340-341. In terms of international law regarding indigenous 
peoples, "they comprise a distinct community with a continuity of existence and identity that links them to 
the communities, tribes, or nations of their ancestral past." See S. James Anaya, Indigenous Peoples in 
International Law (New York; Oxford University Press, 1996), 3. In regards to the validity and longevity 
of Ojibway "sacred history, mid-nineteenth century tribal historian and mixed-blood member, William 
Warren, claimed an unbroken oral history covering eight or nine generations. His primary informants were 
"the old men of the tribe," Ojibway History, 15. 

St. Ann's Centennial, 237; James H. Howard, "The Sun Dance of the Turtle Mountain Ojibwa." North 
Dakota History, 19(4) 1952; 250. 

Tanner. Narrative. 29-36. 40-49: White-Weasel. History. 336. 

St. Ann's Centennial. 236: also Emerise LaVallie. 300. 

Howard. Plains-Oiibwa. 8-9: In his ICC. Docket 113. Transcript. September 18. 1962 testimony. 139. 
Howard stated; "Whether one identifies more with the half-breed wav of life or with the Indian way of life 
is very often a matter of personal choice .... It is mv understanding this has always been the case." Turtle 
Mountain Chippewa historian Charlie White-Weasel recalled that "his maternal grandmother was Metis 
with French as her first language." Although "very dark and Indian in features" she attempted to "pass for 
French" to deflect anti-Indian prejudice - it being "the smart thing to do" dxiring the 1930s. History. 8. 

John C. Crawford, "What Is Michif? Language in the M6tis Tradition." In The New Peoples: Being and 
Becoming Metis in North America, ed. Jacqueline Peterson and Jennifer S. H. Brown (Minneapolis; 
Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1985), 235, emphasis added. Modem linguists like Crawford and Peter 
Bakker assert that Michifh a bona fide language, and caiuiot be marginalized or dismissed as only a 
dialect, jargon, pidgin, slang or creole. This unique language amalgamation was noted in the "Journal of 
Trip to Red River, August and September 1861" kept by the Bishop of St. Paul, Thomas L. Grace, when he 
visited Pembina. "They [the M€tis of Pembina and St. Joseph] speak the Cree and Chippewa languages and 
also a corruption of French."/4c/a e/£>/c/a 1 (1908); 176-179. 

William Sturtevant, "Anthropology, History and Ethnohistory." Ethnohistory, 13(1-2), Winter-Spring 
1966: 37; St. Ann's Centennial, 316. 

Richard White, The Middle Ground'. Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Region, 1650-
1815. Cambridge University Press, 1991. White's concept of a "middle ground" as a "joint Indian-white 
creation," ix - xiv. "Transculturation" is a term coined by anthropologist Irving Hallowell, by which he 
meant mutual acculturation. Charlie White-Weasel laments that despite the efforts of some college and 
home study courses, Michif is "fast dying out. My generation will probably be the last" for conversational 
Michif, History, 93. 
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''' s. 35(2) of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11, 
recognized and affirmed the existence of the Metis as an "Aboriginal people." However, they have not been 
granted "Aboriginal rights" as defined in Section 35(1). For details on the debate over what this means for 
their future legal status in Canada, see Catherine Bell's ''Metis Constitutional Rights in Section 35(1)." 

Manitoba Scrip for $160 or 160 acres was offered to all residents (i.e.. Metis or "half-breeds," and all 
original European Canadian settlers and their children) living in Manitoba when it was founded in 1870. 
Application for the land scrip began in 1875, and continued until the early 1880's. See Gail Morin, ed. 
Manitoba Scrip (Pawtucket, Rhode Island: Quinton Publications, 1996). 

The educated son of Chief Peeuis expressed his father's dismay in "Letter from Peeuis. Chief of the 
Saulteaux Tribe at the Red River Settlement, to the Aboriginal Protection Society. London." Appendix No. 
16. "Report of the Select Committee on the Hudson's Bay Company." 1857 in Smandvch. Russell and Rick 
Linden. "Co-existing forms of Aboriginal and Private Justice: 
An Historical Study of the Canadian West." In Legal Pluralism and the Colonial Legacy: Indigenous 
Experiences of Justice in Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, ed. Kayleen M. Hazlehurst. Brookfield, 
VT: Ashgate Publishing Company, 1995, 24. Regarding the "half-breeds," see Ross, Red River Settlement, 
10-11, 242. Matjorie Wilkins Campbell, McGillivray, Lord of the Northwest (Toronto: Clark, Irwin, 1962). 

The "scare quotes" are fi"om MacLeod Diary. There are many versions biased towards the HBC 
perspective on this bloody incident ("e.g.. Alexander Begg's account), whereby Grant and his NWC M6tis 
were depicted as the wanton murderers of HBC Governor Semple and his party. However, it is interesting 
that a chief HBC chief trader like MacLeod (who was "elsewhere" at the time, and displayed other oro-
HBC prejudices in his accounts') conceded that "much had occurred to rouse the N.W. party to desperate 
measures." 128. The armed hostility at Seven Oaks constituted the culmination of the "Pemmican War." 
This conflict began when the HBC attempted to cutoff the stanle nemmican foodstuff supply of the NWC 
posts in 1814. Mere trade rivalry escalated into the retaliatory seizure of goods or supplies, and the 
destruction of posts ("e.g.. HBC's Brandon House. NWC's La Souris) near the vital Turtle Mountain region, 
and at Red River. 

For the anti-British trader legislation, see Prucha, Documents, 28-29. Two years later, the act had to be 
amended because even American fur companies had to rely on non-citizen Indians, M6tis and European 
Canadians as guides, boatmen and interpreters. Jay's Treaty is known formally as the Treaty of Amity, 
Commerce, and Navigation, Between His Britannick Majesty;—and the United States of America, By Their 
President, with the Advice and Consent of Their Senate, Nov. 19,1794, U.S.-U.K., T.S. No. 105. For 
British Indian policy during the War of 1812, see Calloway, Crown and Calumet, 240. The Treaty of 
Greenville ceded all of southern and eastern Ohio to the U.S. as a result of their crushing victory over the 
regional Indian confederacy at the Battle of Fallen Timbers in 1794. For the British to try and roll back the 
ensuing twenty years of U.S. westward expansion was an absurd proposal, and rejected as such by the U.S. 
negotiators. 

The Pembina River generally parallels, but undulates back-and-forth across, the international boundary 
from its source on the northeastern slope of the Turtle Mountains, which lie 120 miles west of the Pembina 
Mountains, to its mouth into the Red River. Alexander Henry referred to the Pembina Mountains as the 
"Hair hills." 81. footnote 3. This appellation derived from the abundance of buffalo wool that rubbed off 
onto the bushes and tree bark. 

"The North Dakota map is from the inside cover of Robert P. Wilkins and Wynona H. Wilkins, North 
Dakota: A Bicentennial History. New York: W.W. Norton, 1977. 
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MacLeod Diarv. 129. The Great Walker family living on the Turtle Mountain reservation are direct 
descendants from Black Duck, per Hovyard's ICC. Docket 113. Transcript. 136. In Culture and Experience. 
Hallovyell categorized Chippewa social structure as "atomistic." 349. 

"Early History of the Turtle Mountain Indians and Their Trails." (unattributed) Bureau of Indian Affairs-
Record Group 75.19.121. Records of the Turtle Mountain Agency. ND. National Archives. Central Plains 
Region. Kansas Citv. Missouri. 2: David P. Delorme. "History of the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa 
Indians." North Dakota History. 22:3 (1955"). 122-123. Stanley N. Murray. "The Turtle Mountain 
Chippewa. \%i2-\9Q5." North Dakota History 5\\\ (Winter 1984"). 15-16. Dusenberrv. 123. The colloquial 
quotations are from the oral histories of Turtle Mountain Chippewa members Matilda and Frank Poitra. and 
Francis Davis as recounted in Nicholas C.P. "Vrooman's "Buffalo "Voices." North Dakota Quarterly. 59(4"). 
Fall 1991: 118. 

" Patricia F. Poitra & Karen L. Poitra. The History and Culture of the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa. 
Howard's ethnography confirmed that other nearby Chippewa bands recognized a unique Turtle Mountain 
band. Red Lake Chippewa informants referred to the Turtle Mountain people as Mashkodenininiwak, while 
Manitoba Chippewa called them Mikinakwatshuininwak. Howard, ICC, Docket 113, Transcript, 124-125. 
Perhaps fittingly, an estimated 60 percent of the Indian lands within the Turtle Mountains are covered by 
water (lakes, ponds, swamps, and marshes) to this day. See C.M. Harrer's 1961 Bureau of Mines report to 
the Department of Interior, 2. 

Bray, Edmund C. and Martha C. Brat, eds. Joseph N. Nicollet on the Plains and Prairies: The Expedition 
of1838-39 with Journals, Letters, and Notes on the Dakota Indians (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society 
Press, 1976), 187. McCloud, Lise. (Louise Erdrich ?) "Heart of the Turtle." North Dakota Quarterly, 59(4) 
Fall 1991: 90. The Dunseith Herald: The Pioneer Journal of the Turtle Mountain Region, 6:35 (March 6, 
1890): 1, "the name is derived from the turtle-shape-like appearance." Copway, Life, History, and Travels, 
docimiented over two himdred figures used in Ojibway picture writing, 134-136. Interestingly, the 
pictograph representing "land" was a turtle. In requesting assistance in locating twenty-two stray horses, 
the Turtle Mountain sub-chief Kaishpau Goumeau referred to the "tail of the Mountain" in his April 19, 
1881 letter to agent McLaughlin at Fort Totten. See Charlie White-Weasel, History, 141. White-Weasel, 
History, also recounted the varying Turtle Mountam oral accounts, as told to him by his father, regarding 
how Turtle Mountain {Mekinock Wujiw in Ojibway) got its name, 13. 

Coues, New Light, 409, during an 1806 expedition. 

The categorization of the North Dakota prairies as "semi-arid" stems from the long-term average annual 
precipitation of approximately seventeen inches for the state. See Harrer, Report, 3. 

Because the cited descriptions of Turtle Mountain derived mainly from hunters, trappers, traders, and 
gatherers who had little or no interest in farming, their reports rarely mention the quality of the soils. Since 
the land surface of the region derived from glacial drift, the silt, clav. sand, and gravel glacial debris created 
a generally poor quality soil, with meager prospects for successftil agriculture. The virtual extinction of the 
bison herds and subsequent confinement to this geological anomaly threatened the Turtle Mountain 
Chippewa with starvation in the 1880s and bevond. See Chapter 6 for details. 

NWC geographer and cartographer David Thompson, always a stickler for detailed accuracy, referred to 
these unique uplands as "Turtle Hill" during his travels in the region in 1797 and 1798. David Thompson's 
Narrative: 185, 212,214-215, 217, 218,241. Howard, ICC, Docket 113, Transcript, 129; and Plains-
Ojibwa, 109. 

O.A. Stevens, "Turtle Mountains ofNorth Dakota," The American Botanist, 28(1) February 1922:10; 
White-Weasel, History, 6. 
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Alfred C. Farrell. "A Calendar of Principal Events of the French and Indians of Early Dakota." 
Collections of the State Historical Society of North Dakota. Vol. 1. 1906.293. J.M. Gillette. "Advent of the 
American Indian Into North Dakota." North Dakota Quarterly. Vol. VI. No. 3. April 1932.215. 

J.B. Bottineau's genealogy, from a letter dated November 4, 1910:7-8; Warren, Ojibway History, 355-
356; Howard cites the continuity in many "full-blood" and "mixed-blood" Turtle Mountain Chippewa 
family surnames over the past 200 years, as does Bottineau. Raymond J. DeMallie and many other scholars 
confirm that "kinship is fimdamental to every aspect of Native American studies." DeMallie, "Kinship: The 
Foundation for Native American Society." In Studying Native America: Problems and Prospects, ed. 
Russell Thornton (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1998), 350. 

" Clifford Geertz. The Interpretation of Cultures. New York: Basic Books. 1973. 52. 89. One definition of 
cultural identity is "an historicallv transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in svmbols which give order-
direction. and meaning to life." 

Most of the existing scholarship on the Turtle Mountain Chippewa comes from 
the fields of cultural anthropology (ethnologyt or ethnohistorv. This literature 
focuses on three convergent cultural and historical developments in the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: 
1) the cultural migration and transformation of the Plains-Oiibwa from an 

Eastern Woodlands to a Great Plains Indian culture to (Skinner. Howardl: 
2) the "ethnogenesis" of the Turtle Mountain band (Howard. Hickerson. 

Delorme. Camp) in relation to the evolution of the British and French 
Canadian fiir trade in the region of the Red River of the North, and 
intertribal rivalry with the Dakota Indians: 

S't A km-related but increasingly distinct "half-breed" or Metis culture emerged 
from the long-term Chippewa involvement with the European fur trade and 
mtermarriage with European Canadian fiir traders (Brown. Peterson. Bakker) 

See n. 11 above. 

The situation of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa circa 1818 exemplified Chief Justice John Marshall's U.S. 
Supreme Court decision in Worcester v. Georgia, 6 Pet. 511 (1832), 542-543. Marshall characterized 
American Indians as "distinct people, divided into separate nations, independent of each other, having 
institutions of their own, and governing themselves by their own laws." The modem McClanahan decision 
confirmed that "it must always be remembered that the various Indian tribes were once independent and 
sovereign nations, and that their claim to sovereignty long predates that of our own Government." 
McClanahan v. State Tax Comm'n of Ariz., 411 U.S. 164, 173 (1973). Also see Talton v. Mayes, 163 U.S. 
376(1896). 

The legal actions involving the Turtle Mountain Chippewa before the Indian Claims Commission will be 
discussed in the Conclusion. The Indian Claims Commission established in 1946 (25 U.S.C. 70-70v') 
enabled tribes to seek legal redress for prior detrimental land cessions. To this court the Turtle Mountain 
Chippewa had to prove their existence as an "identifiable group" with "possessory occupation" of a 
"definable territory" for a long period of time. This required sufficient ethnohistorical evidence to establish 
these "questions of fact." and convince the Indian Claims commissioners, who sat as both the "fact finders" 
and as the "triers of law." of the band's factual contentions, which accorded with the material presented in 
this chapter. 

Note Regarding Article 2. The Avalon Project at Yale Law School, 
http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/diplomacy/britian/convI8I8.htm 
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It should be noted that the forty-ninth parallel international boundary line from Maine to the Rockv 
Mountains, including its location on the Red Riyer. was not established legally until the 1842 Webster-
Ashburton Treaty, and was not fixed permanently until U.S. and British boundary commissions made a 
final determination in 1872. Therefore, it took almost ninety years (1783-18721 for the U.S. and British 
Canada to determine their border. Such contention and lack of precision belied their claims of superior 
soyereignty oyer Indian and Metis peoples, whom they accused falsely of lacking a sense of definable 
territory. 

Menig, The Shaping of America, Volume 2, Continental America 1800-1867, 37. 

" Ibid., Articles III and V. See Felix S. Cohen, "Original Indian Title," Minnesota Law Review 28, (1947): 
34-35. The Louisiana Purchase provided the classic example of how the European doctrine of discovery 
doctrine impacted the "aboriginal title" of American Indian groups. France claimed paramount title to the 
Louisiana Territory as a result of its discovery and exploration. When the United States purchased that title 
from France m 1803, it only acquired the right to negotiate for future land purchases from the Indians. 
Cohen stated that while the United States paid France 15 million dollars for title to the Louisiana Territory, 
it eventually paid the Indian inhabitants twenty times that amount for the same land. 

Prucha. Documents. 32. Secretary of War Calhoim on Indian Trade. December 5. 1818: American State 
Papers: Indian Aifairs. 2. 183. 

Until 1837. the U.S. recognized through treaties the "Chippewa Nation" as a single legal group, although 
in fact, such an entity never existed. 

^Johnson v. Mcintosh. 21 U.S. (8 Wheat.) 543. 1823. 

Chief Justice Marshall justified his mandate for conquest by stating that: "However extravagant the 
pretension of converting discovery of an inhabited country into conquest may appear; if a country has been 
acquired and held under it; if the property of the great mass of the community originates in it, it becomes 
the law of the land, and cannot be questioned." (591) The first officer of the Supreme Court overlooked the 
fact that thirty four years before, the federal executive officer in charge of Indian affairs. Secretary of War 
Henry Knox, stated that such a rationalization constituted "a gross violation of the fundamental laws of 
nature ,  and  o f  that  d i s t r ibut ive  jus t i ce  w i th  i s  the  g lory  o f  a  nat ion ."  See  Prucha ,  Document s ,  12 -13 .  

Knowing that his assertion about the sovereign prerogatives of the United States being derived from Britain 
contradicted the "natural rights" ideals of the American Revolution, Marshall could only posit weakly the 
legitimacy for a doctrine that denied "natural rights" to Indians by writing that: "So, too, with respect to the 
concomitant principle, that the Indian inhabitants are to be considered merely as occupants .... However 
this restriction [i.e., their inability to transfer their title to anyone except the federal government] may be 
opposed to natural right, yet, if it be indispensable to that system under which the country has been settled, 
it may, perhaps, be supported by reason, and certainly cannot be rejected by Courts of justice." (592) 

The Chief Justice reformulated the colonial European "doctrine of discovery" and created a very useful 
legal fiction to rationalize the appropriation of Indian land by the U.S. government. He knew that the 
application of the doctrine of conquest to the American Indian situation in the U.S. was not accurate 
historically, or lawful under long established international law. Almost all Indian lands in the U.S. had been 
acquired by purchase (i.e., by consent), and not by conquest. Henry Knox recognized that in accordance 
with international law dating back to the sixteenth-century (which derived from earlier medieval canon 
law), "conquest" resulting in the taking of Indian lands without their consent could only be lawful if 
implemented by a "just war." Prucha, Documents, 12 A "just war" could not be waged by a European or 
European-derived sovereign against Indigenous peoples unless any of three basic conditions were not met: 
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1) they rejected Christian missionaries; 2) they refused to engage in trade; or 3) they engaged in 
unprovoked attacks. Over centuries, none of these conditions ever applied to more than a few Native tribes 
among the several hundred living in North America. They certainly never applied to the Turtle Mountain 
Chippewa, who accepted Roman Catholic and Episcopalian missionaries, became the mainstays of the Red 
River and northern Plains fiir trade, and always maintained peaceful relations with the U.S. 

Marshall and other federal policy-makers believed that the Indians would continue to willingly cede their 
land, as they had for the most part since 1778. However, by the 1820s this was no longer the case. 
Unfortunately, the decision in Johnson encouraged Georgia to claim that its assertion of jurisdiction over 
the Cherokees was legal. This led to the first constitutional crisis over federalism, which Marshall 
attempted to resolve in two subsequent landmark cases (Cherokee Nation v. Georgia (1831), and Worcester 
V. Georgia (1832)). These two cases, along with Johnson, became knovm as the "Marshall trilogy". 
Of course in the eyes of the Indians, and many subsequent scholars, each ruling derived from the 
expediency of national politics rather than being "supported by reason." These decisions are considered by 
legal scholars to be the foimdational Indian law cases. Three of the four major principles of federal Indian 
law were derived from Johnson: 1) the plenary power of Congress over Indian affairs; 2) diminished tribal 
sovereignty; and 3) "Indian title." The fourth principle, known as the "trust relationship," derived from the 
Cherokee Nation decision. It defined Indian tribes as "domestic dependent nations ... in a state of pupilage," 
and that "their relation to the United States resembles that of a ward to his guardian ... look[ing] to our 
government for protection." (30 U.S. (5 Peters) 1, 17. 1831) 

The basis for this legal claim as it relates to the Turtle Mountain Chippewa hearkened back to the 1670 
royal charter bestowed by King Charles II of England on the HBC and its territorial right to Rupert's Land. 

^''Johnson v. Mcintosh. 21 U.S. (8 Wheat.) 543. 1823, at 588. 

Ibid., at 573-574. 

See Richard A. Epstein, "Property and Necessity," Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy, 13(1) 
Winter 1990: 2-3 for an analysis of the concept of property as a "bundle of rights," i.e., the rights of use, 
possession, and disposition. 

Long, Stephen H., William H. Keating ed. Narrative of an Expedition to the Source of St. Peter's River 
(London: Geo. B. Whittaker, 1825), 43. Major Samuel Woods found the post "rotted away" in 1849. See 
U.S. Congress. House. Report of Major Woods, Relative to His Expedition to Pembina Settlement. 31" 
Congress, T' Session, 1850. House Executive Document 51. Serial set 577, 19. 

Keating, Long Expedition Narrative, 38-43. Collections of the State Historical Society of North Dakota, 
Volume I (1906):217. In 1823 the Red River settlement up in the British Possessions that later evolved into 
Winnipeg, were called either Fort Douglas or St. Boniface. Father Severe Dumoulin had established the 
first Catholic mission in the territoiy at Pembina in 1818, to minister to the M6tis inhabitants. 

Keating, Long Expedition Narrative ,41. 

Van Kirk, Many Tender Ties, 170-172; Robert E. Bieder, "Scientific Attitudes Toward Indian Mixed-
Bloods in Early Nineteenth Century America." Journal of Ethnic Studies, 8, 1980: 17-30; Reginald 
Horsman, "Science, Racism and the American Indian in the Mid-Nineteenth Century." American Quarterly 
27(2) May 1975: 152-168. Berkhofer, White Man's Indian, warns against making modem distinctions 
between ethnocentrism and racism. He says these distinctions have no historical validity "before the early 
decades of [the twentieth] century when culture and biology were still fused and therefore confused 
categories," 55. 
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Albert Memmi, The Colonizer and the Colonized. Boston: Beacon Press, 1965, 71-75. Memmi 
constructed this same definition or model in other essays, books or compilations, such as Racism, 
University of Minnesota Press, 2000, 95-100.1 am indebted to Robert A. Williams Jr., at the University of 
Arizona College of Law, for exposing me to Memmi's contribution to critical race theory, and its 
applicability to critical legal theory and American Indian policy. 

Van Kirk, Many Tender Ties, 171,201,236. Van Kirk analyzed how growing racial prejudice 
threatened family unity in the Red River community within the context of a member of Alexander Ross's 
family asking, "What if Mama is an Indian?" 

William Temple Homaday, The Extermination of the American Bison. Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian 
Institution Press, 2002. Reprinted and edited from the original. The Extermination of the American Bison in 
the Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, 1889. Homaday noted that the 
utilization of buffalo products included robes, hides, bones, pemmican, dried or jerked meat, fresh meat, 
hair, and buffalo "chips" for fuel, 441-451. 

Letter from Henry M. Rice to Indian agent J.E. Fletcher, November 30, 1848; in Report of Major 
Woods, House Ex. Doc. 51,8. 

Letter from Father G.A. Belcourt to General R. Jones, Adjutant General, U.S. Army, August 20, 1849; 
in Report of Major Woods, House Ex. Doc. 51,41. 

Ibid., 44, 40. The Catholic French-Canadian priest George Antoine Belcourt (Bellecourt, Bellecours) 
and the Presbyterian Scot settler Alexander Ross described the returns of Red River and Pembina buffalo 
hunts in 1841 and 1845 - twenty years after Long. Yet the plentitude of buffalo would only have been 
greater twenty years earlier, as Long noted, and the value of the pound sterling about the same. 

Alexander Ross, Red River Settlement: Its Rise, Progress, and Present State; with Some Account of the 
Native Races and Its General History to the Present Day. London: Smith, Elder and Co., 1856, 273, 256. 
He calculated a 1,200 pound sterling profit from an 1841 buffalo hunt. 

Prucha, Documents, 32. War Secretary Calhoun on Indian Trade, December 5, 1818: American State 
Papers: Indian Affairs, 2, 183; A. Irving Hallowell, "Northern Ojibwa Ecological Adaptation and Social 
Organization." In Contributions to Anthropology: Selected Papers of A. Irving Hallowell, ed. Raymond D. 
Fogelson. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976), 335-336. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FROM "MIDDLE GROUND" TO "BORDER FIXING" 
1825 -1862 

"7/ Is Not That We Want the Country Badly, 
but to Make Provision for Fow"' 

- Alexander Ramsey, Pembina Treaty Council, 1851 

One of the most fundamental aspects of federal Indian policy in general, and treaty-

making in particular, derived from the notion that Indians had no cognizance of their own 

needs. Indian autonomy conflicted directly with the non-Indian national interests of the 

United States. Based on this erroneous assumption, Indian policy makers deduced that 

nothing constrained their dictates to Indians. This circular logic reveals the expedient 

nature of most treaty-making by the U.S. government. The broader federal Indian policy 

thrust embodied in various treaties from 1825 to 1851 desired to consolidate as many 

Chippewa bands on as few reservations as possible, leaving less land reserved for 

Indians, and more land available for European American settlement.^ Although 

compelled to negotiate under these circumstances, Ojibway historian William Warren 

perceived accurately that "no good" could result from "bad and thoughtless policy."^ 

Anticipating the need for a large regional treaty conference with most of the Indians 

in the Northwest to begin the process of incremental land cessions, another of Major 

Long's expeditionary duties required determining the extent of Indian lands. Of particular 

short term relevance to the Chippewa-Dakota line of demarcation drawn by the Treaty of 

Prairie du Chien in 1825, and long term significance for the territorial claims of the 

Pembina and Turtle Mountain bands. Long found that "the Bois des Sioux is supposed to 



be the northernmost limit of the undisputed property of the [Dakota] on the Red River. 

Beyond this point they never hunt without being prepared for war" with the Chippewa 

(see FIGURE 7).'' While Long's topographical observations proved accurate, his 

ethnocentrism created false impressions about the Native people in the region. This 

deformed discernment converged with similar anti-Indian preconceptions shared by some 

of his superiors, like President Monroe, Secretary of War Calhoun, and Chief Justice 

John Marshall. The combined power of their perceptions demonstrated that the 

manifestations of federal Indian policy were not natural or inevitable, but rendered 

through the arbitrary privileging of European American interests over those of Native 

Americans. 

With Long's demarcation of the international boundary, and Justice Marshall's 

determination of "Indian title," the U.S. began to establish mutual boundaries via 

multilateral treaties with most of the diverse tribes in the Northwest Territory 

(i.e., north and west of the Ohio River, south and west of the Great Lakes, and east of the 

Mississippi River) through multitribal gatherings. One of the most significant of these 

gatherings convened portions of the Chippewa (the Lake Superior bands), Dakota 

(Sioux), Sacs and Fox, Menominie, Iowa, Winnebago, Ottawa, and Potawattomie nations 

at Prairie du Chien (then within Michigan Territory, now in the state of Wisconsin), in 

August of 1825. These major tribes of the Old Northwest met with two U.S. 

commissioners: Superintendent of Indian Affairs, William Clark (of Lewis and Clark 

fame), and Michigan territorial Governor Lewis Cass. 
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Article Five of the Treaty of Prairie du Chien became the most relevant portion for the 

Turtle Mountain band. It divided the Chippewa to the North, and the Dakota (Sioux) to 

the South, by a compromise line running in a northwesterly direction through Wisconsin 

and Mirmesota as far west as the Red River (see FIGURE 8).^ These traditional enemies 

had fought each other as they migrated slowly westward throughout the eighteenth 

century. The provision for "firm and perpetual peace" in Article One did not abate their 

enmity, which lasted until the advent of reservations and other agreements in thel 850s.^ 

Neither the Turtle Mountain or Pembina Chippewa bands attended these talks, nor signed 

the treaty, because their lands extended west of the Red River beyond the only designated 

line the U.S. was interested in drawing at that time. Unfortunately, they bore the brunt of 

subsequent of intertribal hostility, west of the Red and east of the Missouri rivers, during 

the first half of the nineteenth century. In the winter of 1824-1825, the Dakota attacked 

the Turtle Mountain band's substantial settlement at Buffalo Lodge. They razed the 

palisade, destroyed the surroimding cornfields, and drove the Chippewa out until 1850 

(see FIGURE 5)J 

Rather than seek compliance via intertribal negotiation, U.S. officials forced a 

compromise on both tribes. Despite endorsing the treaty, neither tribe recognized it as 

binding or limiting in any way. Although the U.S. wanted to begin the process of 

limiting hostilities to pave the way for future settlement and commercial development, 

not achieving more peaceful Dakota-Chippewa relations at this early stage did not 

preclude the eventual attainment of these goals. Legally defining and confining the 

territories of the two most powerful Indian nations in the vicinity marked a significant 
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achievement for U.S. Indian policymakers at Prairie du Chien. Unbeknownst to the tribal 

delegates, it set the legal stage for future band-by-band, treaty-by-treaty, incremental land 

cessions. 

Most of the inter-tribal warfare derived from colliding hunting parties despite Article 

Thirteen's "reciprocal right of hunting on the lands of one another, permission being first 

o 
asked and obtained." It would be inaccurate and ethnocentric to reduce this conflict to 

primitive uncontrolled blood feuds, as many European Americans then and since have 

done. Although the scale, scope, organization, and violence of European American and 

Native American methods of warfare differed significantly, the Pembina and Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa fought against the Dakota for many of the same geopolitical 

aspirations as any European or European-derived state. "From the Indian point of view, 

warfare was part of their economic cycle. The occupancy of the Red River region by the 

Ojibwa rested upon their success in withstanding the inroads of the Dakota."^ As noted 

by Alexander Ramsey, Governor and Superintendent of Indian Affairs in Minnesota 

Territory, "they acquired ... [a] vast tract of country, wresting it from warlike and 

generally more numerous foes." The "advantageous results of the contest have been 

altogether with" the Chippewas, "who have acquired by conquest and steadily maintained 

a beautiful and widespread territory."'® U.S. officials understood and respected this type 

of territorial sovereignty derived from strategic coercive power. For the Pembina and 

Turtle Mountain bands of Chippewas, it meant that all neighboring tribes, and eventually 

the U.S. government, recognized their occupancy and adverse possession. 
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After the signing of the treaty of Prairie du Chien, some of the Chippewa and Dakota 

in attendance decided to extend the line of demarcation between their territories beyond 

the Red River of the North. The private Chippewa-Dakota "Sweet Com" Treaty 

represented a concord where both tribes agreed upon a dividing line west of the Red 

River to where the Knife River meets the Missouri River (see FIGURE 9)." This 

covenant was named after a secondary chief of the Sisseton and Yankton Dakota bands. 

Sweet Com (or Ojoupay, who was not a signatory of the Prairie du Chien treaty). The 

principal chief of the Sisseton and Yankton Dakota bands, Wa-nah-ta (He-who-mshes-

on), signed the Treaty of Prairie du Chien, and seems to have been the initiator for the 

private agreement. His father Shappa (The Beaver) had been murdered with the 

foreknowledge of Flat Mouth, while on a peace overture in 1806. "During his [Wa-nah-

ta's] lifetime he amply revenged the death of his father, by inflicting repeated blows on 

1 "y 
the Ojibways of Red River." He also had fought against Turtle Mountain band chief 

Black Duck (Little Shell II's predecessor and father-in-law) for control of the region 

where the Goose River flowed into the Red River twenty years earlier. Flat Mouth, 

ostensibly only a civil chief fi-om Leech Lake, through the "force of his character" also 

represented the Northem or Red Lake Chippewa, including the Pembinas.'^ He still 

displayed nostalgically his British medal and flag as a vestige of being a pro-British 

chief. In contrast, he often demonstrated his displeasure with American demands of his 

people by making a show of throwing away his presidential badge of honor while 

haranguing U.S. officials. Within this international context, Chippewa leaders determined 
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that setting boundaries amongst themselves, or with Britain and the U.S., did not 

diminish their territorial sovereignty on the northern Plains. 

Although referred to tangentially in the 1825 Prairie du Chien treaty journal, U.S. 

representatives remained unaware of this separate arrangement until given a copy 

retained by Wan-na-ta's son of the same name during U.S. treaty negotiations with the 

Sisseton-Wahpeton bands of Dakota in 1867 for their lands immediately south of the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa domain. These traditional tribal enemies had learned through 

bitter experiences the potential value of written documents to sustain legal claims in 

Anglo-American law. Too often their oral understandings of treaties had been shunned by 

U.S. authorities. So they grafted this legalistic European American practice onto their 

own indigenous approaches and solutions to the problems of human diversity and conflict 

on the North American frontier. As noted by historian Francis Jeimings, such "treaty 

protocol was of Indian manufacture."'^ More importantly, its submission by the Dakota 

to the treaty commissioners indicated that they retained their sovereign wherewithal to 

represent their own political interests. 

Too much should not be read into the significance of this treaty between two Indian 

nations. Nor should it be romanticized. As with the imposed Prairie du Chien treaty, this 

independent arrangement somewhat mitigated, but did not stop, incidents of violence 

between various hunting parties of the two Indian nations until the 1850s. Yet the Sweet 

Com treaty was significant in two major ways. First, such self-directed action challenged 

many of the negative assumptions imposed on Native peoples by federal Indian 

policymakers. This inter-tribal concord refiited the inaccurate claim of Commissioner 



William Clark, probably the U.S. representative with the most first hand knowledge 

about Indian affairs, that Indian tribes had no defined boundaries, and did not know what 

belonged to each other.'^ It also disproved the U.S. allegation that Indians only retained 

"pretensions" of sovereignty. The actions of the Dakota and the Chippewa helped to 

answer the fundamental policy question about whether the undiminished attributes of 

tribal sovereignty remained an "inherent right," or a right "bestowed" by the United 

States. Clearly both parties to the Sweet Com treaty exercised their inherent right of self-

government without any U.S. government authorization. 

Most significantly, representatives from both groups exercised their own notions of 

self-preservation, but not as wards in a state of tutelage under the guardianship of the 

U.S. They decided this matter on their own, because they had to face the perils of 

irresolution. Federal Indian policymakers remained self-absorbed and uninterested, as 

exemplified by President Monroe's last state of the union address to Congress in 1825. 

Up until then the U.S. had believed that the Indians would continue to cede their lands 

east of the Mississippi River willingly. By the 1820s they could no longer afford to give 

away anymore land, and retain a semblance of tribal cohesion and identity. Monroe's 

Secretary of War, John C Calhoun, devised a new means to the same end of Indian land 

cessions. They proposed the removal of tribes east of the Mississippi River to an area 

between the Platte and Red rivers, west of Missouri and Arkansas. A permanent Indian 

frontier would be created in the lands north of the Platte, and reserved for the tribes in 

that region." 
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Timed to coincide with the need to end intertribal wars and establish boundaries as 

instituted by the Prairie du Chien treaty, it provided the basis for the government to 

negotiate piecemeal Indian land cessions. As a result, the ceded lands would be 

reallocated to the relocated tribes from the old Northwest Territory. Because they had 

now relegated the lands west of the Red River as "Indian territory," the self-proclaimed 

"general controlling power of the United States" asserted in the Prairie du Chien treaty 

remained an unenforceable legal fiction that extended no protection to the Chippewa or 

Dakota bands. Federal Indian policy could not yet conceive of this region as anything 

1 ft 
beyond an expedient dumping ground for the removal of eastern Indian tribes. Yet 

despite all of these negative connotations, the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

benefited indirectly from the tacit legal recognition by the U.S. government of all the 

Aboriginal lands north of the line as territory to which the Chippewa had exclusive 

"Indian title."'^ 

In order to strengthen the chances of Chippewa compliance with the Prairie du 

Chien treaty, Lewis Cass teamed up with the head of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, 

Thomas McKermey, for a follow-up treaty at Fond du Lac at the western tip of Lake 

Superior in August of 1826.^*^ The Chippewa delegates at Prairie du Chien knew that they 

did not represent the interests of any absent bands. The U.S. recognized "the remote and 

dispersed situation of the Chippewas," and "the loose nature of the Indian goverrmient," 

while also believing that such an entity as the "whole Chippewa tribe" endured. Although 

such a unified body had never existed, pretending that it did provided an expedient means 

to the main U.S. treaty goal. In Article 8, "the Chippewa tribe of Indians fully 
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acknowledge[d] the authority and jurisdiction of the United States, and disclaim[ed] all 

0 1 
connection with any foreign power." Potentially, such a concession applied to the 

Pembina and Turtle Mountain bands without their consent or knowledge, or any 

recognition of their "Indian title." 

To symbolize this presumed shift in allegiance, the commissioners distributed U.S. 

medals to various Indian leaders. Unfortunately, "sufficient care was not taken in this 

rather delicate operation" of ranking chiefs from disparate bands. It caused bewilderment 

among the Chippewa delegates. Instead of determining the civil polity of each band for 

themselves, Cass and McKenney relied on the recommendations of self-interested 

European American locals. These traders wanted whatever headman they had the most 

influence with elevated to chieftain status and recognized by the U.S. government. This 

"bad practice ... of breaking and creating chiefs at pleasure" created a situation where 

federal authorities could "treat" with opportunist leaders, who lacked any legitimate 

authority among the Chippewa, for more land cessions. Chippewa bands became ftarther 

"split up by the policy of traders and U.S. agents" into more numerous factions and bands 

"headed by new[ly] made upstart chiefs." This trader and agent collusion tilted the 

already unequal bargaining position against the Indians to an even greater degree when 

negotiating treaties. Such a "bad and thoughtless policy" set a dismal precedent for when 

the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa negotiated directly with the U.S. in 1851, 

1863, and 1892.^^ 

The Treaty of Fond du Lac included some standard provisions that the Pembina and 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa would be faced with in subsequent direct negotiations with 
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U.S. treaty commissioners. Article Three granted the mineral rights of the "Chippewa 

tribe" to the U.S., without supposedly impairing their title or jurisdiction. Article Five 

asserted the alleged "poverty of the Chippewas," and "sterile nature" of their domain, 

despite the falsity of both claims. To help counter their supposed "destitution," the U.S. 

proposed a $2,000 annual armuity in money or goods. While the Indians may have 

thought such a payment, especially for relinquishing their mineral rights, would continue 

forever, its duration depended solely on "the pleasure of the Congress." With no 

representation within such an illiberal body, especially when it came to Indian 

appropriations, such a stipulation probably reflected the real "proof of regard on the part 

of the United States" for the Chippewa.^'' 

The Fond du Lac treaty also contained a rare provision addressing the genuine 

"consideration of the affection" the "Chippewa tribe" bore to their "half-breed" relations, 

and "of the interest which they feel in their welfare."^^ Cultural distinctions always 

existed between the two groups despite their extensive inter-marriage and cultural 

borrowing. Yet their common subsistence and mutual protection strategies provided an 

organizational basis for political activity. "The Ojibways ... felt a deep love for the 

offspring of their women who had intermarried with the whites, and cherished them as 

their own children." This resulted in strong extended kinship networks. Hence the treaty 

provision insisted on by the Indian delegates demonstrated "the great affection with 

which the Ojibways regarded their half-breeds."^^ Article 4 granted six hundred and forty 

acres of land located in the Sault St. Marie region ("under the direction of the President") 

to each person on a list designated as "being half-breeds and Chippewas by descent."^® 
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As always, the U.S. government considered such allotments to be a cornerstone of its 

Indian "civilization" policy. 

They believed that "the possession of permanent property and fixed residences 

90 
stimulated exertion and improvement." In this particular case, policy makers 

hypothesized that the full-blood Chippewa would be more willing to eventually embrace 

such a mode of existence if their mixed-blood relations showed them the path to 

European American ways of "civilization." To help smooth the way, the U.S. even 

agreed to divert fi-om its 1785 Land Ordinance rectangular survey grid pattern. Where 

circumstances permitted, the Metis grants would be "surveyed in the ancient French 

manner" of long narrow rotures, or lots, fronted on water, with the land stretching out 

miles behind. Unfortunately, as with all such allotments, the U.S. was unwilling to 

confer the ultimate attribute of "civilized" land ovraership known as fee simple title, to 

any Indians, mixed-blood or otherwise. These grants would be held in "trust" by the 

federal goverrmient, thus precluding their unrestricted disposition. As with most treaty 

arrangements of this type, the U.S. bestowed eligibility for such allotments on the Indian 

wives and mixed-blood children of European American traders. Distinguished 

beneficiaries included one section to each of the children, "being of Chippewa descent," 

of the famed white hunter and scribe, John Tanner, and one section to the prestigious 

mixed-blood Ojibwa historian William Warren.^' Unfortunately, these less than 

propitious precedents would be carried over into future treaty negotiations involving the 

Pembina and Turtle Mountain bands. It would take another quarter of a century for them 

to be engaged directly in treaty negotiations with the U.S. government. 
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In the interim, four major developments impinged on the Pembina and Turtle 

Mountain bands by the 1850s. Together they weakened the Plains-Ojibwa band's 

ability to resist European American encroachment bolstered by federal Indian policy. 

First, as for many Native people's in the Western Hemisphere, the scourge of epidemic 

disease had the most devastating impact on the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa. 

From 1837-1840 the "spotted sickness" of smallpox arrived with an American steamboat 

at the Mandan villages in what would become North Dakota. It spread quickly from this 

Indigenous trading center throughout the Indian tribes of the Upper Missouri.^^ In 1849, 

the Roman Catholic missionary priest of Pembina territory. Father G.A. Belcourt, 

informed Major Samuel Woods of a U.S. exploratory expedition, about the havoc 

wrought by the smallpox epidemic on the Plains-Ojibwa bands. It had wiped out camps 

of Chippewa, leaving as few as one in ten alive. In a letter included in Woods' report to 

Congress, Father Belcourt reported that: 

the small pox, not very long since, found its way among them 
and not only decimated, but in many of their camps did not leave 
one in ten alive. Here on the banks of the Pembina there is not a 
spot near the river where the ploughshare does not throw out of 
the furrow quantities of human bones, remains of the destructive 
scourge.^^ 

For estimates of the surviving population almost a decade afterwards, the priest 

tallied the population of the Red Lake, Reed Lake, Pembina, and Turtle Mountain 

bands at 2,400 Chippewas. In addition, he reported more than 5,000 Metis inhabitants in 

the Pembina region.^'* 

Second, overhunting, drought, and disease began to take its toll on the bison herds. 
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A decline in the availability of buffalo threatened Plains Indian subsistence and ways of 

life. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs report for 1851 stated that, "the buffalo upon 

which they rely for food, clothing, and shelter are rapidly diminishing." Although this 

was not the yet the case farther north in the Turtle Mountain "buffalo grounds," it 

foreshadowed the dire future for the buffalo and the peoples dependent on them 

throughout the Great Plains. Third, the trickle of overland pioneers in the 1840s heading 

for Oregon or Utah, turned into a flood with the discovery of gold in California in 1848. 

The increased scale and scope of westward migration via overland pioneer trails, wagon 

freight routes, and steamboat navigation of rivers, required that the Indian Office become 

more involved in facilitating the national priorities of westward expansion. These new 

circumstances precipitated the Bureau of Indian Affairs shift from the War Department to 

the Interior Department in 1849. This bureaucratic shuffle setup an inherent conflict-of-

interest problem whereby the executive branch administration of Indian affairs clashed 

with the management of public lands by the General Land Office. Federal Indian policy 

became primarily a civil rather than a military concern. The heightened pressures of U.S. 

territorial growth, unleashed by the end of U.S. Mexican War, complicated the U.S. 

government's plans for a substantial portion of the trans-Mississippi West to remain as a 

permanent "Indian Territory" for "removed" eastern tribes. 

Although far removed from the focus on what to do with Texas and the massive 

Mexican Cession in the Southwest, or the disputes with Britain over the boundaries of 

Oregon territory, the region immediately west of the Great Lakes also came under greater 

federal government scrutiny. This fourth development derived from the situation during 
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the 1840s when most Plains Indians either ignored, assisted or levied fees on the small 

streams of European American migrants heading west. With the torrent of "forty-niners," 

along with those who more profitably provided high-priced goods and services to the 

miners, tensions escalated. To forestall any small misunderstandings from intensifying 

into open warfare, the Bureau of Indian Affairs decided to pursue more aggressively its 

push for the division of Plains Indian lands into smaller parcels. 

They began by negotiating treaties for Indian land cessions and rights-of-way through 

tribal territories in exchange for armual aimuities of goods and services. In 1851, wdth the 

Treaty of Fort Laramie, the U.S. began removing or concentrating various Indian groups 

onto unceded "reserved" portions of their aboriginal territory away from European 

American transit routes, farming areas, and mineral strikes. The U.S. attempted to 

negotiate similar treaties with every northern Plains Indian tribe, including the Plains-

Ojibwa bands. Alexander Ramsey endorsed the "favorite scheme of the government to 

collect the scattered bands of Chippewa," and "concentrate them" on lands "entirely 

unsuited and undesirable for white occupation." This "scheme" enabled the federal 

govenmient to initiate a process of tribal attrition by treaty. It placed restrictions upon 

Indian trade, territory, and autonomy to serve the interests of European Americans. The 

need to secure safe passage through Indian country motivated the U.S. to initiate 

negotiations with Plains Indian tribes. For federal officials it represented the necessary 

vanguard to subsequent European American settlement. 

Although located on the northern extent beyond the main westward flow of migration, 

the "vast and magnificent valley of the Red River" existed as an older corridor shared by 
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Indian, Metis, European Canadian and European American traders. It formed what 

would later become the border between Mirmesota and North Dakota. Although preceded 

by the U.S. army's Fort Snelling in 1819, Selkirk colony and Red River flood refugee 

squatters founded nearby St. Paul, Minnesota in 1826, at the confluence of the 

Mississippi and St. Peters rivers. Their migration coincided with a fundamental shift in 

the elemental foundation of the Red River fur trade after 1830. The American Fur 

Company (AFC) began expanding its territory and challenging directly the HBC. In 1834 

Henry H. Sibley founded an AFC post opposite Fort Snelling (later it became Mendota, 

MN). A decade later he took on Norman Kittson, a Canadian trader, as a partner in the 

region. Kittson founded a post at Pembina in 1844. From this base he began consolidating 

the still profitable upper Minnesota and Red River fur trade away from the HBC. 

Moreover, Kittson and the AFC found their Pembina locale well situated to take 

advantage of the emerging markets in pemmican and buffalo robes supplied mainly by 

the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa. 

The "Red River trade" transported a diversity of cultures and pumped enormous 

amounts of wealth into St. Paul. It grew as the vital commercial center linking the 

resources of the north (furs and buffalo hides) with burgeoning markets further east 

providing liquor, powder and shot, sugar and tea, apples, flour, pork and bacon, caimed 

goods and other manufactured items. Fed by twenty-seven tributaries, and traversed by 

many overland cart trails, the Red River extended up into Canada (see FIGURE 10). It 

snaked through the Selkirk and Metis settlements centered at Fort Garry (what would 

become Winnipeg) and emptied into Lake Wirmipeg. The fur trading post town of 
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Pembina still served as the lynchpin of this trade, because it stood at the juncture of what 

would become Minnesota (1858), North Dakota (1889), and Manitoba, Canada (1870). 

Although the village and western district of Pembina would eventually be located in 

North Dakota, in 1851 it was still part of the newly established Minnesota Territory (see 

FIGURE 11). 

The coterminous region west of the Red River and north of Devil's Lake remained the 

unceded domain of the Pembina and Turtle Mountain bands. The westward extent of 

Pembina County to the White Earth River coincided with the western periphery of Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa territory. During his official U.S. Red River expedition in 1849, 

Major Samuel Woods encountered twenty-five Red River carts from Selkirk loaded "with 

peltries and pemmican," and a larger train of sixty-five carts under the management of 

Norman Kittson en route to St. Paul from Pembina. The major also received vital 

information about the extent and Native inhabitants of the Pembina district from Father 

Belcourt. The resident priest reported, "the immense plains which feed innumerable herds 

of bison to the westward and from which the Chippewa and half breeds of this region 

obtain their subsistence, contains within their limits a country about 400 miles from north 

to south and more than 500 miles from east to west." Noting Pembina "as the gate to the 

prairies," Belcourt helped spread the word to the federal government about this "immense 

quantity of fertile lands easy of cultivation [and] ready to be settled. 

Such enticing news resulted in territorial reorganization. An Organic Act of Congress 

incorporated Minnesota Territory on March 3, 1849 as a result of Wisconsin becoming a 

state in 1848. Alexander Ramsey, an opportunist Whig politician from Pennsylvania, 
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became the territory's first Governor and Superintendent of Indian Affairs, as a patronage 

reward from President Zachary Taylor for his diligent election campaign work. Only a 

few thousand European Americans inhabited the area.''^ Their settlement was confined to 

the southeastern comer, because the rest of Minnesota remained unceded Indian territory. 

Yet according to the General Land Office (GLO) it would not remain an "outpost of 

civilization" for long.'^' Its proximity to the "geographical and commercial center of our 

ocean-bound republic" caused the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to declare it an 

"absolute necessity to obtain without delay a cession from the Indians on the west side of 

that river.Thus the creation of Minnesota Territory necessitated U.S. treaty initiatives 

with the Dakota, Chippewa, and Metis of the region. 

At this point, the territorial politicians and new entrepreneurs of St. Paul saw their 

immediate "manifest destiny" as trade and settlement to the north, rather than to the west. 

Such providential nationalism also pervaded Anglo-Canada. They increasingly perceived 

the Red River region as part their nation's future. Westward Canadian growth could 

potentially thwart any U.S. northern extension.''^ This northwestern region's unceded 

Indian territories remained more connected with established British fur trade interests 

than the new commercial ventures of the U.S. Among various indigenous groups, the Red 

Lake Chippewa held sway over the eastern bank and contiguous lands, while the Pembina 

Chippewa inhabited the opposite shore and its western adjoining territory, along with the 

Metis centered at St. Joseph in the Pembina Mountains. Unlike every other Chippewa 

band in Minnesota, these two bands had not entered into any diplomatic or treaty 

relations with the U.S.'*'* 
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As a prelude to any formal treaty negotiations, the U.S. once again launched a series 

of exploratory expeditions and sought information from prominent European Americans 

and Canadians in the region. The U.S. army, not U.S. fur traders or farmers, led the way 

for the European American settlement of Minnesota by establishing Fort Snelling in 

1819. Part of Captain John Pope's exploration from Fort Snelling (St. Paul) to Pembina 

searched for another suitable fort site to aid in deterring British traders, "extinguishing 

the Indian title to the lands in that quarter," and securing the international boundary 

The poorly defined northern boundary of the Louisiana Purchase permitted British fur 

traders to continue their alliances with the Native peoples in the region. U.S. forts acted 

as a counterbalance and foundation for future European American settlement. 

Another proposal to secure and utilize the region envisioned the creation of an Indian 

state spanning the drift prairie grasslands from west of the Red River to east of the 

Missouri River.'*^ This territory coincided almost exactly with the domain of the Pembina 

and Turtle Mountain Chippewa. Although it never came to fhiition, it indicated how 

federal Indian policy planned consistently to utilize the region for its own purposes, 

without consulting the Native inhabitants. For the time being, showing the flag backed by 

a martial display made for an impressive opening gambit preceding upcoming treaty 

initiatives. 

To control northwestern Minnesota the U.S. had to win the loyalties of the Chippewa 

bands away from the British fur trade interests in order to "draw its savage neighbors 

within the pale of civilization."'*' Promising annuities in exchange for lands, they hoped 

to secure their loyalty, and subsume their autonomy under the tutelage of the U.S. In 
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exchange for their land, they would be compensated by the government's "civilization" 

formula of allotment, farming, schooling, and Christianity. The hoped for Indian 

compliance would lessen their resistance to the primary objective of "opening the country 

to agricultural settlement." The incoming European American population would act as a 

buffer against the incursion of HBC fur traders or Metis and Indian hunters from Canada. 

Canadian fur traders and buffalo hunters constantly overstepped the boundary of the 

forty-ninth parallel. They received the blame increasingly for the declining number of 

buffalo, clashes with the Dakota, and the diversion of approximately $400,000 per year 

into the coffers of the HBC from furs "largely obtained from the territory of the United 

States" including Turtle Mountain.''® 

The Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa expressed similar concerns. One of their 

chiefs. Green Setting Feather, also complained about the band's "buffalo grounds" being 

overrun by Metis hunters. He noted their increasing numbers and profligate slaughter of 

the buffalo, while acknowledging that Chippewa men such as himself gave birth to, and 

raised up, the "half-breeds." As a result of this consanguinity, the chief observed how the 

"child has become master of my own dish," although "we wish it to be as our Father told 

us." He expressed the band's sense of entitlement and love for their sacred homeland. "I 

only wish to be master and do as I please with what is my own." "/ love all of the Turtle 

Mountain."'*^ 

Green Setting Feather asserted that the Metis should live and hunt where they 

belonged, from St. Joseph to Pembina, and down to Devil's Lake and further south. This 

demarcation referred to the territory of the Pembina band, east of the territory of the 
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Turtle Mountain band. He then asserted that "we reserved all north [and west] of this line 

for our own use." This invasion of Turtle Mountain area without the consent of the 

Chippewa constituted a trespass that violated "our law," and required compensation in 

the form of a fine or a horse.^° A contemporary of Green Setting Feather, the Mississagua 

Ojibwa Kah-ge-ga-gah-bowh (George Copway) confirmed this stipulation. "The hunting 

grounds of the Indians were secured by right, a law and custom among themselves. No 

one was allowed to hunt on another's land, without invitation or permission."^' Both of 

these accounts illustrate Wilcomb Washburn's confirmation that Indian communities had 

their own unwritten yet effective codes of law. 

Father Belcourt, who had escorted his Metis flock on their buffalo hunts since 1845, 

also confirmed the chiefs allegation. The priest noted that "in the Turtle Mountains, half-
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breeds had already established 'winter over' or 'hivernanf villages." Since these 

transgressions continued without the accustomed reciprocity. Green Setting Feather 

ended his address on a less than conciliatory note. As a chief, he pledged the continued 

friendship of the Chippewas of Turtle Mountain collectively for the "half-breeds" of 

Pembina. Yet on a personal level, he felt betrayed and unforgiving. "As for me, I do not 

ever intend to give my hand to the swine."^'* The chiefs address conveyed a sense of 

Turtle Mountain tribal identity, based upon a sense of proprietorship, stewardship, and 

legal entitlement ("our law") over their land and its attendant resources, that he hoped 

would be sufficient to sustain the current and future generations of his community. 

The letters and reports from Major Woods, Captain Pope, Issac Stevens, and Governor 

Ramsey concurred on the richness of the Red River soil and its suitable fertility for any 
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type of agriculture.^^ Along with Pere Belcourt's letters, which noted the presence of a 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa village of thirty huts, they also noted the relative affluence, 

industry, and preponderance of the Pembina Chippewa Metis population sustained by a 

mixed subsistence of buffalo hunting, fur trapping, husbandry, small gardens, gathering 

and fishing. Other than the huge well-organized semi-annual buffalo hunts with their 

Indian kinsmen and hundreds of accompanying Red River carts, their means of support 

differed marginally from other western frontier European American settlements.'^ 

All of the glowing reports about the agricultural and commercial potential of the Red 

River Valley of the North, the influx of Selkirk colonists settling in Miimesota, plus 

lobbying from principal territorial politicians like Henry H. Sibley and Henry M. Rice, 

prominent traders like Norman W. Kittson, and the territorial legislature, convinced 

Congress to appropriate $20,000 for treaty negotiations.'^ Alexander Ramsey, received a 

commission from the Secretary of the Interior "to treat with the Chippewa Indians of the 

Pembina and Red Lake Miimesota territory ... for the relinquishment of a portion of their 
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lands." The subsequent treaty negotiations pitted Indian sovereignty against the 

expedient policies of a rapidly expanding United States. 

Ramsey embarked from St. Paul for Pembina on August 18, 1851 along the North 

Dakota cart trail that ran along the higher ridgeline west of the Red River. Besides 

actually getting to the site of the treaty council, Ramsey wanted to gain sufficient 

knowledge to make a case for procuring federal fiinds to improve the Red River trails and 

establish a U.S. army fort near Pembina. This small but still vibrant ftir trading town had 

an estimated non-Indian population of slightly over 1,000 residents. It remained a 
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comfortable and convenient locale for the Chippewa bands, the area's Metis inhabitants, 

and local businessmen. The prominent Pembina trader and entrepreneur Norman Kittson, 

assisted by his French Canadian trading partner "Jolly Joe" Rolette, and customs 

collector Charles Cavalier provided Ramsey with accommodations and assistance in 

setting up the council. 

In addition to the general desire to secure the rich agricultural and timber lands, 

federal officials and local officials like Ramsey, Kittson, Rolette, and Cavalier coveted 

the opening of the Red River of the North to lawful non-Indian passage and settlement. 

They wanted to secure the economic future of Miimesota (St. Paul) and impede the 

continuing British and HBC poaching of U.S. resources. Anglophobes like Ramsey, and 

most other U.S. officials involved with Indian matters, feared that the British might beat 

them at their ovra game. In his letter to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1849, 

Ramsey blustered against the British government for "evading its morality and stretching 

its pretensions of benevolence" in its dealings with Indians.^^ 

The treaty council commenced on September 15, 1851. There were five Chippewa 

chiefs, accompanied by nine headmen, plus the president and coiincil of the principal 

men of the "Half-Breeds" totaling ten members.^® Governor Ramsey opened with his 

own declarations of benevolence and altruism. The only aim of the "Great Father," the 

President of the United States, was "to attend particularly to the interests of his red 

children" who were poor and needed his help. The U.S. did not really "want the country 

badly." By purchasing "comparatively useless" Indian lands and turning them over to his 

"white children" and "half-breeds" for cultivation, the money received by the Indians 
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would enable them to become as "comfortable" as the whites, and as "civilized" as the 

Cherokees.^' The disingenuosness of such a statement by a U.S. government 

representative only a decade after the Trail of Tears illustrated that Ramsey had little 

intention of acting with the "utmost good faith." 

Such mendacity foreshadowed the contentious nature of the conference. The U.S. 

wanted especially the Red Lake Chippewa territory east of the Red River. What would 

become the northwest part of the state of Minnesota in 1858, ranged for thirty miles 

eastward, and extended south fi-om the Canadian border to Buffalo River. From the 

Pembina Chippewa to the west, the U.S. coveted an equally wide swath for thirty miles 

west of the Red River, that stretched southward to the Goose River in what would 

become northeastern North Dakota in 1889 (see FIGURE 12). The southern line of 

demarcation coincided with the Chippewa-Dakota boundary drawn up in the 1825 Treaty 

of Prairie du Chien, and the subsequent Sweet Com agreement. This total area 

encompassed approximately five million acres of relatively level and treeless grasslands 

atop rich soil with great potential for farming, plus a vital waterway linking the 

burgeoning commercial center of St. Paul with the Red River settlements. Many 

Minnesotans, including Governor Ramsey, not only desired increased trade with Canada, 

but in an era of brash post-Mexican War "manifest destiny," also coveted it for 

annexation by the U.S. 

The benevolent U.S. offer of $160,000 ($8,000 paid immediately, the remaining 

$152,000 deferred over twenty years) came to less than four cents per acre. Even if the 

Chippewa had no knowledge about the fate of the Cherokee, they scorned Ramsey's bid. 
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The pahry offer made the Native delegates question the President's and Ramsey's 

paternal intentions. One chief retorted that neither the "Great Father" (the President) nor 

the "little Father" (Ramsey) seemed to interpret their self-appointed guardian role and its 

benevolent obligations in ways that could be understood by Chippewa cultural norms of 

fatherhood because they did not "take notice of [their] children." Red Lake Chief 

Mosomo declared that they would not sell their lands for Ramsey's asking price, nor be 

restricted in the use of their land. He even made a counter-offer of $40,000 immediately, , 

plus $20,000 per year for twenty years (almost nine cents per acre, or more than double 

Ramsey's offer). Ramsey acknowledged publicly that such a large amount was not 

"improper." He conceded privately that his initial offer had been deliberately low, thus 

confirming the Chippewa suspicion that the fiduciary trusteeship of their alleged "Father" 

was not in the best interests of his Indian "wards." 

The same might be said for the estimated 1,100 Metis inhabitants of Mirmesota 

Territory. Many contemporary observers noted that "the Chippewa and half-breeds are all 

related, either by marriage, or other kindred ties."^"* The formally recognized presence of 

a "half-breed" president (or "chief), Jean Baptiste Wilkie, and a council of principal men 

(including the trader, guide, interpreter, and entrepreneur Pierre Bottineau, father of the 

Turtle Mountain band's future tribal attorney, John B. Bottineau) "freely elected by the 

half-breeds of Pembina" at the treaty negotiations signified that they had "laid a solid 

foundation for the fabric of social improvement," while constituting a major "political 

community" in the region.^^ If and when the Chippewa bands ceded their lands, the Metis 

wanted the U.S. government to attend to their land claims with fee simple title. 
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The U.S. had its own agenda concerning the "half-breed" population. They could not 

afford to disregard their claims out of hand, especially during negotiations when their 

considerable influence with their Indian kinsmen might persuade the Chippewa bands to 

comply with Ramsey's demands. Although wary of their French Canadian patrimony, 

Roman Catholicism, and close Indian associations, Anglo-American policymakers sought 

two potential benefits from securing Metis allegiance. First they could act as a tactical 

shield defending U.S. interests in the region from any potential British incursions from 

Canada. Second, they might provide the core for an invasion strike force if it ever became 
A 

necessary to "supplant the cross of St. George between the 49'*' parallel and Hudson's 

Bay." A couple of years before, Issac Stevens also perceived the Metis as the potential 

core of a frontier buffer zone that could provide "a controlling check upon the Indians."^^ 

Allotting fee lands from ceded Indian lands could seciire the loyalty of the Metis Red 

River population to the United States and away from the HBC and British Possessions 

permanently. 

After five days of intense negotiations, they reached a compromise agreement on 

September 20,1851. Ramsey claimed that the Chippewa "might have been induced, 

under the pressure of their necessities" to agree to a final figure closer to his initial 

overture rather than their counter-offer. The U.S. representatives at the talks, such as 

local traders like Kittson and Rolette, the governor, the customs inspector, plus territorial 

delegate Henry Sibley, wanted the land in the Red River valley badly. So did the local 

missionaries. The Chippewa knew about and feared the "mercenary ends" of the 

Americans "who ... have made Mammon their God, and have looked on the Indian but as 
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a tool or means of obtaining riches." In this instance, the Reverend J. P. Bardwell, 

cautioned the Chippewa "against overshooting the mark, and asking so high a price that 

they should get nothing." Observer J.W. Bond noted that the commissioners 

misrepresented the treaty payment to the Chippewas as a "present," alleging that the 

Indians would "be but little intruded upon" during their lifetime.^^ Although claiming 

otherwise, all the necessity came from the non-Indian side of the bargaining. 

While Ramsey continued to complain about the price for the ceded lands, they still 

constituted a staggering bargain at less than five cents per acre. The final figures added 

up to $230,000. The chiefs received $30,000 to provide for their mixed-blood relatives 

and "arrange their affairs." This provision was a standard treaty language euphemism for 

disbursing promised Indian outlays to first pay off alleged Indian debts to the traders in 

attendance, like Kittson and Rolette. Driving Native peoples into debt to force land 

concessions had been a covert part of federal Indian policy since 1803. President 

Jefferson wrote in a private letter to William Henry Harrison that to induce Indians to "a 

cession of lands," the U.S. government should encourage "the good and influential 

individuals among them [the Indians] run into debt." The 1851 treaties with the Dakota 

and the Chippewa exemplified this surreptitious policy. 

While not mentioned directly in the 1851 treaty journals, Chief Little Shell II (whose 

real Ojibwa name was Weesh-e-damo, not Zhow-ozh-ko-go-nay-bee, or "Yellow Feather, 

as indicated on the final treaty document) fulfilled his dual responsibilities representing 

the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa during the council. The final version of the 

Pembina Treaty identified him as a signatory, referred to as "Little Chief of Pembina." 
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First hand evidence indicating his direct participation came from a speech he made at the 

Old Crossing treaty negotiations in 1863. He stated that he had a "right to talk about the 

Pembina country, as his father [Little Shell I] owned all that country." Yet, he had come 

to the treaty council "with his mind made up to cede the country from the timber on the 

Red River (i.e., not the prairie), on both sides, to the heads of the streams, as had been 

done before when he [i.e., Ramsey] made a treaty with them at Pembina in 1851."^^ This 

direct testimony demonstrated formal U.S. recognition of, and continuity within, the 

political leadership of the Turtle Moimtain band. Such attributes contributed significantly 

to fulfilling the legal requisites of being an autonomous land-owning entity with 

"recognized title" to their lands. 

To avoid confusion over the disparate labels applied to essentially the same or closely 

related group of people, the Turtle Mountain coterie were an autonomous Pembina 

Chippewa band who lived west of the Red River, along the Pembina River, in the vicinity 

of the Turtle Mountains, and himted further southward to Devil's Lake and the Sweet 

Com line. Ramsey knew of them, if not their specific name, and referred to them as the 

"Ojibwas to the far northwest" (i.e., Plains-Ojibwa) adjacent to the Assiniboine and the 

Cree.^® Their territory remained west of the portion Ramsey wanted to obtain. As 

hereditary chief, Little Shell II shared in the interests of the Pembina band, along with the 

Metis "chief Jean Baptiste Wilkie, who also represented the interests of kin relations 

among both Chippewa bands. Little Shell remained "distrustful" and unwilling to sell any 

of their prairie lands west of the Red River, even after Ramsey conferred U.S. recognition 
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upon him via a medal "as chief of the Pembina section of the Ojibwa tribe." This sign of 

formal political recognition bolstered the band's subsequent legal standing. 

The final terms of the treaty proved to be a setback for the half-breeds. They failed to 

secure any provision in the treaty recognizing them as being the rightfiil Aboriginal 

claimants to land in Pembina by the U.S. government. Their parallel inability to secure 

legzil title to lands they had occupied and possessed in Rupert's Land (District of 

Assiniboia) under the Hudson's Bay Company fomented their discontent, and fueled their 

separatist aspirations. The Chippewa bands secured a total of $10,000 per year for twenty 

years, minus as much as $2,000 per year for agricultural and educational purposes, which 

were the hallmarks of the federal government's "civilization" policy. Yet as usual, the 

Indians, not Congress, had to pay for their own "civilization" after the traders skimmed 

their portion off the top. Because of this the Pembina and Red Lakes spokesmen made it 

clear to Ramsey that they were not interested in even the modest trappings of the 

proffered "civilization." 

This part of Article III, Section 2 remained in the treaty despite the fact that Ramsey 

knew it displeased the Indians. He conceded privately in his report that "no part of the 

annuity is to be paid in goods" because "experience has taught us that cash annuities are, 

in the end, more beneficial to the Indian." Ramsey exulted that he could have held out for 

an even better bargain with the "poor, ignorant savages," but as its representative, he 

claimed that the dignity and honor of the United States guided his actions.Apparently 

this "dignity and honor" did not have to conform to the U.S. government's guardianship 

role of "giving them [the Indians] effectual protection against the wrongs from our ovra 
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people."'^ The "liberal system of justice" standards of treaty making that the U.S. 

imposed on its treaty commissioners declared that "because bands and tribes of Indians 

lacked experience and knowledge of affairs of business and government," it was the 

fiduciary duty of the U.S. to protect its hidian wards "in their property and rights, and to 

deal with them fairly and honestly."^'' This policy rhetoric fell far short of reality, as 

indicated by this treaty. 

Yet this credibility gap had nothing to do with why the treaty faced opposition from 

all sides. By the time the governor returned to St. Paul, a letter of protest from Red Lake 

arrived. Two Chippewa chiefs claimed that they had been represented by non-authorized 

leaders.^^ Ramsey attempted to dismiss this charge in a letter to Luke Lea, the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs in Washington, D.C. In light of praising his own high-

mindedness for not taking advantage of "poor, ignorant savages," he defended himself to 

his boss by stating that any tribal complaints occurred because of their poor 

comprehension of what had transpired. Instead of taking responsibility as the territorial 

representative of the guardian "Great Father," who promised in the treaty to "promote the 

prosperity and happiness" of his Indian wards, Ramsey could only lash out at the 

dissatisfied chiefs as liars.^^ 

In addition to this meager Native resistance, the U.S. Senate had its doubts about the 

treaty. Despite the fact that most European Americans who had visited the Red River 

watershed (e.g. Captain Pope, Agent Fletcher, J.W Bond, Issac Stevens, Heruy M. Rice) 

considered its agricultural and commercial transit potential to be as noteworthy as 

indicated by Major Woods, who stated, "agricultural pursuits [at Pembina] are rewarded 
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by a bountiful harvest, and there is hardly a product that the farmer values that cannot be 

raised there in abundance," it remained geographically remote from the main corridors of 

U.S. settlement and markets. Its northern climate and the deep and dense root system of 

the prairie grasses made it unprofitable for immediate farming. Woods confirmed that 

"there is no farming on our side of the line."^^ Given the other contending 1851 Indian 

treaties to consider for ratification, the Pembina and Red Lake pact lingered low on the 

national priority list. 

Thus the first attempt at a treaty between the U.S. and the Pembina Chippewa ceding 

part of the Red River valley failed. To the vested powers and competing regional interests 

in the U.S. Senate, the "great bargain" did not seem worthwhile. Responding to the 

annexation of Texas (1846), the acquisition of Oregon (1846), the appropriation of 

northern Mexico (1848), and the California gold rush (1849), the Compromise of 1850 

aggravated, rather than alleviated, the sectional crisis between the North and South over 

the potential extension of slavery into some of these new western territories. Because of 

these circumstances, all the three of the 1851 Minnesota Indian treaties faced stiff 

opposition in the Senate. Southern Senators opposed anything that would bolster the 

settlement of another northern territory, and further undermine the balance between free 

and slave states. Political and financial support for the more geopolitically important Fort 

Laramie treaty, which secured the vital overland rights-of-way across the territories of 

more central northern Plains tribes to the new mining and farming districts in the far 

West, required higher priority, attention, and appropriations from Indian policymakers 

and Congress. 
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With European American edging into southeastern Minnesota, the Senate ratified the 

7ft 
more pressing Traverse des Sioux and Mendota treaties. Four bands of the eastern 

Dakota nation ceded most of southern Minnesota west of the Mississippi River to the 

United States. This nineteen million acre cession extinguished "Indian title" except for 

the "reserved" lands one hundred miles long and twenty miles wide along the Mirmesota 

River. These agreements constituted quite a coup for C.I.A. Lea and Governor Ramsey. 

They placated the cadre of Minnesota traders, land speculators and lumber special 

70 
interests for the rest of the decade. The remote Red River valley, with its contentious 

mix of Chippewa and Metis peoples suspected of greater loyalty to British than U.S. 

interests, could wait. The Senate rejected the treaty on June 23, 1852. On June 26, 

Minnesota territorial delegate Sibley wrote to Ramsey with the bad news. The treaty 

"went by the boards" as a "conciliatory sacrifice" to the more pressing needs of the St. 

Paul "friends" of the Traverse des Sioux ($3.7 million) and Mendota ($2.5 million) 

DA 
treaties. As a result. Little Shell was recognized by the U.S. as a chief of the Pembina 

band, and the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa retained their unceded lands and 

"recognized Indian title." 

The mounting sectional crisis escalated from another failed attempt at legislative 

compromise with the Kansas-Nebraska Act (1854), to the violent contest between anti-

slavery and pro-slavery forces in "Bleeding Kansas." Any subsequent attempts to entreat 

with the Pembina or Red Lake Chippewa for passage through, or relinquishment of, their 

lands, were subsumed by these disintegrative events. The "Sauteux of Pembina" and the 

"Metis de Pembina" still wanted a treaty, "the sooner the better." The Indians wanted to 
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protect their subsistence resources and themselves, while the mixed-bloods wanted to 

secure legal land title.^' Receiving no response to their 1852 petition to the President, 

they turned again to their beloved priest. Father Belcourt, who had been evangelizing 

among the Chippewas of the Turtle Mountain region during 1853. 

In 1854 he traveled to Washington, D.C. and presented their "griefs and demands" to 

the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. They indicated their willingness to cede some of 

their territory along the Red River, it "being now very poor in furs," in exchange for a 

contiguous reserve for the Indians, and fee patents so their Metchif "could be firmly 

settled among them at Pembina." This enduring Chippewa/Metchif unity and desire to 

live in proximity to each other, derived in large part from shared kinship and cultural ties. 

A strength-in-numbers strategy may also have played a unifying role. They wanted a 

treaty to secure U.S. government protection against the encroachments of the Hudson's 

Bay Company and Canadian Metis on their buffalo hunting grovmds, and raids by the 

Sisseton Dakota on their settlements. While the President did not feel compelled to 

extinguish the region's "Aboriginal title" with a treaty yet. Congress appropriated fimds 

for more federally sponsored territorial explorations, such as Issac Stevens' 1853 survey, 

for a transcontinental railroad route from Lake Superior to Puget Sound on the Pacific 

coast. Federal Indian policy priorities could not have been more transparent. 

In the 1850s the lack of a "firm and perpetual peace" west of the Red River became 

flagrant enough that the Chippewa/ Metchif and Dakota felt the need to try and constrain 

their mutual hostilities. This realization derived from the numerically superior Dakota's 

shocking defeat after attacking a party of Red River Metis near Dog Den Butte on the 
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Missouri Coteau. This prominent landmark marked the southwestern comer of the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa territory. As a consequence of the July 1851 "Battle of Grand 

Coteau," historian W.L. Morton surmised that, "the Metis thereafter were masters of the 

Plains." Morton also noted that there "were as many Saulteaux [i.e., Chippewa] warriors 

who participated in the engagement."^'' Their mutual protection strategy had prevailed 

against numerically superior tribal rivals. 

Recognizing their failures to abide by the 1825 demarcation line and avoid hostilities, 

the sons of Sweet Com and Wan-na-ta decided to honor the indigenous practice of 

refreshing treaty relations to restore balance and harmony. They had the oral history of 

these transactions told to them by their fathers committed to paper. Changes in conditions 

or circumstances did not provide grounds for terminating an agreement. They mandated 

its renewal. Their actions contradicted the European American presumption that "savage" 

Indians could not manage their own affairs, think geopolitically, or govem themselves 

without the imposition of "civilized" Anglo-American law. The second Sweet Com 

treaty exemplified the continuity of tribal sovereignty. Indian communities had settled 

their differences belligerently and peaceably long before the "civilizing" intervention of 

U.S. law. 

The Dakota and Chippewa/ Metchif subsequently honored the renewed Sweet Com 

boundary. The U.S. recognized this fact when they adopted it as the northem extent in the 

1867 Sisseton-Wahpeton cession treaty, and a subsequent 1872 investigation into which 

bands possessed legitimate "Indian title" in this disputed region. Such findings had a 

direct bearing on determining the southern extent of the Turtle Mountain band's 



territorial claim. The treaty eliminated the possibility of any contending Dakota claim 

north of the line, and confirmed the Turtle Mountain assertion of exclusive use and 

occupation. It verified that the lands they claimed had been recognized by neighboring 

QC 

tribes, and had never been ceded to the U.S. 

Amidst this intertribal treaty-making, the federal Indian bureaucracy attempted to 

initiate another treaty conference with the Red Lake and Pembina Chippewa. The advent 

of regular steamboat traffic made "safe transit" along the Red River more imperative than 

ever. U.S. officials believed correctly that passage could not be guaranteed, and 

constituted legal trespass, while the unceded lands adjoining both sides of the river 

belonged to the Indians. Federal policy makers still viewed the 800 Pembina and Red 

Lake Chippewa as impediments to European American expansion and development, 

because they resided along this next corridor of "progress."^^ No longer could a treaty 

commissioner like Ramsey maintain the pretence that Indian territory and its most vital 

resources would not be subsumed by U.S. determination to secure them for European 

American commerce and settlement. The failure of the U.S. Senate to ratify the Pembina 

Treaty of 1851 left the Red Lake band in possession of their homeland east of the Red 

River and north of the Prairie du Chien line, while the Pembina and Turtle Mountain 

bands retained their territory west of the Red River north of the Sweet Com line.^^ 

Minnesota's territorial government, aided and abetted by the federal government, had 

procured almost all other Dakota and Chippewa lands within the state from 1849 to 1858. 

The these three Chippewa bands continued to stymie the U.S. government's and 

Minnesota's policy of expansion. 
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Governor Ramsey's justifying discourse at the treaty council illustrated the 

fundamental conceit and contradiction of federal Indian policy: the hunger for Indian 

lands undermined any hope of bestowing European American "civilization." The desire 

to gain Indian land for European American settlement and expansion always took 

precedence over promoting Indian welfare. Thomas Jefferson considered these twin goals 

of Indian policy to be mutually beneficial, or as he termed it, a "coincidence of 

oo 
interest." Unfortimately it was neither a coincidence, nor mutually beneficial. This 

rhetoric of assimilation and "civilization" served primarily as a means to the major end of 

appropriating Indian land. Jefferson's "empire of liberty" corresponded vsath and 

promoted European American national self-interest. The real goal of federal Indian policy 

continued to be the continental expansion of U.S. political power and commercial 

interests at the expense of Native peoples. 

The multilateral and multilingual Red River Valley of the North proved resistant to 

these U.S. prerogatives in the short-term. It remained a locale of intercultural 

rapprochement with fluid geographic and cultural borders.^^ This contested frontier 

region, shaped by imperial (French, British, U.S.), intercultural (Native American, Metis, 

European Canadian, European American), and national (Canada and the U.S.) rivalries, 

created what anthropologist Jack D. Forbes called an "inter-group contact situation" 

where no one culture, people or nation prevailed.^" The situation in the Red River 

borderland reminds us that contrary to Frederick Jackson Turner's famous frontier thesis 

of 1892, the European aspect of the North American frontier experience was not 

exclusively Anglo-American in nature, and it did not move in a linear fashion from the 
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Atlantic coast to the Pacific. [Limerick interview.] The Red River watershed and adjacent 

prairies encompassed a unique regional frontier categorized by fluid relations between 

Native peoples and European newcomers.®' By examining this notable North American 

borderland, we can more fully imderstand the process where the independent Pembina 

and Turtle Mountain Chippewa bands, and the Red River and Pembina Metis, attempted 

to negotiate favorable terms for trade, land, resources, self-governance and mutual 

compromise with competing European Americans and European Canadians. 

Historian Richard White has defined this type of North American frontier as an area of 

cooperative and contentious accommodation. Instead of being the nexus of uiu-elenting 

opposition between European American "civilization" and Native American "savagery," 

White posited that in spite of some inherent conflict, this kind of inclusive frontier acted 

as a "middle ground." The ethnic mixing of different peoples and cultures (including 

fonnal and informal intermarriage) created "common meaning" through borrowing and 

adapting various cultural traits and practices based on shared circumstances.^^ The 

common experiences of buffalo hunts and Dakota attacks related by the oral traditions of 

many Metchif and Chippewa families living in the Turtle Mountain region created a 

common heritage that transcended ethnic boundaries and united them as a unique 

93 group. 

An incident in 1850 further solidified this sense of community. Father Belcourt 

survived a severe winter storm traveling to Turtle Mountain. To give thanks for his 

survival, he said a mass and erected an oak cross on the highest butte in the Turtle 

Mountains. Since this happened on the feast day of St. Paul, it became commemorated as 
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St. Paul Butte (northwest of Dunseith, ND).^"* Because the priest had shared the rigors of 

many buffalo hunts with them, he was beloved by the Chippewa and Metchif from 

Pembina, to St. Joseph, to Turtle Mountain. His outward acknowledgement of the 

sacredness of their land base further endeared him to this heterogeneous and 

predominantly Roman Catholic commimity, and affirmed their affiliations. 

This collective "middle ground" of the Red River and Pembina regions continued up 

until 1858. By the 1850s U.S. and Canadian authorities began initiating the process of 

"border fixing" and constraining people's trade partners, hunting practices, and land 

rights along ethnic and national lines. This contingent and inclusive colonial borderland 

(e.g., the District of Assiniboia) became the site of increasingly contentious and exclusive 

nation-state rivalries (the U.S. and Canada), and intertribal warfare (Chippewa, Dakota, 

and Metis). In Assiniboia an H.B.C. backlash against the Metis resulted in Father 

Belcourt being transferred to eastern Canada in 1858. The H.B.C. pressured the Catholic 

hierarchy at St. Boniface, Manitoba to reign in their priest because of his advocacy for, 

and immense popularity with, the Indians at Turtle Mountain and the Metchif at St. 

Joseph.^^ In the U.S. the formal creation of Minnesota as a state in 1858 settled its 

boundaries permanently. It pivoted on a South-North axis framed by the Mississippi and 

Red rivers, with a diverse farming, lumbering, and mining economy centered in St. Paul. 

Until the northern U.S. transcontinental railroads in the 1870s, this orientation projected 

Minnesota's "green tree of empire" northward and then westbound through Rupert's 

Land, instead of in a westerly direction across the U.S. For example, St. Paul's 

newspaper the Minnesota Pioneer proclaimed the 1858 Fraser River gold rush in British 
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Columbia as being more important to its commercial interests than the simultaneous 

Pike's Peak strike in Colorado.^^ 

The entrepreneurs of St. Paul knew that the Red River provided the vital link for a 

burgeoning regional trade. In 1859 1,500 tons of merchandise annually, including 

$150,000 in fur sales alone, moved between western Rupert's Land and the northwestern 

U.S.^^ This natural geographic vector superceded the artificiality of an international 

boimdary created by the necessity of a diplomatic compromise forty years before. Ardent 

proponents of U.S. expansion in the region like Alexander Ramsey, Henry H. Sibley, 

Henr>' M. Rice, Norman W. Kittson, and G.A. Belcourt envisioned eliminating the 

monopolistic grasp of the HBC by annexing adjacent portions of the remains of the 

Assiniboia/Selkirk colony and the growing Red River settlements near Lake Winnipeg. 

Each of these prominent men, other than the priest, envisioned their future prosperity and 

political careers linked to the development of new regional markets based on agricultural 

settlement, lumbering and mining. 

Since the Seven Oaks clash of 1816 and the grasshopper plague of 1818, the Red 

River settlements in the British Possessions had been dependent economically on free 

trade with the U.S. This dependency stymied the H.B.C.'s trade containment policies. 

During the 1840s, the growing U.S. economic dominance of the border trade, fueled by 

the commercial growth of Pembina, St. Joseph, St. Paul, and Mendota, bolstered the fiir 

trapping, buffalo hunting, and carting economy of the Pembina and Turtle Mountain 

Metis/Chippewa. In terms of profit, by 1854 Sibley, Kitttson, and Rolette of the 

American Fur Company lost the trade war with the HBC. Despite this overall loss, they 
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achieved the greater goal of establishing de facto U.S. sovereignty over the Red River up 

to the international boundary. 

Uhimately this extended more potential for profit to a wider variety of American 

economic interests in the region. The H.B.C. realized its own marginal economic survival 

in the area depended on lowering transportation costs. As part of a remarkable turnaround 

in 1860, they contracted with former rival Kittson to be their new importing agent. St. 

Paul, Minnesota, rather than Hudson's Bay, became the new center of HBC imports and 

exports for the Red River valley. Transnational commerce negated the necessity for any 

formal or immediate U.S. political control north of the international boundary. 

Mirmesota's territorial years had not only fostered increased commerce with Rupert's 

Land. It also fueled land and town site speculations sustained by a booming population. 

Within the eight year span between 1849 and 1857, it has been estimated that the 

European American populace of Minnesota Territory increased 333%. All of these 

developments of travel, trade, rapid development and population increase intensified after 

QO 
Minnesota became a state in 1858. 

The frequent flooding of the Red River hampered Pembina's development as a vital 

trading and commercial way-station, and precluded the practicality of a large permanent 

settlement. After the great Red River flood of 1852, Father Belcourt moved his Catholic 

mission, and Norman Kittson relocated his business headquarters from Pembina to higher 

ground at St. Joseph, thirty-five miles west along the Pembina River. A thriving 

Metis/Chippewa community of 1,200 developed at this settlement near the base of 

Pembina Mountain. The expanding buffalo trade, involving robes, hides, pemmican and 
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tallow, created a lucrative provisioning and carting commerce. Antoine Gingras and 

Joseph Rolette became the leading merchants. Jean Baptiste Wilkie governed the Metis, 

while Green Setting Feather and Little Shell II led the Pembina and Turtle Mountain 

Chippewas. The European Canadians and Kittson's Red River and Pembina free trade 

coalition valued this locale for obvious reasons. St. Joseph linked the long-established 

Chippewa trade route from Turtle Mountain and the Souris (Mouse) River to Pembina, 

and the booming illegal border traffic between the Red River settlements and St. Paul.^ 

For the Indians and the Metis, St. Joseph's location served as an ideal jumping off point 

for the semi-annual buffalo hunts, and provided a more than adequate supply of wood, 

water, forage and shelter during the non-hunting seasons. 

These Aboriginal developments on the ground demonstrated that the area of what 

would become northeastern North Dakota still remained beyond the U.S. goal of bringing 

the peripheral areas of the trans-Mississippi West into the national economy. The 

devolution of the borderland immediately west of the Red River, including Pembina, to 

the status of a federal "unorganized territory" from 1858 to 1861, confirmed its "colonial 

hinterland" status.'®' This retrogression had immediate consequences. First, and 

foremost, it should be noted that the lands of the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

bands coincided almost exactly v^dth this territorially abandoned wedge of the far 

northern United States. These boxmdaries still aligned with the southwestern portion of 

Lord Selkirk's grant of Assiniboia below the international boundary, and the Convention 

of 1818 tract. As a question of law, the Indian nations in this area remained beyond the 

nominal sovereignty of the U.S. and its federal territorial system, (see FIGURE 13). 



The legal significance of this development is important to reiterate, especially in the 

context of later legal wrangling over the Aboriginal occupancy or possession of this land. 

The U.S. probably had no weaker claim to, or less interest in, any unceded aboriginal 

territory in the lower forty-eight states than in this specific region. This area had not been 

part of the U.S. from 1783 to 1817. Even after becoming part of the U.S. in 1818, from 

the American perspective it remained an adjunct back country on the outer fringe of a 

series of varying territories. For example, the postal address of Henry Sibley's American 

Fur Company post at Mendota started as being in Michigan Territory in 1834, then 

changed to Wisconsin Territory in 1836, followed by another change to Iowa Territory in 

1838 until the creation of Minnesota Territory in 1849.'®^ This situation illustrated the 

U.S. lack of adherence to its own professed standards of minimal political efficacy, while 

imposing inconsistently higher standards on tribal groups like the Pembina and Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa. From 1858 to 1861, other than being below the forty-ninth parallel 

northern boundary of the U.S., no federal or state institutions or laws existed in this 

locale. Only the Indian and Metis inhabitants occupied or possessed this region until the 

creation of Dakota Territory in 1861. The Chippewa abided in their hard-won lands 

hardly aware of all the foreign European American or British names and boundary lines 

brought to bear on their domain. 

This lack of recognized political existence led to the growing number of European 

American settlers ftirther south to memorialize Congress for a new territory. 

Nevertheless, their quest fell victim to the sectional stalemate over the issue of slavery in 

the western territories. The Republicans in Congress insisted that no new territory could 
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be brought into being without a prohibition on slavery. Their position could not prevail 

until the Southern Democrats seceded just before President Lincoln's inauguration in 

1861. This did not curtail renewed local interest in extinguishing any remaining "Indian 

title" that impeded the commercial trade and transportation development of the Red River 

valley. "No communications to the north [could] be had except across their territory." 

The U.S. Senate's rejection of the 1851 Pembina Treaty only magnified the mistrust 

and discord evident during those council negotiations. The fact that approximately 

thirteen thousand square miles in the northwest comer of Minnesota remained unceded 

Indian country left territorial and state politicians like Ramsey, Sibley and Kittson more 

anxious than ever about the manifest destiny of their region. In 1854 and 1855 significant 

treaty-based Chippewa land cessions immediately to the south and east increasingly 

isolated the Red Lake and Pembina bands. The Indians living on both sides of the Red 

River grew alarmed at the burgeoning boat traffic, especially the arrival of the steamboat. 

They also had to fend off the concomitant increased logging of their timber. All of these 

European American activities constituted legal trespass. Yet, the Indians had almost no 

means or avenue of redress to stop the wrongfial interference or recover any damages. 

They protested politely, yet vehemently, because they feared that any acquiescence 

would be misinterpreted as the intentional giving up of their rights, or a form of 

abandonment that might jeopardize their "Indian title.""'^ 

As threatening as these encroachments appeared to be, the advent of an even greater 

danger imperiled their future. Due to its long freezing winters, steamboats only had 

access to St Paul via the Mississippi River for little over half the year. This limitation 
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could be overcome easily by another implementation of steam-power - the railroads. 

Territorial politicians like Henry M. Rice lobbied Congress hard for railroad land grants. 

As a result, Miimesota received got its first one in 1856. Along with a five million dollar 

loan from the territorial legislature, they financed four major rail lines disseminating from 

St. Paul. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs noted the building of villages by the settlers 

of Mirmesota "in the remote valley of the Red river of the north," based on Issac 

Stevens's survey touting Pembina as the fiiture eastern rail terminus for the northern 

transcontinental railroad to Puget Sound. 

Word of trouble brewing in the region finally reached Washington, D.C. in 1859. To 

force European American acknowledgement of their pre-existing land rights, the Red 

River Chippewa began exacting payments under threat of force from some of those 

sailing up and down the river.The Commissioner of Indian Affairs advocated another 

treaty conference with the Red Lake and Pembina Chippewa to insure safe transit along 

the Red River. Allegedly, safe commerce could not be guaranteed while the lands 

adjoining both sides of the river belonged to the Chippewas. In reality, the extensive trade 

over the Red River valley cart trails refuted such false assumptions. Once again, federal 

Indian policy makers found it convenient to only perceive Indians as impediments to 

European American westward expansion. 

Local agents considered their removal and "concentration upon one reservation" to be 

"exceedingly desirable.Tribal lands in tribal hands restrained the pursuit of profit. 

The cultural expectations of European Americans conceived of progress in terms of an 

orderly settlement dominated by cultivated farmland. Aboriginal possession of land and 
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108 its accompanying waterways impeded the "rapid development of the country." 

Because they had a different set of economic priorities, American policy framers 

overlooked Metis/Chippewa participation in the British-Canadian market exchange 

economy of buffalo hides for trade goods. Alexander Ramsey maintained that "no finer 

country exists anywhere in the Union."'®^ With the end of the fur trade, their fertile lands 

and vital waterways needed to be integrated into the expanding U.S. national economy. In 

February 1860, the new legislature of Minnesota petitioned the President to extinguish 

the "possessory title" of the Red Lake and Pembina Chippewa that embraced large 

portions of the valley of the Red River of the North by treaty. The Red Lake band had 

already relinquished any prior claims to the territory west of the Red River. The federal 

government, Mirmesota Territory, and the Red Lakers recognized this area as being in the 

sole possession of the Pembina band. By July 1860, the lobbying efforts of the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs and Henry M. Rice of Minnesota paid off. Congress 

appropriated funds for a treaty conference."® 

In September 1860, federal commissioners convened a council with tribal 

representatives of the "Red River Chippewas," but the negotiations fell short of the 

desired "extinguishment of their title." The federal commissioners used the excuse that 

the absence of some important chiefs precluded the possibility of concluding an 

agreement, '"in fact, the bargaining failed because the Indians asked for more than the 

U.S. would pay. These bands had long been involved in the give-and-take of the fur 

trade. They knew the value of commodities that European Americans wanted, and how to 

drive a hard bargain. Due to their closer proximity to European American settlement, the 



treaty commissioners offered twice as much to the Red Lakers as the Pembina band. 

Nevertheless, the federal government's revived interest resulted in both Chippewa bands, 

especially the Minnesota-side Red Lakers, being more cognizant of their land's market 

value, and less willing to part with them for the paltry sums offered by the U.S. 

The inability to reach an accord did not curtail "the prospective increase of [European 

American] population."^The Chippewa could not envision the inexorable demographic 

tide abetted by land speculation companies and new technologies that would soon spill 

over into their lands and tip the balance of power against them. As a prelude and an 

impetus to this development, the federal government did not need a treaty to incorporate 

the last "unorganized" territorial remnant within what would become the lower forty-

eight states of the United States. Dakota's nonexistence within the U.S. federal republic 

meant that the G.L.O. could not survey land or issue patents. So a determined land 

speculation outfit decided to fill the void and create its own governmental and 

demographic impetus. With the governor of Minnesota as its president, the Minnesota 

Legislature chartered the Dakota Land Company in 1857. Their assertive town site 

speculation led to the organization of counties and an elected legislature without any 

authorization from the federal government. This informal generation of a quasi-Dakota 

Territory prior to its formal creation by Congress in 1861 had far-reaching consequences. 

In spite of all its subsequent developments, for the rest of the nineteenth century North 

Dakota remained, a "colonial hinterland" of the railroad, banking, lumber and grain 

elevator interests of St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minnesota. As a result, Congress 
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merged it with the northeastern portion of Nebraska Territory and created the new Dakota 

Territory in 1861 with a "white" population at 2,128."'* 

The Civil War conflict with the secessionist southern Confederacy also propelled this 

territorial integration. President Abraham Lincoln and the northern Republican-

dominated Congress sought to incorporate as much of the vast loosely organized western 

territories into the Union as possible. In addition to the establishment of new territories, 

Congress passed the Homestead Act and the first Pacific Railroad Act in 1862. To secure 

greater national allegiance and accelerate national expansion, the U.S. began to give 

away public domain lands so private citizens and corporations could transform them into 

private property, while the non-citizen status of American Indians prevented them from 

acquiring homesteads."^ This landmark legislation placed existing unceded Indian lands 

at greater risk of loss to European American settlers and speculators. Both of these huge 

land grant programs meant that the federal government had to pursue Indian land 

cessions more aggressively. Facilitating European American settlement required securing 

legal land title. This consolidation of federal Union territory to secure areas of vital 

natural resources and overland and water routes did not bode well for Indian homelands. 

Various U.S. expeditions and commissions had observed how the "extremely fertile and 

valuable" territories of the Red Lake and Pembina Chippewa made the Red River region, 

and the Turtle Mountain lands fiirther west, "well adapted for agricultural purposes" and 

homesteading."^ 

Because the Supreme Court designated their legal status as "domestic dependent 

nations" and non-citizens, the U.S. did not feel obligated to obtain the consent of any 
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Indians in the new territory, including the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa. Yet 

in an ironic legal twist that would have significant future implications, the plenary 

authority of Congress to create the new territory under the precedent established by the 

Northwest Ordinance of 1787 acknowledged directly the de facto sovereignty of the 

concerned tribes. In the enabling act creating the Territory of Dakota, Congress continued 

the same general policy of reserving to itself any extinguishing of Indian land ownership 

within federal domains. In this case, the creation of a new territory did not inherently 

diminish Indian rights. Congress specified that "nothing in this act shall be construed to 

impair the rights of person or property now pertaining to the Indians in said Territory, so 

long as such rights shall remain unextinguished by treaty between the United States and 

such Indians."' This meant that the Pembina and Turtle Moimtain Chippewa had as 

valid a claim to the northeastern and north-central territory of North Dakota as any Indian 

people could have under the legal doctrine of "Indian title." 

The Dakota Territory's Indian disclaimer clause confirmed that treaties did not grant 

rights to Indians. Only through consent could Indians give up or convey any of their 

inherent rights to land or self-governance as a consequence of the treaty process. This 

crucial aspect of federal Indian law became known as the "reserved rights doctrine." 

Rights not explicitly given up in a treaty were retained, or "reserved." An important legal 

corollary to the disclaimer clause and reserved rights doctrine recognized the pre-

constitutional and extra-constitutional political foundation of Indian tribes. The self-

governing authority of the Turtle Mountain band came from the consent of its own 

community members. They predated U.S. sovereignty over their autonomous area and the 



creation of Dakota Territory. Any territory ceded by an Indian tribe required the consent 

of the tribe for it to be included within the territorial limits or jurisdiction of a State or 

Territory. This meant that "all unceded Indian territory shall be excepted out of the 

1  1  Q  
boundaries and constitute no part of the Territory of Dakota." Since these provisos 

applied to Dakota Territory (1861) and the state of North Dakota (1889), they should 

have provided legal protection to the coterminous territory and rights of the Turtle 

Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians within those jurisdictions. In actuality such 

disclaimer clauses sought only to protect federal jurisdiction over Indian affairs instead of 

tribal sovereignty. 

The creation of Dakota Territory became eclipsed by other unresolved issues that had 

aggravated tribal-federal relations since 1851. In addition to the failure in concluding a 

settlement with the Pembina Chippewa in 1860, a greater regional upheaval intervened to 

forestall another treaty council. The eruption of Mdewakanton Dakota frustrations, 

known as the "Great Sioux Uprising," resulted in an explosion of violence that pushed 

back the Minnesota frontier in the late summer of 1862. This upheaval precluded 

temporarily any peaceful American Indian and European American interactions in the 

region. Most local European Americans and federal Indian policy makers blamed the 

intractable nature of the Dakota Indians for the violent outbreak. A few dispassionate 

observers like Bishop Henry Whipple believed "that this massacre was the legitimate 

fruit of our Indian system," stemming from the fraudulent 1851 treaties.' With peace 

restored by 1863, continued informal communications between the Red River Chippewa 

bands and U.S. Indian Affairs representatives indicated that both sides still desired a 
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treaty, although most of the impetus came from the U.S. Within the context of setting up 

the treaty council came renewed formal recognition by local B.I. A. officials of Little 

Shell II as the chief of the Turtle Mountain band.'^° This set the stage for the first formal 

treaty council between the U.S. and the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa since 

1851. 

By highlighting the political encounters of the Pembina and Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa from 1825 to 1862, this chapter has argued that the historical legal link 

between tribal bands or nations and the U.S. government was based on treaties. These 

treaties were supposed to establish a "trust relationship" between the two sovereign 

signatories. As shown by the two Sweet Com treaties (1825 and 1858) involving the 

Dakota, Chippewa and Metis, intertribal treaties signified self-determination. They 

entailed the affirmation of their inherent (treaty-recognized) sovereign status, the 

preservation of their tribal autonomy, and the protection of their tribal lands. 

In contrast, the Prairie du Chien, Fond du Lac and Pembina treaties with the U.S. 

embodied expedient methods of acquiring Indian land for European American commerce 

and settlement. These three negotiations represented a confi'ontation between law and 

politics over the two fundamental issues of Indian policy: tribal sovereignty and 

aboriginal land title. While the Indians sought protection and recognition of their inherent 

legal status as sovereign nations, the U.S. focused almost exclusively on land cessions. 

Even when a treaty was ratified, the U.S. government rarely lived up to its trust 

responsibility to Indian tribes because of its lack of good faith dealings during the 

councils. 
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During the 1851 Pembina treaty negotiations, U.S. representatives either willfully 

ignored or misinterpreted traditional Indian culture, values, and self-governing 

institutions. Treaty commissioners like William Clark and Alexander Ramsey could not 

conceive of Indians as being part of the process of federal Indian policy. Because the 

aspirations of Native people were not understood in their historical or cultural context, 

their ability to govern themselves was overlooked or devalued. As a consequence the 

intrusion of federal Indian law and policy into tribal societies weakened their institutions 

and customs. The treaty process establishing the U.S. political relations with the 

Chippewas in the first half of the nineteenth century initiated the federal divestiture of 

tribal authority. These intrusions derived from economic self-interest rationalized by self-

serving moral imperatives. Significantly, the rule of law did not result injustice for the 

Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE OLD CROSSING TREATY 
1863 -1864 

"r/ze Master of Life Placed Us Here, 
and Gave It to Us for an Inheritance.''''^ 

Little Rock - Red Lake Chippewa "Talking Chief," 
Old Crossing Treaty Council, 1863 

As noted by Indian law scholars, "treaties are a form of political recognition and a 

measure of the consensual distribution of powers between tribes and the United States."^ 

They created the original legal relationship between the U.S. government and American 

Indian nations. While these legal documents may be too ceremonious to be considered 

part of America's national literature, they do provide glimpses into the mode of inter-

cultural relations between American Indian peoples and the U.S. federal government 

during specific historical eras. Since the U.S. decided to follow the British practice of 

negotiating treaties with Indian tribes. Article VI, Paragraph 2 (known as the Treaty or 

Supremacy Clause) of the U.S. Constitution dealt implicitly with Indian peoples. It 

declared that "all Treaties ... shall be the supreme law of the Land." Treaties embodied 

the highest echelon of both constitutional and international law, because they 

acknowledged a legal alliance between two sovereign, but certainly not equal, 

governments. This is why Indian peoples, like the Pembina and Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa, have asserted consistently to this day that their inherent sovereign status and 

accompanying legal rights have been recognized by the United States through their treaty 

relationship. 
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Treaties provided the main forum for the government-to-govemment legal relationship 

of Indian peoples with the U.S. Yet the well-documented focus on treaty documents, the 

ratification wranglings in the U.S. Senate, and the negative ramifications of broken 

treaties, misses a more fundamental flaw in this process.^ The treaty negotiations 

themselves doomed most treaties to failure because the U.S. acted legally in "bad faith."'* 

In 1863, a few months before the Old Crossing council, the Minnesota Indian agent 

reported to the CIA that "the government should at once abandon the treaty system,... 

and compel the Indians to submit to the authority" of the U.S.^ The U.S. did not need 

American Indians as trading partners or military allies. It needed their lands to unlock the 

potential economic wealth of western North America. Besides the fact that the U.S. 

responded to the plain contractual obligations it had dictated with consistent failure, the 

treaty documents themselves often conceal, rather than reveal, what actually occurred at a 

treaty council. 

They fail to connect us to what Vine Deloria, Jr. described as the "emotional context 

of history which enables us to understand the flesh of historical processes."^ The vital 

Native testimony comes from their diplomatic council speeches recorded in the treaty 

journals, since they have little or no "voice" in the treaties themselves. A focus on the 

Native speakers articulations during a treaty council not only make the proceedings come 

alive. They help us engage with and learn about the distinctive features of Indigenous 

historical narrative, or what Peter Nabokov calls "American Indian forms of historical 

• 7 « • 
consciousness." A close examination of the treaty-making process between U.S. 



commissioners and American Indian representatives sheds light on almost every facet of 

tribal-federal relations. 

As part of the extensive effort during the Civil War (1861-1865) to incorporate all of 

the remaining western Indian tribes into a more formal relationship under U.S. control. 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs William P. Dole selected Minnesota Senator Alexander 

Ramsey as the federal government representative empowered to treat with the Red Lake 

(northwestern Minnesota) and Pembina (northeastern Dakota Territory) Chippewa in 

1863. Based on the instructions Dole received from the Secretary of the Interior, the 

Commissioner set forth the goals of the treaty council. The "main object" was to secure 

uninterrupted navigation of the Red River. This could only be achieved by extinguishing 

the "Indian title" to a substantial portion of territory on both sides of the waterway. In 

addition to the cession. Dole issued instructions to Ramsey indicating that "removal of 

the bands to positions remote from our white settlements" embodied the "primary 

objective" of the treaty.^ Ramsey undertook the mission reluctantly. After his experience 

with the unratified Pembina Treaty of 1851, he asked Dole why "the government should 

place itself on an equal footing in treating with hordes of savages."^ In 1863, a few 

months before the Old Crossing council, an Indian agent from Minnesota reported to the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs that "the government should at once abandon the treaty 

system, ... and compel the Indians to submit to the authority" of the U.S."' These 

sentiments became so prevalent among various Indian Affairs officials, that it is 

surprising the U.S. decided to re-negotiate a treaty with the Red Lake and Pembina 
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Chippewa. The imperative of obtaining the prized Red River Valley compelled the U.S. 

to continue with the expediency of treaty-making. 

In the Fall of 1863, Ramsey set out from St. Paul, Minnesota, with a grand entourage 

and military escort. The apprehension generated by the horrors of the Mdewakanton 

Dakota "uprising" of 1862 still reverberated throughout the region. These anxieties 

provided an unfortunate overall anti-Indian context for the negotiations, despite the fact 

that the Pembina, Turtle Mountain, and Red Lake Chippewa bands had no connection 

with this violent outbreak. They had never menaced any European American settlers or 

the U.S. government." This uneasiness accounted for the larger than usual military 

presence at the treaty council. As he had for the treaty entourage that negotiated the 

unratified treaty at Pembina in 1851, Pierre Bottineau acted as the commission's guide, 

and as an adviser to the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa. He also assisted as an 

interpreter at the treaty council, since he spoke French, English, Dakota, Ojibwa, Cree, 

Mandan, and Winnebago. The U.S. representatives valued his usefulness as a "mixed-

blood" because he "thoroughly understood the temperament and inclinations" of both the 

Chippewa and the Metis participants.'^ 

En route to their destination, Ramsey described the lands east of the Red River as 

"extremely fertile, and if reclaimed from the overflow, would be equal to the bottoms of 

the Nile in its productiveness of cereals."'^ After two and a half weeks, the party reached 

the Old Crossing located conveniently at the intersection of a ford on the Red Lake River 

and a Red River cart trail.The agent from Crow Wing, Ashley C. Morrill, arrived on 

the same day, having brought the Red Lake band. The Pembina band of Red Bear and the 
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Turtle Mountain band of Little Shell (Little Chief) came the next day, comprised of 352 

Indians and 663 "half-breeds."'^ The half-breed's large presence threatened to destabilize 

the proceedings before they started. They insisted on acting as the guardians and legal 

representatives of the Pembina Chippewa especially in all matters related to the 

"dispositions of their landed interests," as had been the case when they renewed the 

Sweet Com peace agreement with the Dakota Indians in 1858.'^ The commissioners had 

no choice but to accept their presence. Although Ramsey asserted that he would only 

negotiate directly with the Pembina Chippewa delegation consisting of Chief Red Bear, 

Chief Little Shell II (also referred to as Little Chief), and their warriors, the existence of 

two Pembina Metis signatories to the final treaty indicated otherwise.'^ 

In his opening speech, Ramsey framed the business at hand as being for the "welfare" 

of the Indians primarily. The Great Father had a "great heart" for all of his red, white, and 

black people, unless they committed any crimes. Ramsey tried to tie the self-interests of 

the U.S. and the Chippewa together by singling out the Dakota as a common enemy. He 

referred to the "perfidy" of their recent uprising in Minnesota by portraying the Dakota as 

being ungrateful for all the U.S. had done for them.'^ Ramsey conveniently ignored the 

causal factors to which many European American observers attributed the revolt. He did 

not mention the post facto treaty changes by the federal government without Indian 

consent, aggrandizement of the local traders, delayed or stolen annuities and rations, and 

the haughty sarcasm of one trader who advised some starving Dakota to eat grass after 

denying them credit. Overlooking the reality of near starvation for many in the late 

summer of 1862, "the conduct of the Sioux was without any excuse or apology." Their 
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treachery resulted in being "stripped of everything." They were now without homes, land, 

food, or clothing of their own. Congress wielded its preemption power and revoked the 

treaties, forfeited the reservations, and canceled their annuities.'^ 

In contrast to his characterization of the Dakota as "a base and treacherous people," 

Ramsey averred that he was glad to meet with these Chippewa bands. They had never 

"violated the solemn faith of treaties," and second, "no white man's blood had ever been 

shed by a Chippewa." One regional agent concurred by considering them to be "an easily 

governed and tractable people."^*^ These acknowledgements by U.S. officials refuted the 

Secretary of the Interior's assertions about the "moral inferiority" of the Chippewa. After 

having doled out the rhetorical bromides, Ramsey began recounting the harsher 

immediate realities. He reiterated accurately the reports of local Indian officials about the 

European American population influx into the "fertile lands" of Red River region. 

"Settlements have been made upon that river up to the very limits of the ceded land," he 

warned, "and the whole of the valley,... would be sought for settlement as soon as the 

Indian title should be secured by the government."^' These waves of newcomers brought 

increasing demands for unimpeded travel and trade, provided by the technological 

marvels of steamboats and the railroads. Ramsey asserted proudly that, "this is what we 

call Progress." Not surprisingly, the commissioner, like so many U.S. politicians and 

missionaries before and after him, defined "progress" solely in terms of European 

American economic and technological development. He could not show any 

acknowledgement of or appreciation for the fact that the Chippewa's well-developed 

social system had served them well up to this point. 
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Then Ramsey forewarned that uninterrupted trade with the British settlements in what 

would become Canada was of "the highest importance." The annual value of fur sales 

alone reached $250,000 in 1863.^^ He finally revealed that the Great Father's desire for 

commerce along and across the Red River constituted the real reason for these 

negotiations, rather than the welfare of the Indians. This claim would not have shocked 

the Indian delegates. The same desires had been expressed by Ramsey and Kittson back 

in 1851, and by the local agents and superintendents ever since. Now there seemed to be 

a much greater insistence expressed by the U.S. treaty commissioner. 

To soften this urgency, Ramsey began to allay the Indian's biggest fear 

disingenuously. He offered the carrot that the Great Father had no special desire to get 

possession of their lands. All he wanted was the privilege of unmolested travel through 

their country via wagons or steamboats. Then he applied the stick. Reports of incidents 

involving the despoliation of the goods of peaceful merchants dismayed the Great Father. 

Ramsey reported one or two occasions where Red River steamboats had been impeded or 

levied by Chippewa Indians. The most significant incident had involved his old political 

crony Kittson, who by 1860 had become the main overland and river transporter of goods 

between St. Paul and the Red River settlements in the British possessions. Kittson 

recounted the episode in a letter to the Superintendent of Indian Affairs at St. Paul. As the 

purchasing and forwarding agent for the Hudson's Bay Company, and the leading private 

merchants in the Red River settlements, he made a claim against the Red Lake and 

Pembina Chippewa for "property taken at Grand Forks" on Sept 13, 1862, amounting to 

nearly $8,500.^^ 
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Kittson identified the immediate cause of the depredation as the disappointment of the 

Chippewa bands at the non-arrival of a treaty commission to negotiate with them, and 

their expectations of the usual presents and rations that accompanied such proceedings. 

Apparently these goods had been stored further south at Fort Abercrombie in anticipation 

of a treaty council. The Minnesota Sioux insurgency in August contravened peaceful 

overtures with any Indians in the region until the pacification of that outbreak could be 

achieved. It had also depopulated the southwestern Minnesota frontier and hurt Kittson's 

business by curtailing trade throughout the region. He named some of the individual 

Indians who "took a leading part" in the Grand Forks episode. Kittson considered the 

perpetrators to be "scoundrels" and "wretches" who should be "made an example of" 

This included Little Shell (II), identified as "Chief of the Turtle Mountain Band." Kittson 

claimed that Little Shell was not "badly disposed." Although he thought the Turtle 

Mountain leader had the moral sense to know right from wrong, he regarded Little Shell 

as "entirely unfit to govern his land."^'* Such an attitude did not bode well for the 

immediate and fiiture negotiations with the Pembina and Turtle Mountain leader. 

As a private businessman and prominent politician, Kittson had benefited greatly from 

the defrauding and dispossession of the Chippewa and Dakota Indians that was part of the 

political patronage system in Minnesota Territory. He represented local opinion and 

influenced Minnesota politics. His letter ended by weighing in on the long term cause for 

the alleged depredation. Kittson reiterated the commonplace charge that all Indian 

problems stemmed from undue leniency on the part of the federal government. The U.S. 

government's "forbearance" and concessions constituted the sole cause for these 
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disparate incidents of Chippewa pillage and Dakota violence?^ Kittson refused to 

recognize that the Indians had any legitimate grievances. 

One might think that he based his harsh opinions on bitter experience, rather than 

malice. He concluded the letter with an obvious untruth that revealed his spitefulness. All 

reports from local Indian agents, superintendents, and even Ramsey, always made clear 

distinctions between the "tractable" nature of the Chippewa versus the more fractious 

temperament of the Dakota. Kittson overlooked these obvious differences and attempted 

to conflate an incident involving $8,500 of property and no injuries or deaths, with a 

horrific month-long episode that rendered Minnesota into a two hundred mile "track of 

blood" resulting in the death of nearly 500 settlers.^^ He accused the Chippewas of being 

as hostile to the U.S. as the Dakotas. Moreover, he claimed artfully that if their role in the 

Grand Forks incident went unpunished, then "we may look forward and expect from 

them such scenes as have been enacted the past season by the Sioux."^^ Clearly, Kittson 

painted the Chippewas with as broad and tarnished a brush as necessary to get the full 

and speedy compensation to which he felt entitled. His accusations provided greater 

leverage to induce Chippewa concessions in a treaty that would bolster his business by 

securing various rights-of-way through the Red River valley. 

Ramsey concluded his initial discourse on this matter by stating that the passage of 

boats or carts through their country did not harm the resident Indians in any way, or 

deprive them of anything. He promised that they could still hunt and fish as usual. The 

U.S. would pay the bands "liberally" for these passage rights, even though such an 

arrangement took nothing from them which they "possessed." This offer to pay for 
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"nothing" must have puzzled the Indian delegates. The cutting of timber and running of 

steamboats impacted negatively the availability of fish and game, and therefore devalued 

what they occupied. Of greater importance legally, their occupation and use of this region 

gave them a legal interest in those lands. They possessed their "Indian title" to the 

region's lands and waterways. Despite the weak protection this convoluted legal doctrine 

provided for Indian land claims, it still technically precluded European American passage 

or settlement until extinguished lawfully by the federal government. Although never 

stated forthrightly, the commission intended to extinguish the "Indian title" through the 

legal instrument of a treaty. 

Unbeknownst to the Chippewas, a growing sentiment in Congress and Dole's Indian 

bureau increasingly permitted senators like Ramsey to "eliminate any possibility that the 

treaty might be interpreted as a recognition of Indian title to the land."^^ Instead, Ramsey 

offered the Chippewa bands what he characterized as a "liberal" payment of $20,000 for 

the right-of-way. He followed immediately with an alternative offer presented 

offhandedly as, "or, if you want to sell your lands and retain a reservation for yourselves, 

O A  . . .  ,  
say so." Thus, the initial presentation of the primary goal, disguised as an afterthought, 

followed the gilded "something for nothing" secondary goal. Ramsey's offer of a 

generous payment for "nothing which you possess" amounted to legal deceit, or "the 

fraudulent representation of a material fact made with the knowledge of its falsity."^' 

Ramsey had not come to only negotiate a right-of-way, although river transit and routes 

for railroad and telegraph lines comprised high priorities, for which he and other 

prominent persons (i.e., Henry M. Rice, Henry H. Sibley, and Norman Kittson) had 
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personal interests. According to Commissioner Dole's instructions, this only 

represented one of the treaty commission's goals. No matter which option the Chippewa 

chose, the end results would be the same: the opening of their territory to European 

American transit and settlement, almost total dispossession of their lands except for a 

small reservation, and no preservation of their hunting and fishing rights. 

The following day, the U.S. delegation yielded the speaker's forum to the Indians. 

Little Rock, of the Red Lake band, fulfilled the role of main spokesperson for both bands 

during the proceedings. As an example of the situational nature of Chippewa political 

leadership, they customarily chose an orator or "talking chief," who was not necessarily a 

chief, to speak for them in diplomatic forums. Also, since a significant part of the 

Pembina band traced their origins to the Red Lake band, they deferred generally to their 

elder brothers to speak for them as well. Pointing to the assembled headmen. Little Rock 

stated, "I do not consider myself a chief, but I am going to interpret their words. I am a 

representative of them, as you are of the Great Father."^^ From his opening remark, the 

chiefs must have discerned correctly that the U.S. called into question the Chippewa 

band's possessory rights to the lands on both sides of the Red River south of the British 

possessions. 

Little Rock based their indigenous claim on the highest authority possible. He asserted 

immediately, "I am going to show you how we came to occupy this land. The Master of 

Life placed us here, and gave it to us for an inheritance.'"'^'^ One simple statement 

conveyed the spirituality entwined with Chippewa concepts of creation, identity, heritage, 

and legacy. They perceived of land and its attendant resources as part of a larger holistic 
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spiritual/utilitarian relationship. A large part of this responsibility involved looking ahead 

to future generations. Land and resources did not belong just to the living members of 

their community, but to future generations as well.^^ 

To better relate their sense of place, order, and continuity within a tradition that 

transcended time, Little Rock summarized migration stories recounted from Chippewa 

oral tradition. He placed their Grandfather's origins "far to the East," while the tracks of 

their travels "strike away off to the West" (referring to the Turtle Mountain band and 

other Plains-Ojibwa). In case these migrations should be mistaken by the U.S. 

commissioners as merely the random movements of "roving bands," Little Rock made it 

clear that the territory currently under discussion "belongs to us." This affirmation of 

their sovereignty confirmed that Ramsey's artful presentation had not fooled them. In 

fact, his presumptuous offer offended them. "We should be very sorry for you to set a 

value upon the land for us, and make us an offer ... before you heard our offer. 

They took further offense at Ramsey's assertion that the Red River had little or no 

importance for them. To make it clear to the U.S. delegation. Little Rock elaborated upon 

the Chippewa's sovereign claim. "The Master of Life gave us the river and the water 

thereof to drink, the animals for food and clothing, and the woods and roads (referring to 

the Red River, or any river, as a "road," which was the purpose it served for them, as 

depicted on Chippewa birch bark scrolls showing footprints on waterways) we depend on 

for subsistence, and [yet] you think we derive no benefits from them. The Master of Life 

gave it to us for an inheritance." According to the worldview of these Chippewa bands, 

land and resources should only to be used in culturally-sanctioned ways that fulfilled 
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their subsistence and spiritual needs based on sacred obligations of stewardship. As 

Aboriginal people they had prior occupation, no intention of moving, and wanted to 

insure their children's future. In case Little Rock's eloquence had not expressed their 

dismay with the U.S. proposal, the Pembina chief Red Bear interjected, and reminded 

Ramsey that, "you are here on a visit to lands that do not belong to you" He also denied 

any involvement with the depredations alleged by Ramsey, by declaring, "I have been 

guilty of no crime." 

Ramsey tried to soothe the Indian's hurt feelings by confirming that European 

Americans too acknowledged the Master of Life. He also posited that perhaps Indians in 

adjacent regions, who had forgotten the lessons of the Great Spirit, fomented the recent 

troubles on the Red River. While these somewhat agreeable words could have shifted the 

negotiations in a more conciliatory direction, it seemed that Ramsey could not abstain 

from being overbearing. After launching into a diatribe on the inferior ways Indians used 

their lands and resources, he ended with a false assertion that the Indians had been 

destitute before contact with Europeans. The commissioner boasted that the European 

American system of cultivation and settlement could support 10,000 times as many 

people in the region. All the good things the Indians had (e.g., guns, powder, shot, lead, 

blankets, cloth, etc.) came from the whites. Nevertheless, the Natives should not despair 

because, "it is probable that the Great Spirit had in view the mutual advantage of both 

races in bringing them together."^^ In this statement, Ramsey constructed a corollary to 

the popular American idea of "manifest destiny." From this perspective, more white 

people meant more food and blankets for Indian people, and greater overall improvement 
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in their condition. The always altruistic and never self-interested Great Father only 

wanted to "promote their welfare" by buying a right-of-way, and then taking them "under 

i_ * 9?40 his care. 

Displaying a little pique of his own, Ramsey announced that if they considered this 

offer unacceptable, he would be open to another proposition. The commissioner 

reminded the Indians that the Great Father had several times offered to purchase their 

lands. The U.S. made such overtures not for settlement, but because they desired free 

passage to avoid quarrels between them, which might get out of control and lead to 

violent conflict. By selling their lands, the Chippewa would assure their own peace and 

security. In return, they would receive a yearly supply of money and goods. Ignoring 

Little Rock's prior rejection of his claim about the worthlessness of these lands, Ramsey 

reiterated that such an agreement did not deprive them of anything valuable. If they sold 

their territory, they could still occupy and hunt over it as before, "probably for a long 

time." He then made the preposterous statement that this region would not be desired for 

European American settlement "before the youngest man among them was a gray-haired 

old man" (i.e., for approximately thirty-five years or circa 1900).'" Such hyperbole 

contradicted the report of the region's Superintendent of Indian Affairs, W.J. Cullen. 

Only four years before, he informed the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that "settlement 

would be sought [by European Americans] as soon as the Indian title should be secured 

by the government."'*^ 

Ramsey presented the Indian's decision-making task as unambiguous. The obvious 

advantages for them required little or no reflection on their part to reach an agreement. 
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On top of this, he made the unique nature of this offer quite clear. The Great Father did 

not usually ask his children, white or red, for the privilege of passing through their lands. 

He did so in this case only to "prevent difficulties," and "out of concern for their interest 

and welfare.Ramsey conceded that the assembled chiefs had not committed any 

crimes. He reiterated that the "whites and Chippewas of this country have heretofore 

lived in peace."'^'' This accurate assessment seemed to contradict his concerns about any 

"difficulties." Yet the commissioner still expected some sort of "explanation" or 

"apology," without clarifying what could be explained or atoned for if none of them had 

engaged in criminal activity. 

Little Rock replied that "all our bands" desired "perpetual peace and friendship with 

the whites.""*^ Nevertheless, he refuted Ramsey's notion of their dependence on trade 

goods, or prior destitution before contact with European Americans. Once again he 

referred to the Red River not just as a passageway, but as a region of adjacent prairies and 

resources "where I get my living." Eloquently explaining the reciprocal relationship 

between spirituality and subsistence. Little Rock explained that, "the Master of Life has 

placed upon these prairies animals from which I live. Their meat is my food, and their 

skins are my clothing. 

The increasing amount of steamboat traffic on the Red River since 1859 threatened the 

existence of these resources. Little Rock raised the crucial issue of Chippewa concern. 

This European American wrongful interference with the possession of unceded Chippewa 

lands (and waterways) constituted legal trespass. He stated that, "it seems now that the 

white man is passing backward and forward and wrestling these prairies from our hands. 
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and taking this food from my mouth."''^ Crews cut wood to fuel the steamboats without 

paying. Based on these experiences, he challenged the self-proclaimed equity of U.S. 

justice. "When your young men steal anything, you make them pay. That is the way we 

look upon those white men who drive away the animals and the fish the Great Spirit has 

given us for our support." 

Ramsey refused to acknowledge the possibility of any negative effect on the Native 

population from European American encroachment. It seemed he had not even heard 

Little Rock's grievances. He characterized the "whole tenor" of the Chippewa orator's 

speeches as little more than ingenious justifications for depredations without 

acknowledging that any had been committed."^^ Little Rock addressed the treaty 

commissioner's less than adequate overture. He wondered if Ramsey thought them 

ignorant, and characterized the proposed U.S. payment for an unimpeded right of passage 

on the Red River as completely incommensurate to either its worth to the Americans, or 

its loss to the Indians. Again Ramsey's obsession with the alleged pillaging caused him to 

miss Little Rock's rejection of his meager offer and its unfounded rationale. He thought 

Little Rock had begun to address the issue of compensation for depredations. Sensing that 

the U.S. representatives had still not gotten his message, the Indian spokesman became 

more blunt, and less diplomatic. "We want you to understand that the proposition you 

made us yesterday [i.e., $20,000 for the right of way] we do not accept. We do not think 

ofitatall."^'^ 

Moreover, the Indians upbraided the U.S. delegation for not adhering to the 

reciprocity of gift-giving required by Indian diplomacy. Little Rock reminded them that. 
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"when we come into council, we smoke all the time, and we have consumed all the 

tobacco you have given us."^' Ramsey once again proved himself incapable of complying 

with what seemed like a reasonable entreaty. He elevated a matter of protocol into a 

contentious issue. Clearly, he did not understand that the Indians interpreted the paucity 

of such presents as a commensurate lack of commitment to a satisfactory settlement. For 

the Chippewa, the etiquette of largesse smoothed the way for conciliation. Believing that 

their request amounted to nothing more than a stalling tactic, the commissioner began 

complaining about the lateness of the autumn season, the onset of cold weather, and the 

long journey back to St. Paul. He did not believe that they had used up all of their 

tobacco. They must be mistaken. Little Rock, tapping the empty bowl of his pipe, replied 

that "there is a mistake, but the place where it is, is in the bottom of my pipe."^^ 

Ramsey noted that so far only the Red Lake Indians had taken an active and amenable 

part in the proceedings. As usual he attributed this situation to the wrong reasons. In 

addition to not understanding Little Rock's orator role for both bands during the 

negotiations, the commissioner came to the rather racist conclusion that the more 

amenable nature of the Red Lake Chippewa stemmed from their geographical isolation 

and unadulterated Indian blood. Due to these circumstances, Ramsey believed they 

remained "among the purest representatives ... of the Indian race," in contrast to the 

predominantly mixed-blood Pembina band.^^ His attitude reflected the increase of 

biological racial stereotyping connected with the public discourse of manifest destiny 

prevalent in the U.S. since the mid-1840s.Ramsey obviously had no knowledge of the 

long standing kinship relations between the Red Lake and Pembina bands. Although the 
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latter group had split off from the Red Lakers some time ago, they still deferred 

somewhat to their elder relations in political councils of such great importance. In spite of 

the fact that the right of Red River passage required the assent of the both bands, the 

closer proximity of the Minnesota Red Lake band to oncoming European American 

settlement resulted in the commissioners directing much more of their attention and 

flattery towards them, rather than the Pembinas in Dakota Territory. 

Little Rock reminded the commissioners that he spoke for all the chiefs of both bands. 

He began his next oration on a note that Ramsey did not comprehend. Speaking 

metaphorically, he said that he liked "cleanliness." Responding privately in the journal 

(not publicly to the Indian delegates), Ramsey could not resist denigrating the less than 

tidy appearance of the "talking chiefs" shirt, and misinterpreting the statement as a 

"boast."^^ Little Rock meant that these talks should be started with a clean slate. "Past 

offenses" should be overlooked or forgotten. He was not just referring to Ramsey's 

allegations of Indian depredations. The major concern of the Chippewa bands focused on 

the illegal European American trespass into their territory, and the subsequent damages to 

their resources. To get beyond these mutual recriminations, the Red Lake orator invoked 

an aspect of Indigenous Eastern Woodland diplomatic protocol known as the condolence 

ritual.^^ By asking that "the tracks of footprints everywhere, and the ravages [they have] 

made" be wiped away. Little Rock tried to open the door to more meaningful and less 

contentious negotiations. He conveyed the Native sense that any bad blood on either side 

must be "cleaned" before they could enter into a treaty relationship.^' 
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Little Rock felt compelled to try and get the U.S. representatives to understand that the 

Chippewa bands had not come to this council to discuss land merely in terms of property, 

territory, or resources. They had no right to do this because of their sacred connection to 

this particular territory. "The Master of Life when he put you here never told you that you 

should own the soil, nor when the Master of Life put me here did he tell me that you 

CO 
should own the soil." The Red Lake and Pembina Chippewa could not separate their 

particular place on earth from their lives on it. They conceived of this unique relationship 

in cultural, environmental, religious and symbolic terms that gave them meaning as a 

people.^^ 

In a maimer similar to the foretellings of other Native peoples, the Chippewa had their 

own dire prophecy about the coming of the European Americans. Little Rock recounted 

"the words that were given to [my great-grandfather] by the Master of Life: 'At sometime 

there shall come among you a stranger speaking a language you do not understand. He 

will try to buy land from you, but do not sell it. Keep it for an inheritance to your 

children'.Since much of the cultural identity of Indian communities evolved from 

such word-of-mouth divination, the Chippewa bands reflected upon the increasing 

tenuousness of their situation, and tried to drew strength from their oral traditions. As 

Edward Said remarked, such "stories are at the heart of... [what] people use to assert 

their own identity and the existence of their own history."^' In an appeal for greater 

empathy from the American delegation, Little Rock addressed Ramsey personally and 

said, "My friend, if you want to understand me more thoroughly, take away from me ... 

what afflicts me in my feelings."^^ Once again, Ramsey misinterpreted the Indian orator's 
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plea for cross-cultural compassion, as an admission of guilt over the alleged depredations 

deserving of some punishment. It seemed that Ramsey's obsession over depredations 

precluded him from comprehending what Little Rock told him about the indigenous 

concept of sacred land and sense of place. 

Sensing the commissioner's primary concern. Little Rock addressed the plundering 

issue directly, but in accordance with the Chippewa ideal of autonomous responsibility. 

He reminded Ramsey that young warriors often behaved foolishly, and acted in ways 

beyond the control of their elders. Even the usually hostile Kittson had confirmed this 

state of affairs. In his critical rendition of the incident at Grand Forks, Kittson praised 

Little Rock and the Red Lake chief Moose Dung (Mo-so-mo) in particular, for 

endeavoring to prevent trouble. Even though their efforts proved to be in vain, Kittson 

believed they deserved "some notice from the Government for their good intentions."^^ 

Apparently Ramsey's instructions from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs did not 

convey that he should be the bearer of such recognition. 

Little Rock's response raised the general issue of interethnic crime in a way that 

would have discomfited Ramsey, or any other federal Indian affairs official. The U.S. 

government resorted constantly to the same rationale about their inability to control the 

incursions and violence of its citizens on the borderlands of Indian country. Yet, in his 

subtle way. Little Rock pointed out the disparate capacity of the U.S. to achieve political 

efficacy over its own people by acknowledging that, "we know that you are powerful. 

He implied that if the U.S., with its legal, law enforcement, and military institutions could 
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not control its own citizenry, how could two weaker and disparate Chippewa bands be 

expected to restrain their members? 

Little Rock addressed the other issues raised by Ramsey. In regards to concluding the 

council sooner rather than later, the Red Lake orator reminded the commissioner that "we 

also are not without work to do." He reiterated Red Bear's reminder that, "I have not 

gone to your house, but you have come to mine." Little Rock also refuted Ramsey's 

statement about the "destitution" of his people. "Formerly I did not consider myself 

poverty stricken at all, because there was plenty of game in the country. Now the game is 

going." He ascribed this circumstance to an "evil spirit." It was clear to whom Little 

Rock referred. 

The commissioners admitted that "the prospect began to grow dim that a title derived 

from sources so metaphysical and supernatural, and fortified by claims so exalted, and 

traditions so sublime, could be bought by any such terrestrial dross as money and 

blankets."^^ Yet Ramsey insisted that the Indians "were in want of many things," such as 

powder, shot, guns, knives, axes, blankets, tobacco, and clothes. Nevertheless, God "sent 

a new race over here to supply their necessities," and as a consequence they have become 

"entirely dependent upon this race." Ramsey employed this sort of general denigration of 

the Indians before proceeding to the real issue which concerned him. He did not bring up 

the need for a right-of-way, but mentioned casually that "if they were now to turn over 

this land" to the United States, both races would benefit.^^ 

Then he changed course, and contradicted his previous statement by claiming that "we 

do not care so much about the land." The citizens of the U.S. only wanted to travel over 
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it. Yet, if the Chippewa wanted to sell their land, "they may reserve as much as they 

choose within reasonable limits for hunting and agriculture, and that a farm will be given 

to each of their half-breed friends."^^ For the first time during these negotiations, Ramsey 

broached the possibility of the Red Lake band and the Pembina band each receiving a 

reservation on their respective sides of the Red River. Such a proposal ignored Little 

Rock's affirmation that the Chippewa derived an adequate living from, and felt a sacred 

connection to, their territory. Ramsey insisted that their lands were "worthless to them." 

By relinquishing them, they would get provisions "every year" from the U.S. 

government, while continuing to hunt "for many years at least."^^ If the Indians agreed to 

these terms they had nothing to lose and much to gain. Ramsey reminded them that they 

would need the money because they had debts to pay, plus reparations for their 

depredations. 

Little Rock responded that crime, lying, and theft dismayed him as much as it alarmed 

Ramsey. His frustrations with Ramsey's specious claims became more apparent. While 

the commissioner kept making the inaccurate declaration that the Chippewa lived poorly 

before the arrival of the European Americans, Little Rock tried to convince him that the 

opposite was true. He informed Ramsey that any final settlement must "take into 

consideration the animals that you kill and the wood that you bum."'° The Red Lake 

orator also challenged Ramsey's veracity and benevolence, by stating "I do not believe, 

as you say, that our land is worthless. I think the amount I asked of you is nothing but a 

fair equivalent for the land we cede to you. If you want to better my condition, you 

should give me enough to make me comfortable."^' He reminded the commissioner that 
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ever since he could remember, the Red River region had given him adequate sustenance. 

However, the coming of the steamboats had "driven away the game and made me poor." 

The Indian spokesman went on to refute Ramsey's false assertion that their lands were 

worthless. "You say that the land is not of much value to us. It is of great value to us." 

"That river furnished me a living." It provided food, water, shelter and clothing. "It is 

there we used to get everything we had."^^ 

Sensing that his stratagems had made little headway with the Indians so far, the 

commissioner posited a divide and conquer strategy. He blamed the lack of progress in 

the bargaining on the "difficulty of doing business in a large council." Ramsey wanted to 

exclude Little Rock, the warriors, and the half-breeds from the negotiations. He believed 

it would be better for only the chiefs to meet with him, and then come to an agreement 

that they could take back to their people. The Chippewa saw right through this 

subterfuge. The process was not the problem. The negotiations had stalemated over the 

inability of the commissioners to understand that from the Indian perspective, the U.S 

refused to accept responsibility or offer compensation for its own citizens' trespass into 

their territory and over their waterways. Little Rock told Ramsey that, "if you had wanted 

a right-of-way over roads and rivers, you would have consulted us first, before you took 

^.^"74 (ji-ive home his point about the deficient sum of money offered by the U.S., the 

Red Lake orator asked Ramsey how long it would be before the citizens of the U.S. 

ceased using the roads and rivers? His implication was clear. If the Americans wanted to 

gain access to, and use something forever, then the Indians should be compensated with 
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enough financial consideration to sustain their future generations in perpetuity for all they 

would lose permanently. 

Yet Ramsey continued to either misunderstand genuinely or feigned incomprehension. 

Despite the fact that Little Rock spoke more directly and avoided using common Indian 

metaphors or symbolism, Ramsey referred to his speeches as "enigmatical and non

committal." He insisted that the U.S. did not want to buy the Chippewa's land, but only 

wanted a right-of-way. He became increasingly peevish about their "refusal to sell," and 

could not understand why they would not sell their land for "money and blankets." 

Ramsey declared that if the bands did not "make a treaty," they "would be held 

answerable for the wrongs they had done, and the depredations they had committed."^^ 

In the aftermath of regional European American anger over the "Great Sioux uprising," 

such admonitions had ominous overtones. 

Little Rock insisted that no punishments should be meted out for past depredations, 

because no Indian's guilt had been established. Even more significantly, he contended 

correctly that the "white man's laws" had no jurisdiction over the Red Lake or Pembina 

Chippewa, while they continued living in unceded Indian country.'^ While this lack of 

federal jurisdiction over Indian country remained the law of the land until 1885, 

Ramsey's insinuation had the desired effect. It had shaken the Indians up. They had heard 

many other European Americans in the vicinity, like Kittson, say that the recalcitrant 

Chippewa deserved the same fate as the rebellious Dakota. Little Rock pleaded that if the 

commissioners would promise "not to erect in this land a bad tree [i.e., a gallows] for any 
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of our people, or make a dark hole in the ground to lock us in [i.e., a jail or dungeon], we 

shall come to an understanding."'^ 

Ramsey agreed, and began crafting the various treaty provisions. Although he wanted 

the final "arrangements" to be "fair and just," and in line with recent similar transactions 

with other Indian bands, he already started trimming. He claimed that other Chippewas 

had "more desirable lands." Therefore he could not give the Red Lake and Pembina 

bands more. If they ceded their lands, they would retain their "privilege" (i.e., not defined 

as a "right") of hunting "for many years.Sensing the ascendancy of his position, and 

the wavering of the Indians, Ramsey launched into a bizarre analogy more "enigmatical" 

than anything uttered by Little Rock. He equated the Indians ceding their land to a man 

selling a horse. When someone sells a horse, they lose the use of that animal forever. 

They either do without it, or buy another horse. Analogous to the proposed land cession, 

the U.S. would pay the Indians the value of the horse, and then give them the horse back 

70 
"to use as much as they choose." Once again Ramsey misrepresented the purpose and 

terms of the treaty. 

The bargaining got sharper over the issues of boundaries and money. Alluding to the 

proposed purchase price. Little Rock reminded the commissioner about the relative 

nature of wealth or poverty, and rejected Ramsey's assertions about their standard of 

living. He upped the ante by stating that "we demand per head, $ 100 in money and 

$55.66 in goods, per annum ... for 50 years." Ramsey exploded and launched into an 

irrational diatribe without factual or legal foundation. He accused them of trying "to sell 

me a country which does belong to them."^® Referring to the contentious southern 
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boundary of the Sheyenne River west of the Red River, Ramsey asserted that the Dakota 

hunted along this watercourse more than the Chippewa. This was not true. While both 

tribes had contended for the lucrative buffalo grounds along this vital river, long before 

1849 the Chippewa had established themselves as the dominant tribe north of the 
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Sheyenne. The Chippewa and Dakota settled this matter between themselves and the 

Metis in the renewed Sweet Com treaty of 1858. They recognized mutually that the 

Chippewa held the lands to the north of the river, and the Dakota controlled the territory 

to the south. This fact, which Ramsey chose to ignore, became recognized formally by 

the U.S. government in the Sisseton and Wahpeton treaty of 1867. It acknowledged that 

Chippewa territory began just north of Devil's Lake.^^ Since this western realm of the 

proposed treaty cession belonged to the Pembina band, Ramsey demanded to hear about 

it from their chiefs directly. 

The Pembina chief Red Bear responded reluctantly, and expressed his dismay with the 

commissioner and the entire proceeding. He told Ramsey that, "I do not want to say 

anything to you." Red Bear found fault exclusively with the commissioner for the failure 

of the council to reach an agreement. In a rebuttal to Ramsey's earlier insistence that he 

only wanted to deal with the chiefs. Red Bear stated, "my friend, what is the reason that 

when we want to talk with you, there are a great many here who trouble us with their 

breathe? We have been in council before, but we were never so hard pushed by the 

whites." Red Bear's interjection showed that while the negotiations seemed centered on 

the oratorical dueling of Alexander Ramsey and Little Rock, other U.S. officials 

conducted more pressure and sharp bargaining behind the scenes and off the official 
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record. Red Bear stated repeatedly that "things do not go right." He did not want to talk 

about any land cession, especially beneath a tall flagpole flying the U.S. stars and stripes. 

He objected to its implication of a superior authority over the higher powers of the 

Master of Life. Red Bear also refuted the U.S. claim that the initiative for land cessions 

came from the Chippewa bands. They wanted to forestall European American trespass, 

rather than sell their lands. The Indians perceived the eagerness of Minnesota and the 

U.S. for their unceded territory, and sensed that such urgency could be used to their own 

advantage. Red Bear observed that "whenever there is anything to be sold, the last place 

to be ceded is always the strongest. We have the last place, and we claim that we have a 
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pretty strong thing." This circumstance probably did enhance their bargaining position 

somewhat. They knew from twelve years of interactions how the U.S. desire for their 

waterways and territory had increased. Yet it also put more pressure on them, in terms of 

how long could they hold out and resist such massive and disruptive incursions. 

Ramsey interjected that he had not come to this treaty council to buy their Itinds. He 

wanted rights-of-way through their unceded territory, and compensation for depredations. 

The commissioner did not seem to realize that asking the bands for a right of transit over 

the lands and waters where they lived recognized their "Indian title." Increasingly 

exasperated by the Indian's ability to deflect his stratagems, Ramsey asked bluntly what 

they intended to do about these particulars. He wanted a quick and final answer, one way 

or the other. To reinforce his demands, and increase the pressure on the Chippewa, he 

reverted to the baseless allegation that they had conspired with the Dakota during the 

recent uprising. "Tell Mr. Red Bear that he and his friends are better friends to the Sioux 
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than to the whites." He accused the Pembina Indians and "half-breeds" of harboring 

Sioux runaways, supplying them with ammunition, receiving stolen goods from various 

unspecified robberies, and levying a tax upon several Red River steamboats.^'^ 

Red Bear replied indignantly that he did not harbor any Sioux. "I can see nothing back 

of me [i.e., nothing in his past] of which I am ashamed, and with all my band it is the 

same. My band has not been guilty of any depredations."^^ Kittson and Ramsey knew the 

speciousness of their charges about any Chippewa collusion with the Sioux in 1862.^^ 

Ramsey tried to moderate his charge by stating that he did not accuse the chief 

personally. However, he insisted on the collective guilt of the Pembina Chippewa 

because some Dakota had fled to the Red River valley. Devil's Lake, and the Pembina or 

Turtle mountains. Again Ramsey deployed the U.S. double standard about political 

efficacy. While U.S. officials, with agents, missionaries, soldiers, and traders, remained 

faultless when not fulfilling their fiduciary trust responsibility and delivering treaty 

annuities on time, or controlling their Sioux "wards" on federally designated reservations. 

Red Bear could be made culpable for not keeping Sioux refugees out of his band's 

domain. "If he cannot keep them out, why does he come here to make a fuss about a 

country which they don't own, but which is occupied by our enemies."^^ Ramsey's 

absurd denunciation had ominous implications. 

If the Pembina band could not control its borders, they could not claim sovereignty 

over their territory. Therefore they could not cede it legally or be entitled to any 

compensation from the U.S. through a treaty. As a negotiating ploy, Ramsey attempted to 

taint the "tractable" reputation of the Chippewa with unsubstantiated conspiracy charges 
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in order to negate their recognized sovereignty and land rights. Still, Ramsey overlooked 

the absurdity of his own rationalizations. First, if the Pembina Chippewa had no 

sovereignty over the lands west of the Red River, why had the Commissioner of Indian 

affairs sent a treaty commission to negotiate a right-of-way or a land cession? Second, 

did the U.S. forfeit its sovereignty over twenty-three southwestern Minnesota counties 

on 
when they were "virtually depopulated" by the Sioux uprising? 

Ramsey continued his rhetorical rampage against the recognized material facts. He 

proclaimed that the Dakota (Sioux) had a greater claim to the lands in question than the 

Red Lake or Pembina Chippewa. Yet the latter bands had the nerve to ask for ten-times 
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as much as the land was worth. The commissioner's tirade set off Red Bear. He 

complained that nobody had gotten down to "business" yet, although that was what he 

came for. He did not know that these matters would be discussed at this council. Both he 

and Little Shell had deferred saying anything until the Red Lakers had finished. Then 

they would "make a bargain."^^ Again Ramsey misperceived Indian diplomatic protocol 

and misinterpreted what Red Bear told him. He replied that the Pembina band had not 

indicated that they wanted to negotiate separately from the Red Lake band. If they did, he 

did not care, as long as they did something at once.^' 

Little Rock interjected that urgency was no substitute for clarity. He felt compelled to 

challenge Ramsey's prior statements disparaging the Pembina Chippewa land claims 

west of the Red River in favor of the Dakota. Regarding "the tract of country you spoke 

of,..., and how we came to own this land," Little Rock indicated that "a tribe speaking a 

different language occupied it." This reference identified the Pembina and Turtle 
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Mountain Chippewa as distinct Plains-Ojibwa bands, who spoke a different Cree-

influenced dialect of Ojibwa than their eastern woodland relations, like the Red Lake 

Chippewa. Little Rock conceded that a long time before these lands had belonged to the 

Dakota. Nevertheless, "we drove them [westward], and when we had driven them off we 

claimed the land as our own." Their land claim derived not only from the Master of Life, 

but from an indigenous doctrine of conquest. The Chippewa orator rebuffed Ramsey's 

denigration of their political efficacy, sovereignty, and territorial possession. While the 

commissioner never substantiated his charges. Little Rock offered proof of his claim by 

saying, "we can show you our camps all along the Sheyenne River. We hunt down there 

always. It is still so - we still own that land, and we never want to shake hands with the 

tribe [the Sioux] you have mentioned."^^ 

Ramsey deflected the Chippewa territorial claim by shifting his focus 

away from the land question and back to the free passage topic by retorting, "we do not 

care about the lands. We want a right-of-way."^^ He insisted that "the roads and river 

must be unobstructed." Depicting the Chippewa bands as mere obstacles of progress, the 

commissioner warned them that "the world is going ahead, and those that can't go with it 

must stand aside."^'' Then the commissioner swung back to the land issue by denigrating 

the basis of the Chippewa claims and denying the fairness of their asking price. "They 

pretend to be very fond of their lands," and will not part with them "except at an 

extravagant price." He continued by saying, "I told them at the beginning that I did not 

want their lands." Ramsey persisted in misrepresenting the facts. Contrary to his own 

observations en route to the treaty council, and the unanimous assessments of many other 
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U.S. sponsored expeditions on the tremendous agricultural potential of the lands 

adjoining the Red River, he stated that, "they are not the kind of lands that the white man 

want at all."^^ 

Ramsey insisted that the U.S. only wanted a right-of-way to forestall trouble, settle 

past offenses, and avoid future difficulties. He accused the Chippewas of double-dealing. 

"They told me they wouldn't sell the right-of-way, and then offered their lands at a price 

they know would not be given." On top of this mischaracterization, he went to even 

greater lengths to belittle the bargaining position of the Indians. He accused them of not 

receiving "the offer of the Great father ... in the spirit in which it was made." Because of 

this "the Great father would regard the price at which they offer their lands as 

ridiculous."^^ 

After eight days of negotiations, the U.S. delegation sought closure. Ramsey decried 

that "all this counciling comes to nothing. It is all talk-talk-talk and no business." He 

accused the Chippewas of "trifling" with him.^^ To overcome this predicament Ramsey 

offered to let the Indians in on a little secret. "The bad conduct of the Sioux had created a 

prejudice in the minds of a great many whites against all Indians. Congress and the 

"Great Father" had all begun to place a lower estimate upon 'Indian title' than 

QR 
heretofore." Ramsey's groundless assertion distorted federal Indian policy to beguile 

the Chippewa delegates. 

Congress and the President had suspended the 1851 Sioux treaties and reservations as 

a result of the 1862 uprising. Yet, this one-time emergency termination, implemented 

amidst the crisis of the Civil War, did not signal any major shift in Indian policy. In the 
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past many powerful U.S. officials, such as Chief Justice John Marshall, Secretary of War 

John C. Calhoun, and President Andrew Jackson, desired to "impair" the legal basis of 

"Indian title" to varying degrees. They usually predicated this diminishment on the 

erroneous grounds that the Indians did not "use" their lands productively. Yet, in the 

immediate aftermath of the Sioux uprising, no groundswell of unanimity emanated from 

the federal government to "disregard" any other Indian claims to occupy and possess 

their lands legally until purchased by the U.S. Once again, Ramsey made a false 

representation of the facts to enhance his bargaining position. Such intentional deception 

constituted legal fraud.^^ 

The commissioner drew the Chippewa's attention to the new political and financial 

realities of the Civil War. Earlier in the negotiations Ramsey had reassured the "poor" 

Indian delegates that the wealthy "Great Father" would "promote their welfare" and take 

them "under his care." Now he claimed that the "Great Father" had his "hands full" with 

an enormous military undertaking costing lots of money. Therefore, Congress looked 

more closely at the money matters involved with Indian treaties than they had before. 

Now was the time to make a treaty. It would probably be the Indian's only opportunity 

for several years. 

To begin the real business of treaty-making, Ramsey asked for a description of the 

band's boundaries from their chiefs. Apparently, the right-of-way no longer constituted 

the primary issue. He wanted to know whether they considered the Goose River or the 

Sheyenne River as the southern Chippewa boundary with the Dakota. Little Rock 

reiterated that the latter waterway comprised the intertribal demarcation. He stated 
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dramatically that, "the bones of the Chippewa are scattered all along the Sheyenne River, 

and that is the reason we consider it belongs to us."'°' Despite their mobility, the 

Chippewa had an astute sense of their territory, often marked by sacred and burial sites. 

Getting nowhere with Little Rock, Ramsey turned his attention to the Pembina 

Chippewa. He reiterated that the recent Sioux uprising had "very much weakened the 

1 (V) 
popular respect for Indian titles." This disingenuous statement ignored the fact that 

while there had been a relative amount of European American and Dakota Indian amity 

amidst the ethnic tensions on the Minnesota frontier since 1851, there had never been 

much - if any - "popular respect" for Indian title. The lack of respect came as much from 

the federal government's acquiescence to land speculators and lumberman, as from the 

local settlers. Despite Ramsey's assertion, the Sioux upheaval did not change the long

standing European American disregard for Indian land rights. Since Chief Justice 

Marshall's declaration in 1831 that Indians "occup[ied] a territory to which we assert a 

title independent of their will," white settlers remained indifferent to the fact that their 

encroachments violated the law.^°^ They took up residence on reservation lands with little 

fear of removal or any legal consequences. 

Red Bear asserted that in the aftermath of the Sioux uprising, the U.S. army had 

driven the Dakota into Chippewa territory. Despite this unwanted intrusion of their 

traditional enemy, "we were trying to make peace when you interrupted it. You have 

counseled us to make peace, and we were trying to do so.""^'' Ramsey backed down from 

his prior accusations, and shifted the blame to certain "half-breeds" at St. Joseph who had 

traded ammunition to some of the fleeing Dakota. Since Ramsey mentioned his Pembina 
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homeland, Red Bear took the opportunity to assert his claim to it. "We had always lived 

at the mouth of the Pembina River," and his father had lived there before him. He and his 

band wished to retain a "spot" there. 

Little Shell jumped in and stated that he too had a "right to talk about the Pembina 

country, as his father owned all that country." He had come to the treaty council "with his 

mind made up to cede the country from the timber on the Red River [i.e., not the prairie], 

on both sides, to the heads of the streams, as had done before when he [i.e., Ramsey] 

made a treaty with them at Pembina in 1851.Red Bear had a slightly different 

configuration in mind. He described a strip of land running along the north side of the 

Pembina River that he wanted reserved. It extended from the Red River to St. Joseph, and 

encompassed the most valuable portion of that country. The Plains-Ojibwa leaders 

asserted that the territory west of any treaty cession boundary would continue to be held 

in common by both the Pembina and Turtle Mountain bands. 

In return for ceding their land adjacent to the Red River, the Pembina and Turtle 

Mountain bands wanted clothing, $50 per person, fifty horses (mares and stallions) with 

harnesses and bridles, and fifty cattle (oxen and cows). Ramsey responded in his usual 

disingenuous fashion. He would accede to their demands, but the "Great Father and his 

council" would scrutinize his accounts and wonder why he gave these Chippewa bands 

more than others had gotten in their treaties. This discrepancy could not be justified, 

especially since "we shall not want [these Chippewa lands] for fifty years, if at 

Once again, Ramsey misrepresented the goals of his commission, because he had 

admitted previously the imminent arrival of various railroads through the region. As an 
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incorporator and director of four railroad lines holding grants through the area, he also 

had a personal stake in the proceedings.'^^ 

After insisting that he did not really want their lands, Ramsey conceded that 

agreeing to sell them was a wise decision. Yet his patience with their "extravagant asking 

price" and "enormous demands" could not last forever.He inferred that such demands 

meant that the Chippewa did not want a treaty. Refusal to reach an accord implied that 

the Indians did not want to live in comfort, or atone for their alleged offenses. Ramsey's 

parsimonious counteroffer offended the moderate and contentious Chippewa delegates. 

Despite his assessment of Moose Dung as the leader of the majority who wanted a treaty, 

the chief complained, "is this all you can give to your children?" Ramsey considered the 

more combative May-dwe-gun-on-ind as the main force behind the "surly minority" who 

opposed any treaty.''" Not surprisingly, May-dwe-gun-on-ind's response disconcerted 

Ramsey. The chief cried out, "my heart is bleeding when I hear you talk. I am sorry ... 

that the Great father thinks so lightly of our land." He rejected "the little you offer me. I 

want enough that my children should all benefit."''' 

The reason that the Chippewa offer seemed too high derived from Ramsey's refusal to 

look beyond the immediate issues at hand, and consider the permanent ramifications of 

his proposal for the Indians. Little Rock reminded Ramsey that you "forget that the land 

will be yours as long as the world lasts. If you want to make a bargain on the proposition 

you have made us, I tell you frankly that I do not accept.""^ Ramsey upped his offer. He 

increased the annual payment (divided equally between the Red Lake and Pembina 
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bands) to $16,200, plus $2,000 worth of ammunition at the first installment. "For their 

I I ^ interest," Ramsey urged the Chippewa to accept his offer "and make an end of it." 

May-dwe-gun-on-ind continued to object. In accordance with his role as a Chippewa 

chief, he felt that any agreement had to benefit the long-terms interests of the entire tribe. 

Ramsey griped that "the chiefs who are trying to defeat a treaty do not understand their 

own interests.""'^ The pleading by the Red Lake leaders for more considerations only 

stretched Ramsey's patience further. 

May-dwe-gun-on-ind considered Ramsey's current offer "impossible. There would 

not be enough that my children should benefit by it." Little Rock concurred, by saying, 

"his words and my words are one."'^^ Ramsey accused them of bad faith towards the 

"Great Father," reiterated their alleged depredations, and demanded compensation. May-

dwe-gun-on-ind replied respectfiilly, "my Father, I have nothing that I can pay away." 

Ramsey accused them of "trifling" with him, and treating "their Great Father" with 

"disrespect," after all the "trouble" and "expense" he and the President had expended on 

their behalf''^ 

After nine days of contentious and fruitless negotiations, Ramsey conceded that "all 

hope of effecting a treaty ... seemed to be at an end."''^ In spite of his belief that May-

dwe-gun-on-ind remained as the only "obstacle" to a final agreement, Ramsey once again 

raised his offer. The annual payment to be divided between both bands rose to $20,000 

per year, with $150 to each chief, $500 for each chiefs house, $2,000 worth of 

provisions, and $100,000 to indemnify the damages resulting from their purported 

robberies.''^ The Red Lakers asked for and received an additional $5,000 for a road 
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running from their reserve to Leech Lake. The Pembina "half-breeds" made a strong 

effort to procure treaty monies for their benefit, but Ramsey rejected this proposal. 

Despite the fact that both sides had been so far apart, and some issues remained 

unresolved, they arrived at a final agreement rather suddenly. All the Chippewa chiefs, 

except May-dwe-gun-on-ind, who had left in disgust, made their marks as signatories to 

the Old Crossing Treaty on October 2, 1863.''^ No evidence can explain definitively 

what transpired behind the scenes during the last evening of the council. Determining the 

causes for such an abrupt turnaround can only be inferred. The treaty itself contained 

some telling provisions. The Pembina chief Red Bear, and the Red Lake leader Moose 

Dung, each obtained a reserve of 640 acres. Ramsey initiated this offer. The Indian 

leaders did not request them. These grants to influential Indian headmen can be viewed 

benignly as inducements, or less favorably and more accurately as bribes. Either way, 

they probably helped facilitate their acquiescence. 

The Red Lake and Pembina Chippewa bands pushed as hard as they could for as high a 

price as they could get for their lands. They prodded the recalcitrant Ramsey to increase 

the federal compensation for the land cession in Article Three to $20,000 per year for 

twenty years. Unfortunately, the Senate rearranged this remuneration, and other 

provisions in an amended supplemental treaty the following year.'^° By allocating more 

for goods, and less for per capita payments, so more federal dollars would go to local 

businesses, and less to the Indians. Article Two of the amended treaty also reduced the 

payment period to fifteen years, or at the sufferance of the President of the United States. 

This provided the U.S. with an escape clause in case of any disturbances like the Great 
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Sioux uprising. Despite all of his protestations during the council to the contrary, Ramsey 

confided to the commission's secretary that "no territorial acquisitions of equal intrinsic 

value have been made from the Indians at so low a rate per acre." 

As low as it remained, Ramsey's final offer contained one significant concession 

which had not been on the table before. The $100,000 indemnity specified under Article 

Four constituted a major breakthrough. With Ramsey's constant recourse to their alleged 

depredations, accompanied by his insistence that they would pay or else, this eleventh 

hour indemnity provision clinched the treaty. While the Chippewa bands still felt they did 

not get enough money for their land cession, especially compared to the far greater 

amount offered by the U.S. in the unratified 1851 Pembina Treaty, at least they got 

something. Their sparse annuity would not be siphoned off pay debts to traders or 

damages for depredations. 

Unfortunately, the 1864 treaty also changed this provision. Principal chief May-dwa-

gua-no-nind, translated as He That Is Spoken To, led the Red Lake delegation, including 

Little Rock and Moose Dung, to Washington, D.C. Along with Red Bear from the 

Pembina Chippewa, they signed the amended treaty. Article Six reduced the depredation 

indemnity by $25,000, and distributed it to the chiefs, with May-dwa-gwa-no-nind 

getting a specific payment of $5,000. This represented more than a substantial 

inducement for their compliance. This was a bribe. While other signatory chiefs received 

payments of $150 or $500 annually, and two leading chiefs obtained 640 acre land grants 

(worth only $51.20, or $.08 per acre), the only chief who refused to sign the 1863 treaty 

secured $5,000. Only after they signed did the chiefs find out they would not receive their 
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payments. According to historian Ella Hawkinson, the money went to a special agent 

assigned to procure goods for them.'^^ The Chippewa bands ceded a lot of valuable 

territory and received very little money, goods, or services in return. 

While the amended 1864 treaty somewhat reduced and reallocated the monetary 

compensation stipulations of the original 1863 treaty, Articles Three, Four, and Five 

provided more goods, services (e.g., blacksmith, doctor, miller, farmer), and new 

technologies (i.e., a saw-mill). Nevertheless, while some of these provisions appeared to 

be based upon largesse, others represented the expedient underside of alleged federal 

benevolence. Many items may have helped the Indians, but nobody asked them what 

"may be deemed for their best interests." Unfortunately, the upshot of inducements "to 

adopt the habits and pursuits of civilized life" diverted Indian monies into the hands of 

non-Indian agents, businesses, tradesmen, farmers, and artisans. 

Little Shell did not go with Red Bear to Washington, D.C. as part of the Pembina 

delegation. The fact that he signed the 1863 treaty, but not the 1864 supplementary 

articles, has led to a lot of confusion in the scant scholarly and popular literature on the 

Pembina, Turtle Mountain, and Little Shell Chippewa. A few sources claim that he did 

not sign either treaty. Perhaps some of the consternation stemmed from the fact that the 

Old Crossing treaty did not create any reservation for the Pembina or Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa. This occurred primarily because homesteading had just become a major part 

of federal land administration in 1863. By promoting settlement, homestead policy 

sought political consolidation of the West through economic integration of the region 
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with the rest of the nation. The process of homesteading coincided with the rapid addition 

of new territories and states. 

The advent of homesteading also gave federal Indian policymakers another solution in 

search of a problem to deploy from their grab-bag of options. Despite Commissioner 

Ramsey's attempts to dismiss the consequence of the 663 Pembina Chippewa "half-

breeds," and preclude their inclusion in the treaty council or land cession compensation, 

they did play a role in the final outcome. This constituted an infrequent instance of a U.S. 

Indian treaty that contained some land provision for the kindred mixed-bloods.'^'* 

As the majority segment of the region's population, allied closely with the Chippewa 

bands, the U.S. could not afford to disregard or alienate the mixed-bloods. To do so 

might disrupt the greater goal of securing the lands and resources of both groups. The 

treaty commissioners saw the Metis as useful, yet secondary, temporary allies who could 

be crucial to securing and solidifying the desired concessions from the Indians. The 

formal issuance of allotments or scrip as part of the final treaty agreement represented a 

small additional price to pay, since it helped pave the way to the ultimate goal of a huge 

cession for very cheap price. 

Article Eight of the 1863 treaty provided the best evidence for their influence. It 

contained a rather unique provision. Ramsey stuck to his insistence that the "half-breed" 

Chippewa not receive any treaty monies, even after the Pembina chiefs prepared a written 

request following the treaty signing for their mixed-bloods to receive $25,000.'^^ Even 

the initial lack of any land scrip from the land cession, did not exclude them from any 

legal regard. In "consideration" of the "cession" the treaty recognized implicitly that the 
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mixed-bloods had some Aboriginal interest in the ceded land. This constituted a rare 

occurrence in the annals of tribal-federal relations. 

The U.S. agreed to provide for the homestead-like allotment of 160 acre quarter 

sections to each adult "half-breed or mixed-blood" male of the tribe. They could select 

their tract within the boundaries of the ceded territory, but only z/European American 

settlers had not "occupied" it. Unfortunately, this stipulation subsumed Metis rights 

beneath the claims of "actual settlers." Securing legal land title could not be obtained 

unless they "adopted the habits and customs of civilized life," became U.S. citizens, and 

provided "due proof of five years' actual residence and cultivation," as stipulated by the 

Homestead Act. While this sounded fair and reasonable, it attempted to impose 

unrealistic European American agrarian standards on non-citizens who made their living 

from hunting buffalo, the fur trade, and carting goods. All of these endeavors required 

mobility, not residential farming. The promised "homestead" in reality amounted to an 

unprotected "squatter's right" subsumed eventually by a European American citizen's 

perfected title. 

Even these tentative provisions could have left too much land in the hands of mixed-

bloods identified or affiliated with Indians. Article Seven of the revised 1864 treaty was 

agreed upon in Washington, D.C. without any direct Metis participation in those 

negotiations, other than the presence of Charles Bottineau as a witness. The supplemental 

treaty reverted to the older federal government practice of issuing land scrip in lieu of 

actual land. Scrip represented a form of currency, and therefore, a marketable commodity 

in the form of cash or land. Its negligible security did not convey a fee patent or land title. 
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Land speculators usually acquired these money certificates at a steep discount for ready 

cash soon expended by the mixed-bloods. The brokers resold them at a considerable 

markup, or pressured the government into redeeming them at their face value. 

Based on prior experiences with Indian land allotments and Metis scrip, Indian Office 

and Land Office officials knew that lack of cash or credit, English language proficiency, 

local political connections, and Anglo-American legal know-how would soon see most 

Indian and Metis holdings in the hands of European American speculators, banks, tax 

collectors, or farmers. 

No evidence can be found to indicate that allotment on the public domain ever 

intended to help the Turtle Mountain Chippewa become permanent residents on their 

lands with clear legal title. Although the U.S. obtained a significant land cession for the 

fertile Red River valley of the North at a very cheap price, one of its primary objectives 

remained unfulfilled. The "primary objective" of the treaty, as outlined in CIA Dole's 

treaty directive to Ramsey, indicated that a land cession did not comprise the main 

purpose of the council. Instead "removal of the bands to positions remote from our white 

settlements" embodied the aim of the treaty.'^' The less than explicit agenda of removal 

explains why the U.S. never granted the Pembinas a reservation. It also hindered the 

establishment and subsequent size of the Turtle Mountain reservation for decades. 

While the Red Lakers got a reservation in their homeland, the Pembina did not. 

Neither band insisted on retaining their reserved rights to hunt, fish, and gather in their 

ceded lands, like the Mille Lacs Chippewa did in their 1837 treaty. Perhaps both of these 

negative concessions can be explained in part by how the Pembina and Turtle Mountain 
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bands envisioned their immediate post-treaty future, as illustrated by the reminiscences of 

the Davis and Nolin families: 

When the Red River land was deeded to the U.S Government in 
1863, William and Sarah (Nolin) Davis came with their families to 
settle in the Turtle Mountains, which they had regarded as their 
hunting territory. Like most Turtle Mountain Chippewa, they 
refused to settle on the White Earth Reservation in Minnesota 
which had been assigned to them.^^^ 

They considered the cession of their Red River lands as a trade-off that secured the much 

greater extent of territory west of the treaty line as a permanent home. They did not press 

for a reservation or usufruct rights because they retained all their territory north and west 

of Devil's Lake. This included land north of the Sheyenne (Cheyenne) River as far west 

as the intersection of the Knife and Missouri Rivers, then up the western loop of the 

Souris (Mouse) River to the international border, and back to their beloved Turtle 

Mountains (see FIGURE 5). This vast unceded territory still encompassed their vital 

buffalo hunting grounds. Although "the cession to the United States by the Pembinas 

embraced a territory of about 278 townships equal to 10,000 square miles of the finest 

agricultural soil of the Northwest," the European American development of the Red 

River valley as an avenue of commerce and agricultural settlement would not impinge on 

1 "^0 
them for the moment. In the foreseeable future there remained plenty of land, 

subsistence, and resources for the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa, and their 

Metchif kin or neighbors, or so they thought. At least the Old Crossing treaties furnished 

some legal foundation for their subsequent territorial claims. 

' Joseph A. Wheelock, Journal of the Proceedings Connected with the Negotiation of a Treaty with the Red 
Lake and Pembina Bands of Chippewas — Concluded at the Old Crossing of Red Lake River on the Second 
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Chief Indians Half-Breeds Total Band 
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CHAPTER 4 

ENCROACHMENYS INTO THE PEMBINA AND TURTLE MOUNTAIN 
HOMELAND, 1865 -1876 

''''They Cling with Tenacity to Their Old Homes''''^ 
- Board of Visitors, 1871 

The post-Civil War period represented a significant epoch in American history. Within 

the span of a few decades most aspects of American Indian and European American life 

underwent major changes. This chapter examines the relationship between the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa and the federal government during the decade following the Civil 

War. During this new era, entrepreneurial capitalism represented a fundamental change in 

the organization of a growing industrial economy. This corporate economic 

reorganization brought about accelerated agrarian and industrial development focused 

aggressively on capital accumulation. Corporations became legal "persons" entitled to 

"due process" rights under the new Fourteenth Amendment, while American Indians 

became "wards of the nation" with virtually no rights.^ 

The railroads became the catalyst of this new political economy, with their emphasis 

on efficiency, development, and European American settlement. Economic and 

demographic expansion increased contact between the emissaries of federal Indian policy 

(agents, missionaries, soldiers, treaty negotiators, surveyors, commissioners) and Native 

peoples. Instead of leading to assimilation, the assertion of European American cultural 

superiority facilitated Indigenous displacement. As noted by sociologist Stephen Cornell, 

for Indians, "dispossession was not merely an aspect of frontier history; it was the 
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fundamental event on which much of the American future turned."^ Post-Civil War U.S. 

economic development accelerated Indian dispossession in the trans-Mississippi West. 

The Interior Department and the Indian Affairs office achieved their initial 

expropriation goals with the Old Crossing treaties. In his annual report for 1864, the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs commented that "these treaties ceded to the government 

a large tract of fine agricultural lands," on both sides of the Red River valley, and a 

valuable route for the transportation of goods.'^ West of the treaty cession, the Turtle 

Mountain band of Pembina Chippewa retained an estimated ten million acres of unceded 

territory, consisting of equally valuable agricultural and timber lands.^ After the Civil 

War, a rising tide of trans-Mississippi migration followed in the wake of the anticipated 

and actual extension of railroads across North Dakota. The convergence of six powerful 

forces restructured federal-tribal economic, political and socio-cultural relationships. 

They impinged collectively on the unceded territory of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

while the U.S. government dithered over whether it needed to enter into negotiations to 

legalize non-Indian access. 

The impact of these six forces, introduced below, threatened the collective existence 

and legal rights of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. First, the Homestead Act of 1862 

unleashed the promise of "free land." Qualifying individuals could acquire 160 acres of 

surveyed public domain land for only a nominal filing fee. By occupying and improving 

the land, title could be acquired in five years. The prospect of nearly free cultivatable 

farmland lured many settlers into and beyond the Red River Valley. Second, to protect 

these homesteaders and secure Dakota Territory from the Native inhabitants, the U.S. 
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established a network of forts along vital transit routes and in areas of valuable resources. 

Third, the advent of the railroads onto the northern Plains transformed the region. Fourth, 

Congress declared an end to treaty-making with Indian tribes as semi-sovereign 

dependent nations. Fifth, a "wheat boom" in "bonanza" farming occurred in North 

Dakota. The sixth impetus emerged from the Metis Red River resistance to Canada's 

annexation of Rupert's Land and the imposition of a new government without consulting 

the inhabitants of Manitoba. The cumulative effect of these forces outlined below 

constituted a "pattern of colonialism" that enabled European Americans to push west of 

the 1863 Old Crossing treaty cession line illegally into the unceded territory reserved by 

the Turtle Mountain Chippewa.^ 

Overlooking conveniently the prior and often adverse possession of Native American 

communities, Thomas Jefferson articulated a future vision of the United States as a 

continental "empire of liberty." The potential availability of copious amounts of fruitful 

land in various North American borderlands promised to be the ultimate means of solving 

all European American social, economic, and political problems. The siren song of 

abundant and cheap (not "free") land as the basis for American prosperity and liberty still 

resounded in the American consciousness of the 1860s. In the form of private property, it 

remained the fiindamental requirement for a home, status, and wealth. Freehold property 

owners not only held the franchise, they also held political power. An increasing 

European American population' hunger for more land became a central impetus of 

American development entwined deeply with the "free land" myth of the western frontier 

as embodied in the Homestead Act of 1862.^ 
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After the ratification of the Old Crossing treaty in 1864, the influx of settlers into the 

Red River Valley induced the federal government to initiate the land survey process in 

1866. The General Land Office surveyed Pembina County in 1867 and 1868. As a result, 

on June 15, 1868 Joseph Rolette Jr. made the first homestead entry on public land at 

o 
Pembina, in what would become North Dakota. Like many such claims, Rolette had no 

intention of farming his 160 acre quarter-section. As a long-time trader associated with 

the American Fur Company, he acted as a "dummy entryman" for a partner's business 

interests. In 1870, he commuted his homestead claim after six months by paying the 

going rate of $1.25 per acre. This "first cash entry of public land in North Dakota" 

enabled Rolette to transfer the title to his partner, the entrepreneur and future railroad 

builder James J. Hill.^ On this property Hill built a bonded warehouse as part of the 

growing efforts by European Canadians and Americans to expand the lucrative trade 

between St. Paul and Winnipeg. 

This example confirmed the findings of land policy historian Paul W. Gates' extensive 

research into how land speculators and absentee owners took advantage of the Homestead 

Act.'^ In this case Hill was able to profit from the customs regulations and surety 

requirements that served as "structural impediments" disrupting the primacy of the Metis 

carting business in the region.'' For nearly half a century the Chippewa and Metis had 

been mainstays of the fiir and buffalo robe trade, and the ancillary provisioning and 

carting commerce connected with the Red River Valley and the northern Dakota Plains. 

With the end of the fur trade and a decline in buffalo-robe commerce, the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa found themselves in a position of greater economic disadvantage. 
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Outside economic interests increasingly exploited Dakota Territory as a periphery 

dependent on metropolitan investment, trade and political decision-making.'^ The fertility 

of the land in the Red River valley and further west attracted an increasing number of 

immigrants. By 1870 the European American population in northern Dakota Territory 

1 ^ 
equaled 2,500, with 90% of families engaged in farming. The ever-widening settlement 

pattem of European American preemption or homesteading on the ceded and unceded 

lands of the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa increased significantly. 

Even before the signing of the Old Crossing treaty in 1864 and the end of the Civil 

War in 1865, the U.S. began securing Dakota Territory with a series of forts. The 

establishment of nine U.S. army forts inside Dakota Territory within twelve years 

demonstrated U.S. government resolve to contain the feared Dakota and Lakota bands, 

permit unimpeded railroad construction, and protect the increasing number of immigrants 

traveling west from Minnesota to Montana and beyond.''^ The proximity of five of these 

posts to the nonviolent Turtle Mountain Chippewa caused them to believe that the 

encirclement of their unceded territory constituted an attempt to, in the words of tribal 

historian Charlie White-Weasel, "put the squeeze" on them. They perceived the "plain 

objective" to be "the dispossession of their Aboriginal lands."'^ The overall effect of this 

significant U.S. military presence provided the security for enveloping waves of 

European American incursion and settlement that opened unceded Turtle Mountain 

Indian land before any legal treaty agreement had been reached. The Chippewa bands 

objected to this illegal "taking" of their unceded territory. They claimed that "every 

principle of equity and justice" required notification and compensation for the U.S. 
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arrogation of approximately 500,000 acres to create the Fort Totten Indian reservation 

and agency as a result of the 1867 Sisseton-Wahpeton treaty.'^ Adding insult to injury, 

the B.I. A. agency located there assumed jurisdiction over the affairs of the Turtle 

Mountain band until 1890. 

At least the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Indians gained some indirect benefit from 

this 1867 treaty to which they were not a party. Article Two acknowledged formally the 

demarcation line that these Dakota bands and the Chippewa established between 

themselves in the Sweet Com treaties of 1825 and 1858. The B.I.A. had remained 

unaware of intertribal treaties in general, and the most recent Sweet Com treaty in 

particular, until it was brought to their attention by two Dakota chiefs in 1867.'^ The 

treaty reconfirmed that the northernmost extent of Dakota Indian territory extended only 

as far as the Goose River (see FIGURE 12). This settled the southem boundary of the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa's domain. Such a treaty stipulation recognized implicitly that 

the Turtle Mountain band had "exclusive use and occupancy" of the lands they claimed, 

and bolstered the legal status of their "Aboriginal title." The legal confirmation of this 

material fact by the U.S. became helpful later to substantiate the undisputed nature of the 

Chippewa land tenure north and west of Devil's Lake vis-a-vis any other Indian tribe in 

the region. 

With a southem extent agreed upon, the U.S. remained concemed about the nation's 

and the Turtle Mountain band's northem boundary. By 1867 the lack of a definitive 

intemational boundary along the forty-ninth parallel between the U.S. and the British 

Possessions caused increasing anxieties on both sides of the border. The U.S. still feared 
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potential incursions from remnants of the Dakota bands who sought refuge north of the 

border (some even camped near Turtle Mountain) after their failed 1862 uprising in 

Minnesota. At the urging of the Minnesota Legislature in 1868, the U.S. War Department 

agreed to the establishment of Fort Pembina to help safeguard the border and the 

Customs House at Pembina. Amidst calls for the U.S. to annex western Canada by 

persons like Senator Alexander Ramsey of Minnesota, and fears that the Metis Red River 

resistance might involve Indian communities south of the border, the installation of Fort 

Pembina (1870-1895) secured the Northeast comer of the Chippewa domain and Dakota 

1 o 
Territory beginning in 1870. With U.S. manifest destiny ambitions towards Rupert's 

Land stymied by the colonization efforts of the new Dominion of Canada, federal 

officials also wanted to impede any half-breed migrations from Metis leader Louis Riel's 

failed provisional government in Manitoba. On December 9, 1867 Alexander Ramsey 

introduced a resolution in the Senate for Canada to cede all of its territory west of 

longitude 90° to the U.S. for $8 million. This represented the last U.S. attempt at 

annexation prior to the creation of the Dominion of Canada.'^ The timing and location of 

the fort also figured prominently in plans to protect the construction of the Northern 

Pacific and St. Paul & Pacific railroads westward, and facilitate the expected rapid 

European American settlement of the region. Not coincidentally, the first North Dakota 

90 Land Office also opened at Pembina in 1870. 

These events exemplified how North Dakota conformed to the general pattern of 

development followed by most western states. After the military posts quelled the Native 

inhabitants, and pushed them away from the main corridors of transit and onto 
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reservations, the railroads conveyed the European American population necessary for 

them to make a profit. The railroads created the web of symbiotic connections for a 

burgeoning industrial national economy. They provided the technological infrastructure 

for western development centered on farming, ranching, natural resource (mining and 

timber) extraction, and speculative investment. These raw materials supplied foreign 

export markets, and the growing eastern urban manufacturing centers, manned by record 

numbers of cheap immigrant labor. In turn, the manufactured products found new 

markets in the enlarging West. By linking the far and inter-mountain West with the East, 

the railroads overcame the natural transit limitations of expansiveness and non-navigable 

rivers imposed by the Great Plains. They opened the region's territories and states, 

including North Dakota, to rapid European American settlement and commerce. 

Rapid overland railroad expansion into new regions, like Dakota Territory, became the 

mainstay of a national government policy to develop territories into states. Local efforts 

worked in tandem towards the same end. In 1871 the Dakota Legislature created a 

Bureau of Immigration. It distributed Dakota newspapers, pamphlets and reports 

throughout the country, especially in eastern cities.^^ They contained boosterish accounts 

intended to attract European American settlers. Even with all this effort, federal and state 

endovraients to the railroads far exceeded colonization schemes and homestead land 

grants. The U.S. government subsidized railroads with vast quantities of public domain 

land, estimated to total as much as 155 million acres. As noted by Richard Franklin 

Bensel, "the land grant railroads became the premier promoters of western settlement."^^ 
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Only by filling new territories and states with settlers could railroads be profitable. Yet 

to become profitable, the railroads had to exceed a minimum threshold significantly. 

They needed to get settlers on their land grants quickly. So they also devised promotional 

campaigns for colonization schemes. Their advertisements claimed to be able to provide 

the "best homes" for ten million people along their transcontinental route. In North 

Dakota the Northern Pacific railroad land grant cut a swath that almost covered the entire 

southern half of the state. The company touted "six million acres" of "choice agricultural 

and grazing" lands "at the lowest prices ever offered by any railroad company." They 

even published foreign language booklets fiill of embellished claims to entice landless 

European immigrants. The prices for the best wheat and farming lands in the "world" 

(not just the U.S. West) ranged from $2.50 to $5.00 per acre, while grazing lands cost 

$.75 to $3.00 acre. Either type could be had with only a one-sixth to one-tenth cash down 

payment, and the remainder in five to ten annual installments, at six percent interest.^^ 

Land speculation companies purchased most of this acreage for as little as $1.00 per acre. 

Then they retailed it in small parcels to individual settlers. 

These symbiotic economic, technological and demographic developments created new 

pressures on Great Plains Indian communities and their lands. In contrast to the pre-Civil 

War East, on the post-Civil War prairie the plow followed the railroad tracks. Union war 

hero General William T. Sherman considered western railroad development to be the 

decisive vanguard "in the great battle of civilization with barbarism."^'* Like the military 

brass, the top civilian federal Indian policymakers also welcomed the spread of the 

railroads as the beginning of the end for the "Indian problem." Commissioner of Indian 
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Affairs Francis A. Walker declared that, "if they stand up against the progress of 

civilization and industry , they must yield or perish." By predicting that the "Indians of 

Dakota" would be "reduced to an habitual condition of suffering from want of food," he 

foretold the bleak prospects faced by the Turtle Mountain Chippewa beginning in the 

late-1870s.2^ 

The railroads pried open the territory of the Turtle Mountain band, and its adjacent 

lands, to profitable resource exploitation before the tribe agreed to sell or cede any of 

their land. Since the federal government gave the railroads access to their lands before 

consummating a cession, the tribe desired to be paid one-fourth of the profits which the 

government derived. After years of sharp dealing during fur trade and treaty 

negotiations, the Turtle Mountain Chippewa were not naive or ignorant about commerce. 

This demand demonstrated the band's savvy about European American regard for land as 

a marketable commodity. At the same time the railroads brought in a large non-Indian 

settler population. Transportation expansion, capital formation, and demographic 

migration encroached steadily on the ten million acre Turtle Mountain Chippewa domain. 

The band's representatives seemed well aware that these forces and interests had little or 

no regard for legal precedents like "Indian title" or the inviolability of unceded land. 

Based on experience, they had little faith in government promises to provide any 

protective guardianship. Prior treaty councils had shown them that federal Indian policy 

served largely as a mopping up operation for a technological, demographic, economic 

and political fait accompli that overrode equitable legal principles designed to protect 

97 Indian land tenure. 
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The most direct impact on the Turtle Mountain Chippewa came from the Great 

Northern Railroad system since the Northern Pacific railroad ran just south of their 

domain. James J. Hill bought out the St. Paul & Pacific after its construction from the 

Twin Cities in Minnesota to Winnipeg stalled as a result of the Panic of 1873. If the line 

could not be finished, its land grant would be forfeited. Hill renamed it as the Manitoba 

Railroad, and retained the land grant. It competed successfully with the Northern Pacific 

along the Red River Valley from St. Paul to Winnipeg in 1878. He and his investors and 

partners (including ex-fur trader and shipper Norman Kittson) then looked to run a 

transcontinental main line, with a web of feeder lines, stretching from St. Paul to Seattle. 

Unlike the St. Paul & Pacific, Hill financed the rest of his railways with private U.S. and 

European capital, along with elaborate subsidy schemes for settlers (e.g., loans, stock, 

seed), instead of government land grants. Yet variations in the financial vehicles to fund 

construction had little difference in the wrenching effect on the Native inhabitants. The 

vastly increased demand for food in the urbanizing and industrializing parts of the eastern 

U.S. and Western Europe created a surge in the expansion of farming worldwide. These 

circumstances facilitated the agricultural invasion of the Great Plains. As noted by 

prominent state historian Elwyn B. Robinson, "outside finance, trade, and 

manufacturing" launched the railroads that led to the great Dakota land boom of the late 

1870s and 1880s.^^ 

Railroads played the key role. The St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Manitoba railroad 

organized formally in 1879. It reorganized as the Great Northern Railway the following 

year, and crossed the Red River at Grand Forks. It reached Devil's Lake in 1885, Minot 
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in 1886, and Montana in 1887, thus completing its run through unceded Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa country. Its feeder lines spread their tentacles across northern Dakota Territory 

and ultimately, according to Robinson, "controlled the economic and political lives of 

North Dakotans." They eventually sprouted new towns like Rolla, Dunseith, St. John, 

and Bottineau. These towns came into and stayed in existence because of the railroad, 

while the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's commonwealth receded steadily. 

These inter-connected booms produced other negative consequences for northern 

Dakota's Native communities and the security of their land tenure. They also led to over

development, mismanagement, and a speculative frenzy of over-investment. Railroad 

stock prices skyrocketed beyond their true value. This emboldened Wall Street firms to 

float bonds and advance imprudent loans to railroad companies such as the Northern 

Pacific. Since 1862, the NPRR received almost fifty million acres of public domain land 

grants. Even with all of this federal government largesse, major railways failed to sell 

enough bonds or land to cover their corrupt practices. The glut of misleading advertising 

promising enormous profits to purchasers of railroad lands did not match inflated 

construction costs and mounting debts. In 1872 the Credit Mobilier scandal further 

undermined investor confidence in railroad stocks.^" 

When over-extended companies failed, an economic depression, known as the Panic 

of 1873, gripped the U.S. during the next four years. The stock market collapsed, banks 

and brokerage houses failed, and large numbers of and industrial workers faced wage 

cuts, layoffs, or unemployment. The depression interrupted the railroad boom briefly. 

The Northern Pacific railroad crossed the Red River, and then extended to Bismarck, 
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North Dakota. It halted there for lack of funds because railroad stocks had plummeted. 

Although it blamed "greedy capitalists" for the vagaries of ruthless and counter

productive speculation, the Bismarck Tribune used the economic crisis to call for more 

aggressive dispossession of Native Americans. As a result of the depression, "the 

American people need the country the Indians now occupy."^' 

This first corporate industrial "bust" in U.S. history redirected some devalued railroad 

capital into new charmels that would leverage Indian lands.^^ Like the impeded flow of 

water always finding another outlet, corporate industrial capital could be diverted from 

failed investments and pumped into new profitable ventures. Frantic railroad officials 

tried to revive investment by offering newly opened Red River wheat lands, with recently 

completed rail connections to eastern markets, to wealthy investors in exchange for their 

devalued certificates. Ironically, the bursting of a national economic bubble set in motion 

the advent of commercial wheat agriculture in the Red River valley and onto the Dakota 

Plains. 

Prior to 1870, wheat had not been grown in Dakota Territory. The Metis living in the 

prairie upland villages of the old Pembina District lived mostly by hunting and fishing. 

Some accounts have created the false impression that they depended entirely on the 

buffalo, and little or no farming occurred.^^ On the contrary, they grew vegetables in 

small family garden plots, and raised barley, hay, and oats to feed their horses. Since they 

did not have mills to grind wheat, they had to buy flour from the Selkirk settlement north 

of the border. Yet at least some Metis, with close ties to the Pembina and Turtle 
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Mountain Chippewa, began making the transition to agricuhure in general, and raising 

wheat in particular. 

In the early 1870s, north of the Pembina river and west of Pembina, Charles 

Bottineau, the Metis/Chippewa brother of Pierre, became one of the first wheat farmers in 

the territory.^"^ He cultivated ten acres of wheat, and claimed yields as high as forty to 

fifty bushels per acre. As with those residents who purchased flour, he had to freight his 

wheat harvest to Selkirk to be milled. That probably made a significant dent in any 

potential profit margin. Still, such a small success story illustrated that as with most 

transitional economic endeavors in the Red River region, the Metis showed the way 

towards commercial success. Despite frequently adverse environmental conditions, 

combined with scarcity of capital and infrastructure, the long time inhabitants did not 

exist in an economic backwater. Instead they provided invaluable experience that paved 

the way for the subsequent success of the bonanza farmers later in the 1870s. 

Yet no successful precedent in eastern North Dakota for the risky venture of large-

scale wheat farming existed. That changed in 1874 when a homesteader yielded 1,600 

bushels of wheat from forty acres of land for the amazing annual return of $1,900.^^ 

Suddenly in 1875, those wealthy railroad stockholders and many others became 

exuberant about bonanza wheat farming and ranching on the northern plains. After 

gobbling up all the best Red River land, this profitable phenomenon lured more and more 

European Americans to settle further west in North Dakota, and within unceded Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa territory. A land and wheat boom exploded for the remainder of the 

1870s and the 1880s. It was similar in scope to various mineral and land rushes in other 
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regions of the West. The redistribution of huge parcels (3,000 - 65,000 acres) of the 

Northern Pacific's ten million acre railroad land grants to railroad presidents, directors, 

bank presidents, iron ore barons, merchant princes, and land speculators stimulated 

vertically-integrated corporations and brought industrial-scale commercial agriculture to 

the Great Plains.^^ 

North Dakota and other areas of the West became owned increasingly by a relatively 

small number of rich landlords, along with a great many tenants and landless agricultural 

laborers. Historian Paul W. Gates found that "the federal disposal of cheap lands 

encouraged the development of a landed aristocracy on the frontier, encouraged 

speculation, and demonstrated that the accumulation of real estate was a major way to 

37 • wealth." This constituted the post-Civil War reality of western landholding, which 

differed significantly from Jefferson's yeoman farmer dream for America. Robinson's 

metropolitan/periphery analysis revealed that North Dakota became dependent on access 

to external markets controlled by the "owners and managers of the railroads, flour mills, 

grain elevators, and banks." Large-scale wheat farming dominates North Dakota to this 

day.3^ 

Many smaller farmers (with tracts of 450-640 acres) followed in the wake of the huge 

bonanza enterprises. Railroad advertisements publicized free homesteads and promising 

tovm-sites. The "news spread like prairie fire - we must all go farming."^^ Since most of 

the Red River Valley lands became occupied quickly and drove up area land prices, some 

farmers pushed further north and westward along the Great Northern railroad and the 

ever-growing number of short-line railways into the unceded territory of the Turtle 
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Mountain Chippewa west of the 1863 treaty cession. In 1873 their domain became the 

aptly named Buffalo County in north-central Dakota TerritoryThis southern extent of 

Turtle Mountain on the edge of the prairie consisted of fine agricultural, grazing and 

timber lands."'' Because of its profitable commodity resource potential, the U.S. 

expropriated tens of thousands of acres of Indian country into public domain and military 

reserve (e.g., Fort Totten timber) lands without acquiring the band's consent, or 

compensating them for their loss. The federal government then conveyed them to non-

farming interests, such as land speculators, timber companies, and cattle companies. 

Driven by the cumulative impact of these encroaching economic endeavors, the pressures 

on the Turtle Mountain Chippewa sovereignty coincided closely with the construction of 

the Great Northern railroad after 1879, and the completion of the Northern Pacific to 

Montana in 1881. 

Neither claims of unextinguished Indian title, acknowledged and recognized by the 

B.I.A., nor pleas for a protected homeland reservation from the Turtle Mountain people, 

could stem the tide of bonanza wheat farms and the immigrants that pushed further west 

in their wake. The large yields and profits of commercial agriculture generated enormous 

regional, national, and international publicity. This led to many exaggerated claims, such 

as labeling the northern wooded and brush covered Turtle Mountains as "the Garden of 

the Northwest," ignored the fact that significant environmental differences precluded the 

profitable duplication of eastern family farmsteads on the Great Plains.''^ A short-lived 

cycle of above average rainfall created an irrational exuberance that unleashed a smaller-
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scale homestead wheat farmer land rush west of the huge "bonanza" farms, and the 1863-

1864 Old Crossing Treaty cession. 

Emboldened by the federal government's expeditious sale of the public domain, 

squatters, land and townsite speculators, surveyors, and entrepreneurs all encroached on 

unceded Turtle Mountain Indian territory. The railroads, with their land grants, land 

departments, and publicists lured European Americans onto the northern Plains stretching 

from the Red River to the Missouri River. Railroad networks became the conduits for a 

new synergistic U.S. national economyThey imported immigrant laborers, tenants and 

homesteaders, along with the new technologies that made farming both possible and 

profitable. In turn, they exported the fruits of their labor to various industrial processing 

centers and markets beyond. This self-perpetuating cycle fueled the settlement and 

unbalanced economic development of North Dakota. It also began the process of 

dispossessing the Turtle Mountain Chippewa of their lands in North Dakota illegally. 

The strategic centrality of the Red River region also led to interrelated Native 

dispossession further north in the future province of Manitoba. The westward expansion 

of Canada led to the transfer of Rupert's Land from the Hudson's Bay Company in 1868. 

In response, the Metis Red River "resistance" of 1869-1870 contested the Hudson's Bay 

Company sellout of territory and sovereignty to the Dominion of Canada without the 

consent of the Native inhabitants.'^'* Under the leadership of the charismatic and eloquent 

Louis Riel, the dominant Metis population established its own provisional government in 

opposition to the imposition of the Dominion of Canada's external and non-consensual 

authority. Riel declaimed that, "we may be a small community and a Half-breed 
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community at that - but we are men, free and spirited men and we will not allow even the 

Dominion of Canada to trample on our rights.""*^ After having struggled for decades to 

wrench greater economic opportunities and a voice in the governing councils from the 

imperious the Metis of Red River resolved to preserve their hard won autonomy 

and have a say in determining their own future.'*^ 

The "Red River Resistance" of 1869-1870 had a significant impact on the future of the 

Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa and their Metchif relations."*' Parallel and 

convergent developments involving cultures, politics, economics and the law ignored and 

superceded porous borders perceived as alien by the region's Native inhabitants. The 

extraneous international boundary, whether denoted as the astronomically-based forty-

ninth parallel, or the informal "medicine line" between the U.S. and Canada, could not 

separate completely the fates of mixed-race and mixed-nation Aboriginal peoples. Their 

co-evolution derived from the family ties and historical development of the Metis and the 

Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa bands from the fur trade in the Red River 

48 
borderland. The majority Metis population resisted this external infringement by the 

Dominion of Canada on their political and land rights unsuccessfully The failure of 

their resistance led to a dispersion of the Red River population. Most migrated to 

Saskatchewan, while many fled to relations at Turtle Mountain. Their bitter experiences 

over autonomy and land in Manitoba presaged many similar negative developments faced 

by the Turtle Mountain Chippewa in neighboring North Dakota. 

While the new Dominion government attempted to impose greater control over the 

Native peoples of western Canada to open up the region to European Canadian 



settlement, the U.S. government wanted to change fundamentally federal-tribal legal 

relations to foster the same ends. The actions of one key political operative shed some 

light on the connections between U.S. Indian policy formulation, railroad company 

influence peddling, and the end of Indian treaty making. Because he became known as a 

self-styled "friend of the Indian," some historians have almost canonized Henry L. Dawes 

for his benevolence and lack of venality. Yet as a Congressman, he took part in the 

most notorious political scandal of the 1870s. Political graft bought lucrative government 

subsidies and exemption from oversight. Dawes and many other prominent Republican 

legislators, became involved in the infamous Credit Mobilier scandal. Stock from a 

"dummy" holding company controlled by the federally subsidized Union Pacific railroad 

was distributed to influential legislators to avoid any investigations of the enormous cost 

overruns in building the federally subsidized railroad. The railroad corporations 

constituted the most powerful special interest and political lobby in the United States. 

This aggressive pursuit of power and wealth unleashed by the post-Civil War political 

economy facilitated what Indian policy makers had been seeking for two decades. After 

his failed endeavors on behalf of the unratified Pembina Treaty of 1851, Alexander 

Ramsey raised the key question of why "the government should place itself on an equal 

footing in treating with hordes of savages."^' By 1863, a few months before the Old 

Crossing council, a Mirmesota Indian agent reported to the C.I.A. that "the government 

should at once abandon the treaty system."^^ These sentiments became so prevalent 

among various Indian Affairs officials, that it is surprising that the U.S. pursued a treaty 

with the Red Lake and Pembina Chippewa at the Old Crossing. Only the imperative of 
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obtaining the prized Red River Valley compelled the U.S. to continue with the 

expediency of treaty-making. 

By 1870, balance-of-power shifts promoting European American settlement in the 

trans-Mississippi West (e.g., sizable growth in population, sale of public domain, 

railroads and industrialization, capital investment, and government promotional 

activities) emboldened U.S. officials to jettison the treaty relationship with American 

Indian tribes. Federal Indian policy makers believed that treaties interfered with their 

53 mandate to "compel the Indians to submit to the authority of the government." As 

chairman of the powerful House Ways and Means committee, Dawes held sway over all 

federal legislative appropriations. He had considerable influence on Indian affairs. 

Reacting against the liberal concessions in the Fort Laramie Treaty of 1868, Dawes 

asserted his power to preclude entering into anymore treaties with Indian tribes. 

According to Wilcomb Washburn, Dawes "almost single-handedly forced the Senate to 

do away with the [Indian] treaty system as the price for obtaining appropriations from the 

House for carrying out the government's commitments to the Indian."^'' Washburn 

pointed out that the formal end to treaty-making with the Indians, inserted into an 1871 

Dawes-controlled annual Indian appropriations bill, did not just stem from an internal 

debate between the legislative branches and the executive branch of the federal 

government over who would control federal Indian policy. "Dawes consistently asserted 

in congressional debates that his real concern was to break up the treaty system as the 

first step toward general allotment of Indian lands." Washburn concluded that "Dawes's 

ability to compromise, even with principle, was true to his character."^^ 
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Washburn's view coincides with the poUtical science model of "games theory." The 

theory hypothesizes that every public policy decision or diplomatic negotiation is 

weighed in terms of gaining or losing political capital. In the case of Indian allotment, the 

railroads and other non-benevolent special interests saw that they did not need to expend 

much political capital to achieve their ends, so they let reformers like Dawes take the lead 

and saved their resources for more urgently needed lobbying efforts in the future. These 

circumstances show that Dawes acted to reduce the semi-sovereign legal status of Indians 

and curtail their land rights long before the "friends of the Indian" embraced him as their 

political champion for allotment.^^ 

All of these converging interests demonstrated clearly an inherent conflict of interest 

in federal Indian policy formulation that belied its benevolent rhetoric. The unilateral 

alteration in the federal relationship with Indian tribes, from semi-sovereigns to "wards of 

the nation," became the rationalization for a more aggressive assertion of various 

elements from the federal Indian policy grab-bag to solve the professed "Indian 

problem." Although the U.S. continued to impose "agreements" on various tribes 

(including the Turtle Mountain Chippewa) up until 1914, this act of Congress signaled 

clearly the more forceful exercise of federal power against the Indians. In 1872 the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs asserted that: 

No one certainly will rejoice more heartily than the present 
Commissioner when the Indians of this country cease to be 
in a position to dictate, in any form or degree, to the Government.... 
If they stand up against the progress of civilization and industry, 
they must be relentlessly crushed. The westward course of population 
is neither to be denied nor delayed for the sake of all the Indians 
that ever called this country their home.^^ 
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This action came at a bad time for the Turtle Mountain band. Just when they needed a 

treaty for protection and security before European American intrusion became 

irreversible. Congress precluded this crucial legal avenue of potential mutual 

accommodation. 

Two prominent realities of Native American existence always impeded the grab-bag 

stratagems of federal Indian policy in the trans-Mississippi West. First, many American 

Indian tribes still exercised effectively varying degrees of sovereignty. Second, they 

possessed large amounts of territory. Their sovereignty and occupancy of valuable land 

constituted the real "Indian problem" as perceived by policy makers. The goal and 

practice of federal policy always attempted to undermine one or both of these conditions. 

Of the various courses of action adopted from the Indian policy grab-bag, treaties no 

longer provided any tactical advantage for the U.S. In 1872 the Secretary of the Interior 

asserted that: 

In our intercourse with the Indians it must always be borne in mind that 
we are the most powerful party .... We ... claim the right to control the 
soil which they occupy, and we assume that it is our duty to coerce 
them, if necessary, into the adoption and practice of our habits and 
customs.^^ 

Two years later in 1874 the pretext for coercion became apparent. In clear violation of the 

1868 Fort Laramie Treaty, a gold mining expedition escorted by a heavily armed U.S. 

military detachment, under the command of Colonel George Custer, entered the Black 

Hills region of unceded Lakota territory. The discovery of gold created the impetus for 

the federal government to abrogate the treaty and break up the "Great Sioux Reserve" to 
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accommodate the rush of European American gold seekers, the interrelated businesses 

that provided goods and services, and railways. 

This scenario accorded with the view of prominent persons like General Sherman. He 

touted railroads as the key instrument that would "settle forever the Indian question" 

because they acted ostensibly as "agents of expanding civilization." In 1872 C.I. A. 

Francis A. Walker commented tersely that "the interests of the Indians are, or may be, 

affected," by railroads like the Northern Pacific. He also asserted that "the Northern 

Pacific Railroad will of itself completely solve the great Sioux problem."^^ Of course the 

Northern Pacific Railroad and various special interests had less high-minded motives. 

Their goal endeavored to bring Indian lands and resources into the expanding national 

industrial economy. For the Lakota and other Indians in Dakota Territory, this 

development threatened their seasonal migratory subsistence system. The Indians feared 

rightly that the advent of the railroads meant the end of the buffalo. Turtle Mountain chief 

Kah-ishpa Goumeau stated, "our land is our support, and when the Great Father takes 

away our land, he takes away our support." Another chief named Kakenowash (Flying 

Eagle) concurred by affirming, "we want to make a living on our land."^*^ They knew that 

if a people lost control over its resources, their autonomy, culture, and socio-political 

structure would be undermined. The railroads also diminished the lucrative Metis cart 

freighting business which had linked much of the trade of the upper West to the Red 

River. Both the Chippewa and the Metchif at Turtle Mountain feared correctly that their 

self-sufficiency would be transformed into economic dependence, followed by cultural 

and political dependency. 
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These intersecting forces impinged on the Turtle Mountain Chippewa in negative 

ways. In 1871-1872, the Northern Pacific railroad reached the Red River at Fargo, and 

the first telegraph in the region linked Fargo to Winnipeg. The establishment of such 

foundational infrastructure verified the viability of settlement, despite Clement 

Lounsberry's observation that "practically all of North Dakota until 1873 was vacant." 

After the Northern Pacific reached the Missouri River at Bismarck in 1873, Lounsberry 

founded the Bismarck Tribune newspaper. By 1872, 105 preemption, 55 homestead, and 

six Sioux scrip land claim filings had been made in North Dakota. The first Dakota land 

boom had commenced. 

Despite some decline in their numbers and the further westward ranging of the buffalo 

herds caused by railroad encroachment, the life ways of the Plains-Ojibway bands 

remained largely in tact. Archbishop Tache remarked in 1868 that "all of them ... retain 

their social customs." Social, cultural, and political continuity prevailed, yet continuity 

did not preclude change. Dissolution had not set in yet as a result of the band's treaty 

relationship with the U.S. Their treaty entitlement had not resulted in dependency. The 

first post-Old Crossing treaty annuity roll in 1864 indicated that a little over $5,000 had 

been distributed to 674 Pembina Chippewa. Chief Little Shell II received a "regular 

share" and a "chiefs share.These small per capita stipends augmented the band's 

economic endeavors. As long as they could still hunt buffalo and utilize them for 

sustenance, trade and spiritual purposes, the Turtle Mountain Chippewa would remain 

self-sufficient and autonomous politically. 
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Yet declining and more distant bison herds combined with greater European American 

infringement caused most of the full-bloods and mixed bloods who had coalesced around 

Chief Little Shell II to renew their efforts and better secure legal recognition and 

protection for a homeland. The C.I.A. acknowledged belatedly that the lack of a 

reservation for the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa might have been an 

unfortunate oversight.^"* He warned that "unless the Department [of the Interior] shall 

recognize the Turtle Mountain band of Pembinas" formally, any federal efforts to secure 

a reservation for them would be thwarted. The Commissioner conceded that at the time of 

the treaty they lived west of the line of the Old Crossing cession, "and would seem to 

retain all the natural rights which Indians ever acquire to territory" (i.e. "Indian title"). 

Now "they ask that this Turtle Mountain country shall be acknowledged to them as their 

reservation."^^ Ironically, as external influences impinged upon their territory, the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa also began to receive greater validation for their unceded land claim 

from the federal Indian policy echelon. 

Unfortunately, the proximity to the Canadian border of any Indian reservation at 

Turtle Mountain impaired its likelihood. Since its inception, the U.S. feared that 

borderlands with foreign powers like Spain, France or Britain harbored hostile Indians. 

The development of an increasingly boundaryless economic region of cross-border trade 

and the traffic involving Native peoples and European Canadians after 1870 coincided 

with renewed efforts to secure the international boundary. To begin this process, the U.S. 

and the new Dominion of Canada endeavored to verify and mark clearly the 1818 

international boundary line along the forty-ninth parallel from the Red River to the Rocky 
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Mountains. Concerns over the Red River Metis resistance, and the subsequent creation of 

the province of Manitoba, became exacerbated by an auxihary event. In 1871, a raid by 

some Irish Fenian filibusters on the HBC post at Pembina brought to the attention of the 

U.S. War Department and Congress the lack of a well-drawn international boundary 

along the forty-ninth parallel west of the Red River. 

Although the U.S. army caught the Irishmen engaged in an armed raid, they 

avoided criminal conviction due to lack of proof over clear national jurisdiction. During 

the trial of the Fenians, U.S. officials admitted that they encountered neither British nor 

U.S. flags in the area, and conceded that "there is some dispute about the jurisdiction of 

the territory."^^ While this incident remained tangential to the Metis resistance in 

Manitoba, its relevance to this study revolves around the fact that no clearly posted US-

Canadian border existed between 1818 and 1876. This lack of a definitive boundary 

between the U.S. and the British Possessions (i.e., Canada after 1870), combined with 

significant realms of unceded Aboriginal territory adjoining both sides of the forty-ninth 

parallel, plus the deficit of European American settlement sufficient for the legal 

designation of states or provinces until the late 1880s, illustrates the unrealistic and 

unpractical nature of the attempts by U.S. Indian policy makers to delineate accurately 

between "American" and "Canadian" Indians and Metis. 

Such arbitrary distinctions would become deployed increasingly against the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa in attempts to divide and impose upon the band. In response to the 

confused international border situation, a joint British and U.S. Boundary Survey 

Commission conducted a definitive survey and delineation from 1872 to 1874. As was 
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the case usually in the Northwest, the Metis, many of them from Turtle Mountain, 

provided almost all the local knowledge and physical skills needed to complete this task. 

They acted as scouts, guides, security detail (e.g., the Forty-Ninth Rangers), and hunters, 

while utilizing their Red River carts for transporting the baggage and scientific 

equipment. The densely wood Turtle Mountains proved to be one of the most difficult 

border sectors through which to cut an accurate demarcation swath. 

Most of these European American activities commenced without regard to the legal 

claims of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. The governing power structure prioritized the 

interests of its major European American constituents well above the interests of Indians. 

With the Commissioner of Indian Affairs proclaiming that "the westward course of 

[European American] population is neither to be denied nor delayed," the federal and 

local pressure for Pembina Chippewa removal from the region put the band's 

• • AS • membership in greater flux. Even in the eastern most extent of Dakota Territory, 

"Indian title had not been extinguished at the time ... to the lands about Fargo, though 

they had been surveyed in 1867, anticipating such extinguishment, and settlement was 

allowed upon them."^^ As always, the presence of Indian peoples constituted a "problem" 

in the eyes of federal policy makers. 

As often happened, Washington, D.C. bureaucrats made such pronouncements in lieu 

of accurate information. The annual reports of the C.I.A. failed to acknowledge that any 

Plains-Ojibwa bands even lived in Dakota Territory. The Pembina band had been 

misidentified as "Minnesota Chippewa."'*^ Such omissions or errors did not concern the 

policy echelon. They preached that "the true and permanent Indian policy of the 
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Government" centered on the fact that Native peoples must "work or starve." No other 

options would be offered or entertained. The reservation system would provide the 

• • • • • 7 ] 
necessary "legalized reformatory control" over Indians west of the Mississippi River. 

"If they stand up against the progress of civilization and industry, they must be 

relentlessly crushed." Legalities like "Indian title" would not be allowed to impede 

advancing European American settlement "for the sake of all the Indians that ever called 

this country their home." The C.I.A. justified the "unquestioned" right and duty of the 

U.S. to implement this Indian policy on the grounds of "self-protection," "self interest," 

72 "common sense principles," and of course, "considerations of justice." 

Despite obtaining nearly ten million acres of very valuable land for a pittance, 

Alexander Ramsey had failed to fulfill the Commissioner of Indian Affairs' primary goal 

of Indian removal from the 1863-1864 Old Crossing treaties. In 1868 the Inspector 

General of Dakota Territory reported to the Secretary of War that "although the 

Chippewa have sold their lands upon the Pembina River below St. Joseph, they continue 

7-1 
to claim it, and will not allow the whites to settle upon it." Until enough European 

Americans came in to push them out, most of the Pembina Chippewa continued to 

occupy their ceded territory. In support of his dubious claim that European American 

settlers would not even want these lands for a long time, Ramsey had assured the 

Pembina Chippewa that they could continue to live in the ceded area. Yet because the 

treaty did not set aside a reservation, the tribe had no recognized boundaries or 

entitlement to federal protection. Contrary to Ramsey's prediction and promise, and 
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spurred by the actual or anticipated completion of various rail lines, settlers moved 

quickly to homestead the lands west of the Red River in Dakota Territory after 1868. 

In conjunction with the approaching end of the ten year annuity period stipulated in 

the Old Crossing treaty, a memorial from the Dakota Assembly to Congress requested a 

mandate for the removal of the Pembina band from Dakota Territory. The legislature 

considered the Chippewa to be "a great nuisance" to existing European American 

settlements, and an impediment to future ones.^'^ This local initiative coincided with the 

federal Indian bureaucracy's declaration that "the true [Indian] policy of the Government 

should be one of concentration." Commissioner of Indian Affairs E.P. Smith agreed, and 

passed his recommendation on to Congress. The national legislature appropriated 

$10,000 to purchase a township on the White Earth (Minnesota) reservation "seventeen 

miles northwest of the agency" on the Wild Rice River. It also arranged for the removal 

of an estimated 400 "Pembina Indians" to that locale. The allocation procured the 

tovmship, but it proved insufficient to the other task at hand.^^ While some Pembinas 

moved to the Red Lake or White Earth Chippewa reservations in Minnesota, other band 

members and some Metis relocated to Turtle Mountain or Montana for greater access to 

the buffalo. In violation of the Old Crossing treaty, the Indian Affairs office ordered local 

Indian agents to coerce compliance. 

To overcome resistance to removal, the Indian office resorted to an isolate and 

separate strategy pulled from the federal policy grab-bag. In violation of the spirit, if not 

the letter, of the treaty, they decided that the next annual annuity would only be made at 

the White Earth agency. This inducement, or bribe, did not achieve the desired result. 
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Only a few of the band complied with repeated requests that they abandon their homeland 

and uproot themselves to the White Earth Chippewa reservation in Minnesota. Aside 

from the fact that most of the Pembina band did not want to relocate, they lived from 200 

to 300 miles away. Chief Little Shell III, using a market reckoning, protested that their 

destitute and near starving circumstances precluded such lengthy travel because the costs 

of the trek exceeded the meager payout. He wanted to believe that the "Great Father" 

meant to "treat them justly," but accused the local agent of not "doing what is right to 

us." Moreover, the local European American "Indian ring" in Dakota, who reaped 

much of the benefit from the prior annual payments, did everything they could to 

dissuade them from going. As a result, the White Earth agency rescinded its original 

orders. Most of the band's members received "/e Pay^ at Pembina as Little Shell insisted 

upon, and in accordance with their treaty. 

Contrary to the agent's report, the Turtle Mountain band's attorney J.B. Bottineau 

refuted the assertion that they had "virtually abandoned" their distant homeland to the 

• 77 Sioux. The C.I. A. confirmed that the Tvirtle Mountain band of Pembinas lived west of 

the 1864 cession line, and continued to press their legal claims.^^ This affirmation 

indicated that amidst all the misinformation about them, they began to receive more 

official attention. The fact that the Old Crossing treaty had not allocated a reservation for 

the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa finally began to dawn on the Indian affairs 

echelon as a mistake. While federal administrators and local agents asserted continually 

that "the true policy of the Government should be one of concentration," repeated Native 

and  te r r i to r ia l  " Ind ian  r ing"  res i s tance  to  removal  rendered  th i s  so lu t ion  un tenab le . I f  
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the Pembina band would not go east to an established reservation in Minnesota, perhaps 

the Interior Department could find a place for them further west with their Chippewa 

relations in "Turtle Mountain country." A reservation could be created there if the U.S. 

recognized "the claim of the Turtle Mountain band of Pembinas, who at the time of the 

[1863/1864] treaty, were living west of the line of the ceded territory." The CIA admitted 

that they "would seem to retain all the natural rights which Indians ever acquire to 

territory."^® 

Even so, it still came as a surprise to federal officials that the annual inspection tour by 

the Board of Visitors, as stipulated by Article Six of the Old Crossing treaty, reported to 

the CIA that "they cling with tenacity to their old homes." Because of this attachment to a 

homeland they considered to be sacred, the Pembina Indians in Dakota Territory 

requested a reservation at Turtle Mountain, as opposed to removal to White Earth.^' The 

B.O.V. found that "the Turtle Mountain Indians regard these mountains as their own and 

express a strong desire to have a reservation definitely located for them in that region, 

before white settlers shall further encroach upon them." They recognized "the justice of 

their request." Agent E.P. Smith conveyed accurately the desires of the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa when he reported that "they ask that their rights in this unceded country may 

be recognized." This C.I.A. confirmed their desire to have "Turtle Mountain country" 

o-j 
acknowledged to them as a reservation. 

This plan accorded with the wishes of the "full-blood" Chippewa and the "half-breed" 

relations of both the Pembina and Turtle Mountain bands. Yet federal Indian policy 

makers attempted to denigrate mixed-blood tribal segments. They could not disregard 
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their notable existence. C.I.A. Walker wrote in the North American Review that, "half-

breeds bearing the names of French, English and American employees of fur and trading 

R4 companies ... are to be found in almost every tribe and band." He noted their overall 

talents and substantial influence on Indian relations. Nevertheless, all of their positive 

qualities could not satisfy Walker or his colleagues' racial assumptions. Anthropologist 

Jack Forbes has noted that, "in the nineteenth-century, and especially after the U.S. Civil 

War, a greater emphasis was placed upon wholly biological or 'racial' categorization and 

differentiation in North America." This pseudo-scientific racial categorization became the 

basis for marginalization, not assimilation. The precepts of the age ordained that 

"successful exploitation ... could only be obtained by exclusion." This double standard 

created a hardening system whereby the "legal-judicial property rights" of European 

Americans superceded "Indian title." "Racism and settler-colonial domination" became 

the unspoken rationale behind federal "assimilationist politics."^^ Walker conveyed this 

overall attitude of the federal Indian policy echelon. He deemed "half-breeds" as 

"incapable of leading the savages in better courses." 

Because they might interfere with, or lead their Indian cousins to resist, federal 

impositions of political wardship and cultural transformation, U.S. officials attempted to 

disassociate mixed-blood populations fi-om tribes or bands. The Indian agent for the 

Chippewa, E.P. Smith, attempted to sever the "half-breeds" from any legitimate land 

claims, and the tribal rolls of the full-blood Indians. The reduced number of authorized 

band members from 547 in 1872, to 396 in 1873, resulted from Smith's unilateral 

dropping of 151 "half-breed Pembinas from the annuity roll" without the band's 
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R7 
consent. These types of dictatorial actions by local Indian agents established a 

dangerous precedent that would be deployed against the Turtle Mountain band twenty 

years later. In either case, it represented an intrusion into the most fundamental attribute 

of tribal sovereignty: the right to determine their membership. Yet, as Smith noted in the 

context of the unilateral abolition of U.S. treaty-making with Native tribes, Indians would 

no longer be considered as "independent and sovereign people." Instead they would be 

dealt with as "wards of the nation" with no political rights. This presumption of 

imposed dependency set off a downward spiral in tribal-federal relations. "Wardship" and 

"pupilage" became the cliches of a more assertive ideology of paternalism that 

rationalized the policy of assimilation of Indians in the late nineteenth century 

Smith's immediate actions stemmed from his membership on an 1871 Interior 

Department commission created to investigate the eligibility provisions for "half-breed" 

land scrip under the 1854, 1863, and 1864 Chippewa pacts. Allotting the Pembina 

Chippewa and the Metis in the Old Crossing treaties served a purposeful design of federal 

Indian policy makers. Allocating a reservation for the Indians, or a large tract of land for 

the "half-breeds," would have interfered with European American land selection, and the 

subsequent development of the region. The shift from the 1863 treaty's Article Eight 

allotment provision to the 1864 treaty's scrip stipulation under Article Seven had known 

consequences not intended to benefit the Metis. The Office of Indian Affairs conceded 

that the issuance of scrip served as a "practicable method of disposing of the half-breed 

claims. 
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By the end of 1871, the commission found, and Smith as CIA reported "frauds 

connected with the issuance of Chippewa half-breed scrip." Massive fraud had been 

committed by speculators, brokers, and "the principal banks of St. Paul [Minnesota]." 

After the 1854 and 1864 compacts, "Chippewa scrip began to be considered desirable 

property," despite treaty provisions which declared that scrip could not be assigned, 

transferred, or alienated legally.^® These mercenary entities made applications on behalf 

of illegitimate claimants, or intervened with legitimate applicants, charging finders fees 

or securing power of attorney without the informed consent of the signatories. Each of 

these bogus transactions came with a fee of $10, $25, or $50, and only a "promise" that 

the mixed-bloods would eventually receive their cash or land entitlement.'' 

Despite being non-transferable legally, it became an "assignable" article of trade "kept 

on sale by brokers and at the principal banks of St. Paul."'^ Assignability and transfer 

turned scrip land grants into cash grants that could be bought, sold and alienated easily. 

Scrip-buyers, locators, brokers and speculators foreswore settlement for themselves. They 

desired to turn land over quickly for profit. One agent made a gain of $2.50 per acre on 

199 certificates at 160 acres each! To accomplish this, they took advantage of 

unsuspecting and unprepared half-breeds, many of whom signed legal documents with an 

easily forged X. 

With the incursion of European Americans into any newly surveyed lands resulting 

from an Indian treaty cession, high demand meant a booming land market, rising land 

values, and easy profits with virtually no labor. Scrip also had a high resale value because 

it conveyed a quick land patent, without the fees, thresholds and requirements of 
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homesteading. Not surprisingly, Norman W. Kittson became one of the leading scrip 

speculators. By using his own notary public, interpreters, witnesses, and finders he 

managed to procure 415 applications at a fee of $50 each, to acquire 105 pieces of scrip 

from his old friend, ex-Commissioner of Indian Affairs William Dole.^"* Only two 

applicants ever received any money or scrip irom Kittson. He held on to the remaining 

315 applications, and received scrip for all of them even though none of the claimants 

proved to be legitimate. To make matters even worse, the commissioner re-endorsed the 

certificates so they could be located on more lucrative unsurveyed lands.^^ 

This example shows that scrip speculation was neither small-time nor haphazard. It 

became a big-business in frontier areas, providing huge infusions of capital into local 

banks and real estate firms. Speculators bought scrip for next to nothing and sold it at 

face value, or assembled large tracts of land for future resale. Some local and federal 

officials objected to these sharp practices. Since the unscrupulous practitioners averred 

that they followed the letter of the law, most Metis had no legal recourse to being 

swindled out of their land.^^ 

No law enforcement efforts attempted to curtail the activities of the commercial scrip-

dealers. Thus through a combination of ignorance, fraud, and apathy, the Metis treaty 

beneficiaries found themselves "cut off from further receipt of scrip" or 160 acres of 

land, and prevented from "participat[ing] in the benefits of the treaty made expressly for 

them." CIA Smith acknowledged that "it seems a hardship that they should thus be made 

07 
to suffer through the crime of others." Yet he felt no compunction about pruning them 

from the Pembina tribal roll. So the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa, and their 
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Metchif kin, had to live with violations of their treaty, denial of sanctioned scrip, 

interference with tribal enrollment, threats and bribes to coerce removal, and no action by 

the federal government to secure a tract of land set apart and withheld for them in their 

unceded territory. 

The issue of "half-breed" scrip in the U.S. is fascinating and under explored. "Half-

breed" scrip provisions in U.S. Indian treaties have been largely overlooked by the vast 

majority of American historians, even to those working on Indian related issues. Some 

North American Indian history scholarship has studied how this worked in Canada, or has 

explored the few instances where some Metis received specific U.S. treaty allotments or 

QO 
tracts. It should be pointed out that the term "half-breed" was a misnomer. It was 

intended to include all those having an admixture of European and Indian blood. Legally 

they remained Indians, even those with a preponderance of European blood. "Half-

breeds," mixed bloods, or Metis remained unrecognized under U.S. law as having "Indian 

title," or constituting a tribe or nation, in the legal sense of those terms. They had no 

distinct legal standing to treat with the U.S. govemment.^^ In the wider historical context 

of applications of "mixed-bloods" for land or scrip under treaties with various bands of 

Chippewas in Wisconsin and Minnesota, the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

experience with "half-breed" scrip constitutes one of the most important findings of this 

study. 

Failing to secure any legal land title, and faced with an influx of European Americans 

seeking cultivatable farmland, most of those in and around Pembina moved west to live 

with their kinfolk at Turtle Mountain."^' Others went even further west into Montana, or 
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up into Saskatchewan. They all hoped to continue making a living from the dwindling fur 

trade, buffalo hunting and provisioning, and carting commerce. Meanwhile the C.I.A. 

confessed, "that country [was] now opening to settlers," but failed to note the illegality of 

such settlement.On top of encroaching railroads, European American settlement, and 

diminishing political status, two other occurrences made the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's 

situation much more precarious. The beginning of the end for the northern Plains bison 

constituted the single most crippling development that threatened their community 

structure, survival, and way of life. By the early 1870s the diminished range of the herds 

stood well beyond Pembina, St. Joseph, and even west of Turtle Mountain. No sizeable 

groups of buffalo roamed east of the Missouri River. The leading Metis provisioner at St. 

Joseph, Antoine Gingras could no longer procure buffalo meat (or pemmican). Instead he 

had to sell pork to the international boundary commission. 

Due to the growing precariousness of their physical existence, with its potentially dire 

consequences, the band arranged for a delegation to visit Washington, D.C. in November, 

1874. Unfortunately the death of beloved hereditary chief. Little Shell II (Weesh-e-

damo), hampered their effort to respond in a timely and forceful enough manner to the 

various federal plans to dispose of them and their legal claims. Up until his demise, Little 

Shell II insisted correctly that the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Indian lands west of the 

Old Crossing quitclaim remained unceded Chippewa territory. This material fact had 

been recognized by the U.S., the Territory of Dakota, the Dakota bands, and the Metis. 

He also opposed removal to White Earth and consolidation with Minnesota Chippewa 

bands. 
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Saddened by his death, yet determined to push their claims, the remaining band 

representatives journeyed eastward despite being afflicted with head colds. They 

expressed a desire to cede some of their occupied lands. In return, the band's spokesmen 

coveted two considerations. They wanted federal recognition of their land claim and 

"proper recompense" for any cession.As a result of this conference, government 

representatives assured the delegation that the U.S. recognized the validity of Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa land "ownership" in the sense of "Indian title." Yet in the absence of 

their head chief, no formal negotiations about any reservation or removal proposal could 

be conducted. In 1875, Little Shell II's son, Ayabe-way-we-tung (He Who Rests On His 

Way), became the new "first chief." In honor of his grandfather, and signifying the 

continuity of the band's hereditary chieftanship, he became known as Little Shell III. He 

and the other sub-chiefs notified Washington, D.C. that they wanted to return with 

another delegation to conduct formal negotiations for a comprehensive land cession 

treaty. 

As a symbol of Chief Little Shell's leadership for the entire band during his visit to 

Washington, he wore the Abraham Lincoln peace medal given to his father at the 1863 

Old Crossing treaty. The band's sub-chiefs (i.e., ooigimaas, or leaders of their own sub-

bands) Kah-ishpa (The Elevated One) Goumeau, Mis-to-ya-be (Little Bull), and Ke-woe-

sais-we-ro (The Hunter) accompanied him.'°^ They protested against the pending 

proposals for their removal to either White Earth, Minnesota, or further west. Preferring 

to remain at their beloved Turtle Mountain, they pressed for a reservation within their 

unceded Aboriginal lands, and a treaty-based settlement recognizing their territorial 
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claim, and compensating them for any land cession. But the end of official treaty making 

conducted exclusively by the Executive branch of the federal government in 1871, meant 

that such overtures now fell under the plenary authority of the national legislature or 

executive orders. 

On February 23, 1876 the aforementioned tribal leaders sent a memorial to Congress. 

It restated their land claim in the strongest possible terms. The Turtle Mountain band of 

Chippewa Indians, and their forefathers for many generations, inhabited and possessed, 

"as fully and completely as any nation of Indians on this continent have ever possessed 

any region of country," a well-defined tract. They detailed their territorial boundaries, 

and reiterated that "their possession of this country has never been successfully disputed 

by any of the neighboring nations or tribes of Indians, but has at all times been 

107 
recognized as the country of the Turtle Mountain band of the Great Chippewa Nation." 

To remove any doubts concerning the continuity of their tribal government, they 

reminded Congress that three successive generations of Little Shells acted as hereditary 

principal chief. This had been confirmed by Little Shell II during the 1863 treaty 

proceedings when he asserted that, "he had a right to talk about the Pembina Country, as 

1 08 
his father owned all that country." It should be noted that during this visit to 

Washington Little Shell III stated incorrectly that the Old Crossing treaty cession never 

received the sanction of the Turtle Mountain Indians. His father had signed the 1863 

treaty as a Pembina chief. Nevertheless, the band's representatives sharply accused the 

U.S. of encroaching on their domain by setting aside the Fort Totten reservation for the 

Dakota Indians at Devil's Lake without any compensation. They questioned the legality 
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of such a taking, since "no one has or can justly question" their possessory rights or land 

claim. 

This claim encompassed 15,000 square miles.'The Turtle Mountain leaders knew 

that this ancestral legacy represented their only hope for a viable future in a rapidly 

changing world. With the railroads, bonanza farms, and settlers crowding in, along with 

the demise of the buffalo, they wished to "abandon their present mode of life." With the 

days of large-scale subsistence hunting at an end, they asked "for instruction that they 

may be able to follow pastoral and agricultural pursuits."'*' They petitioned Congress to 

pass a bill for their relief, authorizing the President to create a reservation to be set apart 

and confirmed to them, the fiill-bloods and half-bloods of the Turtle Mountain band of 

Chippewas, and their descendants in perpetuity. These delegates wanted to retain their 

band's unity, and guard against division by arbitrary federal blood quantum ratios that 

would hurt their community, and diminish their land claim. The main objective focused 

on reserving an adequate portion of their homeland. Just as his father recounted for 

Alexander Ramsey at the Old Crossing council in 1863, Little Shell III described the 

exact same area."^ He asked for a reservation extending fifty miles north and south, and 

sixty miles east and west (with the northern border being the international boundary with 

Canada). 

To help them make the transition to "pastoral and agricultural pursuits," they 

requested an agency with an agent, doctor, farmer, blacksmith, wagon-maker, and two 

teachers. In terms of compensation for their ceded lands, they made a reasonable and 

creative long-term development request that would help provide for their "descendants in 
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perpetuity." The delegation asked for an annuity of $20,000 per year for twenty years, 

plus U.S.-issued land-scrip for 600 sections of land anywhere within the reservation. Five 

hundred sections would be sold by the U.S. "at not less than fifty cents per acre," with the 

proceeds to be invested into five percent bonds to create a school fund, and the proceeds 

11-3 
for the remaining 100 sections to be allocated to the tribal council. Such a sophisticated 

plan hardly qualified the Turtle Mountain Chippewa for relegation to wardship status. It 

confirmed that they could act in their own best interests, and stave off dependency, with 

some technical and financial assistance from the U.S. Even while fighting for their 

survival, the band's generosity prevailed. They offered some of their reservation to "the 

Assiniboine tribe or any other Indians" in the region who remained landless."'' Such 

foresight and magnanimity verified that they remained committed to strengthening Native 

ties and the trust relationship with the goverrmient, while federal officials continued to 

undermine both. 

Their compelling message seemed to have made its mark. A Joint Resolution of 

Congress on April 6, 1876 "recognized the Turtle Mountain Band with Little Shell as its 

chief," and reaffirmed their undisputed territorial possession and bona fide "Indian 

title.""^ Although such acknowledgement had been implicit since the Old Crossing 

Treaty of 1863, this explicit vindication met the tougher test for common law recognition 

of an Indian tribe by being a united community under one leadership."^ The report 

confirmed that "the Turtle Mountain band of Chippewa Indians, and their forefathers for 

many generations, have inhabited and possessed, as fully and completely as any nation of 

Indians on this continent have ever possessed any region of country ... ." As a result. 
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the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs authorized the Secretary of the Interior to 

establish a reservation in northern Dakota for the Turtle Mountain band of Chippewa 

Indians from their Aboriginal territory. It seemed that their prayers, memorials, and 

lobbying might pay off. Certainly the Senate committee respected their devotion. 

Unfortunately, others within the federal Indian affairs bureaucracy with countervailing 

influence saw things differently. 

This chapter examined how national post-Civil War developments set the stage for a 

series of diverse but mutually reinforcing regional crises for the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa. The advent of bonanza wheat farming in the Red River Valley of the North 

propelled European American settlement into the unceded Turtle Mountain region. 

Beginning in the 1870s European Americans pushed west beyond the Old Crossing treaty 

line set back in 1863. Foreseeing the dire consequences of rapid and illegal encroachment 

after beginning to absorb their dispersed Pembina band relations, the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa sought the protection of a reservation. Although the validity of their exclusive 

land claim vis a vis any other Indian tribes was recognized by various Commissioners of 

Indian Affairs, various local, territorial and national non-Indian economic and political 

interests forestalled any satisfactory legal settlement, while the wheat boom spurred 

increased immigration into the region. These encroachments represented illegal trespass 

because the Turtle Mountain Chippewa still retained, occupied and used their unceded 

territory. 

In response to the demographic burdens of European American settlement, the band 

initiated a diplomatic dialogue with federal Indian officials to preserve their land base 
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and autonomy. They sought to secure enough of their Aboriginal territory for a 

reservation to insure the preservation of the current and future generations. In exchange 

for an exclusive use reservation of adequate size with federal protection, they would cede 

the balance of their territory to the U.S. for a fair price that could sustain them through 

and beyond the economic transition from buffalo hunting to farming and stock raising. 

Yet as noted by historian Angie Debo, "when the land was acquired by white men, it 

came under legal protection. As long as it was owned by Indians, no laws or courts or the 

118 plighted faith of the government could keep it free of intruders." 

Other factors also undermined any negotiated settlement. The Red River Metis 

resistance movements over land rights and self-governance across the border in Canada 

made the Metis-dominated Turtle Mountain community suspect in the eyes of federal 

Indian policy makers, who worried about independent bands on the international 

boundary not under the control of either the U.S. or Canada. This perceived need for, or 

ability to achieve greater control also led to the formal and unilateral end of Indian treaty 

making by the U.S. in 1871. Thus the federal government refused to negotiate in good 

faith with the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. As a result, the Turtle Mountain band could not 

retain a reservation during the so-called "reservation era" of federal Indian policy. Instead 

the Indian affairs apparatus attempted to deploy the grab-bag policy of removal over and 

over again. This counter-productive approach only stiffened the resolve of the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa to stand fast in their homeland in the face of increasing poverty, 

hunger and violation of their rights. Amidst one attempt to comply with Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa memorials for an adequate reservation, most federal Indian officials still 
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wished the tribe would relocate themselves to Minnesota, or hoped that they would just 

disperse across the northern Plains into Montana, Manitoba or Saskatchewan. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE LEGAL STRUGGLE FOR FEDERAL RECOGNITION 
1877 - 1882 

''These Indians Have All the Original Rights in an Unceded Territory^ 
- Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Hiram Price, 1882 

By the late 1870s some recycled arguments of Indian policy "reformers" began to 

appear with greater regularity. This chapter examines how Anglo-American law became 

the favored solution to the "Indian problem" during the 1880s. As stated by 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs Ezra Hayt in 1879, "it is the bounden duty of the 

government to provide laws suited to the dependent condition of the Indians'' An 

"increasing pressure arose for law as a necessary means to bring about the Indian reform 

and civilization the humanitarians wanted.""^ Unfortunately for the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa, such official attitudes coincided with the advent of the first Dakota land 

boom. Between 1879 and 1886 100,000 people immigrated into North and South Dakota. 

This chapter analyzes how this demographic deluge, combined with the less than 

coherent or lawful machinations of federal Indian policy makers and local officials, 

created the circumstances leading to the reduction of the nine million acre Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa homeland to two townships. 

Within six months of efforts in the U.S. Senate to set aside a reservation to preserve 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa autonomy, the new Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Q. 

Smith denigrated any concept of Indian self-governance as "rude regulations of petty, 

ignorant tribes." He concluded his annual report by conceding that "we have despoiled 

the Indians of their rich hunting-grounds, thereby depriving them of their means of 
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support."'* This assessment mirrored the stark reality faced by the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa at that time, despite some Congressional support for an adequate reservation 

and compensation. Without a hint of embarrassment, the C.I.A. still believed that 

dispossession was a "cheap" price for them to pay in return for the "priceless benefit of 

just and equitable laws." The commissioner promised that the Native people "will be 

protected, by the authority and power of the Government," in their "life, liberty, property, 

and character" just as if they were European Americans. As with prior noble sounding 

pledges, this plan to fiirther extend U. S. law over Indians and "give them at least a secure 

home" would soon have dire consequences for the Turtle Mountain band, and fall far 

short of its benevolent claims.^ 

The death of Antoine Gingras the next year in 1877 signified the beginning of the 

decline and dissolution of the Metis community in Pembina and St. Joseph. Throughout 

the decade, the Red River Metis on both sides of the nominal international boundary 

drifted westward. They settled from Turtle Mountain to the Milk River to be closer to the 

last remaining northern Plain buffalo herd in Montana. Their numbers in and around 

Pembina and St. Joseph dropped from 2,000 to 200. At the same time an influx of almost 

1,000 predominantly Scandinavian immigrants supplanted them. The extent of this 

demographic shift resulted in the local postmaster renaming St. Joseph to Walhalla.^ 

Still in exile from Canada as a consequence of the 1870 Red River resistance, Metis 

leader Louis Riel visited Pembina in 1878. He then came to live with Antoine Gingras's 

son Norman at St. Joseph in 1879. Although these locales put him in proximity to some 

old Red River contacts and allies who remained in the region, Riel soon followed the 
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greater numbers of his displaced Metis countrymen to Montana. By 1878 the last 

Canadian buffalo herd on the northern Plains had been depleted. The very real threat of 

starvation existed for the indigenous inhabitants. This situation compelled some of the 

Cree, Assiniboine, Blackfoot and Dakota tribes in Canada also to pursue the Montana 

herd. The instinctive Indian-Metis convergence provoked some anxiety in American and 

the Canadian governing circles over border, settlement, transit, and communication 

security issues. While all of these concerns proved unfounded, in the interim, Riel 

believed they provided an opportunity to leverage concessions for the Metis from both 

governments. 

During the winter of 1879-1880 he attempted to forge an alliance with the various 

tribes. They declined because of suspicions about his motives and leadership abilities. 

These tribes knew from their long-standing relations that in spite of some residual kinship 

affinity, the cultures and economic aspirations of many Indians and diverse Metis had 

diverged significantly. This had became more manifest since 1870 when Canadian Indian 

policy defined the Metis as legally distinct from Indians without the option of settling on 

o 
"status Indian" reserves. So the Indians decided that their best chance to resolve land 

claim grievances with both governments would be to honor their treaty commitments. At 

least this approach entitled them to some desperately needed rations and supplies in the 

short-term. Perhaps if they remained peaceful and loyal, they could stave off starvation, 

and re-negotiate for better conditions and terms in the future.^ 

As a result of this Indian rebuff, in the summer of 1880 Riel appealed for a 
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contiguous land base in the United States. He asked the U.S. government if it would "set 

apart a portion of land as a special reservation in this territory for the half-breeds," along 

with a short-term monetary appropriation. He sent a formal and beseeching petition with 

one hundred Metis signatures to the local American military commander in Montana, 

Nelson A. Miles. Unlike in Canada, Riel did not base this request on any inherent mixed-

blood right of "Aboriginal title." Federal Indian policy did not recognize such separate 

interests. As happened at Turtle Mountain, mixed-bloods could join full-blood kinfolk on 

their reservations. Riel hoped in vain that the U.S. would have pity or compassion for his 

people, as they faced greater competition from Indians and European immigrants for 

diminishing land and resources. He still believed that the "half-breeds" could act as 

intermediaries between the European Americans and the Indians on behalf of the U.S. 

government's assimilation campaign. Riel remained deluded about his influence amongst 

the Northwest tribes. He also did not seem to realize that despite General Miles's 

favorable recommendation, most of the lower and higher echelons in the War 

Department, Interior Department, and B.I.A. considered his request too "extraordinary" 

to be permitted. 

Increasingly since the U.S. abjured new treaty-based federal-tribal relations in 1871, 

the "dependent condition" of Indians relegated them to the institutional vacuum of 

"wardship," without any "pretensions of sovereignty."'' The few remaining groups not 

situated permanently on reservations, like the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa, 

would be under federal guardianship sooner rather than later, especially after the demise 

of the last buffalo herd in 1883. In addition to these less than benevolent policies 
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concerned specifically with Indians, the post-Reconstruction era led to the rise of social 

Darwinism in the 1880s. Despite some faith in the efficacy of assimilation, the broad 

social and cultural context of racial, political and economic exclusion applied to any non-

European-Protestant ethnic minority group in the United States. It was an era of Jim 

Crow segregation for African Americans, a national Chinese Exclusion Act, and calls for 

policymakers to disband tribes via allotment to solve the "Indian problem." Within this 

"survival of the fittest" milieu, the federal government refused to recognize the "half-

breeds" as a distinct collective entity with any unique legal status or land rights. This 

explains why the agent's report characterized Kiel's request as "extraordinary." It 

remained beyond the parameters of the current Indian affairs ideological consensus. 

With the end of treaty-making and the advent of allotment the U.S. did not need any 

help from "half-breeds" they considered less "civilized" than the Indians. The Indian 

agent from the Crow reservation in Montana, which Riel had proposed as a possible site 

for their reserve, wrote the formal letter rejecting the petition. He applied many of the 

pejoratives used against Indians to the "half-breeds." The agent denigrated them for their 

"nomadic" subsistence mode, and "little practice in agriculture." Furthermore, their 

Catholic religion, and propensity towards trading alcohol and guns to Indians bothered 

U.S. Protestant missionaries and military officials. The agent even held their intelligence, 

rudimentary education, competence in Native and European languages and dialects, skill 

with weapons, fondness for drinking, adeptness at trading, carting, trapping, hunting, and 

• 12 fishing, and amicable relations amongst all the Northwest tribes against them. All of 
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these mostly positive factors made them seem more cunning and dangerous than the 

Indians, and a potentially disruptive or corrupting influence with the tribes. 

Despite the obsequiousness of Kiel's petition, federal officials feared correctly, based 

on their resistance at Red River in 1869-1870, that the Metis would contest the downward 

push of wardship status, and perhaps influence some Indian tribes to do likewise. 

Ignoring the broad admixture of Indian descent among the Metis, especially the 

predominance of Pembina Chippewa intermarriage at Red River earlier in the century, 

the agent considered them all to be descended from the Cree, and therefore British or 

Canadian subjects. This opportune rationale absolved the U.S. from any responsibility to 

recognize their "Aboriginal title" or legal rights. From the perspective of American 

policymakers the "half-breeds" had only two options. They could stay in the U.S., 

become naturalized citizens like Riel, and then homestead and assimilate into the 

dominant European American society. Or they could head north and pursue their 

Aboriginal rights claims in Canada. 

While the agent accused the Metis of "masquerading ... to and fro between the United 

• • 1 ^ States and Canada," m actuality U.S. policymakers indulged in the real masquerade. 

They ignored conveniently the Aboriginal origins of the Red River Metis population that 

came into demographic prominence before the U.S. or Canada established any nominal 

sovereignty in the region, or settled upon the exact location of the international boundary. 

The Metis communities in the Red River Valley, from St. Francois Xavier (Winnipeg) 

dovra to Pembina and St. Joseph in North Dakota, constituted an identifiable geographic, 

environmental, and geopolitical borderland known as Assiniboia within the H.B.C.'s 
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Rupert's Land. The best evidence supporting the existence of a previous and extensive 

cross-border Metis and Indian community comes from the well-documented 

convergence of their annual hunts down in the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's buffalo 

grounds, and the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa rolls collected by J.B. 

Bottineau and his uncle, Charles Bottineau.'"^ 

As a blood relation and member of the band, the younger Bottineau would come to 

play a prominent role in the legal struggles of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa as their 

"attorney in fact and at law."'^ He resided at St. Joseph, Dakota Territory for many years 

as a trader. People described him as "a very intelligent mixed-blood of the Pembina 

band." Through "repeated visits" to the greater Pembina region he "kept up an intimate 

acquaintance with the families and almost all the individual members of the families of 

the mixed-bloods" connected with the Pembina and Turtle Mountain bands (e.g. John 

Baptiste Wilkie and Antoine Azure - "two reliable mixed-bloods" of St. Joseph).'^ 

J.B. Bottineau had also traced his family's heritage back for five generations. 

As noted by historian Thomas Flanagan, "for a largely illiterate people, the Metis are 

astonishingly well documented for genealogical purposes."'^ His own analysis of the 

geographic and community affiliations of the mixed-blood signers of Kiel's petition 

showed that eighty percent of these predominantly French Metis came from Red River 

(40%) and Pembina (43%). These families (Bottineaus, Renvilles, Bellegardes, 

Montreuilles, Grants, Vermes, Gardners, LaRoques, Brunelles, Delormes, Poitras) still 

organized themselves in accordance with the patrilineal clan system derived from the 

I o 
Pembina Chippewa and other Plains-Ojibwa. Flanagan pointed out that some of the 
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petitioners had also been included in the 1850 Pembina census for Minnesota Territory. 

Charles Bottineau's genealogical collection dated back to the 1830s. This meant that 

certain families had lived in the U.S. for three to five decades. Flanagan concluded that 

"to call them British subjects was clearly misleading."'^ 

In conjunction with the less than accommodating developments noted above, 

the Senate bill authorizing a Turtle Mountain reservation in Dakota Territory did 

not pass. As a result, the Little Shell III and the tribal council engaged tribal 

member and solicitor, John B. Bottineau, to be their official representative and lobbyist in 

Washington, D.C. This indicated that the Chippewas had not lost confidence in their 

mixed-blood relatives. Bottineau was the oldest son of the prominent scout, hunter, 

trapper, boatman, and land/townsite entrepreneur Pierre Bottineau. His father had 

firsthand knowledge of Chippewa tribal politics and relations with the U.S. in his 

capacities as guide, interpreter, and witness to the 1851 Pembina treaty, and the 1864 Old 

Crossing treaty. Although he lived most of his life in Minnesota, both the town and 

county of Bottineau, North Dakota, just west of Turtle Mountain, were named after him 

90 
and his brother Charles. 

On February 16, 1878 Bottineau submitted an eloquent fifteen page appeal to 

Secretary of the Interior Carl Schurz on behalf of the "Chippewa Indians of Northern 

Dakota Territory." He categorized their case as a "matter of marked justice to a wronged 

people."^' The terse sub-title asked whether the government would recognize their claim 

and provide for them. Since 1878 would be the last annual "Ze Pay from the 1863 Old 

Crossing treaty (i.e., 15 years), each passing year without a legal settlement made the 
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Pembina and Turtle Mountain band's existence more precarious. European American 

trespassers increasingly drove the game on which they depended out of their country, 

leaving them in dire straits. Bottineau lamented their "deplorable" and "almost hopeless" 

condition of "suffering and destitution." Even in such a destitute condition, most 

refused to be removed to the White Earth reservation in Minnesota, or "adopt the habits 

and pursuits of civilized life" (i.e., become farmers). "Prompt recognition of their plain 

rights and a just settlement" had to come first. Then they would relinquish most of their 

unceded territory to the U.S. in exchange for much needed agricultural assistance, but 

only if the government guaranteed a reserve for them as a permanent homeland.^'* 

Bottineau also sought federal re-acknowledgement of the legal fact that "these Indians 

have never relinquished to the United States that part of their country which lies west of 

the tract ceded by them to the United States under the treaty of 1863." He appealed to the 

agent at White Earth (the B.I.A. agency responsible for the Pembina and Turtle Mountain 

bands) for assistance in compelling the U.S. government to "recognize their right to their 

9^ remaining land and properly treat with them for its acquisition." Yet instead of 

recognizing this "just claim," as had been proposed in the Senate bill, the Interior 

Department insisted on removal of the bands to White Earth. They refused this option, 

and resisted subsequent attempts of coercion, because "such removal would be construed 

as an abandonment of their remaining territory, and that they would thus be unable ever 

after to maintain their rights to their remaining lands." As a result, Bottineau observed 

that they "cling with tenacity to the hope that the government will at some time recognize 

their claims and pay them a sufficient sum for a release of their remaining lands." 
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Clearly, the band wanted to stay, although they recognized that this hope was becoming 

increasingly unrealistic. They remained adamant about receiving fair market value for 

their lands if displacement could not be precluded. Meanwhile, "they linger about the 

vicinity of the Turtle Mountain and adjacent country unwilling to remove therefrom until 

> • 97 
their claims have been so recognized by the United States and properly adjusted." 

Bottineau's memorial not only confirmed the band's canny understanding of market 

relations. It also raised some doubts and questions about the Pembina's unity of 

leadership. In making his case for all the "Chippewa Indians of Northern Dakota 

Territory," he felt compelled to assert the primacy of the Little Shell lineage, while 

denigrating Red Bear's legitimacy. Bottineau reiterated that Little Shell's hereditary 

principal chieftanship "descended from father to son in a regular succession." Perhaps 

because he had only recently assumed the mantle of leadership after his father's demise 

in 1874, Bottineau claimed that Little Shell Ill's "right and title was recognized by all the 

Chippewa tribe, as well as by all other Indian nations." In contrast, Bottineau identified 

28 Red Bear as a "source of trouble ... among these bands of the Chippewas." 

Apparently this discord dated back to the Old Crossing treaty negotiations in 1863. 

The lawyer asserted that Red Bear "had never been recognized as a chief until "induced 

to assume that title" by traders in the hopes of furthering their interests during treaty 

negotiations. As noted in the previous chapter, it remains uncertain why both chiefs 

signed the treaty at the Old Crossing, but only Red Bear went to Washington, D.C. and 

signed the supplemental 1864 pact. Some have claimed incorrectly that Little Shell II 

died in 1864. Bottineau leveled the serious charge that "Red Bear was induced to go to 
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Washington against the will of Little Shell.The solicitor probably received 

information to draw this conclusion from his Uncle Charles, who accompanied Red Bear 

and the Pembina delegation, and signed the treaty as a witness. As a result of the 

supplemental treaty Red Bear received a 640 acre reserve, most likely as the inducement 

referred to by Bottineau. Yet it could not provide for "his family and a few of his friends" 

30 comprising perhaps 200-250 of the 550-600 member band. 

This sub-group of full-blood Pembina Chippewa, who "clung with tenacity to their old 

homes" in their ceded lands around Fort Pembina, St. Joseph, and the Pembina 

Mountains, are the ones referred to in the various agent's, commissioner's, and Board of 

Visitor's reports as poor, straggling, destitute, wretched, deplorable, and hopeless enough 

-5 1 
to be a "constant armoyance to settlers." The band began dissolving, with some staying 

near Pembina, a few leaving for Red Lake or White Earth, Minnesota, and most heading 

west to Turtle Mountain. The 1878 memorial represented more than a list of claims or 

complaints. Overall unity still prevailed, with Bottineau fighting hard for the Pembina 

and Turtle Mountain Chippewa. It framed their collective grievances "as a matter of 

marked justice to a wronged people." Yet the revelations about Red Bear as a "source of 

dissatisfaction" foreshadowed intra-tribal dissension that could be exploited by the U.S. 

in future negotiations. 

In the interim, the political leadership of the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

remained consistently persuasive with some federal officials. The impact of Bottineau's 

appeal had the same positive effect on Secretary Schurz, as the band's delegations had in 

Washington, D.C. a few years before. Yet there never seemed to be enough collective 
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political will within the federal Indian bureaucracy or the Congress to deal with the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa as a community entitled to full, rather than grudging, recognition of 

their rights and a settlement of their land claim. The inability of federal Indian policy 

makers to take care of this relatively simple matter baffled Little Shell, Kaishpau and J.B. 

Bottineau. Bottineau charged that the government's "arbitrary proceedings threatened to 

jeopardize our claim."^"* The band's leaders could not discern any rational structure or 

definable set of principles from their bewildering experiences with federal Indian policy. 

Since its inception in 1849, the Interior Department had administrative responsibility 

for land policy, Indian affairs, education, railroads, geological surveys, the census, and 

territorial governments. The possibility of a coherent perception of the "Indian problem" 

was skewed by an inherent conflict of interest between the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and 

all of the other administrative realms of the department. In addition, the B.I. A. was rife 

with incompetence, corruption, fraud, and mismanagement. The Commissioners of 

Indian Affairs in the late 1870s and early 1880s - E.P. Smith, J.Q. Smith, and E.A. Hayt -

were all dismissed under a cloud of official corruption, along with Secretary of the 

Interior Delano. The official counterweight to this corruption was supposed to be the 

Board of Indian Commissioners. But they were opposed by western politicians, like 

Colorado Senator and Secretary of the Interior Henry M. Teller, who resented losing their 

political patronage, and retaliated by cutting the funding of the B.I.C. 

The Turtle Mountain Chippewa grew frustrated after hearing repeatedly the 

acknowledgement of their case, the legitimacy of their claim, and the reasonableness of 

their proposed solution, only to have the process break dovm somewhere prior to a 
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definitive resolution. Then they had to go back to square one again, often fi-om a resulting 

change in presidential administrations or other personnel shifts within the federal Indian 

bureaucracy. In terms of organizational theory, this recurring pattern of incoherence and 

irresolution illustrated that federal Indian policy operated at the opposite end of the 

'if: ^ 
continuum from the "rational choice" model. It helps explain the inconsistent, chaotic, 

and dysfunctional nature of federal Indian policy. There appeared to be no process or 

mechanism to turn the Turtle Mountain band's "just and reasonable" grievances into any 

kind of equitable solution. Without a clear set of principles, precedents or norms, the 

same shabby policy produced corresponding unjust results. Indian affairs failed 

consistently to reflect either rationality or the "rule of law." Federal policy makers 

continued to try and impose social, economic, and political control upon Indians under 

"the guise of law."^^ 

In late 1879 a Pembina Chippewa delegation led by Kaishpau visited Agent James 

McLauglin at the Fort Totten Devil's Lake agency. They alleged a band count of 518 

families totaling 2,115 people "scattered throughout Dakota and Montana." They wished 

to secure a reservation at Turtle Mountain, and "commence an agricultural life" before 

TO 
European American encroachment precluded the possibility for such an arrangement. 

By 1880 time was running out. The European American population in what became 

North Dakota hit 37,000. A year later, a U.S. Land Office opened at Devil's Lake. 

Without a reservation this made the unceded Turtle Mountain Indian territory north and 

•>Q 
northwest of Devil's Lake accessible for preemption, homestead, and timber claims. 
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Commissioner of Indian Affairs Hiram Price's annual report for 1881 reflected the 

reality of this boom. As the European American populace increasingly achieved political 

efficacy over Indian country, Price stated the premise for the future direction of federal 

policy bluntly. American Indians faced only two options: "either civilization or 

extermination." "We are fifty millions of people, and they are only one-fourth one 

million. The few must yield to the many.""^" As before, new railroad branches brought 

more settlers to untapped areas, while connecting the fruits of their labors with expanding 

national and international markets. In February of 1882 the Bismarck, Mouse River, 

Turtle Mountain and Manitoba Railroad Company came into being. It had $2,000,000 in 

capital to run a line north from Bismarck to Minot (at the "big bend" of the Souris 

(Mouse) River) and beyond up into Canada."*' The first squatter's claim occurred at Minot 

in 1885. By this date the European American population in North Dakota stood at 

152,000. In 1887 the Great Northern railway reached Minot and a "mushroom-like" tent 

city of 5,000 appeared."*^ All of these rail lines and towns west of the 1863 treaty cession 

line made unauthorized and uncompensated use of unceded Turtle Mountain Indian 

territory. 

Despite the inexorable overstepping of their boundaries, the Turtle Mountain band 

still refused to relocate. Although local Pembina real estate agent H.R. Vaughan made his 

living selling property to incoming European Americans, he felt outraged enough by their 

incursions and maltreatment of the Indians to complain to the Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs. Vaughan protested about many white settlers "fast occupying" and "locating on 

lands" belonging to the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. He observed that the Indians 
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complained about these incursions after a tribal delegation visited Washington, D.C. and 

had been advised that "when their lands were settled upon by the whites, they would be 

protected." If nothing happened soon to satisfy their desire for a reservation at or near 

Turtle Mountain, Vaughan feared troubles and depredations. The local Indian agent, on 

the other hand, remained unaware of any "ill feeling." The Chippewas dreaded that "they 

may soon be driven from that country as they have been from" Pembina."*^ They believed 

steadfastly that any abandonment of their territory would be construed by the federal 

government as an abdication of their rights. 

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs replied to Vaughan that "it is impossible to afford 

them relief without Congressional action." Previous bills mandating the removal of the 

Chippewas from Dakota Territory had failed. Therefore, the Turtle Mountain people 

"should be counseled to wait with patience and forbearance" and "trust the Government 

for their final protection. Shortly after that counsel, however, a petition from "the 

[European American] people of Pembina" complained about how the Chippewa 

contributed to the "great armoyance of the citizens." In an attempt to revive federal 

removal efforts, they requested that the Interior Department purchase the "lands claimed 

by the Pembina bands of Indians," and then relocate them to the White Earth agency in 

Miimesota.''^ Such requests put pressure on the Indian affairs office to act accordingly. 

A week later the Chippewas offered a counter-proposal. Representatives of the "Turtle 

Mountain band of Chippewas and Mixed-bloods" petitioned Agent James McLauglin at 

the Fort Totten Devil's Lake agency. The delegation revealed the leadership and sub

divisions within the band. Nine "Chippewa delegates" signed first. The mixed-bloods 
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signed in two groups: a Pembina/St. Joseph assemblage of sixteen, and a Turtle Mountain 

deputation of eleven. Little Shell was acknowledged as chief His band numbered "about 

550 lodges," most of whom lived out "west in the prairie" (i.e. near Turtle Mountain), 

while "forty lodges still lived in the vicinity of St. Joseph. The St. Joseph and Pembina 

mixed-bloods claimed to represent "250 families at Pembina and St. Joseph," while 

another 500 lived out west with the Turtle Mountain Metchif They asked him to use his 

influence and pass along their request to the Secretary of the Interior and the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Reflecting the consensual nature of their tribal council, 

they made an appeal "after consulting each other in this our assembly." They defined 

their territorial boundaries by the usual and accustomed geographic markers.'*' After 

marking their domain, the delegation made its proposal. They wanted to retain "a certain 

portion of this Country for a reserve in which to make our homes," making it clear that 

48 they would choose the reserved tract, not the U.S. government. Such an assertion 

exemplified tribal sovereignty in action. 

The reason for this request and its urgency derived firom their complaint that "the 

white people are trespassing on our lands."'*^ The delegation protested about European 

Americans cutting down 2,000 cords of wood per year along the north shore of Devil's 

Lake, entitling the Indians to perhaps $150,000 in compensatory damages. Thirteen white 

families had already trespassed and settled in this area. The same type of illegal incursion 

and harvesting also occurred at Turtle Mountain and Pembina Mountain. European 

Canadian interlopers had trespassed and begun hauling timber for building back into 

Canada. Meanwhile, the tax assessors of Pembina County began harassing Chippewas for 
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payments from which they considered themselves exempt, and could not afford. As a 

consequence the band representatives stated emphatically that they "lived miserably" 

because "all the game is gone," and "our country is being ruined.' They estimated that 

"perhaps in a year or two we may be driven out of our country." If the government 

continued to ignore their plight, "what then will become of us? Where are we to seek a 

home?" They still believed that a "good and just" "Great Father" would protect and help 

them.'*^ 

In a subsequent letter to McLaughlin nine months later, they filed the same 

complaints, adding the despairing note that "we are helpless to protect our own rights."^' 

Once again they appealed to the U.S. to live up to its trust responsibilities. While most of 

the Indian policy echelon seemed to acknowledge the Turtle Mountain Chippewa claim 

and sympathize with their deleterious situation, neither factor prodded the federal 

government into responsible action. This lack of resolution illustrated the arbitrary nature 

of federal Indian policy decision-making. The anarchic nature of the reverse decision 

cycle insured that few problems or issues were dealt with by direct resolution. Instead 

52 they were avoided or suppressed until a major crisis ensued. 

As federal Indian policy makers dithered, western politicians assuming offices of 

national political prominence began acting against the band's interests aggressively. 

Richard Franklin Pettigrew had started out in Dakota Territory as a surveyor. He 

exploited the vital knowledge learned from this important frontier trade into real estate 

and land speculation interests. The acquisition of properties soon led him into railroad 

boosterism and territorial Republican politics. In 1880 he won election as the territorial 
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delegate to Congress. From this powerful position he used his influence to control 

political patronage, and create new opportunities for personal gain through railroad 

development and land speculation.^^ 

Pettigrew served as the Dakota Territory delegate to Congress from 1881 to 1883, 

critical years in the political fate of the Turtle Mountain Indians and Metchif He began 

lobbying against the band's interests immediately. In May, 1881 Pettigrew wrote to the 

C.I.A. about their anomalous situation. His letter acknowledged that their professed 

territory comprised nine million acres "of the finest wheat lands in the world." Yet as 

Alexander Ramsey had done at the Old Crossing treaty council, he denigrated their right 

to claim ownership because "they did not cultivate the soil." Pettigrew asserted 

incorrectly that the Chippewa Indians had only inhabited this area "part of the time since 

1863." Because of these two deficiencies, he declared that "these Indians never owned 

this country." Instead, it belonged to the Red Lake and Pembina Chippewa, and they had 

sold it to the U.S. in the Old Crossing treaties. Although he claimed that the "spirit of the 

treaty had been carried out," Pettigrew ignored conveniently that the actual extent of the 

treaty cession extended no further west than St. Joseph, and no reservation had been 

created for the Pembinas.^"^ Just as most of the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

had feared, Pettigrew used the removal of some band members to the White Earth, 

Minnesota reservation township as a pretext for the relinquishment of the entire band's 

land claim. 

Without any reliable information, such as that gathered by Agent McLaughlin at 

Devil's Lake, Pettigrew reduced the Turtle Mountain band to "250 Indians led by a few 
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adventurous half-breeds." Such "wandering vagabonds" could not lay a rightful claim to 

any lands because, as he alleged, "this vast country has never been the home of any tribe 

of Indians." It had always been a "common hunting ground" for a variety of northern 

Plains tribes, and if any had a superior claim, it would be the Assiniboines. One can only 

wonder if Pettigrew thought anyone would believe all of these contradictory half-truths. 

He probably did not care. As a Dakota Territory politician in Congress, who in the 

nation's capitol could or would refute him? He maintained that "250 Indians should not 

be recognized" because "they have no title to these nine million acres." Pettigrew's 

bottom line embodied two precepts. First, the Turtle Mountain Chippewa should be 

removed to White Earth in Minnesota, and second, "a separate reservation should not be 

established for these Indian under any circumstances."^^ 

Pettigrew's exertions stemmed from the fact that plenty of potential voters waited 

eagerly to access this unceded territory. Foregoing the need for any legal instrument, like 

a treaty, to achieve his desired end, Pettigrew declared that "this empire ... ought to be 

opened up to settlement immediately." He acknowledged that the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa had protested about "a large number of [non-Indian] people ... now residing 

upon these lands," and predicted that "several thousand people" would move in as soon 

as the lands had been surveyed and opened for settlement by the General Land Office. 

According to Pettigrew, obviously representing other like-minded petitioners in northern 

Dakota Territory, nothing should "stop the progress and development of that great 

country because of the pretended claim of a few thieving vagabonds."^^ Unfortunately for 

the Turtle Mountain Chippewa, powerful individual politicians had significant influence 
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on federal Indian policy makers. Pettigrew helped set the agenda, frame the debate, 

control the discourse, and shape Indian policy. His influence illustrates how Indian policy 

was shaped by local politicians to better serve their own personal priorities and the 

57 interests of their European American constituents - not Indians. 

In response to Pettigrew's charges, the Commissioner of the G.L.O. asked the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs to look into whether any other Indian tribe claimed, or if 

the U.S. had acquired title to, the Turtle Mountain region in northern Rolette and 

Bottineau counties in Dakota Territory. The essential legal question remained whether the 

"Indian title" to the area north and northwest of Devil's Lake had ever been 

extinguished? The C.I.A. concluded that the "Indian title to the lands in question has 

never been extinguished by treaty or otherwise." Supporting evidence derived from the 

Old Crossing treaty of 1863, where Alexander Ramsey confirmed the Pembina 

Chippewa's retention of lands west of the Red River cession. As noted previously, 

subsequent Commissioners of Indian Affairs confirmed this understanding. The acting 

commissioner acknowledged the existence of a renewed federal government effort to 

consolidate via legislation eight Minnesota Chippewa tribes, and the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa, upon the White Earth reservation.^^ With each group ceding their lands to the 

U.S., substantial tracts in Mirmesota and North Dakota could then be opened to legal 

European American settlement. 

The impetus for the inclusion of the Chippewa bands of Dakota Territory in this 

consolidation effort came fi-om Pettigrew.^® By taking some information from Alexander 

Ramsey's 1863 treaty report out of context, he repeated the conventional wisdom that the 
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Red River comprised the western extent of "Chippewa country." According to Pettigrew 

no Plains-Ojibwa or Chippewa Indians Hved in Dakota Territory. They acted only as 

nomadic hunters in contention with other Indian tribes over advantageous buffalo 

grounds. Since the 1863 treaty, they only "pretend to claim" ownership "of this great 

country."^' All Chippewa bands with any legitimacy to claims of "Indian title" resided in 

Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan. Of course Ramsey's negotiations in 1851 and 1863 

with the Pembina Chippewa for territory west of Red River refuted Pettigrew's 

ahistorical allegation. Although previously Pettigrew had averred that the Assiniboines 

had the best claim on northern Dakota, he now alleged that "it is a well known fact that 

this country belonged to the Sioux for ages."^^ When in doubt, it seemed that any other 

northern Plains tribe would serve his purpose. 

If that charge did not defuse their claims sufficiently, Pettigrew also derided all 

subsequent Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa land rights as invalid because of the 

predominance of "half-bloods" among them. Often if mixed-bloods lived with Indian 

tribes, they shared any treaty-derived reserves or benefits. Yet if they distinguished 

themselves from their tribal relations, half-bloods could not be recognized as having 

"Indian title" under U.S. law. Even concessions of land or money scrip did not convey 

recognition of Aboriginal rights. Pettigrew attempted to define Turtle Mountain mixed-

bloods as non-Indian "citizens" who could only make their land claims as individuals in 

accordance with the provisions of the homestead and preemption laws.^^ Such self-

serving blood quantum categorizations became part of a pattern to divide and diminish 
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the Turtle Mountain Chippewa, in an attempt to uncouple their Metchif members with 

"no rights to be respected."^'* 

Pettigrew not only ignored Ramsey's report from 1863 about Chippewa land retention 

west of the thirty mile Red River cession. He stated falsely that Ramsey reported "the 

Chippewa ceded all their lands west of the Red River by the treaty of 1863."^^ 

Pettigrew's conclusions cannot be reconciled with the material facts cited. He took 

snippets of contradictory information to discredit the valid land claim of the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa. Pettigrew made his case on behalf of "several hundred" American 

citizens who had already settled on these unceded Indian lands. The denial of Indian land 

rights served to bolster the economic and political advantages of himself, his European 

American constituents, and various land-associated speculation and railroad interests. 

The Turtle Mountain band did not just need to be concerned with the vagaries of 

federal Indian policy or the disinformation of territorial politicians. Equally dangerous 

involvement from other concerns arose to pressure the federal Indian policy apparatus 

into serving private interests. In 1880, Lt. H.M. Creel, an officer in the 7"^ Cavalry, 

undertook an assignment from Ft. Totten to survey a portion of the nearby Devil's Lake 

region knovm as Graham's Island.^^ Both the governor of Dakota Territory, and the 

Secretary of the Interior wanted to expand the military reservation at Fort Totten further 

north and west from Devil's Lake to incorporate the valuable timber lands of Graham's 

Island, and keep them out of the hands of encroaching squatters.^' Apparently neither 

official had any concern that such an enlargement would intrude illegally on unceded 

Turtle Mountain Indian land. While on this assignment Creel noted the "fine agricultural 
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lands lying north and west" of Devils Lake. He stated that these lands "attracted my 

attention." When he asked why they had not been settled, he was told "it was Chippewa 

land."^^ 

Yet it seems that Creel was not an ordinary cavalry lieutenant involved in a minor 

surveying detail. He was an ambitious young man playing a leading role in a town site 

speculation syndicate. He used his family's political connections to arrange military 

postings so he could be involved in "trying to open up for settlement" a "tract of land" 

near Devil's Lake, North Dakota. He envisioned accurately that the Turtle Mountain and 

Mouse (Souris) River country further north and west would contribute significantly to the 

commerce of Devils Lake in the very near future. As a result of his surveying expedition, 

he made an inquiry to George W. Manypenny, who had been CIA from 1853 to 1857. 

Conveniently, Manypenny was his father's first cousin. During his tenure as CIA, 

Manypenny had communicated and met with Father G.A. Belcourt. The priest conveyed 

the "griefs and demands" of thousands of "half-breeds and Indians of Pembina county" 

when it was still part of Minnesota Territory, and extended as far west as the White Earth 

River, which coincided with the western periphery of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

territory.^^ 

Although Creel did not record Manypenny's response to his query, the ex-

Commissioner would have known from his communications with Belcourt that his 

nephew's allegation that no Aboriginal people had a "valid claim" over this territory was 

unfounded. The priest had consistently informed various federal Indian policy officials 

that the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa had desired a land cession treaty with 
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the federal government to secure land title and protection from encroachment since 

70 
1851. Perhaps this led Creel also to contact Senator William Windom of Minnesota, the 

chairman of the Indian Affairs Committee, and F.R. Pettigrew, Dakota Territory delegate 

to the House of Representatives. Windom had been a big booster of bonanza farming, and 

its high profit margin. He also supported authorization for the NPRR to secure its 

construction bonds, at the inflated rate of $2.50 per acre, by mortgages on half of its land 

71 
grant. Creel identified Pettigrew correctly as a potential ally. The territorial 

representative had been a surveyor, land speculator, railroad booster, and "a witness 

before both Houses of Congress on the proposition to open up this land for settlement."^^ 

Like Pettigrew, Creel contended that the Turtle Mountain Chippewa band had "no 

valid claim" to the lands "north and west of Devil's Lake." He misrepresented the extent 

of the Pembina Chippewa band's land cession in the Old Crossing treaty of 1863-1864. 

Creel claimed incorrectly that the western boundary of the cession, as defined specifically 

in Article Two, "by inference," meant "the western boundary of all lands to which they 

7-3 
made claim." Such an inference included conveniently the remaining nine and a half 

million acres of unceded Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa territory under dispute. 

Creel used a newspaper editorial by Joseph A Wheelock from the St. Paul Pioneer 

Press to "prosecute his claims." Because Wheelock had been the secretary for Governor 

Ramsey's treaty commission back in 1863, Creel tried to turn his anecdotal eighteen-

year-old reminiscence into a material fact that would supercede the actual treaty 

language. Wheelock claimed that during the Old Crossing negotiations. Little Shell II 

ceded all the Chippewa lands "west to the setting sun." In addition, Wheelock asserted 
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that Ramsey's opposite recollection, which confirmed federal recognition of the 

legitimacy and unceded nature of Chippewa territory west of the treaty cession, "was 

mistaken due to lapse of time."^'' Yet the treaty journal and the treaty itself invalidated 

Wheelock's memory, and verified Ramsey's remembrance and Little Shell's position. 

To further his owoi economic agenda. Creel attempted to further discredit the Indian's 

claim. He stated that Little Shell II, who had signed the treaty, lived with his band in 

Pembina County, Dakota Territory, at the date of signing. Because this region embodied 

part of the ceded territory. Creel assumed that somehow Little Shell forfeited all Pembina 

and Turtle Mountain Chippewa lands. Whether Creel pinpointed the location of Little 

Shell's band accurately or not, at the time of the treaty signing it remained irrelevant to 

what Article Two defined as the land cession. In addition to Ramsey, others in the Indian 

policy echelon disagreed with Creel's statement that "in my opinion the [Chippewa's 

• 7S 
Indian] title was not 'imperfect,' but absolutely void." 

Perhaps realizing that he was pushing too far beyond the precedents and practices of 

federal Indian policy, Lt. Creel changed course in a subsequent letter from his total 

denigration of the Turtle Mountain land tenure claim. At least he now conceded that the 

"Indian title" for the country to the north and west of Fort Totten to the international 

boundary had not been "extinguished." He stated accurately that these "almost starving" 

Indians "want a small reservation in Rolette County." In line with the policy that Indians 

would pay for their ovm "civilization," despite a large federal budget surplus. Creel 

deployed a more palatable proposal to a parsimonious Congress. The proceeds from any 
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Turtle Mountain Chippewa land cession "would aid in their conversion to civilized 

76 agricultural pursuits." 

Like Creel, the incoming European American settlers persisted in petitioning 

Pettigrew and Congress to open the Turtle Mountain tract for settlement. They 

acknowledged that "settlers have already entered upon said lands," while evading the 

illegal nature of such activities. Knowing the unlawful nature of their enterprise, Creel 

inquired into "the nature of the unceded Chippewa lands." Without acknowledging his 

personal involvement, he stated that "various soldiers and settlers claimed that no 

Chippewas ever lived on portions of land north of Devil's Lake, or desired to do so."^^ 

Although Creel continued to assert that the Chippewa Indians had no claim on this area, 

he still made the contradictory appeal to the government for a treaty to extinguish their 

"Indian title." He knew that without such a legal instrument, his company's land titles for 

Creel City and its environs could not be secured, and they might lose their claim and 

investment. Creel's syndicate continued to justify their actions in two ways. First, this 

land was too "valuable for agricultural purposes" to "forbid settlement." And second, "a 

very limited number of Indians are in possession of said tract."'^ Claims of imperfect 

title, superior land use and demographic superiority often trumped the rule of law in 

regards to federal Indian policy. 

Agent McLaughlin at Devil's Lake (Fort Totten) remained the sounding board for 

both sides. The Turtle Mountain chief Kaishpau vwote to McLaughlin regarding "rumors" 

that a "government agent visited Pembina and told the Indians that [their] territory would 

be bought by the Great Father." This "agent" also told them that McLaughlin "had 
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nothing to do with the Indians at Turtle Mountain." This so-called "agent" was probably 

Creel, since these erroneous understandings match closely with his other documented 

misstatements. Kaishpau asked for an official refutation, fearing "that my people may be 

misled."^^ It was likely that Creel was one of the "whites continually troubling me with 

inquiries regarding anticipated action of the [Interior] Department" mentioned by 

McLaughlin. Fortunately for the Turtle Mountain band, McLaughlin served them well in 

his role as an honest broker of competing interests. 

Often Turtle Mountain Chippewa delegations made the ninety mile trek to visit agent 

McLaughlin, to pass along their grievances to higher level federal officials. They had 

"great confidence" in his fairness and desire to protect them and their interests. The agent 

complained to the Indian Office that numerous and hostile "squatters" had converged on 

Devil's Lake, making unsubstantiated land claims and cutting down valuable timber, as 

the Indians had charged. Major J.S. Conrad, the post commander at Fort Totten, 

confirmed the agent's assessment of the situation. Although more concerned with the 

fort's timber reserve than Indian rights, Conrad confirmed to his superiors that an 

organized effort existed "to hold ... the timber land in that locality for speculative 

80 purposes." McLaughlin added that all of these actions encroached illegally on "Indian 

country" since the "Indian title" had never been extinguished.^' 

Yet in the politics of Indian policy, more than one way to abrogate unceded land 

prevailed without resorting to a negotiated agreement. Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

solicitor J.B. Bottineau dreaded presciently that nobody within the federal government 

Q-y 
would "protect our interest against designing men [with] selfish motives." Senator 
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Windom responded to Creel's inquiry, not by requesting any further investigation into the 

validity of lieutenant's contention, but by asking the Interior Department what legislation 

"would be expedient" to access the territory in question for settlement. Creel and his 

cronies anticipated eagerly the pending appointment of Senator Henry M. Teller of 

Colorado as the new Secretary of the Interior.^^ They recognized Teller as a powerfiil 

western politician sympathetic to their interests. 

It seems that Creel, Pettigrew, and Windom wanted to short circuit any process that 

might look into the material facts or legal issues of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa land 

claim. They used their influence to pressure federal officials into expediting the desired 

outcome of opening unceded Indian lands to settlement. As a result, Commissioner of 

Indian Affairs Hiram Price passed along Creel's contentions to the Secretary of the 

Interior. Price induced correctly that, "the object of Lieutenant Creel appears to be to 

secure legislation looking to the extinguishment of the Indian title to a vast area of 

84 country lying in the northern part of the Territory of Dakota." 

Price also provided his new boss. Teller, with a response to Lt. Creel's inquiry, along 

with an update on his 1881 report on the "Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewas in 

Dakota."^^ He elucidated the heart of the legal struggle by acknowledging the Turtle 

Mountain band's petitions, memorials, and delegations. Their actions demonstrated that 

the "unsettled condition of affairs with these Indian has long been a matter of deep 

concern ... to the Indian themselves."^^ While the commissioner claimed that the B.I.A. 

shared these Native concerns, the outcome desired by each party still diverged 

significantly. The federal goverrmient had vacillated for eighteen years between 1864 and 
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1882. Only the "fast flowing" influx of European Americans now made it a pressing 

07 
concern for the Interior Department. 

The commissioner also mentioned the B.I.A.'s on-going efforts to remove the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa to White Earth, Minnesota. He did not mention his own role in 

attempting to withhold treaty-promised rations, or arranging for their exclusive 

distribution to be located inconveniently at White Earth, in an attempt to compel removal. 

At least Price conceded that most of the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

"steadfastly resisted such removal, lest the abandonment of the country claimed by them 

QQ 
might be looked upon as a willing relinquishment of their title." With this observation, 

the commissioner honed in on the crux of the problem. "Prominent among their troubles 

is the uncertainty on their part as to the view held by the government relative to the status 

of the lands claimed by them, and the purposes of the department in the matter of their 

ultimate disposal." As the band asserted consistently, their unextinguished Aboriginal 

domain consisted of "the tract of country inhabited and claimed by them ... north and 

northwest of Devil's Lake" totaling roughly 9,500,000 acres.^^ Pettigrew, Creel and his 

cohorts coveted the same vast expanse, but for different purposes. 

In response to the stratagems of Creel and Pettigrew, Dakota Territory Governor 

Ordway (who was a political rival of Pettigrew) telegraphed Secretary of the Interior 

Teller. Ordway alleged that Pettigrew and Lt. Creel's acted as "land sharks" engaged in 

fraudulent scrip purchases, and paying monthly wages to dummy entrymen or "squatters" 

to secure unceded Indian land illegally. These bogus claimants looking for quick profit 

also sought to keep the valuable timber and lands on the north side of Devil's Lake out of 
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the hands of "honest settlers" looking for a home. The governor called for an 

investigation of this "unlawful combination."^® A subsequent report by Devil's Lake 

agent John W. Cramsie noted that the squatters in the employ of the speculators 

"violently drive away real settlers" by damaging or destroying their houses and 

improvements.^' This conflict demonstrated that competitive territorial development to 

secure and profit quickly from resources often pitted different groups of European 

Americans against each other politically and economically. 

From this example we can better understand the political context of Indian policy 

formulation and implementation. To paraphrase political scientist E.E. Schattschneider, 

we shall never understand the politics of tribal-federal relations unless we know what the 

92 struggle was about. The increased lobbying to remove the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

did not constitute a new Indian policy, nor could it be construed as a policy at all. It 

provides another specific historical example of the reverse decision model of public 

policy. Removal entailed another federal solution looking for an "Indian problem." The 

real problem in Dakota Territory during the 1880s centered on the fact that it was not the 

Indian who was vanishing, but the frontier. Because the Turtle Mountain Chippewa laid 

claim to nine million acres in north-central Dakota, many competing non-Indian interests 

wanted them out of the way. The Indian population had declined, but so had the supply of 

desirable "free land." This created serious problems for speculators, other economic 

concerns, territorial politicians, and the Interior Department. Their in-fighting helps us 

better understand the dysfunctional nature of federal Indian policy. 
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Within this context Pettigrew wrote to Teller asking that Secretary Schurz's 1880 

93 Interior Department order "withdrawing this country from settlement be revoked." 

Secretary Teller responded by ordering the G.L.O. to look into the status of northern 

Dakota lands regarding whether they should be made available or withdrawn from 

European American settlement. Such an immediate response to Pettigrew contrasted 

sharply with department's diffidence towards similar entreaties from the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa. Yet in a positive development that acknowledged some validity to the band's 

land claim, the G.L.O. confirmed that in August and September of 1880 they had 

informed their Grand Forks and Bismarck offices, and the Surveyor General in Dakota 

Territory, that non-Indians should not be allowed to acquire rights or title to the unceded 

and unsurveyed Indian lands of northern Dakota. This action was taken in view of the 

"alleged rights" of the Turtle Mountain band of Pembinas. Thus no legal homestead or 

preemption entries had been made during the two intervening years.^^ 

All of these developments forced Teller to confer with his Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs. With all the federal authority vested in him. Price refuted Creel's misstatements, 

and made the most explicit acknowledgement of the Chippewa's rights on record. He 

affirmed that: 

These lands have never been ceded to the United States, and the 
claim of the Turtle Mountain band to ovraership, is based upon 
continuous occupation by them and their ancestors for many 
generations. That the Indian title to the country in question has 
never been extinguished or successfully disputed cannot be denied, 
and according to the theory that has been adopted by the government 
it would seem that these Indians have all the original rights in an 
unceded territory. 
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Finally, after a decade of Turtle Mountain Chippewa political engagement in the face of 

desultory federal responses, the head of the Bureau of Indian Affairs accredited the rights 

of the band, and the merits of their case. Price went on to emphasize "that these Indians 

are justly entitled to recognition of their claim on the part of the government to the lands 

in question, and the files and records abound in evidence showing that this office has 

long recognized such claim.The commissioner's recognition of material facts 

confirmed by sources of unquestioned accuracy constituted a major breakthrough. 

Although he did not reveal the origins of these sources, much credit should go to the 

various Chippewa and Metchif chiefs, headmen, councilors, warriors, delegates and 

solicitor for creating a substantial public record on their own behalf. Collectively they 

demonstrated the importance of Native communication serving notice to original 

possession as the root of "Indian title." In this high level official report to the Secretary of 

the Interior, Price acknowledged forthrightly the essential possessory legal criteria for 

federal recognition of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's legitimate land tenure. 

The consequences of such a conclusive determination should have disposed of 

any current or future controversies. Even in the post-treaty era after 1871, both precedent 

and practice dictated the course of action recommended by Price. The U.S. should send 

commissioners to negotiate "with the Pembina band of Chippewas and such other Indians 

[the Turtle Mountain band] as should properly take part in such negotiations" for a land 

cession agreement. The band's representatives could consent to relinquish their unceded 

lands and the "Indian title" to them. In return the government would authorize them to 

"retain in a compact body" an approximately 500,000 acre portion of their Aboriginal 
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territory for a "tract sufficiently large to secure to them allotments in severalty for their 

07 
permanent settlement." 

Such terms did not accord completely with what the Turtle Mountain band desired. 

Five years before the General Allotment (Dawes) Act of 1887, the Interior Department, 

B.I.A., and Congress attempted to pull the panacea of allotment from the Indian policy 

grab-bag to forestall the creation of any new sizeable reservations, or to breakup existing 

ones. At least a reservation, held in trust for the Turtle Mountain band, provided "some 

provision ... for their protection" by the federal govemment.^^ In addition to negotiating 

over the exact size and location of the reservation, the Indians counted on a "share in the 

benefits arising from such sale" of their lands. A written agreement, signed by the 

negotiators and witnesses from both sides, would confirm the pact. If Congress ratified 

the agreement via a legislative act, the formal legal process could have ended 

satisfactorily for both sides. The Turtle Mountain band's nearly 500,000 acre reservation, 

comprising over twenty townships, would have been large enough for current and future 

generations of the small number of "full-bloods," and the much larger number of 

Metchif. 

As always, the federal government desired to profit as much as possible from such an 

arrangement. To get to the bottom line for Congress and the Secretary of the Interior, 

Price set forth a few cost calculations. The range of "suitable compensation" extended 

from $.25 to $1.25 per acre.^^ His estimates focused not on the costs incurred from 

purchasing Indian land, but the potential proceeds from reselling it. The commissioner 

based his figures on a cession of 8,500,000 million acres, accounting for a 500,000 acre 
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reservation, and the 500,000 acres aheady appropriated for the Fort Totten reservation, 

without delving into the legalities of such an arrogation. The bills before Congress 

considered "suitable compensation" for 8,500,000 acres to be the annual sum of $50,000 

for twenty years, or almost $.12 per acre (or less if considering the deferred payments and 

the inevitable increase in land values in a sellers market). 

Instead of the promised "just and equitable" terms and conditions, the federal 

government established a lucrative scheme to "reimburse itself out of the proceeds of the 

sale of the ceded lands."'®'' As noted by the various interest bearing calculations made by 

Commissioner Price, ranging from a low of $.25 per acre to the minimum price for public 

lands of $1.25 per acre, the $.12 proposal bore no relationship to fair market values or 

legal equity. Another unmentioned factor made the deal even sweeter for the government. 

Based on the high-end estimated population figure of 2,500 for the Turtle Mountain band, 

allotting 500,000 acres into 160 acre tracts would leave one-third of their land as 

"surplus," which would revert to the public domain for government resale. No wonder 

that Price concluded confidently that the modest amount of "assistance" proffered to the 

Turtle Mountain band "could be afforded in the maimer suggested." 

At the fair yet relatively low market price of $.50 an acre, the Turtle Mountain band 

would have received $4,250,000. Earning three percent interest it would yield $127,500 

annually. At the lower and far below market price of $.25 an acre, the Indians would have 

been compensated with $2,125,000, bearing a three percent annual return of $63,750 

which matched the projected annual administrative costs.To put the above figures in 

perspective, Price pointed out the unlikely maximum payout based upon the minimum 
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sale price of public lands at $1.25 per acre, resulting in the "very great" total amount of 

$10,625,000, or $318,750 in interest per year. Given the government's estimates of the 

Turtle Mountain band's population from 300 to 2,500, any recompense between $.75 and 

$1.25 per acre v^ould have been able to provide adequate annuities and rations to those 

who could not adapt to the new economic realities, and those who wanted to attempt the 

transition to farming and ranching. In an era of a large budget surplus, the federal 

government could have lived with this simple, low-cost, and equitable solution, while 

fulfilling its national economic development goals in the region. Eight and one-half 

million acres of ceded Indian land just beyond the vicinity of bonanza farming would 

have entered the public domain. Although already encroached upon illegally, these lands 

would have been surveyed and opened to homesteading, settlement, and wheat farming 

during a time of dwindling new frontiers with arable lands. 

Such a plausible scenario, as outlined by some in the B.I.A., fell victim to the biases, 

lack of political will, and irrational chaos inherent in federal Indian policy. 

Commissioner Price's definitive judgement and assessment became the paramount issue 

of contention within the federal Indian bureaucracy, instead of creating a consensus to 

come to terms with the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. This misplaced focus proved that the 

arbitrary nature of federal Indian policy decision-making did "not resolve problems 

well.""^^ Despite the consistent recognition by B.I.A. officials of the propriety and 

legality of the Turtle Mountain band's claim, and promises of a "just and equitable" 

resolution, the bureau really wanted these Indians to disappear. 
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Instead of upholding federal Indian law, and fulfilling its self-proclaimed guardianship 

responsibilities, the B.I.A. contrived to undermine the legal rights of the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa. Perhaps influenced by the lobbying from Creel and Pettigrew, the federal 

Indian bureaucracy persisted in its preference for removal. The offers of inadequate 

compensation and allotment intended to compel the Turtle Mountain band to remove 

itself to White Earth, Minnesota, despite the complete inadequacy of the one township set 

aside for their numbers.^®'* This proposal ignored that the Turtle Mountain Indians would 

not consent to remove themselves. They knew what the government intended, and feared 

correctly that any sign of abandonment would be seized upon as a pretext for 

extinguishing all their legal claims. Since the government acknowledged the facts and 

legalities that upheld the position of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa, some other 

contrivance had to be utilized from the federal Indian policy grab-bag. 

This became evident from the discussions between the B.I.A. and Congress over the 

specific wording in the pending relinquishment bill. Commissioner Price 

acknowledged the unilateral and plenary authority of Congress over Indian affairs by 

noting that "the consent of the [Turtle Mountain] Indians" had not been made a 

"prerequisite condition" to the "opening and settlement" of their lands.[5] This 

accorded with Secretary Teller's dismissal of any need for tribal consent on the grounds 

that Indians must submit to federal authority. To evade the questionable legalities 

inherent in the exercise of plenary power. Price felt obliged to offer Congress some 

"potent reasons that may be properly urged to justify [such a] proposed action.""'^ 
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He utilized one of the most timewom federal Indian policy rationalizations. By noting 

that "a large immigration, attracted by the profits of wheat-raising [had] poured into 

Northeastern Dakota," the commissioner resorted to the demographic deluge 

rationalization/®^ Price mentioned specifically the counties of Pembina, Cavalier, 

Ramsey, and Grand Forks. Pembina and Grand Forks lay along the Red River and within 

the Old Crossing treaty cession of 1863. While Pembina and Grand Forks qualified 

legally for government surveys and non-Indian settlement. Cavalier and Ramsey counties 

remained west of that cession, and within the unceded territory of the Pembina and Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa. Their location within "Indian country" should have precluded any 

non-Indian immigration or settlement. The C.I.A. failed to make this crucial legal 

distinction. Moreover, he justified the fact that portions of these counties had been 

"overrun with settlers" on the unlawful grounds that these squatters comprised "a worthy 

class eager to cultivate the soil."'°^ The bottom line disposition of federal Indian policy 

could not have been stated with more clarity. 

The legality of "settlement" did not matter, as long as it secured "the largest returns at 

a minimum cost.""'^ Price reiterated that the "Indian title" of the Pembina and Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa "has long been recognized" by the B.I.A. "on the ground of original 

Indian rights," and that these lands "have never been ceded to the United States." 

Nevertheless, he also acknowledged that "numerous petitions and appeals have been 

received from settlers." Like Pettigrew, who represented their interests in Congress, they 

held that "the Indians have no real title, and that their claim should not be respected." 
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Popular anti-Indian attitudes provided federal Indian policy makers with a convenient 

rationale to displace Native communities. As summarized by Price, "the Indians 

themselves have never of late years made any good use of these lands" since hunters 

working for, or conveyed by, the railroads killed off the last of the North Dakota buffalo 

herds in 1881 and 1882.''^^ 

Even this calamity did not deter completely the ever-resourceful people at Turtle 

Mountain. The advent of the railroads into the northern Plains, which escalated the 

slaughter of the buffalo and curtailed their Red River cart commerce, also created a new 

low-end economic niche for some of the Plains-Ojibwa and Metis. They made a new and 

good use of their lands because of the demise of the buffalo. They entered the buffalo 

bone scavenger trade. Eyewitness accounts remarked upon the "white pastures" of sun-

bleached bison skeletal remains, and many photographs captured the mountains of bones 

awaiting shipment at various railheads."' Once thought of as a useless waste product left 

behind in the procurement of buffalo hides and meat, the heavy freight hauling capability 

of railroads linked to eastern processing factories turned it into a marketable commodity. 

The extraction of this resource brought much-needed early profits to the railroads. At 

$6.00 - $8.00 per ton it also created a competitive money-making opportunity for Natives 

and newcomers on the northern Plains."^ 

Originally lying within Turtle Mountain Chippewa territory, the St. Paul, Minneapolis 

and Manitoba railheads at both Devils Lake (southeastern comer) and Minot 

(southwestern comer) North Dakota became regional buffalo bone depots. Harvesting 

and carting buffalo bones to these nearby railroad towns enabled many Turtle Mountain 
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Metchif and Chippewas to earn a living. As they had during the buffalo hunts, they 

organized themselves into informal bands of up to fifty families to gather bones during 

extended excursions. The economic motives behind this proto-capitalist commerce 

remained linked with their culture's customary non-economic motives. The bone trade 

prolonged their bison-based lifestyle, subsistence, culture and self-sufficiency for a very 

brief period from 1881 - 1891. By the time the Panic of 1893 curtailed the market, this 

non-renewable resource had been depleted and the profitable large-scale commerce in 

buffalo bones in northern North Dakota ended. European American settlers collected 

bones on their land claims and denied access to Native gatherers. Yet even after the 

bottom dropped out of this market, local newspaper reports confirmed that some Indians 

and "half-breeds" from the Turtle Mountain country still gathered and transported bones 

113 to try and make ends meet in the face of near or actual starvation. 

Such economic adaptability and persistence created much consternation among federal 

Indian policy officials. Although Commissioner Price stated repeatedly throughout 

various reports that the Chippewas refused to abandon their territory, and conceded that 

their steadfastness "entitled them to some respect," his mischaracterization of their land 

use attempted to convey the false impression that these Indians had abandoned their 

country.''"^ However rational this assessment may have seemed in a Eurocentric 

economic sense, lack of "good use" did not preclude the legality of "Indian title" or 

authorize squatting in "Indian country," in American law. The Supreme Court decision of 

Mitchel V. United States in 1835 rejected the legal validity of the "useful occupancy" 

hypothesis. The Court ruled that Indian "hunting grounds were as much in their actual 
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possession as the cleared fields of the whites.""^ Although the B.l.A. recognized "the 

ground of original Indian rights," unlike the courts it accorded European American 

assertions of proper use rights and occupancy (i.e., squatting) significant legitimacy at the 

expense of legal "Indian title." 

Pulling out the oldest hypothetical subterfuge. Price reverted to the hackneyed 

assertion about the "vastness of the area claimed by these wandering people.""^ 

This litany of allegations led the C.I. A. to contradict his own previous statements, and go 

beyond the material facts of the case. As another rationalization for disregarding their 

claim, he alleged that the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa lacked "any definite 

knowledge respecting their original rights against various other tribes" in the region."^ 

Such a total misrepresentation ignored the Prairie du Chien and first Sweet Com treaties 

of 1825, the follow-up Fond du Lac treaty of 1826, the second Sweet Com treaty of 1858, 

the Pembina and Red Lake treaty of 1863, and the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux treaty of 

1867. All of these compacts embodied repeated and consistent Native territorial 

delineation, and U.S. legal recognition of a clearly defined Chippewa domain. 

To validate their claims of adverse possession at these treaty councils, the Chippewas 

often recounted how they had defended their territorial integrity against other tribes. Yet 

Price stated that "no attempt has been made [by the Indians] to keep settlers from 

• 118 occupying" their territory. In a reversal of the usual Indian "savagery" charge, the 

C.I.A. now blamed the Turtle Mountain Chippewa for being too tractable. The lack of 

"strictest surveillance ... in respect to encroachments upon their lands" became the fault 

of their "shiftless [and] aimless" lifeways."^ No responsibility accmed to the federal 
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government, with its ring of forts in Dakota Territory, for allowing European immigrants 

to squat on unceded Indian lands. Allegedly, all of these considerations "lessen[ed] the 

respect that, under other conditions, might have been entertained in regards to their claim 

to title to the lands in question."'^® Obviously any "other conditions" would have been 

dispatched by the Indian affairs bureaucracy with the same alacrity as that deployed by 

Commissioner Price. 

The foregoing analysis illustrated the clashing yet converging national, territorial and 

local influences on Indian policy formulation and federal relations with the Turtle 

Mountain band in the early 1880s. While federal Indian policy making remained rigid 

and uninventive, it was neither unitary nor monolithic. This lack of totality created some 

spaces for the memorials, petitions and delegations from Turtle Mountain to be heard and 

considered. Yet it also forestalled any equitable settlement. Time was not on the side of 

Native peoples. The lack of a definitive settlement abetted even greater European 

American encroachment. Utilizing organizational theory and public policy models helps 

explain the incoherence and irresolution of federal Indian policy as it failed to contend 

with illegal European American infringement at the expense of the valid legal claims of 

the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. The B.I.A.'s identification of tribal-federal conditions in 

north-central Dakota Territory as "unsettled" evaded the federal government's 

responsibility for allowing events on the ground to vitiate the law and shape a political 

outcome inimical to the original inhabitants. The band's representatives perceived 

correctly that "the arbitrary will of the government's agents" failed to provide the 

"protection, peace, and tranquility" desired by the tribe. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISPOSSESSION UNDER THE COVER OF LAW 
1882-1889 

'"''There is ample evidence showing the merits 
of the claim of the Turtle Mountain Indians''''^ 

- John B. Bottineau, Attorney, 
Turtle Mountain Indians 

Given the preceding assertions by the C.I.A., the anxieties of the Pembina and Turtle 

Mountain bands for their legal rights and chances of a just and equitable agreement 

seemed well founded. In the end, legal precedent lost out. The rationale for Price's 

tortured interpretation epitomized the capricious nature of analysis within the B.I.A. 

concerning the Turtle Mountain Chippewa land claim and legal relationship with the U.S. 

Flawed understandings of federal law relating to Indian title converged with incorrect 

statements of fact. Tribal attorney Bottineau complained about the "unfairness," 

inconsistency, and lack of evidence for Price's conclusions.^ 

This chapter investigates how the increased contention between the Turtle Mountain 

band (led by Chief Little Shell III, his council, and attorney Bottineau), and local, Dakota 

Territory, and federal authorities led to the unilateral extinguishing of the tribe's 

"Aboriginal title" in exchange for an adequate reservation but no monetary compensation 

for over nine million acres of lucrative land. Despite the promise of an ample reservation 

by the B.I.A., the Secretary of the Interior decided otherwise. To expedite and attempt to 

legalize European American settlement, he acquiesced to the demands of Dakota 

Territory politicians and land speculators and threw open the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

territory, while only setting aside a tiny two-township reservation that was inadequate for 
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the band's existing population of 2,100, let alone future generations.^ The tribe rejected 

fervently the federal government's arguments and actions as illegal and unwarranted. 

From the perspective of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa, C.I.A. Price's 1882 report set 

this protracted process in motion. Price concluded by stating that the B.I.A. remained 

"strongly inclined to favor" pending legislation "in the interest of the very large 

immigration now seeking that country and the settlers already there.""* The only minor 

concession stipulated that if any Indians had made improvements upon their lands, they 

could select an allotment and avoid dispossession. Nonetheless, the Commissioner 

doubted that this stipulation would apply to anyone. He posited that the Indians would 

"not be exacting," and "gladly accept any reasonable terms that may be offered them." 

The B.I.A. still hoped for the removal of the Turtle Mountain band and their 

consolidation on existing Chippewa reservations in Minnesota. This analysis by the 

C.I.A. provided the policy framework for all subsequent legislation, Executive Orders, or 

federal-tribal agreements with the Turtle Mountain Chippewa for the next two decades. 

The B.I.A. rummaged around the grab-bag of federal Indian policy until it found the 

rationalizations and legal means by which non-Indians could acquire Indian land under 

the cover of law. 

On April 28, 1882 Congress issued a report entitled Turtle Mountain Band of 

Chippewa Indians to accompany bill H.R. 1885. The federal government attempted to 

induce the removal of the full-blood Chippewas to the White Earth reservation in 

Minnesota. Despite being destitute, the Indians refused to relocate. The proposed 

legislation endeavored "to provide for the support and civilization of the Turtle Mountain 

band of Pembina Chippewa Indians." It intended "to extinguish their title to lands 
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claimed by them in the Territory of Dakota for suitable compensation.''^^ The report's 

author, Nathaniel C. Deering, recommended passage of the bill with amendments. In 

reference to the 1863 Old Crossing treaty, his summary confirmed that the Pembina and 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa "ceded their lands in the Red River Valley."^ 

In contrast to Creel's misrepresentation, it confirmed that "they reserved the lands 

north and west of Devil's Lake, in Dakota Territory" and "claimed title to about 

9,000,000 acres of land." Yet with the demise of the buffalo, the local Indian agent 

reported that the remaining "portion of the Pembina band" were "roaming over the 

^ n  

territory" as "destitute vagabonds." Unfortimately, "this vast country is now being 

occupied by hundreds of settlers, many of whom settled upon these lands before the 

Indian title was recognized by the Interior Department."^ On this last point the report 

contradicted itself. The Old Crossing treaty recognized their Indian title, and as a result so 

had the B.I.A. 

The proposed legislation failed to pass because it was "too low down on the calendar." 

According to Creel, "some fool member from North Carolina tacked on a rider" which 

fiirther delayed consideration of the bill.^ Creel obviously had strong enough political 

connections via family ties to achieve the same goal of Indian removal by different 

political means. He accompanied Senators Plumb and Cockrell and Representative 

"Sunset" Cox, whom he identified as "a classmate of my father's," to a luncheon with 

President Arthur at the White House. Apparently Creel was so well connected that the 

President had extended his leave of absence, "over the head of the General of the Army," 

for twenty days to further his stay in Washington, D.C. to secure this statute. Failing to do 

accomplish his goal via legislation, the undeterred Creel presented Arthur with a "legal 
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brief." It contained the erroneous allegations noted above concerning "the status of the 

land claimed by Little Shell's Band of Turtle Mountain Indians." Creel reiterated his 

assertion that the band had "no valid claim," and proposed "that the land could be opened 

up for settlement by Executive Order." 

The failed legislation and rapid European America incursions, along with the 

diplomatic initiatives of Little Shell and J.B. Bottineau, mandated a thorough review of 

the Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa/Metchif situation by the Indian Affairs 

office. Congressional and Commissioner of Indian Affairs reports agreed on this 

fundamental need and the pivotal problem facing them. The Pembina and Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa inhabited and claimed "Indian title" to approximately nine to nine 

and a half million acres of unceded territory north and northwest of Devil's Lake." No 

other Indian tribes had any contending or overlapping claims. The Chippewa bands and 

the U.S. agreed on these particulars. The source of contention stemmed from an agreed 

upon and corollary predicament. "This vast country is now being occupied by hundreds 

of settlers, many of whom settled upon these lands before the Indian title" was 

extinguished by the federal government.'^ 

Although Price's convoluted assessment acknowledged that the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa had a legitimate land claim, and that the Indian bureau should address their 

concems, other federal Indian officials remained indifferent. The band's lawyer Bottineau 

railed against the deployment of the federal Indian policy grab-bag against his people. He 

protested to the House Committee on Indian Affairs that "they have ... been subjected to 

... half a dozen or more policies or regimes, under different administrations and agents, 

each having a policy ... of his own."'^ The high turnover at all levels of the Indian affairs 
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bureaucracy left the Turtle Mountain Chippewa bewildered about their current status and 

future security. A newly appointed agent, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, or Secretary 

of the Interior often had contrary opinions and took different actions than their 

predecessor. The federal government had deployed threats of removal to the White Earth 

reservation in Minnesota, hopes for a reservation within their unceded territory, or 

assurances that they would be better off with individual allotments within a reservation or 

on public domain lands. The Turtle Mountain band resisted all of these government 

proposals "lest the abandonment of the country claimed by them might be looked upon as 

a willing relinquishment of their title" without a settlement or payment.These 

observations illustrated the fallacy of trying to understand nineteenth century tribal-

federal relations in terms of discrete policy eras. The Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

experienced the anarchic and chaotic nature of federal Indian policy, and suffered the 

consequences. 

The Department of the Interior and the B.I.A. initiated actions before analysis, and 

then sought the best rationale for the action taken.'^ From the tribe's perspective, no 

consistent policies could be comprehended, let alone contended with successfully. 

Confronted by this confusing array of policy proposals to solve the "Indian problem," the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa simultaneously faced increasing European American 

intrusion. While Dakota petitioners, and more influential individuals like Creel and 

Pettigrew pressed Congress and the Interior Department to open the unceded territory of 

the Turtle Mountain Chippewa for European American settlement, continuing illegal 

intrusions escalated tensions and threats of violence. A few months before Secretary 

Teller complied with their demands, a party of European Canadians crossed the 
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international border, and settled just east of the Turtle Mountains.'^ In a telling contrast to 

their protests concerning Canadian Indians or Metis, Indian affairs officials, European 

American settlers, and local newspapers welcomed the European Canadians into northern 

Dakota Territory, and stated that they should not be discouraged from squatting or 

homesteading.'^ The term "Canadian" only became a distinguishing and negative 

connotation when joined together with the words Chippewa, Cree, or "half-breed." This 

bias stemmed from the shared perception of federal policy makers that privileged settlers 

as "a worthy class" with an assumed superior entitlement over a "worthless set" of 

1 R 
"Indians and breeds." As a result, attorney Bottineau noted ironically that the "Indians 

had been driven out of their homes by the operation of the settlement laws."'^ 

In lieu of a federally protected reservation, Chiefs Little Shell and Kaishpau decided 

to exercise effective sovereignty on behalf of their people. They assembled the tribal 

council, which declared that the Canadians had trespassed on their land. The chiefs and 

council, along with 200 band members met with the Canadians, and told them that they 

would have to move out. They declared their land claim boldly by asserting a definable 

"Turtle Mountain Dakota Territory" and posting warning signs stating: 

It is here forbidden to any white man to encroach upon this 
Indian land by settling on it before a treaty being made with 
the American government.^'' 

The interlopers complied and went back over the border into Canada. Complications 

arose because the party contained two U.S. citizens. Aggrieved by the audacity of such a 

declaration of Native entitlement and their humiliating involuntary departure, they and 

other incensed local European Americans threatened violence and petitioned the U.S. 
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21 government. They demanded federal government protection, and that the unceded 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa lands be opened for settlement. 

This minor confrontation occurred during a period when federal authorities had other 

Indian-related priorities in the region. They concerned themselves mostly with 

unregulated Indian border crossings. As they had long before 1872 when a physical 

demarcation denoted an international boundary, the Chippewa and Metchif band 

members crossed back and forth on a regular basis. After all, the Turtle Mountains 

straddled the forty-ninth parallel. New tensions arose not just because they had expelled 

some European American and Canadian settlers in the area. They refused to pay any 

customs duties levied by the collector stationed at Pembina. Deputy Collector McCullum 

met with Chief Little Shell and "200 half-breeds." The Customs officer claimed that only 

ten of seventy half-breeds who crossed the border had paid the required duty. Noting 

some disagreement within the band's leadership over this issue, the inspector reported 

that "Kaishpau favored obeying the law." Little Shell objected to its imposition, and 

refused to comply. He told the collector: 

these are all my lands and these are all my people. They shall pay 
no duties and respect no Customs officers. I have many more 
children across the line, and I shall bring them all over. We 
recognize no boundary line, and shall pass as we please."^^ 

This incident heralded more than further European American encroachment and the 

intrusion of federal law into Turtle Mountain Indian territory. It demonstrated dissension 

within the leadership of the Turtle Mountain band between Little Shell and Kaishpau 

over how to respond to such incursions. These fissures existed ten years before similar 
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disunity would split the band apart during the machinations of federal agents in support 

of the McCumber Commission and the imposition of its "obnoxious agreement." 

As a result of these peaceful attempts by the Turtle Mountain Chippewa to exercise 

sovereignty and protect territorial integrity by ejecting trespassers, local and federal 

officials called out the army. They dispatched Major Conrad, along with forty to fifty 

soldiers from Fort Totten, to read Little Shell the riot act. Apparently the Major "rode up 

to Little Shell and told him that he would kill him if he attempted any injury to the white 

men."^"* A few days later, the expelled European American squatters returned without 

incident. At the same time the federal government relented in expanding the Fort Totten 

military reservation. Although it wanted to secure much needed timber lands along the 

north shore of Devil's Lake, it could not because of Creel's syndicate and other 

interlopers. "Most of the land proposed to be added to the said reservation was already 

occupied by squatters." These convergent episodes illustrated the priorities of federal 

Indian policy. Settler incursions received the protection of the military, and federal 

executive branch departments acquiesced to violations of federal land law. 

In his study of Dakota Territory, historian Howard Lamar concluded that "speculators, 

developers and citizens all agreed that the federal government should subsidize frontier 

settlement." Yet these sanctioned illegalities on behalf of squatters could no longer be 

hidden beneath the cover of law if the New York Times and regional newspapers 

continued to provide increased coverage to such normally marginal affairs. They also 

increased the likelihood for some sort of violent clash, which would gamer more 

attention to federal Indian policy neglect. Such mismanagement called for a quick fix. 

Secretary Teller was just the man to break all the rules to overcome this irresolution by 
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protecting European American interests in Dakota Territory at the expense of the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa's appeals and well-being. It should be noted that his brother, James 

H. Teller, had been chosen as territorial Secretary in 1883.^' In an ex parte decision that 

did not adhere to any federal Indian administrative procedures, the Secretary of the 

Interior acquiesced to the demands to open unceded Indian country to European 

American settlement without entering into any negotiations with the Turtle Mountain 

band to secure a homeland or extinguish legal title to their territory by consent. He also 

did not pass along Commissioner Price's partially exculpatory report to Congress. 

Teller's concealment of findings that contradicted his own views suggests a deliberate 

attempt to pursue undisclosed political objectives contrary to federal law. Without Price's 

report. Congress would exercise its plenary authority based mostly upon the lobbying and 

disinformation of Pettigrew and Creel, rather than the differing and more authoritative 

assessments of the B.I. A. 

As a U.S. Senator from Colorado, and Secretary of the Interior from 1882 to 1885, 

Teller's policies generally favored the political and economic interests of men like 

Pettigrew and Creel. Nevertheless, Teller held contradictory views on Indian policy. 

Because he is often cited as a critic of the 1887 Dawes Act and its tribal land allotment 

provisions, some scholars have concluded incorrectly that he was more supportive of 

Indian land rights than the eastern self-proclaimed "friends of the Indian." A closer look 

at his political career indicates that Teller remained as eager as allotment proponents to 

have tribal lands pass into non-Indian hands. He advocated different means to the same 

end. On May 1, 1882 Pettigrew wrote to Teller and asked "that the order of your 

department withdrawing [Turtle Mountain] country from settlement be revoked."^^ 
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In response, on October 4, 1882 Teller directed the General Land Office (the federal 

agency that administered public domain lands) to: 

revoke the action "by which this land had been withheld from the 
practical operation of the settlement laws, and to restore the same 
to the public domain," but "subject to the restriction" of the Turtle 
Mountain Chippewa making any ''improvements" or "attempt[ing] 
to make permanent location on any of said lands," and that "such 
Indians shall be protected by having their lands withheld from white 
settlement until they could have an opportunity to secure title" ... 

The federal government did not keep its promises to protect improvements or secure legal 

title to tribal lands. Instead, the Commissioner of the General Land Office informed the 

Surveyor of Dakota about Secretary Teller's decision "throwing open" to settlement 

under the homestead and preemption laws "the lands in Dakota Territory lying north and 

west of Devil's Lake, better known as Turtle Mountain lands. 

The Turtle Mountain Chippewa protested formally that their unceded lands "were not 

withdrawn from white settlement to protect them." "It was all thrown open to settlers 

without any ... restriction or regard to these Indian occupants, [and these] tracts have 

nearly all been taken away from them by white settlers."^^ This bewildering unilateral 

action by the Interior Department threw open to European American settlement over nine 

million acres of "good wheat land" "without any consideration to these Indians" or 

"payment of any kind." Such a maneuver contravened "the ground of original Indian 

rights," and all customary and legal practices by which the federal government secured 

title to Indian land through negotiations or purchase by consent, not by decree.^"* 

Most blatantly, it violated the "Indian disclaimer" provision in the Dakota Territory 

enabling act of Congress. This proviso stated that ''nothing" could "impair the rights of 

persons or property" of the Indians within the territory, "so long as such rights shall 
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remain unextinguished by treaty" with the U.S.^^ Unceded Indian country constituted "no 

part of the territory of Dakota." For such Aboriginal lands to be included within the 

"territorial limits or jurisdiction required "the consent of said tribe."^^ This requirement 

could not be more explicit. As noted by Wilkins and Lomawaima, "disclaimer clauses 

confirm[ed] the tribal nation-to-federal nation relationship."^' These provisos illustrated 

how occasionally the assertion of the plenary authority of Congress over Indian affairs, at 

the expense of local jurisdictions, recognized the inherent legal standing of Native 

peoples. No local (e.g. taxes) or national (e.g., G.L.O. land laws or B.I.A allotment 

policies) "regulations" regarding Indian "lands, property or other rights" could go into 

effect without tribal "assent." 

After Teller's unilateral decision, the Secretary of the Interior acceded to Little Shell's 

demand to lead a delegation to Washington, D.C for a conference. The disagreements 

between Teller and Little Shell demonstrated the disputatious nature of their meeting. 

Based on his vague promise to reexamine the Turtle Mountain band's land claim after 

opening their territory to settlement, his position seemed to remain unchanged. Teller 

reiterated that "after a careful examination of their claim," he concluded that "they had no 

valid claim." Little Shell disagreed. Similar to the statements made by Little Rock at the 

Old Crossing treaty council in 1863, the chief asserted that "this land was given to him by 

God." With no capability to discern Native people's spiritual relationship to lands 

regarded as sacred. Teller retorted that "God only gave land to those who made it 

T O  ^  
useful." While at such cross-purposes over the law relating to "Indian title," it seemed 

that Teller would once and for all refuse the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's request for an 

adequate reservation chosen by them from their Aboriginal territory. Surprisingly, Teller 
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relented to their demands, at least temporarily. Without acknowledging that "these lands 

in question have never been ceded to the United States,"" the Secretary conceded that 

because "they lived a long time in that section of the country," a reservation would be set 

aside for them. 

As a result of the Turtle Mountain delegation's efforts, the C.I.A.'s finding, agent's 

reports confirming some rising tensions between the Turtle Mountain Chippewa and 

incoming Americans and Canadians, and the failure of Congress to act upon the 

Pettigrew-Windom bill, the Interior Department "initiated action before analysis" in 

accordance with its grab-bag policy.'^'^ Teller countermanded part of his October 4, 1882 

order to the General Land Office. On December 21,1882, two days after the contentious 

session with the Turtle Mountain delegation, he convinced President Chester A. Arthur to 

issue an Executive Order providing the Turtle Mountain Chippewa with their long sought 

after reservation. This entailed removing nearly 500,000 acres from the public domain 

opened just two months before. It provided for a large reservation running thirty-two 

miles north and south, and twenty-four miles east and west. It hugged the international 

boundary, and encompassed almost all of Turtle Mountain, along with some prairie lands 

to the south. This seemed to be an eleventh hour solution that might be satisfactory to all 

of the parties involved. For Teller, Pettigrew, Creel and many other interested European 

Americans, such a reservation still left 8,500,000 acres in their hands. For the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa, it looked like 1,300 to 2,000 of them would secure a large enough 

land base "severally located either upon tracts already improved by individual Indians, or 

upon lands to be allotted," and encompassing good farm land and the southern part of the 

Turtle Mountains below the Canadian border (see FIGURE 14).'*' 
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The Turtle Mountain Chippewa must have been quite relieved initially. Yet several 

factors intervened to dispel their optimism. The terms of allotment divided the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa. Some of the minority full-bloods (350-500 persons) did not want 

individual allotments. If necessary, they would take a smaller non-allotted reservation 

held in common. Many of the Metis majority preferred their own 160 acre homesteads."^^ 

European American interests fumed about this modest concession to the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa. The C.I.A. acknowledged that "a large [white] immigration, attracted by the 

profits of wheat raising, has ... been pouring into ... lands claimed by the said Indians."''^ 

Special Indian agent Cyrus Beede came to investigate these conditions on the new 

reservation. He filed a deceptive report under counting the number of full-bloods, 

misrepresenting their views about securing a permanent reservation, and denigrating their 

land use practices.'''^ As part of an often repeated strategy of Indian dispossession that 

minimized the numbers of "real" (i.e, fiill-blood) Indians with legitimate legal 

requirements and dismissed the claims of mixed-bloods as not being "real" Indians, 

Beede's census deliberately excluded them. Official counts made before and after 1883 

reflected much higher figures. Yet this one detrimental conjecture became the prima facie 

rationale for federal authorities to reduce the original twenty-two township Turtle 

Mountain reservation to a mere two tovraships. 

The Turtle Mountain Chippewa had knowledge of such ploys. Although it had often 

been expedient politically for the U.S. to set aside a few "half-breed reserves" in order to 

procure full-blood Indian land cessions in the Old Northwest and the lower Missouri 

River region in the 1820s and 1830s, after 1870 neither the U.S. nor Canada recognized 

any unique Metis legal status as a tribe or nation with Aboriginal rights.'^^ In the U.S., if 
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mixed-bloods associated with Indian tribes, then they became Indians. Yet they resented 

being classified as "wards" under the strict control of B.I. A. agents, Protestant 

missionaries, local sheriffs, and the army. Most of them remained unwilling to redefine 

their identity and align themselves v«th the culturally dominant northern European 

Protestants who discriminated against them. They remained vulnerable to the incessant 

championing of ethnic differences by federal Indian policy framers. Bottineau protested 

that this reduce-and-divide strategy "greatly wronged" all of the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa, but especially the mixed-bloods.''^ He noted that "the unfortunate half-breed 

Indian has never had his position or status fixed by the United States. He is one thing to 

the Government today, and tomorrow he is metamorphosed into an entirely different 

person." Aside from deploying this tactic during treaty negotiations, it also became 

expedient in electoral politics and disputes over land claims. Bottineau complained that 

"when his vote in an election is wanted, he is a white man; but should he have taken up a 

homestead upon the public lands, and the tract happens to be coveted by a white man, 

then the half-breed is an Indian and as such he cannot hold against the white man." The 

tribal solicitor noted that "nine-tenths of the farms occupied by the white settlers within 

the boundaries of the reservation were the homes of the mixed blood Indians, selected by 

them as their future allotments in pursuance of said Executive Order."*' 

The special agent's findings and a report from Commissioner of Indian Affairs Price 

confirmed the settler incursions on Turtle Mountain Chippewa land. While the B.I.A. 

recognized the band's exclusive right to their unceded territory, settler encroachment 

received justification by the rationale that "the whites have held that the Indians have no 

real title and that their claim should not be respected." The Turtle Mountain Chippewa's 
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attorney objected to this mischaracterization and its negative implications for their 

48 
"Indian rights." As solicitor Bottineau pointed out, the commissioner reported falsely 

that the Turtle Mountain Chippewa had abandoned their territory, and he ignored agent's 

reports about why the Turtle Mountain Chippewa could not make adequate use of their 

lands. They refused to file their claims or make any improvements because European 

Americans had already filed claims on land they occupied. This led to "much bad feeling 

between them and the whites. Although the Bureau of Indian Affairs continued to 

recognize "the ground of original Indian rights," that meant nothing when "numerous 

petitions and appeals" from European American settlers asserted that their "proper" use 

rights and occupancy (i.e., squatting) had greater legal standing than "Indian title."^^ 

These reports had devastating consequences for the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. Teller 

lived up to the expectations of his western constituents who had been "sure of reasonable 

rulings on questions affecting public lands" when he took over the Interior Department.^' 

Although the December 21, 1882 Executive Order looked straightforward enough to the 

Turtle Mountain delegation, the Indian affairs bureaucracy considered it to be a 

temporary expedient "until a suitable smaller tract within its lines could be selected. 

The Turtle Mountain Chippewa remained unaware of this undisclosed agenda under 

which the Indian affairs apparatus operated. In March 1884 Secretary Teller and 

Commissioner Price convinced President Arthur to issue another Executive Order 

reducing the 491,520 acre reserve of two years prior to a minuscule two townships 

(46,080 acres) of "hilly and stony land cut up by patches of timber and lakes." As a 

consequence, "tracts that the Turtle Mountain Chippewa occup[ied] and improv[ed]" 

were illegally taken away from them and "restored" to the public domain. This 
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constituted a legal fiction because the unceded Indian territory in question had never been 

part of the public domain. 

In response to Turtle Mountain Chippewa protests against the inequity, inadequacy 

and non-consensual nature of this two township reservation. Commissioner Price assured 

everyone that "they have all the land they need or will ever make use of" These 

circumstances precluded enlarging the reservation because the Indians were technically 

"at liberty to take homesteads on the public domain."^'* Although head of the B.I. A., Price 

claimed that any redress had to come from Congress, not his office. While Congress had 

plenary authority over Indian affairs, such a claim misconstrued the way federal Indian 

policy really worked in the creation of this reservation. Price's boss, Secretary of the 

Interior Teller had talked President Chester A. Arthur into issuing the reduced reservation 

Executive Order. Such an action, while legal, deliberately avoided soliciting the "advise 

and consent" of Congress or the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. 

From this shocking retraction the Turtle Mountain Chippewa came under the tutelage 

of the highly touted solution of Indian assimilation and allotment. This federal policy re-

emerged as a reaction against the much maligned and corrupt reservation system. As 

always, it intended to breakup tribal governance and social structure by dividing 

communally-held Indian lands into individual parcels of private property. Teller's 

successor as head of the Interior Department confirmed that the proposals for Indian 

allotment were "dictated less by a regard for the interests of the Indian than for those of 

the white people who want his lands."^^ Non-allotted "surplus" land would be 

appropriated by the federal government for European American settlement. As private 

property owners, Indians would supposedly become Christian farmers and citizens of the 
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United States, and be subject to state and local jurisdiction like non-Indians. 

Nevertheless, the procurement of some farming tools, draft animals, and a farming 

teacher could not overcome the futility of farming for the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. 

They complained that, "we have no seed grain to sow this spring."^^ With their most 

arable prairie lands taken away, they suspected correctly that the federal government had 

en 

no intention of helping them become self-sufficient farmers. 

Little Shell complained that "what seed the Government gave us is only to bother and 

C O  

weary the time away." Instead of being encouraged to become self-sufficient in a new 

market economy, the lack of a "just settlement" which impeded their productive power. 

Neighboring European Americans moved in illegally and began cutting Indian timber, 

while denying the Indians right to chop wood or threatening to tax the wood they cut. The 

tribal council complained that, "they don't want us to chop,... while the whites are all 

going in the woods to chop all the wood there is and sell it." Meanwhile, enterprising 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa "cannot sell anything [i.e., hay and wood],... we cannot find 

buyers, because the whites are chopping themselves, have taken arms against us, and 

taking wood from Indian lands."^^ This testimony described the non-assimilative 

consequences of federal Indian policy. 

In contradiction to the allegedly benevolent claims made by federal Indian policy 

makers like Commissioner Price, the agent for the Turtle Mountain Chippewa reported 

that their reduced reservation was "not large enough for the number of people claiming 

residence; there is not land enough to ever make them self-supporting either by means of 

farming or stock-raising."^" The special agent's erroneous estimate of only twenty-five 

full-blood families became the justification for a diminished reservation. The 
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incorporation of the "vanishing Indian" myth into the rationale for assimilation and 

allotment policy calls into question its benevolent intent. Did late nineteenth century 

federal policy really want to save the Indian from extinction? Or, as historian Brian 

Dippie noted, did this "convenient extinction doctrine" have ulterior motives?^' The 

cultural and economic fate of tribes like the Turtle Mountain Chippewa became defined 

by reformers and policy makers in minimalist terms. C.I.A. Francis Walker declared that 

"Indian blood ... has tended decidedly towards extinction."^^ 

It also became associated with pauperism, dependency, and criminality. Indians had 

too much land, too much time on their hands for socializing and ceremonial life, and too 

much freedom. They must give up their under-utilized "surplus" lands, tribal autonomy, 

modes of subsistence, and religious practices. In return, they must adopt the "benefits of 

civilization." Yet the actions of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa rejected these paternalistic 

notions. Reports by Indian agents and visiting clergymen insisted that any "improvement 

toward civilization" was "directly due to the credit of their own efforts," and not "meager 

annual appropriations" that were "far fi-om being sufficient to furnish them with seeds 

and other assistance in farming, to say nothing of food."^^ Such a clear statement 

reflected the dynamism of a Turtle Mountain society characterized by intentional action. 

Whether the forces of change were internal or external, adjusting to new circumstances 

did not diminish their insistence on self-determination. 

The band's dire material situation had become even more precarious after the 

Canadian government "laid its hands on the land of the Metis [in Saskatchewan] as if it 

were its own" in 1885. According to their leader, Louis Kiel, "by this one acf Canada 

"showed its plan to defraud" the Metis of their future.^"* As a result of Canada's 
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repressive military response to unresolved Metis grievances over land titles and local 

self-governance, many allied Cree Indians and Metis in Saskatchewan sought refuge with 

kinfolk living near their old buffalo grounds south of the international boundary in 

Montana and North Dakota.^^ This diffusion had a negative effect on the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa/Metchif community. Anti-Indian and anti-Metis sentiment among many 

European Americans immigrants to the region already existed. The failure of the 

Northwest Metis rebellion, combined with the diminishment of good and cheap land, 

further aggravated existing ethnic tensions. The increased indigence of the Metis and 

Cree made them appear less sympathetic than ever. Along the "magical cage line" 

between Canada and the U.S. neither European American residents nor the federal and 

territorial governments wanted these undesirables to congregate near towns, reservations, 

grazing lands, mining areas, timber lots, or railroad and telegraph lines.^^ 

Existing reservations had already proved less than adequate for the local Indigenous 

population. Yet various regional economic interests wanted reserves decreased in size or 

allotted. Nobody contemplated creating any new ones. They hoped that such inhospitable 

inclinations would convince any Cree or Metis from north of the border to return to 

Canada. When they persisted in staying, fearing further reprisals from the R.C.M.P. if 

they returned, U.S. calvary detachments rounded up and deported groups of Metis and 

bands of Cree. Still, such a vast border could not be secured. Many Metis, such as their 

military leader Gabriel Dumont, sought refuge in various isolated river valleys in 

Montana, and around the Turtle Mountain reservation in North Dakota. Dumont and his 

family and relations fled to Lewistown, MT. Others settled along the Milk River, or 

further east in the Judith Basin. At least one son, named Isidore, settled at Turtle 
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Mountain, and appears on the tribal roll. This diaspora exacerbated the already 

overcrowded conditions at Turtle Mountain. 

The tv^o-township Executive Order reservation reduction in 1884 had not provided 

enough land for all the band's members. It dumped many tribal members out on the 

public domain to fend for themselves against the onslaught of new Canadian, Norwegian, 

German and Russian immigrants eager to file claims for "the black rich loam" in one of 

the "best parts of the great hard wheat belt."^^ The generally hostile environment that 

accosted the Metis influx also changed Metis attitudes and dealings with Indian relations, 

as well as their own self-identity. Many attempted to distance themselves from their 

Indian origins or kin in order to gain greater socio-economic status and acceptance into 

European American society.^^ 

This rapidly shifting milieu of increased competition for scarcer resources, combined 

with a more hostile cultural environment towards anything associated with the Metis or 

Indians, confronted the Turtle Mountain Chippewa with a stark reality that did not bode 

well for their future. Agent Cramsie blamed their extreme poverty on the demise of the 

buffalo. He estimated that even $50,000 worth of stock and farm equipment would not be 

enough to meet their dire needs.'® Yet some had adapted rather successfully to these less 

than favorable conditions. Many Metis who relocated in western North Dakota (Trenton-

Williston area) or Montana retained close kinship ties with relations at Turtle Mountain. 

Many took up allotments on the public domain in these areas, only to sell them off for 

some ready cash. These funds enabled some of them to move back near Turtle Mountain, 

and stake a new claim, or share land with relatives.'^ Despite some increase in Chippewa/ 

Metchif ethnic tensions over land and resources, kinship connections often superceded 
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ethnic boundaries by extending social affinities and providing economic niches. Yet the 

virtual extermination of the last of the northern Plains buffalo herds by 1883, along with 

railroad expansion and European American immigration, threatened to eradicate the 

subsistence of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. 

In 1887, a member of the Board of Indian Commissioners, Episcopal Bishop William 

Walker of St. Paul, Minnesota and Fargo, North Dakota, confirmed the lamentable 

conditions on the Turtle Mountain reservation. He pointed out the "untillable land" of the 

diminished reservation, the obliteration of game by encroaching whites, and the fact that 

many of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa lived: 

on the ragged edge of starvation. They have managed to keep body 
and soul together by subsisting upon rabbits and digging roots in 
summer. During the winter, some of these poor people devoured 
carrion, dead dogs, and dead mules.^^ 

For the Turtle Mountain Chippewa, the crucial issue was starvation, not civilization. The 

"free land" ideology underlying the dream of European American homesteading in the 

trans-Mississippi West had disastrous consequences for American Indians. "Go West" 

and "free West" boosters got it wrong, especially in regard to Native peoples. They 

assured fellow European Americans that those desirous of freehold farms would neither 

crowd nor starve anybody. The bitter experience of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

proved otherwise. Recovery from such a tragedy remained painful and protracted. The 

threat of starvation provided the core context for all relations between the band and the 

federal government over the next two decades. As the Bishop had pointed out, they 

lacked game to hunt, as well as tillable land, and agricultural implements. Only 500 of the 

1,930 tribal members received government rations regularly. Each of these individuals 
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received only two to four pounds of pork and ten to fifteen pounds of flour to live on for 

a month. "Many families had not tasted food for upwards of six days!" Although local 

and visiting clergy reported extensively on and condemned such a state of affairs, federal 

officials (with the exception of Agent Cramsie) failed to acknowledge or take action to 

ameliorate these conditions. 

While Indians starved or froze to death during the winter, the Secretary of War ordered 

that any destitute European American settler in Rolette and four nearby counties could 

apply for and receive food for their stock and six cords of wood. All the wood came from 

the Fort Totten reservation. Since this reserve had been taken from the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa by the U.S. government without compensation, the resources of the 

impoverished Indians subsidized hard up European Americans who settled on their lands 

illegally, aided and abetted by the federal government.^'' Increasingly frustrated with 

these inequities, and wanting to avoid another winter of extreme privation, some 

Chippewa and Metchif threatened that they would take what they needed from their 

agency storehouse, by force if necessary, to avoid starvation.'^ The imminent collapse of 

their Aboriginal subsistence and the advent of economic dependency demonstrated the 

direct link between the band's wretched material conditions, and the precarious position 

of their legal claims. 

Bishop Walker noted that "if a white man was reduced to such a condition, life would 

have few charms for him."'^ The bishop articulated the fundamental gulf between the 

professed benevolence of Indian policy makers and the destructive reality of such policies 

for Native peoples. He reported that, "large tracts of land have been taken from them and 

settled by white men." While the proceeds from the sale of these lands "poured into the 
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United States Treasury," the Turtle Mountain band "received nothing but this beggarly 

pittance." The bishop asked rhetorically if "this is the benevolent position of the United 

States Government for its wards?" He informed the Board of Indian Commissioners, the 

oversight body which Teller had weakened by cutting its funding, that: 

this band of Indians have been greatly wronged. It is the duty of the 
Government to make a just settlement of their claim to large tracts 
of land taken from them, for which they have received no compensation 
whatever. 

Local clergy in both the Catholic and Episcopal dioceses similarly exhorted federal 

policy makers to live up to their promises, largely to no avail. 

Policy critiques also came from within the Indian affairs bureaucracy. To 

address the increasingly deplorable living conditions of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa, 

and stave off a humanitarian disaster, agent John Cramsie requested additional ftinds. The 

gratuitous annual appropriations from Congress ranged from $5,000 in 1885 to $10,000 

78 in 1883. Such sparse amounts provided some farm equipment and household 

implements, almost no animals, and a scanty ration of pork and flour. The availability of 

flour became even more tenuous after the gristmill at Devil's Lake broke and could not 

be fixed in a timely manner.^^ Crop yields remained minimal due to the lack of arable 

land (approximately 13,000 acres on the 46,080 acre reservation), compounded by killing 

frosts, long dry spells, intense heat, hail storms, crop-destroying insects and gophers, 

prairie fires, blizzards, severe winds, cyclones, and tornadoes.Faced with these 

realities, Cramsie dared to challenge the "windy" rhetoric from the "ignorant" Indian 

affairs echelon. He chided a circular letter sent out to the agents mandating the imposition 

of a "work or starve" regime. "If the Indian is to become civilized and support himself by 
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agriculture, must he not first be furnished with the necessary animals and implements 

• 81 before you can tell him to work or starve?" The agent's query exposed the incoherence 

behind the self-proclaimed civilizing mission of federal Indian policy. 

Cramsie also chided his superiors for talking about civilizing Indians, but not paying 

for the proposed programs. He declared that if Indian policy makers wanted to fulfill their 

goal of transforming the band into independent farmers, it would require $64,000.^^ This 

figure represented less money than was spent on feeding the Sioux. Such an amount 

could be obtained easily. The U.S. owed the Turtle Mountain Chippewa compensation 

for taking a portion of their unceded territory when establishing the Fort Berthold 

reservation in western North Dakota. If the government wanted to "pass this one act of 

simple justice," it could cover the cost for the tribe's needed improvements by paying 

$1.00 an acre for the 64,000 acres taken.^^ Without such a bold initiative, "the Indians on 

the Turtle Mountain Reservation cannot work and support themselves for lack of means." 

Seizure of any cattle or horses by the local sheriff in lieu of taxes only pushed them 

further into destitution, and heightened inter-ethnic tensions. Cramsie warned his 

superiors about the potential for "serious trouble." The Indians and Metchifs would not 

let their families starve "while there are large herds of fat cattle now grazing upon lands 

to which they have as good a title as any Indians ever had to lands in the United States, 

but which were thrown open to settlement without their knowledge or consent."^'* 

Such knowledgeable and practical advocacy on behalf of the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa by their agent contrasted sharply with continued calls by the local press for 

their removal. Undeterred by support or opposition. Bishop Walker and attorney 

Bottineau pushed for a "just settlement." They challenged the legality of the diminished 
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reservation from the second Executive Order of 1884. "The question may arise as to 

whether this reservation which was allotted to these Indians by an Executive order, which 

they were occupying and improving, could be legally taken away from them."^^ 

Bottineau asserted that the grounds for President Arthur's and Secretary Teller's 

revocation of the original reservation, based solely on special agent Beede's erroneous 

report, would not be sustained as lawful in a court of justice.^^ The Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa had not asked for an unreasonable portion of north-central North Dakota. They 

proposed a compromise "provided a reservation of sufficient quantity of land is allotted 

to enable each individual to take his allotment."^^ Even this modest proposal proved to be 

too generous for most federal policy makers and neighboring European Americans. 

As a result of the election of 1884, the first post-Civil War Democrat, Grover 

Cleveland, became President. He appointed Southern Democrats to handle Indian affairs. 

Such a party shift did not signify any real changes in federal Indian policy. The new 

C.I.A. still wanted to remove the Turtle Mountain Chippewa to the White Earth 

reservation in Minnesota. Yet new office holders often encountered the problems created 

by their predecessors. In early 1886, almost three and a half years after Secretary Teller 

ordered the unceded Turtle Mountain Indian country opened to European American 

settlement, G.L.O. Commissioner Sparks made a "startling discovery" about the unlawful 

nature of this situation. Approximately 20,000 European Americans had settled within 

fourteen or fifteen counties in the Devil's Lake, Turtle Mountain, and Souris River land 

districts, and portions of the Grand Forks and Bismarck sections. Sparks cited C.I.A. 

Price's detailed 1882 report to Secretary Teller which substantiated the unceded 

territorial claim of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. The land commissioner also recounted 
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Teller's opinion "that this claim was not well grounded," and the Secretary of the 

Interior's subsequent directive to the G.L.O. to proceed with surveying and opening land 

districts to oversee settlement. As a result of this finding of fact, Sparks ordered the 

Surveyor General to suspend all surveying contracts in the affected districts. He also 

refused to allow a survey proposed by railroad magnate James J. Hill through the Turtle 

oo 
Mountain reservation, which angered the local European American residents. 

The G.L.O.'s inquiry to the Secretary of the Interior, came to the new C.I.A. for 

review and recommendations. John D.C. Atkins reviewed the convoluted 1882 reports of 

his predecessor Hiram Price, and not surprisingly reached similar contradictory 

conclusions. First, Atkins affirmed what Sparks had uncovered. The Turtle Mountain 

Band's territory constituted "unceded Indian country" to which they had "some claim 

thereto." Then in an amazing bureaucratic dodge, he asserted that only Congress could 

make a final determination, because "no action ... taken by the Executive branch can 

O Q  

finally settle this matter." Such an assertion overlooked the fact that the unilateral 

actions of the Executive branch's Interior Department under Henry Teller had violated 

federal law and Indian policy precedents. Administrative decrees unleashed a 

demographic deluge that "settled this matter" on the ground without any regard for the 

rule of law.^" 

As agent John Cramsie noted to the C.I.A., "our laws" were made for the Indians' 

"restraint," but "not for their protection."^' Atkins acknowledged that because "that 

country is very valuable," a "large emigration is constantly seeking a home there." 

Without waiting for Congress as recommended originally, he opined that the claim of the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa should not "be a bar to further settlement and development." 
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Reverting to the old adage that possession is nine-tenths of the law, the C.I. A. believed 

that the "most feasible way of disposing of the [legal] question" entailed removing "all 

* • • 92 restrictions" to settlement by resuming surveys and permitting entries. So while the 

G.L.O. acknowledged the validity of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's land claim, the 

B.I.A. contrived another illegal yet "feasible" outcome from the policy grab-bag to 

QO 
benefit their European American stakeholders. 

The new Secretary of the Interior had also sought the opinion of the Assistant 

Attorney General concerning the legal issues raised by Sparks' discovery. He reviewed 

the C.I.A.'s findings, and easily discerned their cross-purposes. The Assistant Attorney 

General found it "difficult to reconcile the facts thus conceded with the conclusion 

reached."^"^ If the federal government acknowledged that a recognized tribal claimant 

possessed unquestioned "Indian title" to unceded land they occupied, and that had never 

been extinguished formally, then it could not authorize any non-Indian surveys, entries, 

or settlement in that territory. Such activities could only be construed as illegal trespass. 

The Assistant Attorney General cited Cherokee Nation v. Georgia (1831) and Worcester 

v. Georgia (1832) as legal authority from the Supreme Court in support of his 

conclusion.^^ He also invoked the key legal prerequisite which Teller, Pettigrew, Price, 

Atkins and others had overlooked conveniently or derided consistently. The U.S. could 

not take unceded Indian lands or title without tribal consent. Therefore, in the opinion of 

the Assistant Attorney General, the Interior Department had no "legal authority" to 

implement the C.I.A.'s recommendations permitting settlement.^^ 

Yet impending North Dakota statehood coincided with increased competition for 

wheat lands and grasslands during the late 1880s. The pressure of farmers and cattlemen 
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upon the public domain and Indian reservations escalated. This situation prompted the 

Turtle Mountain Indians to protest against the encroachment of European American 

dairymen who proposed to build a creamery and cheese factory on the reservation, while 

07 
"our people suffer from hunger." Physical privation became so acute that some 

famished Indians threatened to throw the farmer-in-charge off the reservation if greater 

quantities and more equitable distribution of rations did not occur.^^ Unfortunately, Agent 

Cramsie's and Bishop Walker's dire predictions about the consequences of sustained 

malnutrition finally came to fruition. 

After two successive brutal winters followed by summer droughts, the severe winter 

of 1887-1888 devastated the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. The unusually frigid weather 

reduced the possibilities of gathering roots or hunting and trapping small game, while the 

out of commission mill at Devil's Lake reduced the availability of their meager flour 

ration. Both of these circumstances, one environmental, the other technical and 

bureaucratic, only compounded the larger causes of this human disaster. James Howard 

mentioned that "shortly after the Plains-Ojibwa had been placed on reservations on both 

sides of the international boundary, the Canadian Mounted Police killed all the buffalo 

found near the line to keep the U.S. Indians from crossing into Canada and vice-versa."^^ 

Reduced to trying to dig out gophers from their dens through the frozen ground, they fell 

from the "ragged edge of starvation" into the precipice of mass deprivation and death. In 

a chillingly personal yet succinct account. Father Genin confirmed that "in the winter of 

1887 to 1888 there were counted 151 persons, big and small," who died [at Turtle 

Mountain] of starvation. I buried a number of them myself." The question remains why 

did the U.S. government ignore the pleas, proposals and problems reported by agent John 
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Cramsie? Why did higher level federal Indian policy makers fail to provide a "benevolent 

provision" or a "just settlement?" 

Meanwhile European Americans continued to take up residence on Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa lands. It was not easy to evict or convict trespassers. Local law enforcement 

officials ignored these violations of the law. Some Turtle Mountain Indians captured a 

mining entrepreneur, identified as a "prominent and wealthy citizen" named Michael 

Ohmer from Dayton, Ohio. Ohmer was no mere prospector. The New York Times 

described him as one of many "colonists now settled about the mountain" among the 

"capitalists who have secured title to the rich silver and coal mines of Dunseith, where 

they have laid out a town."'®' The town of Dunseith, proclaimed in Great Northern 

railroad advertisements as the "Little Chicago of the North," lay only a few miles west 

fi:om the Turtle Mountain reservation as amended by the 1884 Executive Orders. 

Agent Cramsie made a significant disclosure about this development. Recall that J.B. 

Bottineau could find "no other ground" for the 1884 E.O. reservation reduction other than 

special agent Beede's erroneous report which undercounted the full-blood Chippewas and 

disregarded the mixed-blood Metchifs.'®^ Cramsie revealed that: 

soon after the settlement of these people on the [original large] 
reservation it was discovered or supposed that extensive mines 
of good coal existed within its boundaries. A syndicate was 
immediately formed ... [which] seem[ed] to have had influence 
with the administration at that time. It resulted in getting the 
reservation reduced to two townships so as to throw the supposed 
coal field outside the reservation which was taken possession of 
by the syndicate ... 

This "supposed" area centered on the town of Dunseith, located due west of the 

southwestern comer of the reservation. The Indians threatened not to free Ohmer until 
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after the removal of "all the machinery and men he took with him with a view to mining." 

They tried unsuccessfully to ransom him. The newspapers claimed inaccurately that 

"every evidence indicate[d] a general rising among the redskins."'"'* After being released, 

Ohmer blamed his predicament on the refusal of Little Shell's band to stay on their 

reservation, rather than his own trespass. It should be noted that no silver strike occurred. 

Miners exploited some sizeable lignite coal outcroppings around Turtle Mountain, but the 

mining never developed into the commercial quantities anticipated by early prospectors 

like Ohmer. Most of the lignite coal discoveries in North Dakota occurred further west of 

the Missouri River. Although no coal mining industry ever developed, various 

discoveries of lignite coal powered the tovm's brickyard and lime kiln.'°^ The speculative 

likelihood of its greater profitability seems to have influenced Beede's erroneous report 

and Teller's unilateral expropriation. 

Not surprisingly, the tovra's newspaper referred to this same causal factor when the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa turned up the pressure to reinstate their land claim a few years 

later. In reporting that J.B. Bottineau had returned to the reservation from his office in 

Washington, D.C. to "look after the interests" of the Turtle Mountain Indians, an article 

alleged explicitly but all too briefly that the original threat to their ten million acre land 

claim stenmied from its being "opened up for mining purposes" by Secretary Teller.'''^ 

One month later, Joseph Rolette wrote to the C.I. A. on behalf of Little Shell's council 

and reiterated that mining interests had been involved in influencing the federal 

government to radically reduce their original reservation."^' 

Four independent sources: the New York Times stories about Ohmer, Cramsie's letter, 

the Dunseith Herald article, and Rolette's letter corroborated that coal mining interests 
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played some role in the reduction of the Turtle Mountain reservation.This correlates 

with a preponderance of other evidence indicating that substantial European American 

settlement during the "great Dakota boom" from 1879 to 1886 converged with various 

economic interests. Railroad, land speculation and lignite coal companies promoted and 

abetted regional settlement by sustaining enough political pressure on sympathetic federal 

officials to engross most of the Turtle Mountain reservation. Each non-Indian entity 

benefited from Native land appropriation, and had little or no concern for the illegalities 

involved in such an undertaking. 

The increasing frequency of these types of incursions contributed to American Indian 

and European American misunderstandings. Yet local officials continued to exceed their 

authority by using local laws to harass the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. The local Indian 

agent reported that "they are constantly in trouble by fighting against the civil authorities 

of that county, in their attempt to collect taxes from them."''^^ The issue of local property 

taxes became another in a long line of deleterious consequences for not being able to 

secure an adequate reservation.Ironically, local tax rolls excluded the lands of 

homesteaders until they received fee simple title via a Land Office patent. All of the 

beneficence touted by federal Indian policy officials about securing allotments or 

homesteads on the public domain failed to acknowledge this stumbling block. Secretary 

Teller supported consistently local and state efforts to tax Indians and their land. Little 

Shell felt obliged to inform the current Secretary of the Interior that such views or 

practices had no basis in federal law or policy."' 

Not all the American Indian and European American conflict resulted from over 

zealous law enforcement officials. On July 4, 1889 an Independence Day celebration in 
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nearby Rolla, North Dakota turned into an Indian versus European American street brawl. 

Historian John Hesketh recounted that "the whole crowd was engaged in a hand to hand 

encounter, fighting with clubs, bats, wagon spokes or anything else they could get hold 

of" During the melee, a Chippewa was killed when he was struck over the head by a 

112 plow. Although few such incidents occurred, they signified that violent eruptions could 

flare up at any time, often to the detriment of the outnumbered Indians and Metchifs. 

Despite rising inter-ethnic tensions. Little Shell and his premier Red Thunder did all they 

could do to avoid another episode where "our blood has been shed by a white man."'*^ 

These violent incidents raised the question of how, in the midst of trying to survive 

physically by hunting, haying, foraging, wood cutting, collecting buffalo bones, threshing 

wheat, or working on the railroad, could Chippewa and Metchif families (many of them 

quite large) secure enough money to buy seed, stock, or equipment, let alone pay taxes? 

Hewing and hauling wood to nearby towns should have rendered them a price of $.75 per 

cord. Yet the merchants of Rolla, ND would only barter $.20 of provisions for a cord of 

wood."'^ A severe drought during the summer of 1889 brought about a general crop 

failure in central North Dakota. Band members living outside of the reservation feared 

utter ruin and the loss of their only marketable asset, other than their labor. 

Unable to do anything about the weather, Little Shell remained focused on the 

pertinent legal issues. The chief argued to the Secretary of the Interior that since most 

property taxes went to support local public schools. Turtle Mountain band members 

should be exempt since they did not send their children to these schools. The federal 

government and various Catholic and Episcopalian groups established five schools for 

the exclusive benefit of the band's children. Little Shell believed in school education as a 
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way of maintaining tribal rights and integrity in an increasingly European American 

world. 

The chief honed in on the key legal issue ignored by local authorities. The Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa still retained their "Indian title" as recognized by the Commissioner 

of Indian Affairs. This undisputed contention exempted them from all local jurisdiction 

and any taxation. No civil law could be applied to Indians living in unceded Aboriginal 

territory.'To protect themselves from losing their parcels of land if they even filed 

claims, the band had insisted upon, and procured what they thought amounted to 

immunity from local taxes. After Inspector Gardner completed a tribal census in 1885, 

those beyond the reservation secured certificates of exemption from him.^'^ 

Yet local officials disregarded these federal exemptions. Seemingly oblivious to the 

band's continued destitution and want of food, the sheriff of Rolette County, within 

which their two-township tract resided, decided to force the collection of taxes on those 

living outside of the reservation near the town of St. John. The sheriff attempted to eject 

"the breeds from valuable lands which they occupy, and upon which they refuse to make 

* 118 filings or pay taxes." In response to newspaper accounts of "breed trouble," Father 

Genin received a letter from principal chief Little Shell, head warrior Red Thunder, and 

Henri Poitras "the half-breed chief asking for the priest's intervention on their behalf. 

In defense of their resistance to the questionable actions of the sheriff, Genin commented 

that "I know well personally Little Shell and Red Thunder, both honourable men, and 

Henri Poitras, a true and faithful Christian man, whose life has been one of heroic deeds 

of charity in behalf, not merely of his own people but of all white men as well.""^ Father 

Genin's significant influence with the Chippewas and Metchifs helped to convince them 
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that any resort to violence would jeopardize their legal claims. Because he urged his 

Native adherents to continue with their letters, petitions and delegations to federal 

authorities for the redress of their grievances, the priest's relations with the agents at 

Devil's Lake remained strained. 

During another disputed tax incident in 1889, the Rolette County sheriff confiscated 

cattle and other personal property of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa under the pretext that 

the Indians had refused to pay any property taxes. The sheriff ignored the fact that they 

had not purchased the cattle. The cattle had been given to them by the federal 

government, which exempted them from state or local taxes. When the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa refused to comply, the sheriff appealed to the North Dakota national guard to 

intervene. A troop assembled and set out towards the Turtle Mountains. Fortunately for 

them and the sheriff, the Indian agency farmer and Reverend Wellington Salt intercepted 

them with a telegram from the governor calling off the maneuver. According to historian 

John Hesketh, the prompt intervention of the governor and the Indian agent saved the 

lives of the soldiers "from a certain death," as they had all been targeted by the well-

armed "rebels," all identified as "half-breeds." Hesketh concluded that "in this affair the 

Indians or half-breeds were not in the wrong. It was the rashness of the county 

officers."'^'' 

Another potentially violent incident arose from the aggrandizement of local European 

American officials. The expediency of typing mixed-bloods interchangeably as Indian 

non-citizens, "white" citizens, or "British half-breeds" often resulted in ejectment, tax 

battles, loss of homes, lands and improvements, and election fraud.An "insurrection" 

almost broke out again near St. John in 1891. Some Turtle Mountain Indians refused to 
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pay a poll tax. When attempts were made by a local officer to collect them, the Indians 

broke into stores, stole guns and ammunition, and fortified themselves in an old log house 

under the leadership of Little Shell's chief warrior. Red Thunder. Seeing the superior 

199 
numbers of white men arrayed against them, they surrendered to the authorities. 

In a letter to the Duluth Journal newspaper, the Father Genin refuted the most 

outrageous claims made about the "Indian troubles" at Turtle Mountain. He exposed the 

specious nature of accounts alleging how it took six young deputies to capture and 

restrain Red Thunder. Genin pointed out that the tribe's premier was "an infirmed 83 

year old man doubled over with age and afflicted with pleurisy." He also testified to the 

longstanding composite nature of the band, by identifying Red Thunder as "a Cree Indian 

bom in the Pembina Mountains," who had "spent his entire life there and in the Turtle 

Mountains." Although ailing. Red Thunder's spirit remained unyielding. When asked by 

his jailer if he would like to accompany him for a little exercise, the chief refused on the 

grounds that "he would not leave the jail as a prisoner, but would walk out only as a free 

123 man." Such strength and dignity in the face of adversity demonstrated Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa resistance to local authority whose civil jurisdiction they refused to recognize. 

The federal government created the legal chaos which precipitated these local 

tensions and violence. Yet it failed to redress the major grievances of the Indians, or stop 

local officials from attempting to manipulate legal technicalities to their advantage. At 

the same time the Turtle Mountain Chippewa edged closer to the brink of despair. While 

they faced "the ragged edge of starvation," European American's cattle grew fat on their 

land. Although they had some success with farming the little arable land available, 

repeated crop failures led Little Shell to conclude that, "from destitution and want of food 
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... a great number are determined to feed themselves upon the v^hite people's cattle."'^"' 

Worst of all, unknown assailants engaged in a form of late nineteenth-century chemical 

warfare aimed at what little remained of the Chippewa's subsistence base. The tribal 

council informed attorney Bottineau that "a great number of the white people are 

distributing strychnine (poison) all over our reservation to purposely destroy all the small 

19S 
wild animals, as well eis ducks, geese, and every dog they can give a bait to." An 

agent's report stated that "instead of making any improvement in their efforts towards 

civilization and self-support, they have been disintegrating." This stemmed not from 

indolence, but "because of the constant friction with their European American neighbors, 

attributed mainly to complications arising from their unsettled condition."'^^ 

The Turtle Mountain Chippewa living on the reduced reservation or out on the public 

domain failed to receive the physical and legal protection promised by the U.S. 

government. Either they could not keep European American squatters off of their lands, 

or they were unable to make the necessary improvements to sustain a legal claim. Their 

agent called attention to this predicament by asserting that "their greatest trouble is 

caused from being strictly forbidden by the federal authorities to take any of the timber 

(which rightfully belongs to them) necessarily required for their use in making 

improvements." How could they make improvements if they could not harvest timber for 

fences, sheds, corrals, and cabins? These circumstances "resulted in very serious 

complications and nearly bloodshed." They almost caused "an uprising and Indian 

war."'^' The agent's report illustrated that without federal protection, promises to Indians 

about settlement on "public lands" could not be realized. The Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

members who could not secure adequate land on the reservation had to fight constantly 
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against the civil authorities of Rolette County. This resulted in further marginaHzation as 

a result of local land and resource appropriation. 

Perhaps quicker remediation would have occurred if the Chippewas had not been so 

tractable, and turned to serious violence. Bishop Walker remarked that despite numerous 

provocations, the Turtle Mountain Chippewa avoided armed conflict. He also noted the 

irony of the situation where fiercer tribes (e.g., the Dakota and Lakota) received more 

favorable treatment from the federal government than the peaceful Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa. "The marvel is that if they had shown their teeth somewhat, I wonder if their 

condition would not be materially better today?"'^^ Another decade of dysfiinctional 

federal Indian policy failed consistently to take the tribe's legal protests seriously. This 

refusal to engage in the process of negotiating an equitable solution demonstrated that the 

grab-bag nature of Indian policy did not resolve problems well.'^^ 

The net effect of both 1884 Executive Orders reduced the Turtle Mountain reservation 

of December 21, 1882 by ninety percent. An unsettling pattern had been established by 

the federal Indian policy echelon during the 1880s. The U.S. rebuffed all the Turtle 

Mountain band attempts at a negotiated agreement. As the process lurched from 

hesitation to irresolution, extensive European American encroachment intruded up until 

October 4, 1882. When Secretary Teller's directive of that date finally opened the 

floodgates legally, a two month settlement spree occurred. A Turtle Mountain delegation 

protested and insisted on its original rights to their land via "Indian title." They managed 

to carve out a sufficient reservation for fifteen months. Then on March 29, 1884 they 

learned another painful lesson about the "rule of law" and the benevolence of the "Great 

Father." What can be granted by one Executive Order may be rescinded by another. The 
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radical reservation reduction opened up eighteen more townships to European American 

settlement. This left most of the band with no place to call home legally on or near the 

reservation. When some Metchifs tried to file claims under the Homestead Act (1862), 

local land district officials declared them to be ineligible as Indians, and if they tried to 

obtain land via the Indian Homestead Act (1875), they became ruled out as white 

citizens. Even the local agent lacked enough understanding about the eligibility 

1 ^0 
requirements to advise them. Amidst this legal purgatory, European American 

immigrants moved in, secured their titles, and left many landless Metchifs to fend for 

themselves in North Dakota or emigrate to Montana. So they scattered across the 

shrinking public domain after all the best land had already been claimed. 

As Teller and Price knew, with all their deferrals of political questions to the plenary 

authority of Congress over Indian affairs, "Indian title" could not be extinguished legally 

by the establishment of an Executive Order reservation created by the President. The 

creation of a reservation did not necessarily extinguish tribal title unless Congress 

1 -5 1 
indicated clearly such an intent. Congress expressed no such intent in the 1880s. Since 

all subsequent bills related to the land tenure of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa from 1864 

to 1904 failed to pass, the Indian disclaimer proviso in the acts that enabled Dakota 

Territory in 1861, and the state of North Dakota in 1889, remained the law of the land. Its 

statutory construction should have precluded the October 4, 1882 directive by Secretary 

Teller, which opened unceded Turtle Mountain Chippewa territory to G.L.O. 

administration and European American settlement, and the March 29 and June 3, 1884 

reservation reduction Executive Orders from President Arthur. The imposition of federal 

Indian policy by administrative fiat reflected the post-1871 end-of-treaty-making shift in 
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American Indian and European American relations. The attenuated security of their 

"Indian title" and recognition of their treaty-recognized diminished sovereignty had 

ended. While Indians had been transformed legally into being "wards of the nation" by 

the federal Indian bureaucracy, the Turtle Mountain Chippewa lawyer J.B. Bottineau 

pleaded with federal policy makers for the "efficient and speedy execution" of a "rational 

code of laws" to protect the legal rights of his tribe. They did not want to fend for 

themselves without federal protection on public domain lands, because "the white man 

• • 132 wms every time." 

No constitutional grounds existed to warrant the relinquishment of the Turtle 

Mountain claim in this manner. The band's lawyer challenged the legal basis of the 1884 

Executive Orders on these grounds. Bottineau stated that, "the question may arise as to 

whether this reservation, which was allotted to these Indian by an Executive Order, which 

they were occupying and improving, could be legally taken away from them?"'^^ 

Falsifying a tribal census, and then using it as the pretext for forcing Indian settlement on 

a reservation could not be construed legally as an abandonment of their claims to the 

remainder of their land. Moreover, contrary to the arguments of Teller, Pettigrew and 

Creel, European American infringement on unceded Indian land also did not extinguish 

"Indian title." If an Executive Order proved insufficient to extinguish Aboriginal claims, 

then so did the actions of private businesses or citizens. Such encroachment had to be 

authorized explicitly by Congress granting fee-simple patents in accordance with federal 

land laws.'^"^ 

This chapter argued that federal Indian policies frustrated the aspirations of the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa as much as, or more, than European American land grabbers. The 



indifference of the President and Congress permitted the Secretary of the Interior to 

engage in an arbitrary expropriation that achieved the federal Indian policy goal of Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa dispossession under the cover of law. These illegal actions by the 

federal Indian executive branch apparatus provoked Bottineau to "submit that there is 

ample evidence showing the merits of the claim of the Turtle Mountain Indians, and the 

great wrongs and injustice in their treatment by this Government."Meanwhile most of 

the Turtle Mountain band found themselves unable to secure homes in their homeland. 

Almost a year after the winter of mass starvation, Agent Cramsie reiterated that the lack 

of food persisted. The agent requested additional appropriations to forestall another 

disaster. Amidst the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's destitution, tensions remained high 

because local officials persevered in their efforts to collect their meager possessions in 

• 136 lieu of taxes. These events initiated twenty more years of U.S. obliviousness to the 

legal rights and very survival of the community at Turtle Mountain. The quandary 

centered on the inadequate reservation, the lack of any land cession agreement or 

extinguishment of "Indian title," and no compensation for the federal government's 

illegal "taking." 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE "TEN CENT" TREATY AND ITS AFTERMATH 
1889 -1905 

" f f e  A s k  J u s t i c e  u p o n  t h e  M e r i t  o f  T h i s  C l a i n i " ^  
- John B. Bottineau, Attorney, 

Turtle Mountain Indians 

The 1890 census depicted America as shifting fi-om a rural to an urban population, and 

from an agricultural to an industrial economy. It signaled the end of the frontier and the 

beginning of the modem era. Only one year after its attainment of statehood between 

February 22 and November 2 of 1889, North Dakota's 1890 European American 

population reached 191,000. Between 1879 and 1886 over 100,000 immigrants had 

entered northern Dakota Territory. This upsurge contrasted sharply with the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa population estimates ranging from 1, 245 to 2,496. Although North 

Dakota shifted from a frontier territory to a settled state, it still remained, in the words of 

'y 
historian Elwyn B. Robinson, a "colonial hinterland." 

Within such a core/periphery context, this chapter examines the federal Indian policy 

endgame that imposed a final agreement on a non-authorized rump tribal council 

influenced unduly by B.I.A. agents, and constrained by adverse material circumstances. 

From the perspective of the legitimate chiefs, council and their lawyer, this "defective 

agreemenf exemplified the "mopping up" nature of federal Indian policy.^ It attempted 

to force a set of discredited grab bag remedies that failed consistently to resolve the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa's land claim. The McCumber agreement process (1892-1905) 

further marginalized the Turtle Mountain Chippewa by appropriating their land and 
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resources for virtually no compensation, and undermining their self-governance and 

autonomy. 

By 1889 the lack of any consensual legal settlement to reserve an adequate reservation 

became more intolerable because of increased European American encroachment, 

persistent harassment by local officials, and the intrusions of outside economic interests. 

Responding to this deteriorating situation, the Turtle Mountain community sent a 

delegation to Washington, D.C. in early 1889 to confer with C.I.A. John H. Oberley. The 

three delegates included the sub-chief Kaishpau, Maxime Marion, and Joseph Rolette, 

who also acted as interpreter, and persistent leg-puller."^ Kah-ishpa spoke of the urgent 

need of his people to negotiate a settlement that would preserve some of their land base. 

He noted the frustrating fact that this was his fifth trip to the nation's capital. Each time 

he had been told to be "quief (i.e., patient), but insisted that he would keep coming until 

"the Great Father ... recognized my rights on Turtle Mountain." When asked what rights 

his people claimed, the chief reiterated the well-documented boundaries of their territory. 

A B.I.A. clerk assured Oberly that "this office has recognized their claim and has tried to 

get Congress to recognize it, but the Secretary of the Interior ... says they have no 

claim."^ 

Differences within the federal Indian policy echelon left the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa with no authoritative federal negotiating partner. This meeting demonstrated 

the internal inconsistencies between the Secretary of the Interior, the Commissioner of 

Indian Affairs, and Congress. The national legislature remained uninterested in fulfilling 

their trust responsibilities. They regarded the legal quagmire engulfing the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa as a very peripheral problem. So the matter became the sole 
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province of the Interior Secretary, whose higher authority countermanded any 

commissioner's findings that did not accord with his own views. Given this situation, the 

new C.I.A. could not understand why the tribal delegation had come, or what they 

complained about. 

Kah-ishpa responded that they first required re-recognition of their title. Then they 

wanted it extinguished legally by a negotiated treaty. Rolette added that with adequate 

compensation from such a substantial land cession treaty, they could fund their schools, 

stock their farms, and achieve self-sufficiency in ten years.^ These precise goals aligned 

with the outcomes touted by federal Indian policy makers. Yet as happened in many of 

these types of meetings, federal officials bogged down in the numbers. Along with the 

farmer-in-charge at the Turtle Mountain reservation E.W. Brenner, they wanted to know 

how many "Indians proper" entitled to potential treaty benefits existed, versus how many 

interlopers "putting the government to large and useless expenses" intruded?^ The C.I.A. 

asked Rolette to conduct another census. Given the existing intra-tribal tensions and 

disputes with agents and commissions over legitimate membership, the incredulous 

Metchif made light of this serious situation by joking that he did not want to get his "head 

broken" during such an endeavor.^ Rolette acted throughout this meeting in accordance 

with the buoyant light-hearted legend of his father. 

On a more serious note he also pointed out the contradiction between benign federal 

attitudes towards European Canadian immigration into Turtle Mountain territory, versus 

government hostility towards Canadian Metis, Chippewa or Crees. He cracked that unlike 

federal officials, the Turtle Mountain band concerned themselves as much with the 

encroachments of "white Canadians from Ontario," as any unwanted Canadian Indians or 
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"half-breeds."^ The C.I.A. deflected responsibility to address the band's pressing 

concerns by urging the Turtle Mountain delegates to take up their case with Senator 

Dawes, head of the Senate Indian Affairs Committee. Sensing the usual bureaucratic 

shuffle, in a parting jibe Rolette interjected a veiled threat that if the U.S. did not sign a 

treaty with them, then perhaps it could give them an appropriation for 300 or 400 rifles. 

Then the band would settle their affairs accordingly.'" This comment reflected the 

growing frustration of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa over finding anyone in the federal 

Indian policy echelon with whom they could negotiate. 

Once again the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's precious few resources went to waste as 

the federal government remained apathetic to their plight. In early 1890 agent Cramsie 

continued to press his superiors in the B.I.A. for adequate relief appropriations (i.e., 

$25,000 instead of $7,000). He reported that the band lived in a state of "abject poverty." 

Cramsie also stated an unpleasant truth related to the source of this dire situation. It all 

stemmed from when Secretary Teller set aside the twenty-four by thirty-two mile 

reservation in 1882. As a result, "these people came and settled at Turtle Mountain in 

good faith." Since then they have been "left to starve" "owing to the long years of 

waiting and delay until the government gets ready to pass upon their title to the lands 

claimed by them and to which lands they have never relinquished their title."'' This 

verified many similar statements from tribal attorney Bottineau. The convergence 

between the view from the ground by various Turtle Mountain Chippewa representatives 

and their agent corroborated the validity and reasonableness of their claims. This 

unanimity stood in stark contrast to the intransigence of remote and higher level officials 
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in the federal Indian policy echelon. The disconnect continued to vex the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa. 

In early 1890 the Turtle Mountain Chippewa sent another delegation to Washington 

D.C. to try and negotiate a resolution of their legal quandary. They still hoped that 

working within the U.S. legal system might avert violence and produce an equitable 

resolution. Little Shell and the tribal council resisted relocation and insisted on expansion 

of their reservation back to its twenty township December 21, 1882 borders.'^ In 

response, another three-man commission came to Turtle Mountain during the summer of 

1890. The commission rejected Little Shell's solution because it "would not be possible 

to remove enough [white] settlers to expand the reserve" back to its larger extent.'^ 

The U.S. delegation wanted to conduct a census, convince the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa to cede all their land rights in North Dakota, and move them to a Minnesota 

Chippewa reservation. The tribal council rejected these objectives as not being in their 

best interests. Little Shell repeated his demand for the restoration of the original large 

reservation set aside for them in 1882. Acting C.I.A. R.V. Belt confirmed that "none of 

the objects for which the commission was established was accomplished by it." Although 

he suggested that the local agent "obtain any propositions they may desire to make in 

regard to their affairs," Belt rejected Little Shell's proposal on the grounds that that such 

a request "would be in opposition to the policy of the government to reduce, as far as 

practicable, and not to enlarge the area occupied by Indian reservations."'^ 

While the B.I.A. failed with this commission, the G.L.O. blundered into the same 

tense situation stirred up by the local sheriff and tax collector. G.L.O. agents attempted to 

assess the properties of off-reservation band members. The Metchifs warned them off 
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with guns. As a resuh of this intrusion, on August 3, 1890 Little Shell assembled the 

tribal council, and issued a declaration of independence and solidarity. The council 

reaffirmed Little Shell's supremacy as chief, and declared their loyalty to him as the only 

legitimate authority representing their ten million acre land claim, and the other 

compensatory interests of the entire band. They rejected the command of any B.I.A. 

agent, especially farmer-in-charge E.W. Brermer, and refused to obey his orders or 

tolerate further meddling in their affairs. These actions precipitated a subsequent call by 

the sub-agent for U.S. troops to be sent from Fort Totten. But since no violence occurred 

the commander did not dispatch any troops. 

The band's proclamation precipitated a process whereby the B.I.A. sought to 

incapacitate the authority of Little Shell and the tribal council as a prelude to imposing a 

unilateral settlement upon the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. In contrast to former agent 

Cramsie's eloquent pleas on behalf of the legitimate claims and needs of the band, agents 

Brenner and John H. Waugh attempted to undermine their political identity and the 

governmental organization of Little Shell and the tribal council. Brenner alleged falsely 

that non-member Canadian Metis agitators manipulated and controlled the head and 

representative men.'' In response. Congress authorized the Mahone Commission to 

18 
reassess and resolve this situation. 

The backdrop for this sudden shift from federal apathy to a quick settlement derived 

from widespread reports about the "Messiah craze." This prophet-inspired spiritual 

revitalization movement swept across the northern Plains among various tribes (i.e., most 

prominently with the Lakota bands, but also the Gros Ventres and the Crow), and became 

known as the "Ghost Dance." Although some of these activities feared by European 
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Americans in North Dakota centered on Turtle Mountain as a prominent geographic 

landmark, the Turtle Mountain Chippewa remained aloof from the movement.'^ Their 

non-involvement stemmed from a traditional antipathy towards the Lakota and Dakota 

Indians. In addition, the traditional Midaewaewin practices and/or Episcopalian 

affiliations of the Chippewas, along with long-standing and staunch Catholicism of the 

Metchifs, weakened this Native prophetic movement's appeal to either group. 

Unfortunately for the uninvolved Turtle Mountain Chippewa, European American 

hyperbole and overreaction to the "Ghost Dance" in 1890 produced a generalized and 

negative anti-Indian backlash similar to that evoked by the "Great Sioux uprising" of 

1862. Local newspapers still accused them falsely of participating in the Minnesota 

20 massacres. Each of these nearby but unrelated incidents came at a pivotal moment in 

the Turtle Mountain band's diplomatic negotiations with the U.S. government. In both 

instances, local European American attitudes hardened against all agreements that left 

any Indian tribes in close proximity. 

The final report of the Mahone Commission claimed that the lack of "sufficient room" 

on the White Earth, Minnesota reservation accounted for its failure to convince the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa to relocate themselves.^' This was not the case. While lack of space 

constituted a problem, focusing on it as a deal breaker ignored conveniently the land 

claim settlement and adequate reservation for which the band wanted to negotiate. The 

commission failed in part because it resurrected the removal solution out of the federal 

Indian policy grab bag. As they had done previously, the Turtle Mountain band rejected 

both initiatives forcefully. The New York Times reported the "ferment" of the Indians of 

Turtle Mountain over another federal commission that accomplished nothing.^^ Any 
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further negotiations became impossible, because the band believed that the U.S. had 

acted in bad faith. "The Indians reiterated ... their attachment to Turtle Mountain and 

preference to remain where they are."^^ The federal government persisted in doing 

everything except addressing the key issues raised consistently by the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa. Parallel efforts by the Interior Department looked into the feasibility of 

moving the band to the Fort Totten (Devil's Lake) or Fort Berthold reservations in North 

Dakota. Although later deemed unfeasible by the department, such proposals made the 

band even more suspicious and dismissive of any federal initiatives. 

In response to one more failed federal commission, the tribal council held a grand 

council on January 7, 1891. They declared that "we propose to remain here at home," 

because "we, the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians, are justly entitled to the 

recognition of our claim." They complained that "repeated appeals and petitions" had 

caused them a "great deal of trouble and expense." Moreover after all of their trips to 

Washington, D.C. and accommodation to various federal commissions visiting them, 

"nothing has as yet resulted towards a settlement of our claims," while "the whites are 

still invading our country."^'' Frustrated with the B.I.A., Congress and its single-minded 

commissions, attorney Bottineau recommended bypassing them all and filing a lawsuit 

against the Mahone Commission "for the purpose of examining the status and merits of 

said claim."^^ 

After six more months of irresolution, the resolve of the band to remain at Turtle 

Mountain waned significantly. In contrast to previous tribal council affirmations. Little 

Shell stated that "most of my tribe are not contented to live at Turtle Mountain." 

Continual encroachment, episodic conflict, and the U.S. government's persistent removal 
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talk began having its intended effect. The chief confided that he could "never live at 

Turtle Mountain ... under the circumstances."^^ On August 28, 1891 Little Shell wrote to 

the C.I. A. from Wolf Point, Montana while visiting Chief Red Stones of the Assiniboine 

tribe. The Turtle Mountain leader recounted how the Mahone commission had also 

suggested the possibility of a land exchange. If he and his people would relinquish their 

reservation and unceded territorial claim in North Dakota, they could choose another 

suitable location for a reservation, and be compensated for any difference in value. Little 

Shell decided to explore this option, and his search had brought him to Wolf Point. 

The Plains-Ojibwa bands like those at Pembina and Turtle Mountain had long been 

trading partners and allies with the Assiniboines. Little Shell obviously respected Red 

Stones by referring to him as "uncle." The Turtle Mountain chief also liked the lay of the 

land north of the Fort Peck reservation. Based on his survey, Little Shell asked the C.I. A. 

for "a strip of land on the Missouri River above the mouth of the Milk River" (i.e., near 

Glasgow, MT). Similar to the dimensions of the original 1882 Turtle Mountain 

reservation. Little Shell reiterated that they needed it to be thirty miles long and twenty-

five miles wide.^^ Because "the land at Turtle Mountain [was] much more valuable to the 

White Man than the land on which I wish to be located, and of larger domain," the chief 

insisted on being compensated financially for the difference (i.e., approximately nine 

million acres with a higher market value). Little Shell hoped that this reasonable offer 

would resolve the current impasse with federal authorities and "settle this matter for all 

time to come."^^ 

While Little Shell traveled out to Montana's Milk River valley to scout for a possible 

new reserve large enough for the entire band, his chief warrior. Red Thunder, assumed 
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leadership for the band and tribal council. During the chiefs absence, the negotiating 

positions within the band and the B.I.A. began to change in order to break the stalemate. 

In response to farmer-in-charge Brenner's 1891 report to the C.I.A. indicating that the 

deplorable conditions at Turtle Mountain had been aggravated by the lack of a legal 

settlement in the eyes of the band, C.I.A. T.J. Morgan responded meekly that his office 

had always been willing to render them a helping hand. Obviously not satisfied with his 

own rationalization, Morgan ordered Brenner, and agent Waugh stationed at Devil's 

Lake, to get a definitive proposal for a settlement from the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. 

From the agents' actions, it appears their superiors had concluded that Little Shell 

stood as the primary impediment to the final settlement federal officials wanted to 

impose. As a consequence, Waugh and Brenner began undermining the principal chiefs 

authority at Turtle Mountain. During Little Shell's absence, and in response to CIA 

Morgan's directives for a new band census and settlement proposal, the agents 

participated in an opaque process resulting in the creation of an ad hoc "committee of 

-3 A 
thirty two." This body consisted of sixteen full bloods and sixteen mixed bloods, all 

"American bom." They claimed "to represent the interest of their people in any 

transaction with the Government in the adjustment of their claims."^' This statement 

indicated their intention to not confine themselves to acting as an ad hoc body, and 

willingness to scale back the band's settlement terms. Either they or the agents intended 

to supplant the authority of the principal chief and tribal council. 

Questions remain about who "selected," "elected," or "appointed" this committee. Was 

it self-appointed? If so, by what authority? No record exists of any authorization or 

delegation by Little Shell, the tribal council, or the B.I.A. The fact that the formation of 
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this committee occurred during Little Shell's absence, without the inclusion of his 

designated deputy Red Thunder, or other leading members of the tribal council, indicates 

some intrigue. This raises other queries. Who initiated this action, and for what reason? 

While the "lack of any further action" from federal authorities had been the norm for 

twenty years, the increased threats of starvation and destitution most certainly had made 

the band's dire circumstances that much worse, but not new. In terms of intra-tribal 

politics, Kaishpau and Little Shell had clashed before over how best to deal with 

European American encroachment, while J.B. Wilkie's father and Joseph Rolette had 

shown and stated previously their strong support for Little Shell's leadership. Yet under 

pressure, prior opinions about people or personal relationships can change. The chiefs 

trip to Montana should not have raised any undue concern within the band about lack of 

attention to their legal claim, or a possible sign of abandonment. Little Shell made such 

excursions frequently. When he did, Red Thunder and the tribal council remained 

authorized and in position to deal with their agents and any other federal or local 

officials. Meanwhile, solicitor Bottineau remained in Washington to lobby Congress and 

the federal Indian bureaucracy while pursuing their legal claims and lawsuit. 

Agent Waugh represented the only new player in this mix. Could he have been the 

source for the "reports from friends in Washington" that alarmed the committee 

members? They certainly did not come from J.B. Bottineau, who remained a steadfast 

supporter of Little Shell's leadership. The band's most reliable source of information 

from the nation's capital about their lawsuit and legal claims continued to come from 

their attorney. Yet this committee made no mention of their solicitor, despite the fact that 

he had been pressing their case forward as directed by the grand council in January 1891. 
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A close scrutiny of the available evidence indicates that while some genuine political 

dissent existed within the Turtle Mountain band, and may have been exacerbated by some 

(but not primarily) younger Metis interlopers, no hard and fast political factions 

developed along blood, ethnic, geographic, religious or ideological Imes. As had been 

the case traditionally, the fragmentary nature of Chippewa politics centered usually on 

family and kinship relations. As Louise Erdrich observed, "families ranged on either side 

of the question of money settlement"^^ In the case of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

during the early 1890s, twenty years of frustration over coming close to any equitable 

settlement with the federal government led naturally to some dissent over how to 

proceed. Time had not been on their side. The reduction of their nine and a half million 

acre unceded territory to an inadequate two township reservation became more 

intolerable. The aggravation of European American encroachment in the forms of cutting 

their timber, killing off their game, grazing cattle on their land, and harassment by local 

tax and law enforcement officials had exacerbated tensions to a level just shy of outright 

violence. All of these complications, on top of the persistence of near starvation 

conditions, undermined some band members (and non-members) confidence in Little 

Shell's and Bottineau's "great earnestness" in negotiating with the federal government.^'' 

Perhaps in order to survive and better their lives slightly, some felt they should pull back 

from previous demands for the restoration of their original 1882 reservation, and accede 

to considerable less restitution for the cession of their homeland. 

Waugh followed Morgan's directive and "called together" 167 tribal members "for the 

purpose of making a proposition to the United States."^^ The agent included very few of 

the band's representative men in this endeavor. Instead, he chose a sizeable segment of 
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younger-generation mixed bloods, many of whom had longstanding family ties within the 

36 band dating back at least twenty years. This rump council seemed dissatisfied with the 

lack of progress by tribal elders like Little Shell, Red Thunder and Bottineau towards any 

final agreement. They welcomed this opportunity to settle the band's claims and create 

the conditions necessary for them to become "self-supporting."^^ Motivated by 

immovable European American settlement and the persistent threat of starvation, they 

proposed a conceivable compromise that seems not to have been influenced unduly by 

agent Waugh. 

The assemblage still wanted a reservation at Turtle Mountain. It had to be of sufficient 

size to accommodate the entire band based on the minimum 80 acre (or 160 acres if 

possible) allotment per head of household provisions of the Dawes General Allotment 

Act of 1887. They proposed to add an adjacent seven townships to the immediate north, 

west and south of their existing two township reservation for this purpose.This creative 

middle course solution sought to reserve nine contiguous townships within Rolette 

County. It recognized the facts on the ground as reported by the various commissions that 

most of the easternmost townships within their original territory had already been taken 

by European American squatters. Only an estimated 256 immigrants had settled within 

the areas under consideration for an adequate reservation. 

This new reservation configuration adding three southern and one western township 

would provide the tribe with much needed prairie lands rich in native grasses, and with 

better potential for making the transition to farming and stock raising.^^ The three 

additional north/northwestem townships remained unsurveyed and unsettled by European 

Americans. This increased the likelihood of their inclusion in the proposed reservation 
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configuration. These three upland townships would also provide band members with 

unimpeded access to timber, game, water, and fish. While this proposal fell far short of 

Little Shell's previous insistence on the restoration of the 1882 twenty township 

reservation, they felt that more than quadrupling their current reserve to nine townships 

would provide them with a secure domain of "sufficient size" to accommodate all the 

band's household heads with adequate allotments. If accepted by the government, the 

band could obtain enough federally protected land without being forced to fend for 

themselves out on the public domain as proposed originally by Secretary Teller back in 

1884. 

To settle the membership controversies, the ad hoc caucus asked the government to 

prescribe rules of evidence to determine decisively who was, and was not, an "American" 

Turtle Mountain Indian. This had never been an issue within the band since its inception 

in Assiniboia, or the greater Pembina ("Hair Hills") district, long before any approximate 

nation-state (i.e., the U.S. or Canada) exerted its jurisdiction in the region. The 

consanguine ties, kindred relations, and cultural attributes of the mixed bloods trumped 

any state identity, while both the U.S. and Canada denied the rights of citizenship to 

Indians.'^'' The special council recognized that this contentious topic remained an enigma 

for federal authorities. One can infer the council knew, based on past experience, that 

officials in Washington, D.C. could never come up with any kind of fair or accurate 

criteria for determining American versus Canadian band members. At least the council's 

diplomatic request put the onus for dealing with this uncertainty back on the government 

where it belonged. 
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In contrast to prior memorials, the grand council's proposal omitted the usual 

delineation of their domain, and did not mention the extent of their unceded territory. 

Although at least this segment of the band now seemed willing to compromise downward 

from a twenty to a nine township reservation, they still insisted on equitable 

compensation for relinquishing such a vast portion of their homeland. Their request for a 

$30,000 cash per armum payment as compensation for ceding the rest of their Aboriginal 

territory, plus an extensive list of articles, stock, implements, provisions, supplies, and 

services needed to engage in farming and become self-sufficient, indicated that they 

would not settle cheaply.'^' C.I.A. Morgan forwarded this Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

proposition from agent Waugh to the Secretary of the Interior. The commissioner 

estimated its total cost to be $2,250,000."^^ 

While acknowledging that "these demands may be regarded as exorbitant," he 

conceded that they did "furnish a basis for a satisfactory adjustment of their alleged 

claims against the government." Such a concession did not bode well for the acceptance 

of the Turtle Mountain band's proposition. It did not constitute a set of demands. The 

C.I.A. asked for, and received, a "definitive proposal."'*^ The entire compensation should 

not have been considered "exorbitant," or in need of "satisfactory adjustment" for a 

community facing the persistent threat of starvation. The total cost aligned closely with 

prior estimates from C.I.A. Price and agent Cramsie.'*'^ If the categorization of the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa's claims as "alleged" still persisted, why did the B.I.A. send 

commissions to Turtle Mountain or request a claims settlement proposition from them? 

Challenging the legitimacy of the band's claims after twenty years of recognition and 

irresolution confirmed what various Turtle Mountain representatives had complained 
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about consistently. They had considerable cause to question the good faith of the federal 

government to reach a settlement. 

The real yet unacknowledged problem came down to the fact that the Turtle Mountain 

band's definitive proposition for a comprehensive settlement of their land claim, creation 

of an adequate reservation, and provision for the transition to farming and self-support 

asked for too much in the eyes of their federal guardians. Federal Indian policy makers 

such as Senator Dawes or T.J. Morgan, or reformers like Alice Fletcher, liked to talk 

about and tout the benefits American Indians would receive from assimilation and 

allotment endeavors sponsored by the government. Fletcher believed in the efficacy of 

these policies to "lead the natives to abandon the hunter stage and depend for their 

subsistence on agriculture."''^ The Turtle Mountain Chippewa's proposition indicated 

their willingness to embrace this approach. Yet Morgan's refusal to add the three 

southern townships to the existing reservation denied the area's best arable land to the 

band's agricultural use. Neither Congress nor the federal Indian bureaucracy ever wanted 

to expend sufficient resources or fimds to insure the success of such a major transition, 

even when at least part of a Native community like the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

wanted to undertake the transformation. 

The C.I.A. tried to explain away any consideration of the band's proposition by 

reverting to three old and discredited excuses. First, he asserted that federal Indian policy 

precluded the creation of any new reservations except in "extreme cases." This assumed 

incorrectly that any fixed policy governed Indian affairs. Since 1851 the Turtle Mountain 

band had held out against discrepant federal Indian policies. In 1885 President Grover 

Cleveland had insisted that any viable federal Indian policy must regard each tribe's 
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"variation of wants.""^^ Second, while the government objected to "any" reservation 

located near the international boundary, they granted near-border reserves to Blackfeet 

bands in Montana and the Lake Superior Chippewa in Minnesota.''^ Moreover, the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa reservation already existed near the border. The addition of seven 

tovmships could not be considered a "new" reservation since legally they remained 

within the band's unceded territory. Third, the C.I.A. conjectured that it would be too 

"expensive, difficult and impractical" to purchase the improvements of 256 European 

American settlers. No doubt such an undertaking would have been "difficult." Morgan's 

$3.75 per acre price for an 160 acre quarter section plus fixed improvements aligned with 

the 1890 census of wealth, debt and taxation. The per capita value of property in Rolette 

County equaled $675 and over, the highest of any of the northern two tiers of counties in 

North Dakota. These facts explained the actual reason why federal authorities balked.'*^ 

While not a common or desirable practice from the federal government's perspective, 

recent precedent within Dakota Territory existed for the removal of European American 

squatters. In 1885 President Cleveland nullified an Executive Order by his predecessor. 

President Arthur. Recall that in 1884 Arthur, at the behest of Secretary of the Interior 

Teller, had downsized unilaterally the Turtle Mountain reservation by Executive Order. 

Arthur and Teller had enacted a similar measure divesting the Lower Yankton band at 

Crow Creek of their treaty protected lands without tribal consent."*^ Because Cleveland 

believed this action caused too "much distress and suffering to peaceable Indians," he 

restored these tracts and ordered European American squatters evicted.The close 

parallels in time, location and circumstances between the Sioux and Chippewa situations, 

and their different outcomes, confirmed Cleveland's observation about the "lack of a 
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fixed purpose or policy" within federal Indian affairs.^' The C.I.A. deployed these 

rationalizations to cloud the real issues involving the legal claims of the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa, rather than move forward to resolve them equitably. 

One last chance to remedy the situation of legal oblivion appeared in the Summer and 

Fall of 1892. The government offered finally to enter into a land cession pact and pay 

compensation for ceded land. It authorized the McCumber Commission to forge a final 

agreement with the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. McCumber claimed correctly that the 

purpose of his commission authorized by Congress sought to impose two conditions on 

the band; the relinquishment of all land in North Dakota, including their two township 

reservation, and subsequent removal to some other reservation.^^ Yet the commission 

never divulged its goals to the band's representatives. This established a pattern of 

misrepresentation, concealment, and nondisclosure from the outset. To make matters 

more complicated, upon their September arrival at the Turtle Mountain agency in 

Belcourt, North Dakota the commission claimed that they encountered "two factions" 

representing the interests of the tribe.53 

The term "faction" did not reflect accurately the state of intra-tribal turmoil. Three 

persistent Plains-Ojibwa cultural attributes had become more pronounced and corrosive 

under the pressures of near starvation and inability to secure adequate amounts of land. 

As James Howard observed, bands like the Turtle Mountain Chippewa "usually had 

several chiefs," often with one becoming hereditary principal chief. This had been the 

case throughout the nineteenth century with the three successive generations of leaders 

called Little Shell. Yet as Howard noted also, "the powers of the head chief were very 

limited." This made the longevity of the majority of the band's adherence to the Little 
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Shells even more noteworthy. Secondary chiefs (e.g., Black Duck, Red Bear, Green 

Setting Feather, Kah-ishpa) always had "followings of relatives and friends."^'' Yet 

consensual tribal politics usually created a prevailing super-majority that insured 

coherence in matters of subsistence, trade, war, or diplomacy. 

By 1892 the consensual modes of Turtle Mountain Chippewa politics had become 

strained. Little Shell Ill's limited powers had eroded even further. Some scholars have 

alluded to greater cultural, economic and political divergences between the Chippewa and 

the Metchif as the major source of intra-tribal dissension.^^ While anecdotal testimony 

inconclusively and contradictorily confirms and denies this state of affairs, such 

inferences remain difficult to ascertain or substantiate from the historical record. Another 

causal factor can be derived from the fact that any chiefs authority would have been 

impaired by the convergence of adverse circumstances circa 1892. By then a Turtle 

Mountain chief faced reduced and restricted capability to organize and manage a buffalo 

hunt, feed his people adequately, lead the tribe in war, expend gifts and redistribute 

wealth generously, protect his people from European American encroachment and 

harassment by federal and local officials, or intercede with traders or agents to acquire 

better goods and services. A chief could still mediate some internal disputes, perform 

ceremonial duties if they (e.g., the Sun Dance) had not been banned by the B.I.A. courts 

and police, and treat with the U.S. representatives if they would deal with him. This 

proscribed reality threatened seriously the leadership of Little Shell III and the future of 

the band's cohesiveness. 

Both intra-tribal groups encountered by the McCumber Commission wanted better 

arrangements and beneficent outcomes for their community. Chiefs Little Shell, Red 
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Thunder and the tribal council represented the tribally authorized and federally 

recognized legitimate governance of the band. The committee of thirty two's claim to 

have been "elected" cannot be authenticated. Most likely some appointed themselves 

with the help or blessing of agents Waugh and Brenner. Claims by the commission that 

the group represented a "larger faction" within the band than Little Shell's following 

cannot be substantiated.^^ Although most of the evidence indicates that they did not 

represent a majority of the band, McCumber decided that his commission would only 

negotiate with the committee of thirty two, rather than Little Shell and the tribal council. 

As a result, the first flash of contention between the two intra-tribal groups originated 

from the federal government's latest attempt to create a tribal membership roll. 

Anticipating a land cession settlement requiring compensation, the McCumber 

Commission first focused on the results of a tribal census determining how many persons 

would be entitled to share in any final agreement's recompense. In a gross violation of 

tribal sovereignty, agent Waugh attempted to direct who belonged to the tribe. Using a 

sub-committee from the pro tempore committee of thirty-two, the agent purged over 500 

people from the band's estimated total population of 2,284.^^ The pretext for such actions 

derived fi-om arbitrary and unsubstantiated allegations that certain Indian or Metis 

interlopers from Canada should be excluded from the tribal roll. As a consequence of the 

failed 1885 Northwest Rebellion led by Louis Riel and Gabriel Dumont in Saskatchewan, 

many Metis had sought refuge at Turtle Mountain. Yet knowledgeable regional observers 

like Father Genin disputed the persistent allegations from various B.I.A. agents and 

officials about disturbances fi-om Canadian agitators that exaggerated their numbers and 

influence for expedient political reasons. The priest refuted assertions that the Riel 
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rebellion refugees flocked to Turtle Mountain and committed depredations. He claimed to 

have "personal knowledge that all the Indians and half-breeds now at Turtle Mountain 

58 have a perfect tribal and native right to be there." 

The tribe's authorized leadership reiterated the priest's position. Chief Little Shell's 

Cree premier and chef soldat, Red Thunder, addressed the two most critical issues facing 

his people: the tribe's sovereign right to determine its own membership, and the threat of 

starvation to their physical existence. First, he recounted to the commissioners the band's 

mixed-blood history and hybrid collective identity. "When you (the white man) first put 

your foot upon this land of ours you found no one but the red man and the Indian woman, 

by whom you have begotten a large family." Pointing to the half-breeds present he said 

that "these are the children and descendants of that woman, and they must be recognized 

as members of this tribe." 

During a meeting in January 1892, the tribal council made it clear that the band would 

not be separated by the federal government's intentional or haphazard efforts to 

determine who was, or was not, a Turtle Mountain Chippewa Indian. The council 

"resolved that all the mixed blood descendants of our tribe belonging to our said band are 

hereby recognized to be Indians for all intents and purposes, and are fully entitled to the 

benefits hereof the same as any of the full bloods of our said tribe and band."^^ Second, 

Red Thunder went on to state that their current deplorable material circumstances derived 

from the lack of a legal land claim settlement with the U.S. Many had gone hungry or 

died from starvation. To forestall this dire situation many band members "dispersed 

themselves over the land and across the line into Canada in quest of something to live 

upon pending the settlement for their lands." They would return to Turtle Mountain if a 
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concord could be reached. Until then "those of us who are here are starving, ... and we 

hope you [the McCumber Commission] will relieve us from starvation."^*^ Such 

eloquence went unheeded. The commission refused to meet with or feed the band's 

general population. 

The absurdity of downsizing the tribal roll based on indiscernible blood quantum or 

unspecified "American" versus "Canadian" criterion excluding the latter as an 

undesirable "foreign element." had been noted previously. Former agent John Cramsie 

had criticized the inaccurate counts of Turtle Mountain Chippewa members based on 

blood quantum, and the pointlessness of discerning distinct countries of origin for a 

mixed-blood borderlands band. Whether someone was bom in the U.S. or Canada 

ignored the historical origins of the band. Cramsie declared that: 

they are all descendants of the 'Selkirk Settlement' and when the 
intemational boundary line was run between the U.S. and Canada 
some were made American and some Canadian subjects. I am of the 
opinion that these people have rights on both sides of the line.^' 

In 1885 Robert S. Gardner, the Indian Inspector to the Secretary of the Interior, had been 

charged with the same futile census task. He had attempted to get band members to 

distinguish between "native bom Indians" and "foreign bom Indians," full-bloods and 

mixed-bloods. The tribal council responded that such distinctions represented "almost an 

impossibility" to discern. Gardner, like Cramsie but unlike Waugh or McCumber, 

conceded that the question of blood quantum remained mostly irrelevant in the Turtle 

Mountain community. He concluded "they are all more or less related by consanguinity 

and intermarriage." The tribal council informed the inspector that they and their fathers 

had been bom, and lived in this part of the country for generations. Their origins and 
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territorial sovereignty predated the agreed upon international boundary line marked 

clearly from 1872-1876 between the U.S. and Canada. U.S.-issued certificates declaring 

them to be "American" Indians "not subject to any foreign country" confused them, since 

few if any knew the exact location of their birth. They considered the incoming "whites" 

from Canada and the U.S. to be the foreigners, not themselves.^^ 

Some of those struck off the rolls by the committee of thirty-two, Waugh and 

McCumber still possessed their certificates issued by Gardner. Little Shell and the tribal 

council "insisted" on the restoration of those 112 families or 512-525 individual members 

f t X  
struck off the tribal roll by what they termed as the "pretended" business committee. 

While McCumber claimed that the commission remained open to any valid membership 

appeals, in fact they refused to reinstate any of the members who had been stricken off 

the roll. The census undertaken by the sub-committee under the tutelage of Waugh and 

Brenner did not produce any evidentiary rules or bona fide criteria to determine who was, 

or was not, entitled to be a member of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. Evidence from 

subsequent membership determinations indicates the exclusion of persons bom in Canada 

or holding Canadian land scrip. Those bom within the original nine million acre Turtle 

Mountain tract of what became North Dakota (e.g., Pembina, Devil's Lake, Stump Lake, 

St. Joseph, Towner) with patemal or matemal relations within the tribe received 

recognition.^'' The commission accepted unquestionably the decisions of the committee 

of thirty two by placing the burden of proof for "satisfactory evidence" of membership on 

those who had been removed, rather than the committee. No evidentiary burden fell on 

the committee because agent Waugh assured the commission that he had chosen the 

census sub-committee based on their knowledge of family histories within the band. 
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Without knowing the identities of these individuals, the agent's claim cannot be verified 

or denied. 

Yet Waugh's reassurance overlooked the fact that he blocked the participation of the 

tribal member with the most extensive knowledge of family genealogy within the band -

J.B. Bottineau.^^ The agent reneged on promises to permit chief Little Shell and solicitor 

Bottineau to participate in the process and review the results before being finalized. 

Waugh struck tribal members off the roll despite the fact that "the majority are holders of 

certificates from U.S. Indian inspector" Gardner, and thirty-five of them "occupy tracts of 

land upon the reservation."^^ On September 24, 1892 the agent posted the irrevocable roll 

on the reservation's mission church doors. It stipulated in a rather draconian manner that 

anyone not on this register must leave the reservation immediately or be arrested. In 

response, Bottineau asserted the most crucial element of tribal sovereignty - the self-

determination of tribal membership. On behalf of Little Shell and the tribal council their 

attorney asserted: 

There can be no one who is more competent to judge as to who are and 
who are not members of their tribe than the chief and his 'Loge Soldaf, 
which, according to their laws, customs, and traditions, is the council or 
legislative body of said Turtle Mountain Indians, and the only 
representative and authority with whom business may be transacted.^^ 

With this statement the legitimate leadership of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa rejected 

the plenary power wielded by the commissioners and agents of the federal Indian 

bureaucracy. 

This is not to imply that Indian policy administration was monolithic. We have seen 

just the opposite. Doctrinaire formulas invalidated themselves by the untenable 
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circumstances they created, and turned out to be no "policy" at all. Bottineau complained 

about the lack of consistency faced by his people "through half a dozen or more policies 

and regimes under different administrations and agents."^^ Local agents and 

superintendents often made policy decisions on their own authority and in contravention 

of official directives from Washington, D.C. Two rulings on the issue of control over 

tribal membership by the Assistant Attorney General of the United States came too late to 

change the legal fate of several hundred Turtle Mountain band members who had been 

excluded arbitrarily from the tribal census rolls by local federal representatives. The 

Attorney General upheld the right of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa to determine their 

own membership, "without discrimination and irrespective of the source or amount of 

Indian blood," or whether any members had previously accepted any benefits or 

guarantees from the government of Canada.^^ 

Bottineau protested the entire proceeding's lack of transparency and arbitrary results 

that separated siblings, husbands from wives, and children from parents. In response, 

Waugh ordered Bottineau to "withdraw from the limits of the reservation" under threat of 

removal by the agency police. The B.I.A. and the commission would not recognize an 

attorney acting on their ward's behalf These federal officials claimed disingenuously that 

they had been instructed "to deal directly with the [Turtle Mountain] people."^® 

McCumber acknowledged that the "ill feeling that existed before" from the dissension of 

intra-tribal politics had intensified as a result of federal interference in the band's internal 

affairs. He alleged that threats had been made against the agency police and the 

committee of thirty-two. Although the commissioner did not think that any threat of 

"serious troubles" or imminent violence existed, he deferred to the "advise" of Waugh, 
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71 Brenner and the committee of thirty-two. They requested that a company of U.S. army 

troops be dispatched to the reservation without delay. Fear of illegitimacy, failure or 

active resistance led the agents to almost consider a military coup d'etat. The army 

perceived no imminent threat and did not comply with the agent's request. Little Shell 

and his adherents continued their protests by lawful means. 

With no threat of violence and its census mandate fulfilled, the McCumber 

commission began the process towards a final land claim settlement. As with the tribal 

roll, McCumber refused to deal with Chief Little Shell, the tribal council, and attorney 

Bottineau. Although they constituted "the only authority recognized by them, and 

invariably sanctioned by the United States, in the transaction of business of such matters 

with the Indians," agent Waugh once again positioned the committee of thirty-two to deal 

exclusively with the commission. Bottineau objected strenuously to this "pretended 

business committee composed" of Waugh's "own choice and selection, trained to do his 

bidding, and not designated, named, or countenanced by any council of the tribe, and 

against their expressed wishes."^^ 

After being excluded from helping with or verifying the tribal census, denied rations 

from the agency storehouse during the McCumber commission meetings, and finding the 

commission unwilling to negotiate any of the terms within their take-it-or-leave-it 

"agreement," Little Shell and the tribal council protested by leaving the sessions and the 

reservation. They stayed nearby and camped on Belcourt creek hoping for a resumption 

of the talks. Without enough food the chief and his family, along with 140 other 

families, left to hunt and find succor with friends and relations along the Milk River in 

Montana.These events steered the committee of thirty-two into compliance with the 
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egregious McCumber Commission's settlement. With Little Shell's departure and 

Bottineau's removal under threat of arrest, the agents and the commission knew that they 

could impose the prescribed terms and conditions upon the representatives of the 

remaining band without any further objections. Waugh appointed Kakenowash as the 

new principal chief. 

With Little Shell, tribal council, and Bottineau out of the way, McCumber delivered 

the coup de grace. The interpreter informed Kakenowash that "today you will have to 

sign for that million dollars. If you don't sign this document I brought for a million 

dollars, you will never get anything. Uncle Sam will take everything away from you for 

nothing." For two days the commission repeated this litany of take it or leave it.^"^ No 

actual negotiations occurred. Federal officials settled the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's 

legal claims against the government for a pittance. While the government offer of one 

million dollars ($50,000 per year for twenty years) may have sounded generous, Little 

Shell and his council objected to the "beggarly consideration" of the claim settlement, 

nc 

and the terms of distribution. They disputed strenuously the government's coercive and 

undemocratic negotiating tactics which attempted to further undermine their diminishing 

sovereignty. 

The feigned negotiations concluded with an agreement of dubious legitimacy on 

October 22, 1892. On behalf of, although not authorized by the recognized political 

representatives of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa, 259 signatories followed the lead of 

Joseph Rolette, and sub-chiefs Kakenowash and Kanik. Little Shell and the tribal council 

accused their agents of "deception, undue influence, and intimidation." While the agents 

purported that the agreement had been signed by a majority of the tribe, the rump 
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committee only included one-quarter of the "representative men of the tribe.Little 

Shell, Red Thunder, the tribal council, and J.B. Bottineau never signed the pact. The 

McCumber Agreement reaffirmed and instituted permanently the March and June 1884 

Executive Orders that reduced the Turtle Mountain reservation to two townships. This 

became finalized despite eight years of strenuous Turtle Mountain Chippewa protests. 

B.I.A. agents and commissions, plus various church officials, confirmed repeatedly 

that such a paltry tract of land could not begin to support a majority of the band's 

members if federal policy makers wanted them to attain self-sufficiency. No other parts 

of the original and larger 1882 reservation, or any other land in North Dakota would be 

reserved to them as a collective tribal entity. Instead, they had to renounce "all claims, 

estate, right, title, and interest" in "all lands" within the state except for the twelve-mile 

by six-mile two township reservation. Even this tract did not really belong to the band. It 

constituted trust land "held at the pleasure of the United States." As a result of the Dawes 

General Allotment Act of 1887 this meant that the meager reservation would be surveyed 

and allotted for Indian homesteads, with any surplus opened for European American 

settlement. If any members of the band could not secure land on the reservation, they 

could "take" free homesteads on unclaimed public domain land. For ceding all "right, 

title and interesf to approximately nine million acres of north-central North Dakota, the 

U.S. agreed to pay the Turtle Mountain Chippewa one million dollars in cash or annual 

payments as the Secretary of the Interior saw fit (see FIGURE 5).'^ 

Questions about this "alleged agreement" remain. Did a majority consensus of the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa community enter into the compact knowingly and freely? 

Was the bargain struck "for the best interests of the said Indians?" Clearly solicitor 
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Bottineau, chief Little Shell, and the legitimate tribal council answered no to both 

questions. It would seem that a majority of the band agreed, while the approximately 

twenty-five percent of the adult tribal members who consented to this pact did not 

constitute a certifiable majority. An analysis of the ever-changing tribal rolls, subjected to 

political manipulation, makes it impossible to determine this definitively. Yet the 

preponderance of evidence and testimony confirms that the lack of majority assent 

constituted one of the grounds why Chief Little Shell, the tribal council, and attorney 

Bottineau considered the agreement to be "defective."'^ 

The rump committee's acceptance of the McCumber Commission's proposed 

agreement left Little Shell, the tribal council, and Bottineau with a fait accompli. After 

being forced to withdraw from the meetings and the reservation due to coercion and lack 

of food, they reconvened the tribal council with "other representative men of the tribe" at 

the courthouse in nearby Rolla, North Dakota on October 24, 1892. They vowed to 

protest against the "obnoxious" agreement's ratification by Congress. The most 

prominent local political official. Judge John Burke, assisted them in creating this forum, 

and acted as an advisor and witness to these proceedings. The beloved local Catholic 

priest, Father John Malo, also presided. At this session the chief and council of the 

recognized tribal government sent a formal protest to the C.I.A. against the ratification by 

7Q 
Congress of the "alleged" agreement. 

They reiterated their adherence to Pembina and Turtle Mountain Chippewa "custom, 

practice, and tradition" in recognizing Little Shell as their hereditary chief. The detailed 

information on each tribal council member's age, rank, and years of service affirmed 

them as a group of respected elder councilmen and braves with long standing ties to the 
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Little Shell lineage, and significant kinship ties and community service within the bands. 

The empowerment of Chief Little Shell and La Loge Soldat (tribal council) accorded with 

"the laws of said Indians," and "represented the only authority recognized by the tribe for 

the transaction of any business of the tribe with the Government, or with any other nation 

or tribe." These self-governing entities had "always been recognized by all Indian tribes 

or nations, as well as by the Government of the United States." They contrasted 

themselves pointedly with agent Waugh's unauthorized committee of thirty-two, and 

categorized Joe Rolette as "an incompetent and prejudiced interpreter" with no official 

OA 
tribal sanction. 

The formal protest from the lawful representatives of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

rested upon the following eight grounds. First, as hereditary chief, Little Shell and his 

tribal council constituted the only legitimate government of the Turtle Mountain band. 

They demanded re-recognition of their authorized status as a necessary prelude for any 

talks with the commissioners. The self-constituted committee council "was never 

selected, appointed, or recognized by the tribe," and therefore had no authority to transact 

any official business on the band's behalf^' Second, while Waugh had originally sent out 

invitations for the entire tribe to meet with the McCumber Commission, he and Brenner 

used the inadequate agency storehouse for the band's meetings with the commissioners. 

Because of its structural limitations and inventory, most of the people inside could neither 

see nor hear the proceedings. Waugh packed the place with the committee of thirty-two 

and their adherents, to weaken the authority of Little Shell, the tribal council, and their 

attorney. This rump forum only represented one-fourth of the tribe's members, and not a 

legitimate majority as mandated by the commission's instructions from Congress. 
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Third, in addition to the lack of space for a full tribal assembly, those tribal members 

who participated were not given sufficient time, freedom, or opportunity to deliberate on 

the commissioner's proposals. Band representatives still objected to the two-township 

Executive Order reservation of 1884. Little Shell and tribal council wanted the 1882 

twenty township reservation restored to the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. But the 

commission decreed a non-negotiable settlement. The band had to relinquish all their 

land claims within North Dakota (except for the two-township reservation, which 

technically had become federal land held in trust for the tribe) for one million dollars. 

Tribal representatives deemed this paltry compensation for their ceded lands as wholly 

inadequate, and not in line with local market values or awards to neighboring tribes. 

Since the territory of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa approximated ten million acres of 

land, attorney Bottineau dubbed the McCumber agreement derisively as the "ten-cent 

treaty."^^ 

Fourth, agent Waugh unduly influenced the unauthorized committee of thirty-two's 

decision by making sure that they and their families received food, while threatening to 

remove any dissenters from their land. At the same time he treated Little Shell and his 

followers discourteously and withheld the distribution of any rations to them. This duress 

produced the desired result. The chief and tribal council left the proceedings in protest. 

The B.I.A. agents and the McCumber Commission refiised to allow Indian "wards" to 

have any legal representation of their own choosing. As directed by Little Shell and the 

tribal council, J.B. Bottineau did his best to assist the agents with the crucial and 

controversial tribal census, and represent the band's interests in negotiations with the 

commission. Instead, agent Waugh broke his promise to let Bottineau review the tribal 
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roll before the B.I.A. finalized it. The agent then ordered Bottineau removed from the 

commission meetings and the reservation under threat by the agency police. 

Fifth, Bottineau had submitted a legal brief outlining the band's legal claims to John 

W. Noble, the Secretary of the Interior, before the advent of the McCumber 

• * 83 • Commission. While the band's representatives wanted desperately to negotiate a good 

faith settlement with someone in authority from the federal government, neither Noble 

nor McCumber would comply. The McCumber Commission did not come to Turtle 

Mountain to negotiate a settlement. Instead, it imposed a non-negotiable resolution. The 

Secretary's pending review and decision should have precluded any other federal 

initiatives, especially the finality of the commission's edict. 

Sixth, the heart of Little Shell and Bottineau's protest derived from their outrage over 

the federal government's paltry land cession compensation which they characterized 

negatively as the "ten-cent treaty." After its longstanding loyalty and peaceful relations 

with the U.S., the tribe felt insulted and betrayed. Recently they had assisted federal 

officials in stopping Canadian smugglers along the international boundary through Turtle 

Mountain. The real inequity stemmed from the much larger payments given to other 

Indian tribes in the region, some of whom had engaged in hostilities with the U.S. In 

1889 Minnesota Chippewas and Dakota bands in Dakota Territory received $1.25 to 

$2.50 an acre for agricultural lands, and $.50 to $.75 per acre for pine lands. The $2.50 

per acre amount compensated the neighboring Sisseton-Wahpeton bands, whose lands 

constituted a similar type and quality of soil, climate and value. The disparity stunned the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa representatives into wondering why they had been 

discriminated against and unable to receive comparable compensation.^'^ 
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They did not limit their objection solely to the miserly and far below market value 

total pay out of $50,000 per year for twenty years. Rather than the per capita cash annuity 

option in the agreement, the Secretary of the Interior "saw fit" to instead designate 

$45,000 of each year's appropriation for farming equipment and products. The tribe's 

representatives knew from "past experience" that this "invariably prove [d] more 

profitable to the commission or middle men, transportation and other agents, than to 

oc ^ 
themselves." Without going into specifics, Bottineau referred to the well-known 

convergence of self-interest among groups of local merchants, politicians, bureaucrats, 

and federal agents who skimmed profits from the sale of government-supplied 

equipment, tools, stock, rations, clothing and other goods allocated for reservation 

Indians. The agreement's allocation of every year's payment guaranteed that the cash 

amount for each tribal member would only equal $1.50 or $1.60. Instead of ceding their 

birthright for a sustainable future, such a pittance would only perpetuate the band's 

hardship and increase their dependency. 

Seventh, one-third of the tribe's members lived within the original twenty township 

reservation, but resided outside of the reduced two township tract. The McCumber 

agreement left their persons and property unprotected by the federal government, subject 

to the hostile jurisdiction of local county authorities, and cutoff from Indian schools. As a 

result of all these grievances. Little Shell and the tribal council felt compelled to act 

quickly. Rather than accede to the McCumber agreement, or await the Secretary of the 

Interior's pending review of Bottineau's proposal, the chief and his council insisted on 

sending a delegation to Washington, D.C. to meet with the House Committee on Indian 

Affairs. If Congress could not determine the validity of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 
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request, the band would seek approval for their petition to be referred to the Court of 

Claims for adjudication. For their eighth proposal the tribe wished to "finally settle this 

perplexing and protracted claim," "adjust all differences and objections," and "negotiate 

...for an equitable settlement of their claim by treaty or agreement." 

The entire episode involving the McCumber Commission represented an egregious 

example of federal officials using food as a weapon to coerce a starving people into 

relinquishing their birthright for a pittance. Since the authorized leader and 

representatives of the tribe refused to sign the agreement, opposed its execution, and 

87 
protested against its ratification, it could be construed as not binding legally. The 

agent's undue influence and the commission's arbitrary proceedings "vexed the Turtle 

Mountain Indians" and created legal grounds for nullifying the agreement. Attorney 

Bottineau stated that ratification by Congress of this "alleged agreement... would not 

only perpetrate the grossest injustice," but also "lay the government open to the charge of 

oo 
being inconsistent with its dignity or not honorable to its humanity." By any standards 

of justice such dealings were not "fair and honorable." In terms of equity the 

80 
compensation was "grossly inadequate and unconscionable." 

The band continued resisting the imposed status of wardship and attempts by 

unscrupulous agents to usurp their limited tribal sovereignty and delegitimize their 

govemance. Attorney Bottineau insisted that they remained capable of self-

determination. He asserted that they "are as well qualified today to judge for themselves 

a s  t o  w h a t  m a y  b e  n e e d e d  f o r  t h e i r  b e s t  i n t e r e s t  a s  a n y  o t h e r  c l a s s  o f  p e o p l e . T h e y  

wanted a fair market price for their land. Because nearby railroads and other Indian tribes 

received $1.00 to $2.50 per acre for farm land, and $3.00 or more per acre for timber 
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land, the Turtle Mountain Chippewa rejected the government's ten cents an acre 

settlement as a "gross discrimination" and "monstrous injustice."^' The commission 

conceded that it sought the $1,000,000 remuneration as "the lowest sum it could secure." 

While admitting that the government had "paid other tribes quite liberally for their 

claims," they seemed obliged to rationalize the amount as "exceedingly favorable to the 

• Q9 

government." That represented quite an understatement. 

The band also objected to how any treaty funds would be distributed. The suggested 

correctly that an annual $5,000 per capita payment for approximately 2,500 Chippewa 

would have been meaningless. The other proposed annual payment of $45,000 would be 

used for seed, farm equipment, and others goods and services. The Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa saw through this ploy. With such a setup, ninety percent of their compensation 

would go to non-Indian agents, contractors and businesses. Attorney Bottineau had 

nothing but contempt for agents "who, after having failed to make an honorable living for 

themselves in their civilized communities, have sought an Indian agency" not for the 

salary but the "prerequisites." Since the actions and proposals of the agents went 

"against the wishes of the Chief Little Shell and his council, said treaty agreement was 

not signed," and the Turtle Mountain Chippewa "protest[ed] against the ratification of the 

same by Congress. 

Little Shell, Red Thunder and Bottineau always regarded Kakenowash, and the 

adherents of the former committee of thirty-two, as unauthorized to represent the band's 

interests in part because they remained under the sway of B.I.A. officials. In 1893 the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs confirmed their partial collaboration. He stated that the 

rump working group "labored faithfully to help the recent commission to make the 
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agreement for the settlement of their affairs ... in line with the views of the department. 

Yet this body's protests to federal authorities proved them not to be the complete tools of 

B.l.A. control. Frustrated by the unratified status of the McCumber agreement they had 

signed three and a half years before, they sent a formal memorial to Congress. They 

reiterated their rights of "occupancy and possession" as the "rightful owners" of at least 

9,000,000 acres in Turtle Mountain country. Since many federal officials had recognized 

this question of fact, they asked how the government had taken possession of and sold 

lands without their consent, "and allowed its white children to occupy" them "without 

compensation to us." They not only pushed for a speedy ratification, but also made other 

demands. Their desperate need for money led them to propose a dramatic alteration of the 

payment terms. Instead of extending over twenty years, their memorial called for 

$200,000 cash remuneration for the first two years, and a $100,000 payment the third 

year. The initial $1,000,000 fund and the $500,000 remainder should receive five percent 

interest annually. 

The band's representatives argued that only with these larger infusions of cash could 

they "establish permanent homes" for themselves and "do more than eke out a scanty 

existence." Since lack of land still comprised the major problem, they asked for an 

additional four townships to be added to their two township reservation. This represented 

another step-down attempt at a compromise similar but smaller than their 1891 

proposition. New demands included compensatory claims arising from the incorrect 

determination of the southern boundary of their domain, the government's cutting of 

100,000 cords of wood on their land at the Fort Totten reservation near Devil's Lake, and 

lands taken but not paid for by the Great Northern railway.96 
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A further European American demographic deluge, combined with "a perpetuation of 

a long line of minimal interest" by the U.S. government, finally stymied the legal struggle 

» . 07 
of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. Tenant farmers from Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia, 

Indiana, Illinois and Michigan moved into the burgeoning wheat belt of North Dakota by 

the train load to secure a freehold. The Great Northern railway sponsored special 

"moving party" trains of fifty passenger and eighty freight cars carrying as many as 1,500 

farmers and their families from Chicago to the Devil's Lake, Turtle Mountain, and the 

08 Souris (Mouse) River districts. The "expected young Oklahoma boom" happened 

finally, and prior settlers anticipated that increased immigration would raise their 

property values.^^ 

To make matters worse for the Turtle Mountain Chippewa, a "serious outbreak" of 

smallpox, accompanied by calls for quarantine, vaccine and "fiill rations" cast a further 

pall over their community, which had grown to 3,410 by 1900.'^^ As had happened 

before, the non-implementation of the pending 1892 legal settlement exacerbated any 

such dire circumstance. Aware of the negative consequences this conundrum imposed on 

the band's welfare, Bottineau continued to lobby against the McCumber agreement. He 

lodged one more formal protest with the Secretary of the Interior citing four major 

grievances: 1) the land cession compensation's "beggarly consideration" only "netted 

each individual about $1.50 or $1.60 in cash" per year; 2) the agreement fell far short of 

the money needed for education, especially for the one-third of the band comprised of 

Indians; 3) it failed "to protect the persons and property" of the Chippewa and the 

Metchif; and 4) the execution of the agreement remained unlawful without the consent or 

approval of the chief or council of the tribe "according to the laws, regulations, customs. 
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and traditions of the Indians."''^' Bottineau succeeded in getting his alternatives to the 

McCumber agreement, including restoration of the original twenty township reservation, 

through the Committee on Indian Affairs for consideration by the House of 

Representatives. Although modeled on recent agreements made with the Minnesota 

Chippewa and the Sioux in Dakota, the acting C.I.A. characterized these proposals as 

• • • . . . • I (Y) 
"fanciful" and "ridiculous," thus killing their slim chance for enactment. 

While the extraordinary efforts of Bottineau in Washington, D.C. failed to improve the 

band's legal situation, the combined actions of agents Waugh and Brenner, the 

McCumber Commission, and the committee of thirty-two had weakened and eroded the 

authority of Little Shell's chieflanship and the tribal council since 1892. The aging chief 

admitted to his attorney that "my greatest fatigue is to see my people so poor and going 

so hungry." Frustration over the inability to protect his people from disease, hunger, 

poverty and injustice caused Chief Little Shell III to "die unhappy for his people" in 

1900. Red Thunder died in 1902.^''^ The spark of the Turtle Mountain band's political 

resistance faded, but it did not die. 

Kakenowash became principal chief, while others from the committee of thirty-two 

joined the tribal council. J.B. Bottineau continued the fight against ratification of the 

McCumber agreement on behalf of the new chief and council from his office in 

Washington, D.C. He lobbied the U.S. Attorney General George H. Shiels for his opinion 

on the findings of the McCumber Commission and the status of the Turtle Mountain 

band's "Indian title." The executive branch's chief legal officer criticized McCumber's 

title investigation because it exceeded the commission's authorization by Congress. In 
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addition, Shiels stated that no Indian land cession agreement could be ratified prior to his 

investigation and approval. Without this sanction Bottineau stood on solid legal ground 

by referring consistently to the agreement as "alleged" and "being inconsistent" with the 

honor of the government.''^ 

The band's latest agent, W.O. Getchell, reiterated the same specious rationalizations 

as his immediate predecessors. While he believed their "claim to be a just one, if any 

Indian claim was ever a just claim" as concluded by the McCumber Commission, such 

recognition went for naught. The commission's title search had concluded "that the 

Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians have as valid an original title to [their] entire 

[8,000,000 to 10,000,000 acre] tract of land [north and west of Devil's Lake] as any 

Indian tribe had to any" Aboriginal territory.'"^ Yet the agent asserted that "the Turtle 

Mountain band of Chippewa should never be considered as a band of Indians" because 

"they are half-breeds, quarter breeds, etc." In Getchell's opinion such circumstances 

precluded their entitlement to any reservation. Believing in the assimilationist myth of a 

level playing that predicted success, since formerly they had been self-supporting and 

independent, the agent recommended that they should be "paid off and then left to "sink 

or swim in the same boat as their white competitors.""^^ 

The agent implied that the Chippewa and Metchif people of Turtle Mountain could not 

adapt to the new market economy during the late nineteenth century. Yet they were never 

given a fair chance "to swim" after the destruction of their traditional subsistence system 

by external forces. Government policy and European American attitudes and behaviors 

excluded them from sustainable economic endeavors and forced them to "sink" into 

dependency. Despite all of the rhetoric about Indian assimilation into European American 
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society, neither federal largesse nor their North Dakota neighbors absorbed the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa into their communities or bestowed the "benefits of civilization" 

upon them. "Arrogant provincialism" prevailed. The local Dunseith Herald continued 

to reflect the reality of anti-Indian and anti-Metis racism through its constant references 

to Turtle Mountain "breeds" and "half-breeds" as "dirty" and "lazy" "vagabond bucks" 

whom they would like to see removed to make room for "worthy" European American or 

Canadian farmers in the "Garden of the Northwest." The paper updated "an old saying 

that 'no Indian is so good as a dead Indian,' but we venture the opinion that no Indian at 

• 1 OR • 
all is better." At the bidding of powerful local and national interests, federal Indian 

policy continued to be "a process of economic destruction" imposing formulas that 

ignored their tribal sovereignty, land and timber claims, legal rights, treaties, and 

customs.J.B. Bottineau remained mystified by the unfairness of the federal 

government towards his people. Yet he remained confident that a future review of the 

facts in their case by judges and historians might render a disposition that would "do 

substantial justice."' 

Getchell's recommendation on behalf of the band's "white competitors," rather than 

equity, began taking its final form. The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, chaired by 

Senator McCumber of North Dakota, confirmed the 1892 agreement with the Turtle 

Mountain band on January 25, 1904.'*' On March 21, 1904 the U.S. Senate engaged in a 

brief debate before making minor amendments and ratifying finally the McCumber 

112 agreement. Senators McCumber (ND) and Henry Teller (CO) dominated this 

discussion. Teller reviewed how he had vacated Secretary of the Interior Schurz's 1881 

order withdrawing unceded Turtle Mountain Chippewa territory from survey and 
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settlement, and opened it to settlement. He based this ex parte legal action on his 

unsubstantiated characterization of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's "Indian title" as 

"somewhat uncertain." At the same time the U.S. House of Representatives had passed a 

bill to pay the band $4,000,000 in compensation for this federal "taking." But Teller 

asked the Senate to "withhold action" on the bill, which the Senate did as a courtesy to 

one of its former members. Not surprisingly in 1904 he opposed proposals from other 

Senators for an $8,000,000 or $10,000,000 million recompense, and recommended that 

they should stick to the $1,000,000 million proposal. In a revealing statement possibly 

indicating Teller's unease, the senator told his colleagues that "the best thing to do is get 

t 1 o 
rid of the controversy by the passage of this bill." 

At least Senator McCumber reviewed some of the questions of fact concerning the 

Turtle Mountain claim. He reiterated that the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's "vast tract" of 

nine to ten million acres of land occupied "some of the very best portions of the State of 

North Dakota." Land in this region ranged in value from less than $10 to more than $30 

per acre, averaging $15 to $25 per acre! McCumber countenanced Teller's actions as 

Secretary of the Interior and the subsequent Executive Orders. He rationalized that 

"whatever might be the result of an investigation as to their title, there was no necessity 

of holding this vast tract of land from settlement." According to Teller and McCumber 

"Indian title" did not exist as a matter of law, judicial precedent, or a question of fact. If a 

federal Indian official in a position of power discerned its "uncertainty," while another 

felt no "necessity" to honor its legal significance and act accordingly, then any tribe's 

unceded lands could be extinguished quite easily. As attorney Bottineau had asked, 

would a federal court sustain such dilatory pleas that did not respond to the merits of the 
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controversy, but instead acted as a defense that attempted to leave the cause of action 

unsettled?"^ 

McCumber claimed that Congress appointed his commission to determine the 

questions of Turtle Mountain Chippewa title and tribal membership. The senator 

and his commission came to Washington, DC and did a thorough investigation. While 

questions remained as to their exact number and the precise extent of their domain, the 

commission confirmed Turtle Mountain Chippewa Indian title to the nine to ten million 

acres in question based upon their continuous occupation of the Turtle Mountain district 

under the leadership of three successive generations of chiefs named Little Shell. These 

lands had never been ceded to the U.S. by the band. During the attenuated negotiations in 

1892, the band's attorney had proposed a $1.25 per acre basis for a total compensation of 

$12,500,000 to settle their claim. McCumber averred that his take-it-or-leave-it offer of 

$1,000,000, or $.10 per acre, derived from the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs 

determination that such a figure represented an "equitable and fair" settlement. It remains 

difficult to reconcile his concurrence about this settlement figure with his prior statements 

noting the less than $10 to more than $30 per acre market value of these lands. 

McCumber expressed the urgent need for a final settlement to avert violence and 

bloodshed because European American settlers had secured almost all of the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa land. The senator noted how "every quarter section is taken right up 

to the reservation," creating contentious circumstances where "you will find the claim 

shanty on the same quarter section that you find the Indian shanty." McCumber provided 

a dramatic episode to underscore his concerns: 

An Indian full blood had cleared up to forty acres, moved the 
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stone from it, broke it, and cropped it. A [European American] 
settler came in last year, filed a homestead on it, and put in his 
crop. He raised a crop, and harvested, cut and shocked it. Every 
fiill-blooded Indian in that section of the country came over one 
Sunday with their teams and wagons and hauled away every 
shock on that place, as they did on several others.^ 

After being arrested and taken before the magistrate, McCumber quoted an unspecified 

Turtle Mountain band member as saying: 

Here we have been docile. We have never been at war with the 
United States. We have been their scouts when they had wars 
with the Sioux. We have always been friendly to the [United States]. 
On the other hand, the moment the Sioux raised [their] arms 
against the whites, the Government went down in its pockets 
and paid them $2.50 to $3.00 per acre for their land.^ ^ 

This testimony substantiated Bottineau's charge of federal Indian policy discrimination 

against the Turtle Mountain Chippewa.''^ 

Despite the letter and spirit of the McCumber Agreement, one constant problem 

confi-onted by the Turtle Mountain Chippewa centered on their inability to secure legal 

title on allotted Indian or public domain lands. The lack of land on the two township 

Turtle Mountain reservation had been a persistent problem since its Executive Order 

creation in 1884. Even at that time, let alone twenty years later, neither current adult 

members, nor their bom or unborn children, could secure enough land to live on. The 

Land Office case of William Morgan v. Andrew Vandal et. al. in 1910 illustrated the legal 

problems over land claims faced by countless tribal claimeints forced to compete with 

non-Indian immigrants. William Morgan, a Welsh coal miner, emigrated to Montana via 

Canada and North Dakota. In 1908 he filed for a homestead on allotted Indian land 
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selected previously by Andrew Vandal, and his two sons-in-law, Frank and Gregory 

Grant. 

Vandal and the Grants were enrolled in the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa 

Indians. Vandal lived at Graham's Island, off the reservation, near Devil's Lake. The 

Grants lived on the reservation at Belcourt. Because almost all of the land on or near the 

reservation had long been taken, members like Vandal and the Grants tried to secure 

property on the public domain near Glasgow, Montana. They probably had relations 

among nearby members of the Little Shell band. Yet the land acquisition process turned 

out to be cumbersome, expensive and less than secure. First, they had to pay perhaps a 

quarter of their meager per capita payment from the McCumber Agreement to a non-

Indian "locator" to find an available plot. Then they had to file their "squatting papers." 

During this process, Morgan filed a homestead claim on the same piece of land. Vandal 

and the Grants had to hire a lawyer to try and protect their rights. In this case, their 

lawyer demonstrated adequately during cross examination that Morgan testified falsely to 

the dates and duration of being on his illegal homestead. His alleged "improvements" 

consisted only of a ten by twelve foot sod shack, and a furrow around the claim. Even 

they failed to meet the very minimal requirements for securing a homestead. Instead, 

witnesses placed him elsewhere in Montana and North Dakota working at various coal 

mines to make a living. 

Although Vandal and the Grants won their case against Morgan, such an outcome 

remained atypical. Very few Turtle Mountain families had the resources, temerity, 

tenacity, or faith in the equity of the U.S. legal system to pursue and win challenges to 

their land claims from European Americans. This case provides a glimpse into some of 
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the legal nightmares of Indian land allotment. Overlapping and conflicting categories and 

entitlements collided. "Ward, or trust patent Indians" had their land held in trust by the 

federal government. "Patent in fee Indians" had fee-simple title to their land. "Non-

enrolled Indians" had no entitlement to land, and were subject to the same land laws as 

non-Indians.''^ This unmanageable situation deteriorated fiirther into complete legal 

chaos when the children of these various classifications intermarried, and created 

innvimerable fractionated heirship allotments resulting in tiny plots of land that could not 

sustain anyone. 

Because most of the dispersed Little Shell band became classified as "non-enrolled 

Indians," they could not secure land tenure under any treaty, agreement or federal Indian 

allotment laws. They were subject to the homestead laws. A far more representative 

example of this scenario, in contrast to the legal victory of Vandal and the Grants, 

involved Joseph Dussome.'^'' The most significant sites of his early life illustrated the 

broad geographic range of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa across the northern Plains. 

Both parents were mixed-blood, and bom into the Pembina Chippewa band in the Red 

River Valley of northeastern North Dakota. Dussome was bom at Malta, Montana in 

1879, and baptized in Leroy, ND on the Pembina River (east of St. Joseph and west of 

Pembina). Since the predominant mixed-blood aspect of the band always raised questions 

about whether they should be considered "real" Indians, Dussome answered, "I am 

Indian, sure, you bet. I belong to the Chippewa tribe. I am a mixed blood." His first 

language was the unique blend of French, Cree and Chippewa known as Michif. He 

claimed that all the differently named groups - Turtle Mountain Chippewa, Pembina 

Chippewa, or Little Shell's band - "spoke the same language."'^' 
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To help clarify the overlapping nature of these groups, Dussome identified his parents 

as members of the Turtle Mountain band until 1892. Then they "pulled out" with Little 

Shell III after his reftisal to comply with the dictates of agent Waugh and the McCumber 

Commission. Dussome's mother received some rations but no allotment of land from the 

"alleged agreement." Many ex-Turtle Mountain Chippewa in Montana became known as 

the separate Little Shell Band. Members of both groups applied for land allotments on the 

public domain of Montana. Dussome's mother "filed" and "paid the dues" to secure land 

tenure. Yet after living on their allotments from two to six years, they were "cancelled" 

on the grounds that the Little Shell Indians were not affiliated with any recognized Indian 

tribe. As a consequence, the breakaway Little Shell Band became known as the 

"landless" Indians of Montana.'^^ 

Dussome's testimony and personal experience illustrated the difficulties faced by 

these mixed-blood Indians to secure any land tenure. He acquired a 160 acre homestead 

"close to Malta," and then acquired an additional 320 acres. He lost the 320 acres to a 

white man who took it up as a homestead. As an Indian, Dussome was told that he could 

not "hold" (i.e., acquire a patent in fee title) land. As a result, he felt compelled 

economically to "give up" his original 160 acre homestead. "There was no use trying to 

hold it. I just as well might borrow money on it and quit the country." He turned it over to 

a local bank.'^^ This became a frequent scenario for many Turtle Mountain people who 

tried to obtain an allotment or a homestead on the public domain of North Dakota or 

Montana. 

The promises of the 1863 Old Crossing Treaty, the Executive Order of 1884, and the 

1892 McCumber agreement to "fair and reasonable" access to "adequate" non-
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reservation public domain land remained unfulfilled by the federal government. As 

envisioned by Secretary of the Interior Henry M. Teller in 1882, federal land and Indian 

policies divided and scattered the Turtle Mountain Chippewa across the northern 

Plains.They faced surges of aggressive European American settlers lured to North 

Dakota and Montana by the promises of "free land" advertised by railroad land 

departments, land speculation companies, bonanza farm publicity, and boosterish local 

newspapers. Because the stock set of government solutions remained so divorced from 

reality, none of them, especially the Indian allotment on the public domain prescription 

imposed on the Turtle Mountain Chippewa, ever worked to benefit Native people. 

Since the McCumber agreement affirmed the two township reservation of the 1884 

Executive Orders, European American encroachment and the growing population of the 

band made the land scarcity situation that much worse by 1904. The senator conceded 

that 90 percent of the Chippewas and Metchifs would have to secure land elsewhere. Yet 

the experiences of Vandal and Dussome indicated the emptiness of such vague 

assurances. The agreement stipulated that all Turtle Mountain band members who could 

not secure land on the reservation could take a homestead upon any vacant land on the 

public domain, and the General Land Office would waive the $14 entry and any other 

fee. The federal Indian policy echelon's original and persistent goal of displacement had 

been realized. Henry Teller's solution of scattering the band across the public domain had 

been implemented. As McCumber summarized approvingly, "the result will be to destroy 

the tribal relations of the Turtle Mountain tribe, because the Indians will have to be 

scattered. The land is not there for them."'^^ The goals of federal Indian policy had rarely 

been stated so candidly. 
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After Congress ratified the McCumber agreement on April 21, 1904, one last 

legal formality had to be performed before it went into effect. A majority of the adult 

males from the Turtle Mountain band had to sanction the ratified amended agreement. 

As with the McCumber Commission in 1892, when agent Waugh allowed no interference 

or dissent in getting the requisite compliance from enough band members, agent Charles 

Davis rode roughshod over his "Indian wards" when the McCumber agreement finally 

came up for final ratification in February 1905. 

At the ratification meetings, Davis reminded the band members assembled that for 

them to finally get the $1,000,000 (i.e., the forced recompense from 1892, which 

remained conveniently free of any accrued interest), they had to relinquish "all of their 

rights and every claim that you have against the U.S. govemment."'^^ As McCumber had 

told them twelve years before, Davis reiterated that if they did not sign, they would 

receive no money. In the subsequent casting of votes, whose procedures deviated from 

the legal stipulation in the agreement, far less than a majority of the adult members on the 

Davis Roll of 2,094 persons (201 full-bloods and 1,893 mixed-bloods) voted. Davis 

conceded the incompleteness of his census, and admitted that "scores of eligibles" should 

have been included. 

According to tribal historian Charlie White-Weasel, the rush to finalize the agreement 

precluded any further delay.The voting results demonstrated the irregular nature of the 

process. Glossing over the coercive tactics employed by U.S. officials, Davis telegraphed 

the band's ratification vote to the Interior Department on February 18, 1905. The tally 

read 280 votes for and zero against.'^" J.B. Bottineau protested the "arbitrary proceedings 

in securing the acceptance and ratification," including the insufficient notice given prior 
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to signing the amended treaty, and the fact that many band members were absent from the 

reservation at the time of the vote.'^' This parody of consent belied the "rule of law" 

pronouncements of federal Indian policy makers. Bottineau remonstrated that "there can 

be no practical civilization with the Indians, or any other people, until a rational code of 

laws is established and adequate means provided for their efficient and speedy 

execution."'^^ 

In 1905, as in 1892, the question arises about how these pressure tactics by U.S. 

representatives worked so effectively? During the intervening thirteen years the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa position had become more tenuous. Actual and potential European 

American settler encroachments gave the federal government a political potency it could 

not have achieved otherwise. John Summer confirmed that when the agreement became 

final in 1905, "there was no land here to be taken, all taken up, so we were shoved toward 

Montana where there was vacant land."'^^ Mathias LaFromboise corroborated that "the 

whites filed on Indian homesteads and booted them out of their homes and off their 

land."'^'' These constraints convinced some in the band to take the necessary desperate 

measures of removing their tribe's legitimate representatives, and settle for something, 

rather than risk losing everything. In the end, starvation, or its threat, constituted the 

overwhelming issue that cowed the Turtle Mountain Chippewa into acquiescence. The 

deaths of 150 people in the winter of 1887 haunted the band for generations. In 1905, 

Chief Kakenowash confirmed that the band's dire circumstances leveraged his vote in 

favor of the "ten-cent treaty." He confessed to be starving when he made his mark. He 

believed sincerely that "with a million dollars they would be well fed."'^^ Even that 
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logical assumption turned into more bitter disappointments, as most of the money went 

into non-Indian hands. 

By 1905, after decades of legal wrangling with the federal government, incursions by 

neighboring European Americans, and harassment by local authorities, the Turtle 

Mountain Chippewa were forced to acquiesce to the 1884 Executive Order and the 1892 

"obnoxious agreement." They still contested the outcome by reiterating that "there is 

ample evidence showing the merits of the claim of the Turtle Mountain Indians, and the 

great wrongs and injustice in their treatment by this Government." Yet the "monstrous 

1 

injustice" of the "ten-cent treaty" became the law of the land. Despite all of the rhetoric 

about Indian assimilation into European American society, their North Dakota neighbors 

did not absorb the Turtle Mountain Chippewa into the European American community or 

bestow the "benefits of civilization" upon them. 

Further evidence for the lack of factionalism, and confirmation of the signing of the 

McCumber agreement under the duress of near starvation, can be inferred from the 

subsequent about-face in Kakenowash's political stance vis-a-vis the federal government. 

After 1905 Kakenowash pursued the same claims as Little Shell. The new chief declared 

that "our claim against the Government is for land we did not sell, and for land sold to the 

white people that should have been paid to us, and for putting railroads on our land [that] 

we didn't get any money for it." Tribal delegates and deponents continued to assert 

consistently that the U.S. goverrmient took possession of Turtle Mountain Chippewa 

lands "forty years before they gave us anything."'^^ 

The U.S. gave permission to the Great Northern railroad company to establish their 

rights-of-way, stations, tracks and other facilities in 1889, before consummating the 
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McCumber Agreement in 1892. The Turtle Mountain band contended that they should be 

compensated by one-fourth of the profits which the government derived from this non

consensual taking of their land. The Department of the Interior and the B.I.A. denied the 

legitimacy of these claims. They resorted to undermining the legal implications of the 

December 21, 1882 Executive Order which created the original large reservation. 

Because Congress had no role in the Executive Order process, an Assistant 

Commissioner alleged that Congress had never recognized the Turtle Mountain land 

claim or their initial reservation. This implied that that the President had the 

unquestioned right to change the size and location of the reservation, and restore the 

remaining lands to the public domain, as he did on March 29, 1884. Since this occurred 

prior to granting a right-of-way to the Great Northern railroad, the government insisted 

that it did not constitute a "taking," and precluded any additional compensation to the 

Turtle Mountain band. 

These legal interpretations did not hold to the letter or spirit of the law. Such decrees 

continued to ignore the Indian disclaimer clause in the Dakota Territory and North 

Dakota state enabling acts. They also violated the spirit of what the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa thought they had secured. How could they have understood the technical 

differences between an Executive Order reservation versus one ratified by Congress? 

This represented one example of what tribal solicitor J.B. Bottineau categorized as part of 

the "damages and wrongs perpetrated upon our people under the guise of law."'^^ 

For generations this Native community had heard a variety of treaty commissioners, 

agents, visitors, and other federal officials tell them how the "Great Father" had 

unbounded amounts of power, wealth, and compassion at his disposal. Treaty councils 
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and delegation meetings in Washington, D.C. informed them that he would protect the 

interests of his Indian "children." Now after more than thirty years of litigation a minor 

official within the federal Indian policy bureaucracy asserted that a President of the 

United States can give with one hand, and take away with the other. Since Congress 

chose not to take any corresponding legislative action from 1882 to 1892, which at the 

time would have been redundant and unnecessary, the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's claim 

fell victim to the consequences of such adverse decisions and "arbitrary proceedings."''^" 

The urgency and importance of their case remained a "painful fact" and "matter of life 

and death" because as Kakenowash summarized, "we did not sell the Turtle 

Mountains."'"" Long after the ratification of the McCumber agreement, none of the 

band's political representatives believed that their claim with the federal government had 

been settled justly. Shortly before his death in 1911, J.B. Bottineau reaffirmed the 

political determination of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa by declaring that "we shall 

proceed and succeed in redeeming, if not all, the greater part of our long practical 

cause."'"'^ 

' Senate Doc. 444, 5. 

^ Robinson, History of North Dakota, 153, xi. The Turtle Mountain population estimates come from ARCIA 
1886, and Bureau of Indian Affairs, Letters received, Report of William F. Canfield, Superintendent of 
Indian School, Agent-in-Charge at Fort Totten. 

^ Prayer, 2. 

'* ICC, Docket 113/Petitioner's Exhibit 125, "Talk with the Turtle Mountain Chippewas," February 15, 
1889. This Joseph Rolette was "Jolly Joe's" son. Joseph "Jolly Joe" Rolette Jr. died in 1871. See Bruce M. 
White, "The Power of Whiteness, or the Life and Times of Joseph Rolette Jr." Minnesota History 56(4) 
(Winter 1998-99): 178-197. From the documentary evidence surveyed, I could not discern how Joseph 
Rolette Jr. became a member of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. The Pembina fur trade connection provides 
the most plausible explanation. White did not mention that he appeared on the 1868 and 1869 tribal annuity 
rolls. Some scholars object to the "jolly" characterization as a stereotype that disparages Metis people. 
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Contrary to many older accounts, White cites other scholars who claim that the Rolettes were French 
Canadians with perhaps a very distant Ottawa grandmother. While some claim that Joseph Rolette Jr. was 
one-eighth Indian, others claim the Rolettes were not "half-breeds," mixed bloods, or Metis. Joseph Rolette 
III appeared on the 1888 (at age 42), 1889, 1890, and 1892 Turtle Mountain Agency census rolls. Only on 
the infamous 1892 McCumber roll is he, his wife (his wife's mother was a Poitras, a mixed blood family 
long associated with the band and its leadership) and six children identified as "mixed bloods on the 
reservation." This may have been a convenient mischaracterization engineered by agent Waugh. See below 
for the controversies surrounding the McCumber roll. Rolette's role as an interpreter indicates that he 
probably spoke English, French, Ojibwa and Michif He also knew how to write in English, e.g., his March 
14, 1892 letter to the C.I. A. on behalf of Little Shell's council. 

' ICC, Docket 113/Petitioner's Exhibit 125, "Talk with the Turtle Mountain Chippewas," February 15, 
1889. 

^ Ibid. 

'D//7(12) (September 25, 1890): 4. 

^ ICC, Docket 113/Petitioner's Exhibit 125, "Talk with the Turtle Mountain Chippewas," February 15, 
1889. 

' Ibid. 

Ibid. 

" Bureau of Indian Affairs, Letters Received. Letter from Agent John Cramsie to C.I. A. T.J. Morgan, 
March 29, 1890. 

Brief, 23. 

Murray, "The Turtle Mountain Chippewa, 1882-1905," 25. 

" Ibid. 

CIA R.V. Belt, Report to Secretary of the Interior, in Senate Doc. 444: 116, September 21,1890. 

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Letters Received. Letter from Agent John Waugh to C.I. A. T.J. Morgan, 
August 7, 1890 enclosing Brenner's letter of August 4, 1890 requesting military assistance to restore order. 
Sometime between April and August 1890 John Waugh replaced J.W. Cramsie as the federal Indian agent 
in charge at Devil's Lake. This agency had adminisfrative responsibility for the Turtle Mountain 
reservation. 

" Ibid. 

Congress appointed the commission under the Act of August 19, 1889 (26 Stat., 354), ICC, Docket 
113/Petitioner's Exhibit 139. Acting C.I.A. R.V. Belt instructed the Mahone Commission on October 4, 
1890, ICC, Docket 113/Petitioner's Exhibit 128. 

"A^y7',"The Indians Dangerous," November 21, 1890: 5. January 11, 1891:1. 

DH 6(37) (March 20, 1890): 4. 

ICC, Docket 113/Petitioner's Exhibit 132, February 9, 1891. ICC, Docket 113/Petitioner's Exhibit 139, 
May 25, 1891. 
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NYT, "The Turtle Mountain Band," January 6, 1891: 5. 

ICC, Docket 113/Petitioner's Exhibit 135, Letter from Acting Secretary of the Interior to Agent John H. 
Waugh at Fort Totten, May 25, 1891. 

ICC, Docket 113/Petitioner's Exhibit 130, Resolutions of January 7, 1891. Senate Doc. 444, Section 
XXIII: 110. 

ICC, Docket 113/Petitioner's Exhibit 130, Preamble and Resolution of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 
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Conclusion 

'Too bad the Indians are not the lineal and direct descendants of Methuselah 
and inherit his longevity coupled with the patience of Job, that they might live 
to see some of the just obligations, established by precedent and treaty 
stipulations, fulfilled by the government.''^' 

- John W. Cramsie, U.S. Agent for the 
Turtle Mountain Indians (1886) 

By focusing on the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's sense of themselves we can gain a 

new outlook on tribal-federal relations from a Native perspective. The statements of the 

Turtle Mountain community recounted their nineteenth century legal struggle on the 

grounds of "rights," "settlement," and "payment for the land we rightfully own." In 

addition to providing strong proof for the validity of their claim, they documented their 

struggle "to secure the recognition of, and a settlement with the United States 

Government, for our unceded lands." They challenged the expedient decisions and 

actions of federal authorities that attempted to force the Turtle Mountain band from their 

homeland. The Indian policy echelon refused to create an adequate reservation and reach 

a just settlement with the Turtle Mountain Chippewa. Such governmental misdeeds left 

most of them "outside of their reduced reservation, unprotected from being driven out of 

their individual locations and homes by white settlers ... 

This case study shows that during the nineteenth century, the relationship offered by 

the federal government to the Turtle Mountain Chippewa continued to be based upon the 

arbitrary powers of "half a dozen or more policies or regimes," rather than "the merits of 

the claim," "a system of law," or "the ground of original Indian rights."^ The stronger 

federal guardian imposed its plenary authority on weaker Indian and Metchif wards to the 
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detriment of their tribal autonomy and land rights. Although federal Indian policy 

undermined the legal status and self-governance of the band through gratuitous 

dispossession, the positive historical legacy of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's 

persistence lives on. As celebrated by enrolled tribal member Louise Erdrich, "there's a 

sense of history in Chippewa culture. There's a long-running sense of loss and of extreme 

pride in ancestry."^ This testimony upholds the finding that through the effective exercise 

of tribal sovereignty the pursuit of justice can be sustained. 

The band took important political initiatives in the face of a confusing array of 

B.I.A. pronouncements, local agent dictates, Executive Orders, ex parte rulings by the 

Interior Department, and the general disregard of Congress. Spurred by local, regional 

and national non-Indian interests, the federal government's actions excluded Turtle 

Mountain people from the ideals of due process under the law, and the consent of the 

governed. Legitimacy and consent embodied crucial constitutional and policy 

problems for the federal Indian bureaucracy. The power of the federal government in 

Indian affairs was not limited by constitutional checks and balances or any legally 

binding concept of the inherent rights of Indian peoples. The grab bag of "so-called" 

policies arrayed against them showed that the strategies of U.S. federal Indian policy 

existed to serve economic interests with political influence.' Officers of the federal 

government acted primarily as the enablers of European American expropriation of 

Indian land and resources. 

The existence of relatively discrete federal Indian policy eras has gained wide 

acceptance in legal, political science, and historical scholarship. Historians' stock in trade 

of explaining change over time lends itself to this model. Certainly regional. 
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demographic, material and technological circumstances changed dramatically throughout 

the nineteenth century. Yet the experience of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa refutes this 

paradigm. When the legal struggles of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa occupy the center 

of the historical stage, existing nineteenth century federal Indian policy era models do not 

fit this tribe's legal relations with the government of the United States. The continuity of 

the ideological assumptions and disruptive tactics of federal Indian policy remained far 

more pronounced than the discontinuity implied by the policy era model. To better 

comprehend the history of U.S. government relations with the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa, the multi-faceted threads entangled in the web of tribal-federal relations can 

no longer be reduced to distinct policy eras. The political history of the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa provides a deeper understanding of the dysfunctional nature of federal Indian 

policy and its shattering effects on a peaceful community that deserved a better fate. 

The responses of the Turtle Mountain band demonstrated that they soundly rejected 

the pretensions and disorder of federal Indian policy. Their narrative demonstrated that 

they desired to stay on their reserved tribal lands, and receive fair compensation for the 

lands they ceded to the United States. They asserted sovereign rights to govern 

themselves and control their own tribal membership. The band's representatives insisted 

that the federal government live up to its trust responsibility and protect them from 

unlawful injury to their property and rights. The United States government had a self-

proclaimed legal obligation to uphold the trust relationship it imposed on American 

Indians. 

This unique political arrangement represented an on-going partnership designed 

ostensibly to insure that in exchange for their valuable lands, native tribes had the 
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tools and resources needed for future survival. The federal government's recognition 

of their legitimate right to a reservation large enough to adequately accommodate the 

Turtle Mountain Chippewa would have resolved almost all of the remaining issues of 

tribal autonomy, adequate subsistence and economic sustainability. Instead their 

modest needs conflicted directly with the money-driven desires of European American 

development. Tribal members decried the negative attributes of the trust relationship. 

Yet the crucial element remained the relationship itself. Despite the heavy-handedness 

and false promises of the federal government, the Turtle Mountain community 

believed that adherence to the tribal-federal relationship provided a slim legal avenue 

for redress, negotiation, settlement, and betterment.^ 

The Turtle Mountain Chippewa tried to work within the United States' system of law 

to preserve their tribal autonomy and retain their tribal lands. In response to their 

amenable approach, solicitor Bottineau complained that "the authorities of the 

Government have really done nothing for these Indians, only to consume time and 

expense for nearly thirty years in endeavoring to remove them from their home on Turtle 

Mountain."^ It is clear that the Turtle Mountain Chippewa respected and believed that by 

adhering to peaceful relations and the rule of law, their sovereign legal status and land 

title would be upheld by the United States. Nevertheless, their modest needs to secure 

500,000 acres of land for 2,000 members conflicted directly with the expansionist agenda 

of European American settlement. As observed by Lakota scholar and jurist Frank 

Pommersheim, "the land must hold the people, and give direction to their aspirations and 

yearnings.'^ For Native peoples, the crucial importance of land cannot be overstated. 
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By reviewing the documentary record of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa's poHtical 

relationship with the United States for over a century one realizes the power of the recital 

of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa throughout the nineteenth century. Under three 

generations of Little Shell leadership, they asserted their determination to protect their 

tribal lands and preserve their tribal autonomy. They endeavored to manage or contest the 

turbulent consequences of illegal European American encroachment by attempting to 

make their own decisions and solve their own problems. A majority of the community 

believed that preserving their lands and their communal integrity as one autonomous 

entity provided the key to Turtle Mountain Chippewa survival. These objectives of self-

determination remained rooted in the band's cultures and politics. In the hope of 

obtaining a just and equitable accommodation of their rights, the letters, prayers, 

memorials, briefs, and delegations of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa gave voice to their 

"aspirations and yearnings." 

In its relations with the band during the first half of the twentieth century, the U.S. 

continued to act indifferently towards the rights and welfare of the tribe. The descendants 

of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa at the heart of this story lived on to fight their legal 

battles another day. In 1981 the Indian Claims Commission awarded the Turtle Mountain 

Band of Chippewa Indians $52,277,337.97.^' The award represented a long delayed 

attempt by the U.S. to rectify the McCumber Agreement's purchase of unceded Turtle 

Mountain Indian territory in northern North Dakota for what the Commission found to be 

an "unconscionable consideration."'^ The monetary recompense for the "ten cent" 

treaty's grossly inadequate remuneration provided the seed money to cultivate the late 

twentieth century tribal institutions needed to regenerate their road to self-determination. 
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In that sense, the I.C.C. resolution of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa case at last 

recognized the merit of their claim, and granted some small measure of compensation and 

belated justice. Tribal chairman Richard J. LaFromboise declared it as "a moral victory to 

a principle well taken by the Turtle Mountain Band for the distribution of something long 

waited for." This "object of hope" vindicated Bottineau's longstanding assertion that "a 

court of justice would not sustain the actions" of various federal Indian policy officials.'^ 

The tortuous path to such vindication illustrates that effective tribal sovereignty will 

continue to exist as long as Indian and non-Indian peoples fight the political battles 

necessary to uphold the fundamental legal relationship between tribes and the federal 

government. As we delve into the twenty-first century it remains uncertain whether 

hopeful ideas about multiculturalism and legal pluralism can be enriched by a greater 

appreciation of tribal sovereignty and the political endeavors of Native people. The rich 

historical record shows that the Turtle Mountain Chippewa believed that by adhering to 

peaceful relations and the rule of law, their sovereign legal status and interest would be 

upheld by the United States. 

The Turtle Mountain people stated consistently their objective: "we ask justice upon 

the merit of [our] claim."'^ Yet federal Indian policy adhered rarely to the rule of law. 

Instead it operated under the color of law with only the semblance of legal right. 

Contrary to the "laws founded injustice and humanity" claims of many federal Indian 

policy makers, the material facts at the core of the legal struggles of the Turtle Mountain 

Chippewa throughout the nineteenth century demonstrated the culpability of the federal 

government. The U.S. government did not pursue an equitable course of extinguishing 

Turtle Mountain "Indian title." As the self-proclaimed superior sovereign charging itself 
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with protecting a natural "right of occupancy" on their unceded lands, federal authorities 

ignored the band's just claim to remain in the possession and enjoyment of their lands 

17 
until they chose to part with them. 

The enduring strength of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa enabled them to survive the 

tremendous adversity brought about by external forces and internal dissension. Their 

tenacity sustained them when they had to overcome new and different challenges. The 

fact that they overcame so many crises and prevailed as a community is a tribute to the 

resilience and durability of their political acumen. Ojibwa oral tradition foretold that it 

takes seven generations to complete the cycle of cultural birth, decline, and rebirth.'^ 

Obviously the traditional circle can never be restored fully. Yetorder that justice may 

be done" the principled and persistent effort of the Turtle Mountain Chippewa should be 

a shining example for all Indian tribes to follow in their "undertakings for the furtherance 

of justice."'^ 

' Cramsie, John W., Indian Agent for the Turtle Mountain Indians, 1886. In "Statement of Little Shell Tribe 
on Chippewa Indians of Montana on S. 1735," June 17, 1982, before the Senate Select Committee on 
Indian Affairs, "Use and Distribution of Pembina Chippewa Indian Judgment Funds," 143. 

^ Delorme, Dissertation, Appendix X, 256. 

' ICC Docket No. 113/Exhibit 161, March 5, 1898 letter from J.B. Bottineau to Willis Van Devanter, 
Assistant Attorney General of the United States. 

" Brief, 24. 

' Prayer, 7-8; Brief. 7-8, 12; CIA Price March 11, 1882 letter. 

^ Miami Herald, February 24, 1985 "Indians in Fact, Indians in Fiction: A Conversation with Louise 
Erdrich," William Robertson, Herald Book Editor, 7E. 

Brief AO. 

^ Delorme, Dissertation, Appendix X, 256. "Because our claim has not been settled," the Turtle 
Mountain Chippewa rejected the federal Indian policy reforms of the Indian Reorganization Act in 
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'fir/e/; 31-32. 
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Tribal Life (Berkeley; University of California Press, 1995), 34. 
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